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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH,CAROLINA

SESSION 2015

SESSION LAW 2015-119
SENATE BILL 88

VT7L 5^

AN ACT TO ASSIGN POLE ATTACHMENT DISPUTES TO THE NORTH CAROLINA
UTILITIES COMMISSION..

The General Assembly ofNorth Carolina enacts:

SECTION 1. G.S. 62-350(a) reads as rewritten:
"(a) A municipality, or a membership corporation organized under Chapter 117 of the

General Statutes, that owns or controls poles, ducts, or conduits conduits, but which is exempt
from regulation under section 224 of the Communications Act of 1934. as amended, shall allow
any communications service provider to utilize its poles, ducts, and conduits at just, reasonable,
and nondiscriminatory rates, terms, and conditions adopted pursuant to negotiated or
adjudicated agreements. A request to utilize poles, ducts, or conduits under this section may be
denied only if there is insufficient capacity or for reasons of safety, reliability, and generally
applicable engineering principles, and those limitations cannot be remedied by rearranging,
expanding, or otherwise reengineering the facilities at the reasonable and actual cost of .the
municipality or membership corporation to be reimbursed by the communications service
provider, hi granting a request under this section, a municipality or membership corporation
shall require the requesting entity to comply with applicable safety requirements, including the
National Electrical Safety Code and the applicable rules and regulations issued by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. Anv fees due from a communications service
provider accessing or attaching to poles, ducts, or conduits under this section must be billed by
separate invoice and shall not be bundled with charges for electric service."

SECTION 2. G.S. 62-350(c) reads as rewritten:
"(c) In the event the parties are unable to reach an agreement within 90 days of a request

to negotiate pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, or if either party believes in good faith
that an impasse has been reached prior to the expiration of the 90-day period, either party may

case set forth in G.S. 7A ^5.1. and the Business Courtinitiate proceedings to resolve &e dispute
before the Commission. The Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction over sueh
Qctions.proceedings arising imder-this section and shall adjudicate disputes arising rmder this
section on a case-bv-case basis. The Commission shall not exercise general rate-making
authority over communication service provider utilization of municipal or membership
corporation facilities. This section does not impact or expand the Commission's authority under
G.S. 62-133.5(Ti') or tmT The Public Staff mav. at the discretion of the Commission, be made a
party to anv proceedings under this section as may be appropriate to serve the using and
consuming public. The parties shall identify with specificity in their respective pleadings filings
the issues in

The Commission, in itsto exceed 180 days of the commencement
discretion, mav consider anv evidence or rate-making methodologies offered or proposed bv
the parties and shall resolve any dispute identified in the pleadings filings consistent with the
public interest and necessity so as to derive just and reasonable rates, terms, and

193L as amended, and tiiil conditions. The Commission shall applv any new rate adopted as a
result of the action retroactively to the date immediately following the expiration of the 90-day
negotiating period or initiation of the lawsuit.proceeding. whichever is earlier. If the new rate is

*S88-V-5*



"for the continuation of an existing agreement, the new rate shall apply retroactively to the'date
immediately following the end of the existing agreement. Prior to commencing any
'aetjeninitiating any proceedings under this subsection, a party must pay any undisputed fees
related to the use of poles, ducts, or conduits which are due and owing under a preexisting
agreement with the municipality or membership corporation. In any aetiea-proceeding brought
under this subsection, the enuft-Commission mav resolve any existing disputes regarding fees
alleged to be owing under a preexisting agreement or regarding safety compliance arising under
subsection (d) of &is section. The provisions of this section do not apply to an entity whose
poles, ducts, and conduits are subject to regulation under section 224 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended."

SECTION 3. G.S. 62-350(d)(4) reads as rewritten:
"(4) All attaching parties shall work cooperatively to determine the causation of,

and to effectuate any remedy for, noncompliant lines, equipment, and
attachments. In the event of disputes under this subsection, the involved
municipality or membership corporation or any attaching party may bring an

mandatory business case set forth in G.S. 7A 45.1, and the Business Court
initiate proceedings to resolve anv dispute before the Commission. The
Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction over such actions, proceedings
arising under this section and shall adjudicate disputes arising imder this
section on a case-bv-case basis. The Commission shall not exercise general
rate-making authority over communication service provider utilization of
municipal or membership corporation facilities. This section does not impact
or expand the Commission's authority under G.S. 62-133.501^ or Tml. The
Public Staff mav. at the discretion of the Commission, be made a party to
anv proceedings under this section as mav be appropriate to serve the using
and consuming public. The Busmeas CourtCommission shall resolve such
disputes consistent with the public interest and necessity. Nothing herein
shall prevent a municipality or membership corporation from taking such
action as may be necessary to remedy any exigent issue which is an
imminent threat of death or injury to persons or damage to property."

SECTION 4. G.S. 62-350(f) reads as rewritten:
"(f) The Business CourtCommission may adopt such rules as it deems necessary to

adjudicate anv disputes arising under this section."
SECTION 5. G.S. 62-350 is amended by adding a new subsection to read:

"(hi As part of final adjudication, the Commission mav assess the costs, not to exceed
ten thousand dollars ($10.0001. of adjudicating a dispute under this section against the parties to
the dispute proceeding. If the Public Staff is a nartv to a dispute proceeding and the Executive
Director of the Public Staff deems it necessary to hire expert witnesses or other individuals
with professional expertise to assist the Public Staff in the dispute proceeding, the. Cnmmissinn
mav assess such additional costs incurred bv the Public Staff bv allocating such costs against
the parties to the dispute proceeding."

SECTION 6. G.S. 7A-45.4(b)(3) is repealed.
SECTION 7. Notwithstanding the deletion of language referencing the factors or

evidence that may be presented by a party in Section 2 of this act, the Commission may
consider any evidence presented by a party, including any methodologies previously applied.

Page 2 Session Law 2015-119 Senate Bill 88-Ratifled



SECTION 8. This act is effective when it becomes law and applies to any action
filed on or after that date.

In the General Assembly read three times and ratified this the 25^ day of June,
2015.

Approved 4:00 p.m. this 29^ day ofJune, 2015

s/ Philip E. Berger
President Pro Tempore of the Senate

s/ Tim Moore
Speaker of the House of Representatives

s/ PatMcCrory
Governor

Senate Bill 88-Ratified Session Law 2015-119 Page 3
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Summaty

Experience

Patricia D. Kravtin

500 Atlantic Avenue, Unit 19A
Boston, MA 02210

pdkravtin@,comcast.net

Consulting economist with specialization in telecommunications, cable, and
energy markets. Extensive knowledge of complex economic, policy and
technical issues facing incumbents, new entrants, regulators, investors, and
consumers in rapidly changing telecommunications, cable, and energy
markets.

CONSULTING ECONOMIST

2000-Present Independent Consulting Swampscott, MA

• Providing expert witness services and full range of economic, policy, and
technical advisory services in the fields of telecommunications, cable, and
energy.

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT/SENIOR ECONOMIST

1982-2000 Economics and Technology, inc. Boston, MA

• Active participant in regulatory proceedings in over thirty state jurisdictions,
before the Federal Communications Commission, Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission,

Ontario Energy Board, and other international regulatory authorities on
telecommunications, cable, and energy matters.

• Provided expert witness and technical advisory services in connection with
litigation and arbitration proceedings before state and federal regulatory
agencies, and before U.S. district court, on behalf of diverse set of pubic and
private sector clients (see Record of Prior Testimony).

• Extensive cable television regulation expertise in connection with
implementation of the Cable Act of 1992 and the Telecommunications Act
of 1996 by the Federal Communications Commission and local fi-anchising
authorities.

• Led analysis of wide range of issues related to: rates and rate policies; cost
methodologies and allocations; productivity; cost benchmarking; business
case studies for entry into cable, telephony, and broadband markets;
development of competition; electric industry restructuring; incentive or
performance based regulation; universal service; access charges; deployment
advanced services and broadband technologies; access to pole attachments,
conduit, and other rights-of-way.



Education

Prof. Affiliation

Served as advisor to state regulatory agencies, assisting in negotiations with
utilities, non-partial review ofrecord evidence, deliberations and drafting of
final decisions.

Author of industry reports and papers on topics including market structure,
competition, alternative forms of regulation, patterns of investment,
telecommunications modernization, and broadband deployment.

Invited speaker before various national organizations, state legislative
committees and participant in industry symposiums.

Grant Reviewer for the Broadband Technology Opportunities Program
(BTOP) administeredby National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA), Fall 2009.

RESEARCH/POLICY ANALYST

1978-1980 Various Federal Agencies, Washington, DC

• Prepared economic impact analyses concerning allocation of frequency
spectrum (Federal Communications Commission).

• Performed financial and statistical analysis concerning the effect of securities
regulations on the acquisition ofhigh-technology firms (Securities and
Exchange Commission).

•. Prepared analyses and recommendationson national economic policy issues
including capital recovery. (U.S. Dept. of Commerce).

1980-1982 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, MA

• Graduate Study in the Ph.D. program in Economics (Abd). General
Examinations passed in fields of GovernmentRegulation of Industry,
Industrial Organization, and Urban and Regional Economics.

• National Science Foundation Fellow.

1976-1980 George Washington University, Washington, DC

• B.A. with Distinction in Economics.

Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Epsilon in recognition ofhigh scholastic
achievement in field ofEconomics, Recipient of four-year honor scholarship.

American Economic Association



Reports and Studies (authored and co-authored)

Report on the Ohio Municipal Electric Association Pole Attachment Rate Study, prepared for the Ohio
Cable Telecommunications Association, November 9,2012.

Report on the FinancialViabilityof the Proposed Greenfield Overbuild in the City of Lincoln, California,
prepared for Starstreani Communications, August 12,2003.

"Assessing SBC/Pacific's Progress in Eliminating Barriers to Entry, The Local Market in California is
Not Yet 'Fully and Irreversibly Open," prepared for CALTBL, August 2000.

"Final Report on the Qualifications of Wide Open West-Texas, LLC For a Cable TelevisionFranchise in
the City ofDallas," prepared for the City ofDallas, July 31,2000.

"Final Report on the Qualifications of Western Integrated Networks of Texas OperatingL.P. For a Cable
Television Franchise in the City ofDallas," prepared for the City ofDallas, July 31,2000.

"Price Cap Plan for USWC: Establishing Appropriate Price and Service Quality Incentives in Utah"
prepared for The Division ofPublic Utilities, March, 2000.

"Building a Broadband America: The Competitive Keys to the Future of the Internet," prepared for The
Competitive Broadband Coalition, May 1999.

"Broken Promises: A Review of Bell Atlantic-Pennsylvania's Performance Under Chapter 30," prepared
for AT&T and MCI Telecommunications, June 1998.

"Analysis of Opportunities for Cross Subsidies Between OTA and GTA Cellular," prepared for Guam
Cellular and Paging, submitted to the Guam Public Utilities Commission, July 11,1997.

"Reply to Incumbent LEC Claims to Special Revenue Recovery Mechanisms," submitted in the Matter of
Access Charge Reform in CC Docket 96-262, February 14,1997.

"Assessing Incumbent LEC Claims to Special Revenue Recovery Mechanisms: Revenue opportunities,
market assessments, and further empirical analysis of the 'Gap' between embedded and forward-looking
costs," FCC CC Docket 96-262, January 29, 1997.

"Analysis of Incumbent LEC Embedded Investment: An Empirical Perspective on the 'Gap' between
Historical Costs and Forward-looking TSLRIC," Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in
the Telecommunications Act of 1996, FCC CC 96-98, May 30, 1996.

"Reply to X-Factor Proposals for the FCC Long-Term LEC Price Cap Plan," prepared for the Ad Hoc
Telecommunications User Committee, submitted in FCC CC Docket 94-1, March 1, 1996.

"Establishing the X-Factor for the FCC Long-Terms LEC Price Cap Plan," prepared for the Ad Hoc
Telecommunications User Committee, submitted in FCC CC Docket 94-1, December 1995.

"The Economic Viability of Stentor's 'Beacon Initiative,' Exploring the Extent of its Financial
Dependencyupon Revenues from Services in the Utility Segment," prepared for Unitel, submittedbefore
the Canadian ^dio-television andTelecommunications Commission, March 1995.



"Fostering a Competitive Local Exchange Market in New Jersey: Blueprint for Development of a Fair
Playing Field," prepared for the New Jersey Cable Television Association, January 1995.

"The EnduringLocalBottleneck: Monopoly Powerandthe LocalExchange Carriers," Feb. 1994.

"A Note on Facilitating Local Exchange Competition," prepared for E.P.G., Nov. 1991.

"Testingfor EffectiveCompetition in the Local Exchange," preparedfor the E.P.G., October 1991.

"A Public Good/Private Good Framework for Identifying Pots Objectives for the Public Switched
Network" prepared for the National Regulatory Research Institute, October 1991.

"Report on the Status of Telecommunications Regulation, Legislation, and modernization in the states of
Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma and Texas," prepared for the Mid-America Cable-TV
Association, December 13, 1990.

"The U S Telecommunications Infrastructure and Economic Development," presented at the 18th Annual
Telecommunications Policy Research Conference, Airlie, Virginia, October 1990.

"An Analysis of OutsidePlant Provisioning and Utilization Practices of US West Communications in the
State of Washington," preparedfor the Washington Utilitiesand Transportation Commission, March 1990.

"Sustainability of Competition in Light of New Technologies," presented at the Twentieth Annual
Williamsburg Conference of the Institute of Public Utilities, Williamsburg, VA, December 1988.

"Telecommunications Modernization: Who Pays?," prepared for the National Regulatory Research
Institute, September 1988.

"Industiy Structure and Competition in Telecommunications Markets: An Empirical Analysis," presented
at the Seventh International Conference of the International Telecommunications Society at MIT, July
1988.

"Market Structure and Competition in the Michigan Telecommunications Industry," prepared for the
Michigan Divestiture Research Fund Board, April 1988.

"Impact of Interstate Switched Access Charges on Information Service Providers - Analysis of Initial
Comments," submitted in FCC CO Docket No. 87-215, October 26, 1987.

"An Economic Analysis of the Impact of Interstate Switched Access Charge Treatment on Information
Service Providers," submitted in FCC CC Docket No. 87-215, September 24, 1987.

"Regulation and Technological Change: Assessment of the Nature and Extent of Competition from a •
Natural Industry Structure Perspective and Implications for Regulatory Policy Options,"-prepared for the
State ofNew York in collaboration with the City ofNew York, February 1987.

"BOC Market Power and MFJ Restrictions: A Critical Analysis of the 'Competitive Market' Assumption,"
submitted to the Department of Justice, July 1986.

"Long-Run Regulation of AT&T: A Key Element of a Competitive Telecommunications Policy,"
August 1984.

"Economic and Policy Considerations Supporting Continued Regulation of AT&T," submitted in FCC CC
Docket No. 83-1147, June 1984.
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'Multi-product Transportation Cost Functions," MIT Working Paper, September 1982.



Record of Prior Testimony

2017

Beforethe Kentucky Public Service Commission, In theMatter of:ElectronicApplication ofKentucky Power
Companyfor (J)A GeneralAdjustment of its Ratesfor Electric Service: (2)An OrderApprovingits 2017
EnvironmentalCompliance Plan; (3)An Order Approving its Tariffs and Riders; (4)An Order Approving
Accounting Practices toEstablish Regulatory Assets and Liabilities, and (5) An Order GrantingAll OtherRequired
Approvals and Relief, CaseNo. 2017-00179, DirectTestimonysubmitted on behalf of The Kentucky Cable
Telecommunications Association, October 3,2017.

Before the North Carolina Public Utility Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofTime Warner Cable Southeast LLC,
Complainantv. Carteret-CravenElectric Membership Corporation, Respondent, DocketNo. BC-55,SUB 70,
Direct Pre-filed May 30,2017; Rebuttal Pre-filed June 15,2017; Cross-examination June 20,2017."

Before the North Carolina Public Utility Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofTime Warner Cable Southeast LLC,
Complainantv. Jones-Onslow Electric Membership Corporation, Respondent, DocketNo. EC-43, SUB 88, Direct
Pre-filed May 30,2017; Rebuttal Pre-filed June 15, 2017; Cross-examination June 20,2017.

Before the North Carolina Public Utility Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofTime Warner Cable Southeast LLC,
Complainant v. Surry-Yadkin ElectricMembership Corporation, Respondent, DocketNo. EC-49, SUB55, Direct
Pre-filed May 30,2017; Rebuttal Pre-filed June 15,20.17; Cross-examination June 20,2017.

Before the North Carolina Public Utility Commission, in Re: In the Matter of UnionElectric Membership
Corporation, Complainantv. Time WarnerCable SoutheastLLC, Respondent, DocketNo. EC-39, SUB 44,
Responsive Pre-filed June 15,2017; Cross-examination June 20,2017.

2016

Before the State of Connecticut Department Of Public Utility Control, in Re: In the Matter ofthe Application of
The UnitedIlluminatingCompanytoIncrease Its Rates and Charges,DocketNo. 16-06-04, filed September9,
2016.

Before the United States District Court, District of Maryland, Zayo Group, LLC, et al. Plaintiffs v. Mc^orand
CityofCouncilofBaltimore, et al, Defendants, CivilNo. 16-cv-592, Declarationfiled March 30, 2016; Cross-
examination May 17,2016.

2015

Before the Arkansas Public Service Commission, In the Matter ofa Rulemaking Proceeding to Consider Changes
to the Arkansas Public Service Commission's Pole Attachment Rules, Docket No. 15-019-R, Report filed July 22,
2015, Second Report filed Augustl9,2015; Cross-examination October 27,2015.

Before the Public Service Commission ofWisconsin, Wisconsin Cable Communications Association, Charter
Cable Partners, LLC, and Time Warner Cable Midwest LLC, Complainants, v. City ofOconomowoc, Respondent,
Docket No. 4340-B1-100, Direct Testimony submitted May 29,2015; Rebuttal Testimony submitted June 19,2015;
Surrebuttal Testimony submitted July 2,2015; Cross-examination July 9,2015.

Beforethe Kentucky Public Service Commission, In theMatter of:ApplicationofKentucky Utilities Companyfor
AnAdjustment of its Base Rates, CaseNo. 2014-00371,submitted March 6,2015.

Before the Kentucky Public Service Covamission In the Matter of:ApplicationofLouisville Gas and Electric
Companyfor AnAdjustment ofUs Electricand GasBaseRates,Case No. 2014-00372, submitted March6,2015.



2013

Before the Commonwealth of Virginia State Corporation Commission, m Application ofNorthern Virginia
Electric Cooperative, For Approval ofpole attachment rates and terms and conditions under § 56-466.1 ofthe Code
of Virginia, Pre-filed Direct Testimony on behalfof Comcast Califomia/Maryland/PennsylvaniaA^irginia/West
Virginia LLC, August 29, 2013. Live testimony and cross-examination, November 22/25,2013.

Before the General Court of Justice Superior Court Division, State of North Carolina, County of Rutherford,
Rutherford Electric Membership Corporation, Plaintiff, vs. Time Warner Entertainment—Advance/Newhouse
Partnership d/b/a Time Warner Cable, Defendant, 13 CVS 231, submitted July 10,2013, Deposition July 22,2013.
Live testimony and cross-examination, September 6, 2013.

Before the Chancery Court for Davidson County, Tennessee at Nashville, The Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee, Plaintiffv. XO Tennessee, Inc., Defendant, Docket No. 02-679-IV; The
Metr'opolitan Government ofNashville and Davidson County, Tennessee, Plaintiffv. TCG Midsouth, Inc.,
Defendant, Docket No. 02-749-IV, Affidavit dated January 25,2013, Reply Affidavit dated February 19,2013. Live
testimony and cross-examination. May 14-15,2013.

2012

Before the State of New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, in Time Warner Entertainment Company L.P.
d/b/a Time Warner Cable, Petitionfor Resolution ofDispute with Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire, DT
12-084, on behalfofTime Warner Entertainment Company L.P. d/b/a Time Warner Cable, Comcast Cable
Communications Management, LLC, Comcast ofNew Hampshire, Inc., Comcast of Massachusetts/New Hampshire,
LLC, and Comcast ofMaine/New Hampshire, Inc. Initial Direct Testimony submitted July 20,2012; Reply Direct
Testimony submitted October 31,2012; Live panel testimony, November 14,2012.

Before the Ontario Energy Board, In the Matter ofthe Application by Canadian DistributedAntenna Systems
Coalition ("CANDAS")^\\q'Ho. EB-2011-1020, Joint Written Statement (with J. Lemay, M. Starkey, A. Yatchew),
submitted July 20,2012.

Before the Chancery Court for Davidson County, Tennessee at Nashville, The Metropolitan Government of
Nashville andDavidson County, Tennessee, Plaintiffv. XO Tennessee, Inc., Defendant, Docket No. 02-679-IV; The
Metropolitan Government ofNashville andDavidson County, Tennessee, Plaintiff v. TCG Midsouth, Inc.,
Defendant, Docket No. 02-749-IV, Expert Report submitted May 15,2012; Supplemental Report dated November 6,
2012.

2011

Before the Ontario Energy Board, in the Matter ofthe Application by Canadian DistributedAntenna Systems
Coalition ("CANDAS"), File No. BB-2011-1020, Reply Evidence, filed December 16,2011.

Before the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, In the Matter ofthe Application ofColumbus Southern Power
Company and Ohio Power Company, Individually and, ifTheir ProposedMerger is Approved, as a Merged
Company (collectively, AEP Ohio)for an Increase in Electric Distribution Rates, Case No. II-25I-EL-AIR, Case
No. II-352-EL-AIR; In the Matter ofthe Application ofColumbus Southern Power Company and Ohio Power
Company, Individually and, ifTheir ProposedMerger is Approved, as a Merged Company (collectively, AEP Ohio)
for TariffApproval, Case No. II-253-EL-ATA Case No. 11-254-EL-ATA; In the Matter ofthe Application of
Columbus Southern Power Company and Ohio Power Company, Individually and, ifTheir ProposedMerger is
Approved, as a Merged Company (collectively, AEP Ohio) for Approval to Change Accounting Methods, Case No.
II-356-EL-AAM, CaseNo. 7;-2J5-EL-^MfiledOctober24,2011.

Before the Virginia State Corporation Commission, In the Matter ofDeterminingAppropriate Regulation ofPole
Attachments and Cost Sharing in Virginia, CaseNo. PUE-2011-00033, Affidavit submitted Jime 22, 2011, Live
Testimony given July 13,2011.

Before the Public Utility Commission of Texas, State Ofl3ce ofAdministrative Hearings, Petition ofCPS Energy
for Enforcement Against AT&T Texas and Time Warner Cable Regarding Pole Attachments, SOAH Docket No.



Before the Kentucky Public Service Commission, in^e; South Central Bell, 8467, on behalfofthe
Commonwealth ofKentucky, cross-examination August 26,1982.
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473-09-5470, PUC Docket No. 36633, Supplemental Testimony submitted March 17,2011; Further Supplemental
Testimony submitted April 22,2011, Cross-examination, September 13,2011.

2010

Before the General Court of Justice Superior Court Division, State of North Carolina, County of Rowan, Time
Warner Entertainment- Advance/Newhouse Partnership, Plaintiff, V. Town OfLandis, North Carolina, Defendant,
10 CVS 1172, submitted October 20,2010, Deposition December 1,2010, Live testimony and cross-examination
July 20,2011.

Before the Federal Communications Commission,the Matter ofImplementation ofSection 224 ofthe Act;
Amendment ofthe Commission's Rules and Policies Governing Pole Attachments, WC Docket No. 07-245, GN
Docket No. 09-51. Report submitted August 16,2010, Attachment A to Comments jfiled by the National Cable and
Telecommunications Association.

Before the Public Utility Commission of Texas, State Office ofAdministrative Hearings, Petition ofCPS Energy
for EnforcementAgainst AT&T Texas and Time Warner Cable Regarding Pole Attachments, SOAH Docket No.
473-09-5470, PUC Docket No. 36633, Direct Testimony submitted July 23,2010.

Before the Kentucky Public Service Commission, In the Matter of: Application 'ofKentucky Utilities Company for
An Adjustment ofUsBase Rates, Case No. 2009-00548, submitted April 22,2010.

Before the Kentucky Public Service Commission/n the Matter of: Application ofLouisville Gas andElectric
Companyfor AnAdjustment ofits Electric and Gas Base Rates, Case No. 2009-00549, submittedApril 22,2010.

Before the Arkansas Public Service Commission, Coxcom, Inc., D/B/A Cox Communications, Complainant V.
Arkansas ValleyElectric Cooperative Corporation, 'Respondent. Docket No. 09-133-C, submitted March 17,2010.

2009

Before the Circuit Court of the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit in and for Hillsborough County, State ofFlorida,
Tampa Electric Company, Plaintiff, vs. Bright House Networks,LLC, Defendant, Case No. 06-00819, Division L.
Expert Report submitted December 30,2009, Deposition February 2,2010, Live testimony and cross-examination,
March 24,2010.

Before the Superior Court of the State Of Washington for the County of Pacific,, Pacific Utility District No. 2
OfPacific County, Plaintiff, V. Comcast ofWashingtonIv, Inc., Centurytel of Washington, Inc., and Falcon
Community Ventures I, L.P. D/B/A Charter Communications, Defendants, Case No. 07-2-00484-1, Expert Report
submitted September 18,2009, Reply Report submitted October 16,2009, Deposition December 21,2009,
Deposition December 21,2009, Live testimony and cross-examination October 12-13,2010.

Before the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, In the Matter ofthe Application ofDuke Energy Ohio, Inc., for an
Increase in Electric Distribution Rates, CaseNo. 08-709-EL-ATR,In the Matter ofthe Application ofDukeEnergy
Ohio, Inc.,, for a TariffApproval, CaseNo. 08-710-EL-ATA, In the Matter ofthe Application ofDuke Energy Ohio,
Inc.,for Approval to Change Accounting Methods, CaseNo. 08-11-EL-AAM, In the Matter ofthe Application of
CincinnatiGas &Electric Companyfor Approval ofits Rider BDP,BackupDeliveryPoint, Case No. 06-718-EL-
ATA, filed February 26, 2009.

2008

Before the Arkansas Public Service Commission, In the Matter ofa Rulemaking Proceeding to Establish,Pole
Attachment Rules In Accordance WithAct 740 of2007, Docket No. 08-073-R, filed May 13,2008, reply filed June
3,2008,-Cross-examination June 10,2008.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, In the Matter ofImplementation ofSection 224 ofthe Act;
Amendment ofthe Commission's Rules and Policies Governing Pole Attachments, WC Docket No. 07-245, RM
11293, RM 11303, filed March 7,2008, reply filed April 22,2008.

2006



Before the State of New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, Officeof Administrative Law, in the Matter of the
VerifiedPetition of TCG Delaware Valley, Inc. and Teleport Communications New Yorkfor an OrderRequiring
PSE&GCo. to Comply with the Board's Conduit Rental Regulations, GAL Docket PUC 1191-06, BPU Docket No.
EO0511005, filed September 29,2006; rebuttal filed November 17,2006.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, In the Matter ofFlorida Cable Telecommunications
Association. Inc., Comcast Cablevision ofPanama City, Inc.; Mediacom Southeast, L.L.C.; and Cox
Communications Gulf,L.L.C.; Complainants v. GulfPower Company, Respondent. EB DocketNo. 04-381.
Testimonyon behalf of Complainants, March 31,2006, Deposition March 15,2006, Live Cross April 26-27,2006.

2005

Before the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York, Coastal Communication Service,
Inc. and Telebeam TelecommunicationsCorporation, Plaintiffs - against -The City ofNew Yorkand New YorkCity
Department ofInformation Technologyand Telecommunications, 02 Civ. 2300 (RJD) (SMG), Expert Report filed
February 4,2005; Rebuttal Expert Report, filed August 29,2005, Deposition December 1,2005.

2004

Before the Ontario Energy Board, In the Matter of the Ontario Energy Board Act 1998,S.0.1998, c.l5, (Schedule
B); and In the Matter of an.Application pursuant to section 74 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 by the
Canadian Cable Television Association for an Order or Orders to amend the licenses of electricity distributors, RP-
2003-024, Reply Evidence, filed September 27,2004 (joint w/ Paul Glist), Cross-examination October 26-27,2004.

2003

Before the United States District Court for the Southern District of California, Level 3 Communications, LLC v.
City ofSantee, Civil Action No. 02-CV-1193, Rebuttal Expert Report,
filed July 18,2003.

2002

Before the New York State Public Service Commission, In the Matter of the Cable Television &
Telecommunications Association of New York, Inc., Petitioner, v. Verizon New York, Inc., Respondent, Case 02-M-
1636, Affidavit filed December 19,2002.

Before the West Virginia Public Service Commission, Community Antenna Service, Inc. v. Charter
Communications, Case No. 01-0646-CTV-C, Live Direct Testimony and Cross-examination, June 12, 2002.

Before the Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia, Comcast Cablevision ofthe District, L.L.C.,
Complainant, v. Verizon Communications Inc. - Washington, D.C., Respondent, Formal Case No. 1006, Direct
Testimony filed June 11,2002; Rebuttal Testimony filed June 24,2002.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Cavalier Telephone, LLC, Complainant, v. Virginia Electric &
Power Co., D/b/a Dominion Virginia Power, Respondent, Case No. EB-02-MD-005, Declaration filed May 21,2002.

Before the Puerto Rico Telecommunications Regulatory Board, in Re: Petition ofCentennial Puerto Rico
License Corp. for arbitration pursuant to Sections 252(b) ofthe Telecommunications Act of1996 to Establish an
Interconnection A^eement with Puerto Rico Telephone Company, on behalfofCentennial Puerto Rico License
Corp., Direct Testimony filed April 16,2002; Deposition May 7,2002, May 14,2002; Reply Testimony, May 20,
2002, Cross-examination May 22,2002.

Before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofTranscontinental Gas Pipe Line
Corporation, Docket No. RPOl-245, on behalfofthe University ofMaryland-College Park, Johns Hopkins
University and Johns Hopkins University Health System, and the North Carolina Utilities Commission, Cross-
answering Testimony, January 23,2002; Rebuttal Testimony, May 31,2002, Cross-examination July 31,2002.

2001

Before the United States District Court for the Northern District of New York, TC Systems, Inc. and Teleport
Communications-New York vs. Town ofColonie, New York, Civil Action No. OO-CV-1972, Expert Report filed
November 16,2001; Deposition Dec. 7,2001, Rebuttal Report December 20,2001, Deposition Jan. 9, 2002.
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Before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofTranscontinental Gas Pipe Line
Corporation, Docket No. RPOl-245, on behalfofthe University ofMaryland-College Park, Johns Hopkins
University and Johns Hopkins University Health System, and the North Carolina Utilities Commission, filed
November 15,2001.

Before the Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia, Comcast Cable Communications, Inc.
d/b/a/Comcast Cable ofWashington, D.C., Complainant, v. Verizon Communications Inc. - Washington, D.C.,
Respondent, filed September 21,2001.

Before the Public Utility Commission of Texas, State Office ofAdministrative Hearings, SOAH Docket No. 473-
00-1014, PUC Docket No. 222^9, Application ofTexas-NewMexico Power Companyfor Approval of Unbundled
Cost ofService Rate Pursuant to PURA § 39.201and Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule §25.344, on behalf
of Cities Served by Texas-Nev^fMexico Power, filed January 25,2001.

2000

Before the Puerto Rico Telecommunications Regulatory Board, m AT&T ofPuerto Rico, Inc. etal v. Puerto Rico
Telephone Company, Inc.,Re: Dialing Parity, Docket Nos. 97-Q-0008, 98-Q-0002, on behalfofLambda
Communications Inc., Cross-examination October 19-20,2000.

Before theDepartment of Telecommunications and Energy of the Commonwealth ofMassachusetts, Docket
No. DTE 98-57 —Phase III, Re: Bell Atlantic- Massachusetts TariffNo. 17 Digital Subscriber Line Compliance
Filing and Line Sharing Filing, (Panel Testimony with Joseph Riolo, Robert WiUiams, and Michael Clancy) on
behalfofRhythms Links Inc. and Covad Communications Company, filed July 10,2000;

Before the New York State Public Service Commission in Re: Proceeding on Motion ofthe Commission to
Examine New York Telephone Company's Ratesfor Unbundled Network Elements on behalf ofthe Cable Television
& Telecommunications Association ofNew York, Inc., Direct Testimony filed June 26,2000, Supplemental
Testimony filed November 29,2000.

Before the Maryland Public Service Commission, on behalfofRhythms Links Inc. and Covad Communications
Company, filed jointly with Terry L. Murray-and Richard Cabe, May 5,2000.

Before the Public Utility Commission of Texas, in Re: Proceeding to Examine Reciprocal Compensation Pursuant
to Section 252 ofthe Federal Telecommunications Act of1996, CC Docket No. 21982, onbehalf of AT&T
Communications ofTexas, L.P., TCG Dallas, and Teleport Communications Houston, Inc., filed March 31,2000.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofPrice Caps Performance Reviewfor
Local Exchange Carriers, Access Charge Reform, CC Dockets 94-1, 96-262, on behalfof Ad Hoc
Telecommunications Users Committee, filed January 24,2000.

Before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, in i?e: In the Matter ofNorthern Border Pipeline Company,
on behalfofthe Canadian Association ofPetroleum Producers and the Alberta Department ofResource
Development, filed January 20,2000.

1999

Before the Connecticut Department of Public Utilities, ini?e; Evaluation andApplication to Modify Franchise
Agreement by SBC Communications Inc., Southern Ne^v England telecommunications Corporation and SNET
Personal Vision, Inc., Docket No. 99-04-02, on behalfofthe Office of Consumer Counsel, filed June 22,1999;
cross- examination July 8,1999

Before the Illinois Commerce Commission, in Re: Illinois Commerce Commission on its own Motion v. Illinois
Bell Telephone Company; et al: Investigation into Non-Cost BasedAccess Charge Rate Elements in the Intrastate
Access Charges ofthe Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers in Illinois, Illinois Commerce Commission on its own
Motion Investigation into Implicit Universal Service Subsidies in Intrastate Access Charges and to Investigate how
these Subsidies should be Treated in the Future, Illinois Commerce Commission on its own motion Investigation
into the Reasonableness ofthe LS2 Rate ofIllinois Bell Telephone Company, Docket No. 97-00601, 97-0602, 97-
0516, Consolidated, onbehalfofCity of Chicago, filed January 4,1999; rebuttal February 17,1999.
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Before thePuerto RicoTelecommunicatioiis RegulatoryBoard, in Re: In theMatterofArbitration of
Interconnection Rates, Terms and Conditions between Centennial Wireless PCS Operations Corp., Lambda
Communications Inc., and thePuerto Rico Telephone Companyy behalfof Centennial Wireless PCS Operations
Corp. and Lambda Communications Inc., cross-examination February 16,1999.

1998

Beforethe California Public UtilitiesCommission, inRe: In theMatter of theApplication ofPacific Bell (U1001
C), a Corporation,for Authorityfor Pricing Flexibility and toIncreasePrices of CertainOperatorServices, to
Reduce the Number ofMonthlyAssistance CallAllowances, and AdjustPricesfor Four Centrex OptionalFeatures,
Application No. 98-05-038, on behalfofCoimty ofLos Angeles, filed November 17, 1998, cross-examination,
December 9,1998.

BeforethePuerto Rico Telecommunications Regulatory Board, inRe:In theMatter ofPRTC's TariffK-2 (Intra-
island access charges). Docket no. 97-Q-OOOl, 97-Q-0003, on behalfofLambda Communications, Inc., filed
October 9,1998, cross-examination October 9, 1998.

Before the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, in Re: Application ofthe Southern New England
Telephone Company, Docket no. 98-04-03,on behalf of the Connecticut Officeof ConsumerCounsel, filed August
17,1998, cross-examination February 18,1999.

Before the California Public Utilities Commission, in Re: Pacific Gas & Electric General Rate Case, A.97-12-
020, on behalfof Office ofRate Payers Advocates CA PUC, filed June 8, 1998.

1997

Before the South Carolina Public Service Commission, in Re: Proceeding to ReviewBellSouth
Telecommunications, Inc.'s Costfor Unbundled Network Elements, Docket no. 97-374-C, on behalfofthe South
Carolina Cable Television Association, filed November 17,1997.

Before the State Corporation Commission of Kansas, in Re: In the Matter ofandInvestigation to Determine
whether the Exemptionfrom Interconnection Granted by 47 U.S.C. 251(f) should be Terminated in the Dighton,

•Ellis, Wakeeney, and Hill City Exchanges, Docket No. 98-GIMT-162-MIS, on behalfofClassic Telephone, Inc.,
filed October 23,1997.

Before theGeorgia Public Services Commission, ini?e; Review ofCost Studies, Methodologies, and Cost-Based
Ratesfor Interconnection and Unbundling ofBellSouth Telecommunications Services, Docket No. 7061-U, on
behalfofthe Cable Television Association ofGeorgia, filed August 29,1997, cross-examination September 19,
1997.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofPrice Caps Performance Reviewfor
Local Exchange Carriers, Access Charge Reform, CC Dockets 94-1,96-262, on behalfofAd Hoc
Telecommunications Users Committee, filed July 11,1997.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, ini?e; In the Matter ofAmendment ofRules andPolicies
Governing Pole Attachments, CS Docket 97-98, on behalf ofNCTA, filed June 27, 1997.

Before the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California, in Re: Rulemaking on the Commission' s Own
Motion to Govern Open Access to Bottleneck Services and Establish a Frameworkfor NetworkArchitecture
Development ofDominant Carrier Networks, R.93-04-003,1.93-04-002AT&T, filed March 19, 1997, reply April 7,
1997.

Before the Puerto Rico Telecommunications Regulatory Board, in Re: In the Matter ofCentennial Petitionfor
Arbitration with PRTC, on behalf of Centennial Cellular Corporation, filed February 14,1997, supplemental March
10,1997.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofAccess Charge Reform, CC Docket 96-
262, on behalfofAT&T, filed January 29,1997, reply February 14, 1997.
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1996

Before the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, in Re: In the Matter ofthe Investigation Regarding Local
Exchange Competitionfor Telecommunications Services, TX95120631, on behalf ofNew Jersey Cable Television
Association, filed on August 30,1996, reply September 9,1997, October 20,1997, cross-examination September '
12,1996, December 20,1996.

Before the State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas, ini?e.-In the Matter ofa General Investigation
Into Competition Within the Telecommunications Industry in the State ofKansas, 190, 492-U 94-GIMT-478-GIT,
on behalfofKansas Cable Telecommunications Association, Inc., filed July 15,1996, cross-examination August 14,
1996.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: Price Caps Performance Reviewfor Local Exchange
Carriers, CC Docket 94-1, onbehalfofAdHoc Telecommunications Users Committee, filed July 12, 1996.

Before the State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas, in Re: In the Matter ofa General Investigation
Into Competition Within the Telecommunications Industry in the State ofKansas, 190, 492-U 94-GIMT-478-GIT,
onbehalfof Kansas Cable Telecommunications Association, Inc., filed June 14,1996, cross-examination August
14,1996.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: In the Matter ofImplementation ofthe Local
Competition Provisions ofTelecommunications Act of1996, CC Docket 96-98, filed May 1996.

Before fiie Federal Communications Commission, in Re: Puerto Rico Telephone Company (TariffFCCNo,
7j,TransmittaI No. 1, on behalf of Centermial Cellular Corp., filed April 29,1996.

Before the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee at Greeneville, in Re: Richard R
Land. Individually and d/b/a The Outer Shell, and on behalfofall others similarly sittiated. Plaintiffs, vs. United
Telephone-Southeast, Inc., Defendant, CIV 2-93-55, filed December 7, 1996.

1995

Beforethe Federal CommunicationsCommission, inRe: Bentleyville telephone Company Petitionand Waiver of
Sections 63.54 and 63.55 ofthe Commission's Rules andApplicationfor Authority to Construct and Operate, Cable
TelevisionFacilities in its TelephoneService Area, •W-P-C-6817, on behalf of the Helicon Group, L.P. d/b/a Helicon
Cablevision, filed November 2, 1995.

Before the US District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee, in Re: Richard R Land, Individually and
d/b/a The Outer Shell, and on behalfofall others similarly situated, Plaintiffs, V5. United Telephone-Southeast, Inc.,
Defendant, 2-93-55, Class Action, filed June 12,1995.

Before the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, in Re: Application ofSNET Companyfor approval
to trial video dial tone transport and s^vitching, 95-03-10, on behalfofNew England Cable-TV Association, filed
May 8,1995, cross-examination May 12,1995.

Before Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, mRe: CRTC Order in Council 1994-
1689, Public Notice CRTC 1994-130 (Information Highway), filed March 10,1995.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: GTE Hawaii's Section 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtone in Honolulu, Hawaii, W-P-C- 6958, on behalfofHawaii Cable TV Association, filed January 17,1995
(Reply to Amended Applications).

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: GTE Hawaii' s Section 214 Application to provide
Video Dialtone in Ventura County, W-P-C 6957, on behalfofthe California Cable TV Association, filed January 17,
1995 (Reply to Amended Applications).

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: GTE Florida's Section 214 Application to Provide
VideoDialtone in the Pinellas County andPasco County, Florida areas, W-P-C 6956, on behalfofFlorida Cable
TV Association, filed January 17,1995 (Reply to Amended Applications).
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Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: GTE Virginia' s Section 214 Application to provide
VideoDialtone in the Manassas, Virginia area, W.-P-C 6956, on behalfofVirginia Cable TV Association, filed
January 17,1995 (Reply to Amended Applications).

1994

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: NET's Section 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtone in Rhode Island andMassachusetts,'N-V-C 6982, W-P-C 6983, on behalfofNew England Cable TV
Association, filed December 22,1994 (Reply ta Supp. Responses).

Before the State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas, in Re: General Investigation into Competition,
190,492-U 94-GIMT-478-GIT, on behalfofKansas CATV Association, filed November 14, 1994, cross-
examination December 1,1994.

Before the Federal Communication Commission, in Carolina Telephone' s Section 214 Application to
provide Video Dialtone in areas ofNorth Carolina, W-P-C6999, on behalf of North CarolinaCable TV
Association, filed October 20, 1994, reply November 8,1994.

Before the Federal Communication Commission, in Re: NET's Section 214 Application toprovide Video
Dialtone in Rhode Island and Massachusetts, W-P-C 6982, W-P-C 6983, on behalfofNew England Cable TV
Association, filed September 8, 1994, reply October 3,1994.

Before the California Public Utilities Commission, in Re: Petition ofGTE-Califomia to Eliminate the
Preapproval Requirementfor Fiber BeyondtheFeeder,1.87-11-033, on behalfof California Bankers Clearing
House, County of LA, filed August 24,1994.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: BellSouth Telecommunications Inc., Section 214
Application toprovide Video Dialtone in Chamhlee, GA andDekalb County, GA, W-P-C 6977, onbehalfof Georgia
Cable TV Association, filed August 5,1994.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: Bell Atlantic Telephone Companies Section 214
Application toprovide Video Dialtone within theirTelephone Services Areas, W-P-C 6966, onbehalfofMid
Atlantic Cable Coalition, filed July 28, 1994, reply August 22, 1994.
Before the Federal Communication Commission, in Re: GTE Hawaii's 214 Application toprovide Video Dialtone
in Honolulu, /fmva/i, W-P-C 6958, on behalf of Hawaii Cable TV Association, filed July 1,1994, and July 29,
1994.

Before the Federal Communication Commission, inRe: GTECalifornia's Section214 Applicationtoprovide
Video Dialtone in Ventura County, W-P-C6957, on behalf of CaliforniaCable TV Association, filed July 1,1994,
and July 29, 1994.

Before the Federal Communication Commission, in Re: GTEFlorida's 214 Application toprovide Video Dialtone
in the Pinellas andPasco County, Florida areas, W-P-C6956, onbehalfof Florida CableTV Association, filed
July 1, 1994, and July 29,1994.

Before the Federal Communication Commission, in Re: GTE Virginia's 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtonein theManassas, Virginia area, W-P-C 6955, on behalfof the Virginia CableTV Association, filed July 1,
1994, and July 29,1994.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, ini?e; US WEST'S Section 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtone in Boise, Idaho and Salt Lake City, Utah, W-P-C 6944-45, before the Idaho and Utah Cable TV
Association, filed May 31,1994.

Before the Federal Communication Commission, in Re: US WEST'sSection 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtone in Portland, OR;Minneapolis, St. Paul, MN; and Denver, CO, W-P-C 6919-22,on behalf of Minnesota&
Oregon Cable TV Association, filed March 28, 1994.
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V

Before file Federal Communications Commission, in/2e.' Ameritech's Section 214 Application toprovide Video
Dialtone within areas in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin, W-P-C-6926-30, on behalfofGreat
Lakes Cable Coalition, filed March 10,1994, reply April 4,1994.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: Pacific Bell's Section 214 Application toprovide Video
Dialtone in Los Angeles, Orange County,San Diego, andSouthern San Francisco Bay areas, W-P-C-6913-16, on
behalfof Comcast/Cablevision Inc., filed Feb. 11, 1994, reply March 11,1994.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, in Re: SNET's Section 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtone in Connecticut, W-P-C 6858, on behalfofNew England Cable TV Association, filed January 20, 1994,
reply February 23,1994.

1993

Before the Arkansas Public Service Commission, in Re: Earnings Review ofSouthwestern Bell Telephone
Company, 92-260-U, on behalf of Arkansas Press Association, filed September 2, 1993.

Before the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee at Greenville, in Re: Cleo Stinnett,
etal. Vs. BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. d/b/a/South Central Bell Telephone Company, Defendant, Civil
Action No 2-92-207, Class Action, cross-examination May 10, 1993, and Feb. 10,1994.

Before the Federal Communications Commission, ini?e; NJBeW s Section 214 Application to provide Video
Dialtone service withinDover Township, and Ocean County, HewJersey, W-P-C-6840, on behalfofNew Jersey
Cable TV Association, filed January^l, 1993.

1992

Beforethe NewJersey Board of Regulatory Commissioners, mRe: NJBell Alternative Regulation, T092030358,
on behalfofNJ Cable TV Association, filed September 21, 1992.

Beforethe New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, in Re: Genericcompetition docket, DR 90-002, on
behalfofOflSce ofthe Consumer Advocate, filed May 1,1992, reply July 10,1992, Suirebuttal August 21,1992.

Beforethe New Jersey General assembly Transportation, Telecommunications, and Technology Committee,
ConcerningA-5063,on behalfof NJ CableTV Association, filed January 6, 1992.

1991

Before theNew Jersey SenateTransportation and PublicUtilities Committee, in Re: Concerning Senate BillS-
3617, onbehalfof New Jersey CableTelevisionAssociation, filed December 10,1991.

Before the 119*^ Ohio General Assembly Senate Select Committee on Telecommunications Infrastructure and
Technology, inRe: Issues Surrounding Telecommunications Network Modernization, onbehalfoftheOhio Cable
TV Association, filed March 7,1991.

Before the Tennessee Public Service Commission, in Re: Master Plan Development and TNRegulatory Reform
Plan, on behalfofTN Cable TV Association, filed February 20,1991.

-1990

Before the Tennessee Public Service Commission, in Re: Earnings Investigation ofSouth Central Bell, 90-05953,
on behalfofthe TN Cable Television Association, filed September 28, 1990.

Before the New York Public Service Commission, in i?e; NTT90-C-0I9I, on behalfof User Parties NY
Clearing HouseAssociation, filed July 13,1990, Surrrebuttal July 30, 1990.

Before the Louisiana Public Service Commission, in Re: South Central Bell Bidirectional Usage Rate Service, U-
18656, onbehalfofAnswerphone ofNew. Orleans, Inc., Executive Services, Inc., KingTelephone Answering
Service, etal, filed January 11,1990.
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1989

Before the Georgia Public Service Commission, in Southern Bell TariffRevision and Bidirectional Usage Rate
Service, 3896-U, on behalf ofAtlanta Journal Const.A^oice Information Services Company, Inc., GA Association of
Telemessaging Services, Prodigy Services, Company, Telnet Communications, Corp., filed November 28,1989.

Before the New York State Public Service Commission, in Re: NYT Co. - Rate Moratorium Extension - Fifth
Stage Filing, 28961,Fifth Stage, on behalfofUser Parties NY Clearing House Association Committee ofCorporate
Telecommunication Users, filed October 16,1989.

Before the Delaware Public Service Commission, mRe: DiamondState Telephone Co. Rate Case, 86-20, on
behalfofDE PSC, filed June 16,1989.

Before the Arizona Corporation Committee, ini?e; General Rate Case, 86-20, onbehalfofArizona Corporation
Committee, filed March 6,1989.

1988

Before New York State Public Service Commission, in NYTRate Moratorium Extension, 28961, on behalfof
Capital Cities/ ABC, Inc., AMBX Co., CBS, Inc., NBC, Inc., filed December 23, 1988.

1989

Before Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission, in Re: Ne^v England Telephone, 1475, on behalfofRI Bankers
Association, filed August 11,1987, cross-examination August 21,1987.

Before the New York State Public Service Commission, in Re: General Rate Case Subject to Competition, 29469,
on behalfofAMBX Co., Capital Cities/ ABNC, Inc., NBC, Inc., filed April 17,1987, cross-examination May 20,
1987.

Before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, in Re: Northwestern Bell, P-421/ M-86-508, on behalfofMN
Bus. Utilities Users Counsel, filed February 10,1987, cross-examination March 5, 1987.

1986

Before the Kansas Public Utilities Commission, in Re: Southwestern Bell, 127,140-U, on behalfofBoeing
Military, et al., filed August 15, 1986.

1985

Before theWashington Utilitiesand.Transportation Commission, inRe: CostofService Issuesbearing on the
Regulation of Telecommunications Company, onbehalfofUSDepartment of Energy, filed November 18,1985
(Reply Comments).

1984

Before the Maine Public Utilities Commission, ini2e; New England Telephone, 83-213, onbehalfofSta^ ME
PUC, filed February 7, 1984, cross-examination March 16,1984.

BeforetheKentucl^ Public ServiceCommission, in Re:SouthCentralBell,U-4415, on behalfof MS PSC, filed
January 24,1984, cross-examination February 1984.

1983

Before die Kentuclq' Public Service Commission, in Re: South Central Bell, 8847, on behalf of KY PSC, filed
November 28,1983, cross-examination December 1983.

Before the Florida Public Service Commission, in Re: Southern Bell Rate Case, 820294-TP, on behalfofFlorida
Department of General Services, FLAdHocTelecommunications Users, filed March 21,1983, cross-examination
May 5. 1983.

1982

Before the Maine Public Utilities Commission, in Re: New England Telephone, 82-142, on behalfofSta^ ME
PUC, filed November 15,1982, cross-examination December 9, 1982.
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The FCC employs two different pole atxachment formulas: the
cable-only formula and the telecom Formula. The cable-only
formula applies to cable televlsjon operators that provide only
cable service. The telecom formula applies to all providers of
telecommunications services except for wholesale telecom
providers (I.e., carriers' carriers) and incumbent local exchange
carriers (ILECs), whose rates are negotiated, not regulated. To
the extent that cable operators provide telecommunications
services, they become subject to the telecom rate.

The lable-only and telecom formulas are expressed as follows:

Moximimi rale space occupied od cusl of carrying
(cabl&only) total usablespacc abaicpole cbargcrate

Maximum rate _ re^jSbilitv x «e<costof cairying
(telecom) spo ty abare pole cha^rate

percentage ®

The annual costs of owning and maintaining a pole are calculated
in the same manner for both the cable-only and telecom
formulas. In both of these formulas, the net cost of a bare pole Is
multiplied by the carrying charge rate to determine the annual
cost of owning and maintaining a single pole. That annual cost
figure is then multiplied by the percentage of those costs that are
allocated to the attacher.

The only different between the two formulas Is the method by
which the annual costs of owning and maintaining a pole are
allocated. In most circumstances, and as explained fully below,
the cost allocations Included in the telecom formula will result In a
rate for telecom attachments that Is significantly higher than the
cable-only rate.

Each of the elements of these formulas is discussed In more detail
below. Special considerations apply to the rate calculation for
electric cooperatives. Rrst, since the vast majority of
cooperatives are tax exempt, several items in the calculation may
not be applicable. For example, the vast majority of cooperatives
will not have any accumulated deferred Income taxes. Also, three
of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC) "taxes"
accounts (410.1, 411.4, and 411.1} may not apply. Instead, the
only FERC taxesaccounts that may apply are ^RC accounts
408.1 (covering property taxes] and 409.1 (covering gros
receipts taxes).

Second, the applicable rate of return may be calculated by the
Goodwin formula, and that figure may replace the FCCs 11.25%
default rate of return. The Goodwin formula calculates the rate of
return needed to si^port the financing of plant growth and the
retirement of capital credits. The formula is:
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R.teofr.tum =
(itgy-i'

100

where q is the growth of capitalization and n Is the capital credit
retirement cycle.

CALCULATING THE NET COST OF A BARE POLE

The net cost of a bare pole, as used in the formulas, represents
the depreciated current value of a .single pole minus accumulated
deferred income taxes, multiplied by a factor of 0.85. The factor
of 0.85 was devised by the FCCto remove the 15% of the total
pole costs that the FCC believes Is attributable to cross-arms and
other utility pole iterhs not used by attachers.

The calculations used to determine the net cost of a bare pole are
listed below. For electric utilities, the accounts used by the FCC to
calculate pole attachment rates are reported on FERC Form 1. A
description of the various FERC Form 1 accounts is contained in
the Code of Federal Regulations, at 18 C.F.R. Part 101.

N=lco«ofabar=pok -
numberof poles

Net pole gross pole accumulated accumulated deferredo investment - depreciation ~ income taxesmvesttnent (account364) (account 108) (poles) (accounts190,281-293)

CALCULATING THE CARRYING CHARGE RATE

The carrying charge rate Is expressed In terms of a percentage
and represents the percentage of the net costs of a bare'poie that
is attributable each year to the administration, maintenance, and
depreciation of poles, as well as to the payment of taxes and the
collectlcn ofa return onthe pole owner^s Investment Inthose
poles. The annual cost to the utility of owning and maintaining a
pole Is determined by multiplying the carrying charge rate by the
net cost of a bare pole.

The carrying charge rate is composed of five elements, as
follows:

Carrying charge rate <3 administrative + maintenance
depreciation + taxes + return

Each of these five components is calculated as follows:

tDtdseaatlaniadooustraiiw
AdiriiiisiiativB (accountMD-MS)

demoU ' srospiaacmvsstmcac . . i. - accmmlileddefemdtaxw
^c)

(icccKmls3SW73) {scMun'IOS-drctnc) (aocomtstSO,281-283)

account593
MaifueQance (mainteiianceofovefheadlmes)

elemcni , , . depreciation teoles) accumulated'deferredpolebv^entm ^«latedto - inoome toesrehtedto
accounts354.365.369 aecoiinls364.365.369 accounts364,365,369
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gross pole iavestm^ot
Depreciation _ (accouDt364) depredation rare for

element • netpoIcinvKtment grosspoleinvestment

lOOy - accumulated ^ fiiturenel. " depreciation% salvaged
Depreciation rate =.

average remaining life

TaxM ^ accflUCts(4OS.l)t-(409.1K'<10't)H4114>f(41I.l)
element grossplantim'cstnKnt aceiumilated accuuulatcddcfeiraltffies

(tomlplau) - depredation - ^lant)
(accounts350-399) (aceoantlOS) (accounts190,2S1-2S3)

Return element = applicable rate of return

Attacher Responsibility Percentage

After the net cost of a bare pole is multiplied by the carrying
charge rate to determine the total annual cost of owning and
operating a pole, that total annual cost Is multiplied by the
attacher's "responsibility percentage" to determine how much of
the annual cost the altacher is obligated to pay.

Cable-Only Rate R^ponsibilily Percentage

In the cable-only formula, this responsibility percentage Is easy to
calculate. It is determined by taking the space occupied by the
attachment and dividing that figure by tha total amount of usable
space.on the pole. This calculation Is expressed as follows:

Cable-only _ space occupied
responsibility percentage totalusablespace

For purposes of its rate calculations, the FCCpresumes that the
space occupied by an attachment Is 1 foot, and'that the total
amount of usable space on an average 37.5-foot pole Is 13.5 feet.
According to these rebuttabie presumptions, tha cable-only
responsibility percentage equals 1/13:5, or 7.4%. Accordingly,
the FCCs cable-only formula requires cable companies to pay
7.4% of the total annual pola costs.

Telecom Rale Responsibility Percentage

The telecom rate allocation is viewed by the utility industry as
inequitable, but it does allocate more costs to attachers than the
cable-only rate. According to the telecom formula, the total
annual pole costs are divided pro rata into usable space and
unusable space portions, based on the percentage of the total
pole height (presumed to average 37.5 feet) that the usable
space (13.5 feet presumed) and unusable space (24 feet
presumed) occupy. The costs assigned to the usable and
unusable space portions of the pole are then allocated to the
attachers, but different allocations are used for the usable portion
than for the unusable portion.
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The costs associated with the usable space portion of the pole are
allocated to the attacheron the basis of the percentage of the
usable space (presumed to be 1/13.5, or 7.4%) used by the
attacher. The costs associated with the unusable space portion of
the pole are allocated differently.

One-third of the unusable space costs are allocated exclusively to
the utility pole owner. The other two-thirds of unusable space
costs are allocated equally among ail attachers. Including the
utility pole owner. Combining these allocatloris for usable and
unusable space, the formula for determining the responsibility
percentage for telecom attachers Is:

Telecom
responsibility

percentage

'

unusable

space ^ 2 ^ace
occupied 3 no. of

attaching
entities

pole heiglit

COMPARISON OF THE FCC'S CABLE-ONLY AND TELECOM

RATE FORMULAS

As explained, the cable-only and telecom rates are calculated by
using the net costs of a bare pole and the carrying charge rate. In
both cases, these two elements of the formula are multiplied
together to determine the annual cost of owning and maintaining
a pole. The sole difference between the cable-only and telecom
formulas lies in how those annual coste are allocated to the
attacher.

A.compan'son of rates resulting from the two FCC formulas is
Instructive. For purposes of this comparison, the FCCs rebuttable
presumptions relating to space occupied, unu^ble space, and
pole height will be used. Accepting these assumptions, if only two
entities are attached to the pole, the telecom rate results in the
regulated attacher being responsible for 24% of the total annual
pole costs, which Is 3.2 times greater than the 7.4%
responsibility percentage calculated for the cable-only rate. The
telecom rate. In fact, will always be higher than the cable-only
rate until the number of attaching entitles under the telecom rate
equals nine. Table 3.2 compares the differences between the
cabie-dnly and telecom rates, oh the basis of the number of
attachers used for the telecom fbrmula:

TABLE 3.2: Responsibility Percentages

Cable-only rate 0.074

Telecom rate

2 attacheis 0.24 (3.2 tim^ greater}

4 attacheis 0.13 (1.3 times greater)

6 attachers 0.09B (1.3 times greater)

8 attachers 0.080 (1.1 times greater)

9 attachers 6.074 (same as cable)

PHASE-IN OF THE FCC TELECOM RATE FORMULA
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The 1995Telecommunications Act recognized that higher pole
attachment rental rates would resuitfrom implementation of the
telecom formula, and required that those ra^ increases be
phased in at the rats of 20% per year, beginning on February 8,
2001 (five years after the effective date of the 1996
Telecommunications Act). Thus, In July 2003, regulated utility
pole owners whose attachments are subject to the FCC formula
are entitled to charge their telecom attachem the cable-only rate
plus 60% of the difference between the cable-only and telecom
rates.

UNREGULATED CO-OPS AND THE LOWER CABLE-ONLY

RATE

Neither the House Report, Senate Report, or Conference Report
leading up to enactment of the 1996 Telecommunications Act
explains why Congress adopted a higher rate for telecom
attachments than for cable-only attachments. The-House Report,
however, did Indicate that cable companies Were furnished with a
low pole attachment rate in 1978 In order"to spur the growth of
the cable industry, which in 1978 was In its infancy." (H.R. Rep.
No. 104-204, at 91 (1995).)

When deciding whether to adopt a formula that results in higher
pole attachment rates, cooperatives should bear in rriind that
when Congress enacted the original Pole Attachment Act In 1978,
it exempted cooperatives from FCC regulation in part because
cooperatives were in the best position to determine what is best
for their members and were charging attachers low pole
attachment rates. Congress recognized that many members of
cooperatives were cable subscribers themselves and stated that
co-ops could be relied on to determlrie an equitable distribution'of
pole costs between themselves and the cable companies. (S. Rep.
No. 95-580, at 18 (1977).) For these reasons, among others, the
decision whether to Impose higher pole attachment rates has
been left largely to the discretion of the co-ops.^

ADViU^TAGES AND DISADVANTAGES TO USING THE FCC

RATE FORMULAS

Unregulated electric co-ops should consider the following
advantages to using the FCC formulas to calculate pole
attachment rates:

• If used according to FCC rules, the rates are
unimpeachable. The rate formulas are sanctioned by the
U.S. Congress, have been adopted by most of the states
that regulate pole attachments, and are the most widely
accepted methodologies for calculating pole attachment
rates.

• The FCC has a history of rate regulation and individual
administrative decisions that can be relied on in case of

dispute.
• The formulas produce a cost-based rate and, therefore,

satisfy the federal tax law requirement that cooperatives
operate on a cost basis.

• The FCC rate formulas would invite the least amount of

either state or federal regulation.

Unregulated electric co-ops should consider the following
disadvantages to using the FCC formulas to calculate pole

"attachment rates:

• The formulas do not allocate costs to attachers that, it can
be reasonably argued, should be allocated to them.

• The FCC's rate regulation decisions generally are
unfavorable to electric utilities.

• There Is no current justification for the different treatment
of cable-only and telecommunications company attachers,
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except that Congress wanted to encourage the growth of
cable in 1978 when cable was In its Infancy
The formulas are not all-inclusive and do not address rates
for carrier's carriersj Internet-only companies, and
Incumbent local exchange carriers, whose rates are
negotiated, not regulated.

Previous Next

^See 'LBoal andReoutetaivlsajea.' fora fUll ctlscusBlcn onthelegidatlve history or
the Pole Attachment Act ef }97e.

Legal aweoulatonr 1Sample UcanseAarBement I '
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

UTILITIES COMMISSION

RALEIGH

DOCKET NO. P-100. SUB 133j

BEFORE THE NORTH CAROLINA UTILITIES COMMISSION

In the Matter of

Generic Proceeding on the ProvisioninQ of ) ORDER ADDRESSING
Collocation Space ) COLLOCATION ISSUES

HEARD IN: Commission Hearing Room, Dobbs Building, 430 North Salisbury Street,
Raleigh, North Carolina, beginning November 28. 2000 and ending
November 30, 2000

BEFORE: Chairman Jo Anne Sanford, Presiding; Commissioners Ralph A Hunt,
Judy Hunt, William R. Pittman, Robert V. Owens, Jr., and Sam J. Ervin, IV

APPEARANCES:

FORALLTEL COMMUNICATIONS, INC. (ALLTEL):

Daniel C. Higgins, Bums, Day & Presnell, PA, Post Office Box 10867,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27605

FOR AT&T COMMUNICATIONS OF THE SOUTHERN STATES. INC. (AT&T):

T. John Policastro, 150 FayetteviKe Street Mall, Suite 1340, Raleigh, North
Carolina 27602

FOR BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC. (BELLSOUTH):

Edward L. Rankin, III, General Counsel, and Andrew 0. Shore, BellSouth
Telecommunications, Inc., Post Office Box 30188, Charlotte, North Carolina
28230

J. Phillip Carver, General Attorney, BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.,
675 West Peachtree Street, NE #4300, Atlanta, Georgia 30375

cq



FOR CAROLINA TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY AND CENTRAL

TELEPHONE COMPANY AND SPRINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
(COLLECTIVELY SPRINT):

Jack H. Derrick, Sprint Communications, 14111 Capital Boulevard, Wake
Forest, North Carolina 27587

FOR THE NEW ENTRANTS:

Charles C. Meeker and John A. Doyle, Parker, Poe, Adams &
Bernstein, L.L.P,, 150 Fayetteville Street Mall, Suite 1400, Raleigh, North
Carolina 27602

FOR VERIZON SOUTH, INC. (VERIZON):

Robert W. Kaylor, 225 Hillsborough Street. Suite 480, Raleigh, North
Carolina 27603

Richard D. Gary and Jason T. Jacoby, Hunton &Williams, 951 Byrd Street,
Richmond, Virginia 23233

FOR WORLDCOM, INC., AND MCIMETROACCESS TRANSMISSION SERVICES.
LL.C. (WORLDCOM OR MCIM)

Ralph McDonald, Bailey & Dixon, L.L.P., Post Office Box 1351, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27602-1351

Kennard B. Woods, WorldCom, Inc., Six Concourse Parkway, Suite 3200,
Atlanta, Georgia 30328

FOR THE USING AND CONSUMING PUBLIC:

Kendrick C. Fentress and Lucy E. Edmondson, Staff Attorneys, Public
Staff-North Carolina Utilities Commission, 4326 Mail Service Center,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4326

Kevin Anderson, Assistant Attorney General, N.C. Department of Justice,
Post Office Box 629, Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

BY THE COMMISSION: On August 5, 1999, BlueStar Communications, Inc.
(BlueStar), Hyperion Communications, Inc. (Hyperion), ICG Telecom Group, Inc. (ICG),
KMC Telecom Inc. (KMC), NEXTLINK (NEXTLINK), and the Southeastern Competitive



Carriers Association (SECGA)\ collectively referred to as the New Entrants filed a Petition
In Support of the Establishment of a Generic Docket Concerning the Provisioning of
Collocation Space in North Carolina. In the Petition, which was filed in Docket
No. P-100, Sub 133, the New Entrants stated that the provisioning ofcollocation space has
become a key hurdle hindering the New Entrants' attempts to enter local exchange
markets in North Carolina.

In their Petition, the New Entrants acknowledged the Federal Communications
Commission's (FCC's) most recent order prescribing some national standards for
collocation (First Report and Order and Further Noticeof Proposed Rule Making (FNPRM),
CC Docket No. 98-147. released March 31,1999). In that Order, the FCC stated that, "we
strengthen our collocation rules to reduce the costs and delays faced by competitors that
seek to collocate equipment In an incumbent LEC's central office" (U 6). However, the New
Entrants stated that standards and rules concerning the provisioning of collocation space
have been left for State implementation, as have issues concerning enforcement of those
standards and rules.

Specifically, the New Entrants noted the following paragraphs of the First Report
and Order and FNPRM:

. .We urge the states to ensure that collocation'space is
available in a timely and pro-competitive manner that gives
new entrants a full and fair opportunity to compete." ^ 55

".. .Because of the importance of ensuring timely provisioning
of collocation space, we encourage state commissions to
ensure that incumbent LECs are given specific time intervals
within which they must respond to collocation requests." If 54

The New Entrants maintained in their Petition that they face widespread problems
in obtaining collocation space from the incumbent local exchange companies (ILECs) in
North Carolina. The New Entrants stated that the problems range from delays in
responses to collocation requests, failure to allow tours of facilities, repeated delays in
provisioning collocation space and improper denials of collocation requests. The New
Entrants stressed that the ability to have collocation space on a reasonable schedule is
essential to the New Entrants' ability to do business in North Carolina.

The New Entrants correctly noted that there are several complaint proceedings
pending before the Commission concerning collocation issues. The New Entrants

^ SECCA's members are: ITC^DeltaCom, Inc., ICG Communications, MCI WorldCom, e.spire
Communications, Business Telecom, Inc., Competitive Telecommunications Association, Time Warner
Telecom. NEXTLINK, Telecommunications Resellers Association, Qwest Communications. AT&T
Communications of the Southern States, State Communications, US LEC Corporation and NewSouth
Ccmmunlcations, Corp.



maintained that while those complaints bring individual problems to the Commission's
attention, complaint proceedings are not a customary or practical forum for developing
statewide standards and rules.

The New Entrants noted that one of the complaints, filed by Sprint Communications
Company, L.P. on June 10, 1999, requests that a generic docket be created for the
purpose of establishing procedures for managing the provisioning and denial of collocation
(Docket No. P-19, Sub 330).^ The New Entrants stated that they join in Sprint's request
for a generic docket to establish standards and rules for the provisioning of collocation
space in North Carolina. The NewEntrants also stated that they believe that practical and
meaningful enforcement procedures should be established.

On September 1, 1999, the Commission issued an Order Ruling on Petition in
Support ofa Generic Docket Concerning Provisioning ofCollocation Space. In its Order,
the Commission acknowledged that the provisioning of collocation is crucial to the New
Entrants in providing local exchange telephone service in North Carolina. The
Commission stated that it was of the opinion that it is important for the Commission to
encourage the resolution of collocation issues as discussed by the New Entrants in their
Petition through negotiation and, if necessary, a generic investigation. The Commission
also stated that it believed that in order for the Commission to effectively and efficiently
participate in establishing any State collocation standards or rules, specific, generic
collocation issues should be presented to the Commission for resolution.

In the Order, the Commission requested that the New Entrants form a Task Force
open to all competing local providers (CLPs) and ILECs in North Carolina which wish to
participate. The Commission further requested thatthe Public Staff participate on the Task
Force and invited the Attorney General to participate on the Task Force ifhe so chooses.
The Commission also requested that the Task Force select a facilitator to assist In the
Task Force's attemptto generate mutually agreeable State standards and rules concerning
the provisioning of collocation to be submitted to the Commission. The Comrnission
further requested that the Task Force inform the Commission in a timely manner of the.
date, time, and location of all Task Force meetings. The Commission instructed that after
allattempts to resolve any outstanding collocation Issues have been exhausted, the Task
Force shouldcreate a list ofspecific, detailed collocation issues on which the Task Force
could notagree forconsideration on a generic basis as well as those upon which it could
agree. The Commission stated itwould then conduct a generic Investigation to consider
the specific collocation issues which the Task Forcewas unable to resolve.

On October 29, 1999, the Task Force filed Its First Report.

^ OnAugust Q, 1999, Sprint filed its Voluntary Dismissal, Without Prejudice ofComplainant Sprint
Communications Company L.P. Sprint stated that afterextensive discussions, the Companies have come
to an understanding which will, when implemented, resolve the issues inthe Complaint proceeding. By
Order dated August 10,1999, the Commission granted Sprint's Voluntary Dismissal, Without Prejudice.



On January 28, 2000, the ConmissiGn issued an Order in Docket No. P-100,
Sub 133d ruling on comments and reply comments filed regarding the cost studies filed
by the ILECs on September 17, 1999 in response to the Commission's August 18,1999
Order Ruling on Motion for Reconsideration and Clarification and Comments in Docket
No. P-100, Sub 133d (the general, proceeding to determine permanent pricing for
unbundled network elements). In its Order, the Commission noted that it first required
TELRIC-based collocation cost studies in its August 18, 1999 Order and that from the
comments received on the ILECs' cost studies, it appeared that there was considerable
debate whether the collocation cost studies were indeed TELRIC-based. The Commission

stated that It believed that the issue of collocation rates was of great significance In the
future development of local competition in the State and, therefore, the Commission
deferred the issue of final collocation rates to this docket in order to fully examine and
consider the ILECs' collocation cost studies. However, the Commission ordered that the
collocation rates filed by the ILECs on September 17,1999 should be used as the interim
collocation rates until ^nal rates were established by the Commission.

On January 31,2000, the Task Force filed its Second Report on the progress of the
Task Force.

On May 19, 2000, the Task Force filed its Third and Final Collocation Report. In
its Final Report, the Task Force attached as Exhibit A a form of the Statidard Offering
agreed to by the CLPs and Sprint and proposed a specific procedural schedule for the
docket.

On June 2,2000, the Commission issued an Order Setting Hearing in this docket.
The Commission scheduled the evidentiary hearing to begin on November 27, 2000, virith
direct testimony to be filed on September 1, 2000, rebuttal testimony on
November 1, 2000, and rebuttal testimony on rates and cost studies to be filed on
November 10, 2000.

On July 20, 2000, Carolina, Centnai, and Sprint filed a Motion to Hold Proceedings
in Abeyance pending a decision from the Eighth Circuit. On July 21, 2000, the
Commission issued an Order Extending the Time for Intervenor Testimony and Deferring
Ruling on Sprint's Motion in the coltocai;ion docket calllngThe Motion premature.

On July 28, 2000, Verizon (f/k/a GTE South, Inc.) filed an Expedited Motion to Hold
Proceedings inAbeyance citing the same issues as Sprint did in its July 20, 2000 Motion.
On August 2,2000, the Commission Issued Its Order Denying Verizon's Motion to stay the
proceedings. On August 9, 2000, Verizon filed a Motion for Reconsideration of. the
Commission's August 2, 2000 Order. By Order dated August 14, 2000, the Commission
denied Verizon's Motion for Reconsideration.



( ) On August 22, 2000, the Commission issued an Order Regarding Resolution of
Issues wherein the Commission granted recommendations of MClm and BellSouth to
transfer certain arbitration issues to this generic collocation docket.

On August 24, 2000, the Commission issued an Order Extending Time for Filing
Direct Testimony based on a Motion filed by Sprint. The filing date for direct testimony
was extended to September 15,2000.

On September 20,2000, the Commission issued an Order Concerning Transfer of
Additional Issues wherein the Commission transferred an arbitration issue, from, the
Sprlnt/BellSouth arbitration docket to this generic collocation docket.

On October 3, 2000, BellSouth filed a Motion to request that the Commission
establish interim intervals for collocation provisioning pending the establishment of
permanent intervals as part of the Commission's final order in this docket. On
October9,2000, the New Entrants filed a Response to BellSouth's Motion stating that the
proposed intervals were too long and unnecessary. Also oh October 9, 2000, the Public
Stafffiled its Response to BellSouth's Motion, The Public Staff agreed with BellSouth that
the Commission should adopt Interim intervals but proposed intervals different from those
proposed by. BellSouth. On October 12. 2000, Verizon filed a Response to BellSouth's
Motion and on October 13, 2000, the New Entrants filed a Reply to the Public Staffs
Response. Also, on October 13,2000, the Public Stafffiled a correction to its Response.

On October 16,2000,.the New Entrants filed an Objection and Motion to Strike the
supplemental direct testimony ofBellSouth witnesses Caldwell and Hendrix as well as the
supplemental cost study filed by BellSouth on October 13, 2000 which concemed the
issues of virtual collocation and remote site collocation. By Order dated October 26,2000,
the Commission granted the Motion to Strike Supplemental Direct Testimony and
requested that the Collocation Task Force re-convene at a convenient point after the
Proposed Orders and Briefs were filed in this docket to consider virtual collocation and
remote site collocation.

On October 17,2000, the Commission issued its Order Denying Motion to Establish
interim Intervals. The Commission noted that it would be a misuse of resources to devote
an inordinate amount of time to the alternative resolution of an Issue on an interim basis
when default intervals have already been set by the FCC and,the .whole matter would be
resolved in a relatively short time frame.

On October 26, 2000, the Commission issued an Order rescheduling the hearing
in this docket as requested by BellSouth to begin on November 28, 2000.

On November 22,2000, a Pre-Hearing Order was issued which outlined the order
of witnesses and other procedural issuers.



The hearing washeld as schedule d, starting on November 28, 2000 and ending on
November 30, 2000.

On January 18,2001, as indicatedat the close of the hearing, the New Entrants and
Sprint jointly filed their Composite Standard Offering. The Parties noted that the revised
Composite Standard Offering included several errata changes, a provision concerning
self-insurance, and language agreed to by the New Entrants and Sprint that resolved
Sprint Issues Nos. 2, 3, and 7.

After a Motion for Extension of Time, Proposed Orders and Briefs were filed by the
Parties on February 16, 2001.

On March 20, 2001, the Parties fiied a Notification that Issue No. 72 had been
resolved. On April 18, 2001, the Parties filed a Notification that Issue No. 73 had been
resolved. Finally, on April 19, 2001, the Parties filed a Notification that Issue No, 67 had
been resolved.

On April 27,2001, the New Entrants filed a letter with the Commission stating that
they prefer to leave the issues of remote site physical collocation and virtual collocation
to individual company negotiations and will not be pursuing Task Force-negotiations or a
hearing on these Issues.

On August 8, 2001, the FCC is!5ued its Fourth Report and Order in CC Docket
No. 98-147, Deployment of Wireless Service Offerings Advanced Telecommunications
Capability (Collocation Remand Order or Remand Order) in which the FCC re-evaluated
provisions of its collocation rules on remand from the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit. On August 14, 2001, the Commission issued an Order
soliciting comments from the Parties on the impact of the Collocation Remand Order on
this docket.

A Motion for Extension of Time to rile comments was filed, and on August 20, 2001,
the Commission granted the Motion. Comments were filed by the Parties on
September 14. 2001.

On October 19, 2001, BellSouth filed a Motion to Allow Expedited Filings of Cost
Studies. In Its Motion, BellSouth infcrrried the Commission of its willingness and desire
to file its responsive cost studies/rates sooner than the traditional 30-day period.
BellSouth proposed a flexible filing schedule to be applied to assist the Commission In
finalizing the rates at Issue in this generic collocation docket. BellSouth requested that the
Commission allow BellSouth, Carolina/Central, and Verizon the flexibility to file compliant
cost studies/rates as soon as possible, but not to exceed 30 days from the date of the
Commission's final order and then instruct the Public Staff to conduct its review of the ILEC

cost studies/rates in a staggered fashion and make its recommendations to the
Commission upon its completion of Its review of each ILEC's cost studies.



On October 24, 2001, Intermedia Communications, Inc. filed a letter seeking to
substitute as its counsel in this proceeding, Ralph McDonald, with the firm of Bailey and
Dixon, for its current counsel, Parker, Poe, Adams & Bernstein LL.P.

A glossary of the acronyms referenced in this Order is attached hereto as
Appendix A.

WHEREUPON, based upon a careful consideration of the entire record in this
proceeding, the Commission now makes the following

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The terms of the Standard Offering should be made available to the Parties
when a CLP makes a bona fide written request for interconnection. The Parties may file
It as an attachment to their interconnection agreement; amendments to the interconnection
agreement should be express and in writing; the ILECs may not negate or supersede the
terms of the Standard Offering; the Parties may negotiate additional terms that are
expressly related to collocation; and logically related sections of the Standard Offering
should be available on a "pick and choose" basis. The Commission will not arbitrate as
to issues that deviate from the Standard Offering.

2. The appropriate use ofcollocation space by a CLP should be in accordance
with the Conclusions set out in the discussion of Issue No. 2.

3. CLPs obtaining collocation through the Standard Offering are obligated to
pay the rates and charges as determined by the Commission in this docket.

4. A definitive term is not appropriate for the Standard Offering because the
document, which merely sets forth the minimum, or default, terms and conditions by which
a CLP mayphysically collocate equipment within an ILEC's facilities, will remain in effect
after approval by the Commission until the Commission adopts changes to its terms or
rates.

5. Prior to Commission approval of an interconnection agreement, the Standard
Offering, not tariffs, is the mechanism for provisioning collocation space.

6. The Commission may supplement the FCC rules when necessary to carry
out collocation In a timely and procompetitive manner that is consistent with the Act and
its goal of furthering competition.

7. Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering outlines the conditions under which an
ILEC must make collocation space in Its premises available to.competitors. That section
provides, inthe initial sentence thereof, that there shall be a rebuttable presumption that
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space is availableforphysical collocation inan ILEC premises. Such sentence should be
eliminated from the textofSection 2.1 because it serves no purpose.

8. It is appropriate to require CLPs to file a separate application and pay a
separate applicationfee foreach central office inwhichthey wish to collocate. The Parties
should amend Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering In accordance with the Conclusions
set out in the discussion of issue No. 3.

9. A CLP proposing to collocate must submit an initial application to the ILEC
that is sufficiently detailed to enable the ILEC to accurately estimate the quantities of
space, power, 'air conditioning, and other infrastructure and services the ILEC would be
expected to furnish for a period of 24 months following the initial collocation space
occupancy date. Sections 6.1 through 6.1.3 of the Standard Offering should be revised
in conformity with the Conclusions set out in the discussion of Issue No. 10.

10. CLPs must submit a subsequent application and appropriate fee to ILECs
whenever the CLP proposes changes to its collocation space that exceed the 24-month
forecast of collocation requirements. Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 of the Standard Offering
should be revised to reflect that the subsequent application and any infrastructure changes
that are required in response to it should be handled just as for an initial collocation
application. The subsequent application, likethe initial application, will include a 24-month
forecast of collocation requirements.

11. Section 6.1.4 of the Standard Offering addresses whether a CLP may apply
for different methods of collocation on one application while only paying the rate for a
single type of collocation per application. Section 6.1.4 should be amended to reflect that
an ILEC cannot charge more than a single application fee for any collocation application
that requests caged and cageless collocation.

12. If the CLP's collocation space must be moved within an ILEC's premises,
then the CLP should not have to pay application fees - the ILECs should be aware of the
CLP's needs from provisioning the initial collocation space. If, however, the CLP must
move from one ILEC premises to another, from an adjacent space collocation structure to
an ILEC premises, then the CLP should bear the costs of this move, Including any
necessary application fees. If the ILEC had to similarly relocate, Itwould also bear these
costs. Since neither the CLP nor the ILEC is at fault for a government-required relocation,
the equitable remedy Is to require the CLP to bear the costs of Its own relocation.
Sections 14.2 and 14.3 of the Standard Offering should be revised in conformity with the
Conclusions set out in the discussion of Issue No. 13.

13. With respect to the issue of the appropriate terms and conditions applicable
to revisions to an initial request for physical collocation (both before and after a Firm
Order), including but not limited to application type, interval, and appropriate application



fee&, Section 6.3.4ofthe Standard Offering should be revised to be in compliance with the
language in the Conclusions set out in the discussion of Issue No. 14.

14. An ILEC is obligated to begin construction and implementation of a
collocation arrangement once it receives a completed application and 50% of the
nonrecurring charges from a CLP, even if the CLP has not yet received state certification
and has not yet entered into an effective interconnection agreement. Section 6.12 of the
Standard Offering should be revised in conformity with the Conclusions set out in the
discussion of Issue No. 15.

15. intervals should be stated in calendar days and Ifthe time interval is 10 days
or fewer, the intervals should exclude national holidays. Further, Ifa due date falls on a
national holiday or a weekend, then the next workday should be the due date. It is
appropriate to recognize as national holidays those which govern time computation in
federal court, as follows: New Year's Day, the Birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Washington's Birthday. Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day.
Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.

16. Section 2.2.2 of the Standard Offering should be revised to include the
following Intervals to recognize multiple collocation applications:

1-5 applications -16 calendar days
6-10 applications - 20 calendar days
11-15 applications - 25 calendar days
16-20 applications - 30 calendar days
21-26 applications - 35 calendar days
etc....

Further, no variance to the intervals is to be recognized due to the location of the
requested space within the top 100 MSAs.

17. Concerning provisioning intervals, the Commission adopts the following
provisioning Intervals for inclusion in the Standard Offering;

(a) Space Availability Notification after receipt of
Application

15 calendar days (See also
Issue No. 180"))

(b) Notification of carriers on the waiting list of
space availability

10 calendar days

(c) Reaffirmation by CLP of coiiocation request 10 calendar days

(d) Updates to space availability list on website 10 calendar days .

(e) ILEC reviev/ of CLP plans and specifications 15 calendar days
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(f) CLP notification to ILEC of Guest/Host
arrangements

12 calendar days after
execution of agreement

(g) ILEC review of CLP plans and spec ifications for
adjacent collocation arrangement

30 calendar days

(h) ILEC notification to CLP that space is ready for
occupancy

5 calendar days

(i) ILEC notification to CLP prior to ILEC gaining
access to Collocation Space

3 calendar days

G) Application Response 15 calendar days - complete
with firm price quote

(k) Application Response for multiple applications
(See Issue No. 17)

1-5 in 15 calendar days
6-10 in 20 calendar days
11-15 in 25 calendar days
16-20 in 30 calendar days
21-25 in 35 calendar days

etc....

(1) CLP acceptance of ILEC qjotation for
Collocation Space

7 calendar days

(m) Bona Fide Firm Order 7 calendar days

(n) ILEC acknowledgment of receipt of Bona Fide
Firm Order

7 calendar days

(o) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for
Caged Space (See Issue No. 69)

90 calendar days from
application date

(p) Joint Planning Meeting 12 calendar days from Bona
Fide Firm Order

(q) Acceptance Walk Through 7 calendar days

(r) Construction and Provisioning intervals for
Cageless Space (See Issue No. 69)

60 calendar days from
application

(s) ILEC provision of written report regarding space
availability and multiple requests

1-5 in 15 calendar days
6-10 in 20 calendar days

11-15 in 25 calendar days
16-20 in 30 calendar days
21-25 in 35 calendar days

etc....
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(t) Tour of ILEC premises upon denia) of space 10 calendar days and floor
plans/diagrams 48 hours prior

to tour

18. There should be no differentiation between active and inactive collocation
space.

19. Consistent with Findings of Fact Nos. 17 and 18, ILECs are not obligated to
precondition space such that the space be defined as "active space".

20. Procedures forevaluating space denials by the ILECs should be included In
the Standard Offering and notestablished ina separate procedural order. The procedures
are established In Finding of Fact No. 30.

21. Section 2.6 of the Standard Offering should be amended to require ILECs
to include additional useful information on their websites. Accordingly, in this regard, the
ILECs should Include the following information on their websites;

(1) list of its central offices with no available collocation space;
(2) measures that the ILEC is taking at each central office to create

additional collocation space;
(3) projected date when more collocation space will be available; and
(4) notice whenever space becomes available at any of the previously

exhausted locations.

22. Section 2.1.3 should be removed from the Standard Offering. Section 2.3,1
is adopted without modification for inclusion in the Standard Offering. The phrase "and to
the Commission" should be removed from Section 2.3.2 such that the ILEC will provide the
detailed Information regarding a denial of space only to the CLP and not also to the
Commission at this particular point in the procedures for space denial.

23. Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 of the Standard Offering should be removed, and
Section 2.3 should be adopted without modification.

24. Section 2.2 should be revised to reflect new Rule 51.321 (h). Section 2.2 Is
amended as follows:

2.2 - Reporting Requirement. Upon request from the CLP, the
ILEC will provide a written report (space availability report)
within 10 davs of the submission of the request describing in
detail the space that is available for collocation in a particular

ILEC premises. The report must specifying the amount of
collocation space available at the-each Premises requested
Premises, the number of collocated CLPs present at the
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Premises, any modifications in the use of the space since the
last report on the Premises requested and the measures the
ILEC is taking to make additional space available for
collocation arrangements.

Further, Section 2.2.1, pertaining to premises CLLI code reporting, should be
included in the Standard Offering without modification.

25. Section 2.3.3 of the Standard Offering is adopted with an amendment to
reflect that the information provided to the Third-Party Engineer is subject to proprietary
protections.

26. Section 3.7 of the Standard Offering which requires that an ILEC remove
unused, obsolete equipment prior to making a determination that space is legitimately
exhausted should be included in the Standard Offering without modification.

27. Section 3.7.1 of the Standard Offering, as proposed by the GLPs, which
requires ILEGs to relocate administrative office personnel that are not essential to the
function of the central office before denying physical collocation requests is appropriate
and should be included without modification in the Standard Offering.

28. The appropriate space reservation period is two years or 24 months for both
GLPs and ILECs, and Section 2.1.1 of the Standard Offering should be amended as
follows:

2.1.1 Space Reservation. The ILEGs and GLPs may reserve
floor space for their own specific uses for the remainder of the
current year, plus twelve f12) months a maximum of two years

for 24 monthsL ..

29. ILEGs should proactively remove obsolete, unused equipment from their
central offices and bear the costs of removing such equipment.

30. The following procedure is appropriate for ILECs seeking waivers (i.e.,
acknowledgments) that a particular central office has no available collocation space:

(1) ILEG denies a CLP application for collocation based on lack of space;
(2) GLPs requests a tour of the central office and is granted a tour within

10 calendar days of denial;
(3) CLP also receives supporting documentation as outlined in

Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 (and addressed in Finding of Fact No. 22);
(4) In accordance with Section 2.3.1, the CLP will advise the ILEG, both

orally and in writing, If, after the inspection tour it disagrees with
the ILEG's denial of space based on space exhaust;
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(5) The CLP and the ILEC. in accordance with Section 2.3.1, will
concurrently prepare a report detailing its own filings of the inspection
tour and each party should concurrently serve the reports on each
other however the Parties will not file the reports with the Commission
at this time in conjunction with the Commission's conclusions in
Finding of Fact No. 22;

(6) In accordance with Section 2.3.3, the CLP which contests the ILEC's
position concerning the denial of space has the option of requesting
a third-party engineer to review the denial. Ifthe CLP, after reviewing
the third-party engineer's report, still disagrees with the ILEC's denial,
then, and only then, will the dispute come before the Commission for
resolution;

(7) At this time, the CLP and the ILEC should file a copy of the reports
provided in Item #6 with the Commission. The CLP should also file
a copy of all of the supporting documentation it has received based
on Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 along with the report Issued by the
third-party engineer, if one was requested, with the Commission for
Its review; and

(8) The Commission will make a determination on the appropriateness of
the ILEC's denial of space due to space exhaust.

^ I

The Commission does not believe that It must issue blanket waivers to ILECs for

space denials and that it should not address denials for space due to exhaust unless a
CLP actually disagrees with such a finding.

31. Local building codes, especially relating to permitting issues, should not
affect the collocation intervals provided for elsewhere in this Order, provided however, that
Ifan intractable timing problem exists, an (LEG may seek a waiver from the Commission
upon a showing of extraordinary circumstances.

32. CLPs should use an ILEC-certified vendor when having work performed at
an ILEC's premises. Additionally, the guidelines and specifications which address and
insure safety and network security and thus protect the integrityof the network should be
complied with by the CLPs.

33. ILECs are entitled to inspection rights in accordance with the Conclusions
set out in the discussion of Issue No. 34.

34. ILECs are required to provide AC and DC power from the central office to
adjacent collocation, upon request, wheire technically feasible. This power should have
the same performance and reliability characteristics as the power that the ILEC provides
to collocations within its central office. The CLP should have the option to secure its own
AC powerto the adjacent structure from the same provider that furnishes commercial AC
power to the ILEC. The ILEC should only be required to provide the power to the
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demarcation point ofthe adjacent collocation site. Any converting orfusing ofthe power
source beyond that point will be the responsibility of the CLP. If an ILEC receives a
request to provide power to an adjacent collocation space, within 45 days the ILEC and
the CLP shall either negotiatea mutually agreed-upon priceor the ILEC shall submit a cost
study and proposed generic rates for providing power to adjacent collocation spaces for
Commission approval.

35. The following language stiould be included in the Standard Offering:

Neither Party shall knowingly deploy or maintain any circuits,
facilities or equipment that; Interferes with or impairs service
over any facilities of the other party or a third-party, in excess
of interference or Impairment explicitly permitted by Applicable
Law or national standards; causes damage to the other Party's
plant; or creates unreasonable hazards to any person. The
Parties are required to ensure that voice-grade service,
especially when it provides access to emergency services and
the tike, not be subject to degradation, impairment, or
interference and that the parties must act In the public interest
when working out any disputes.

36. The issue of whether the ILEC may require the use of ILEC-certified vendors
for janitorial services has been resolved between the Parties.

37. ILECsand CLPs should all be required to abide by the Environmental Hazard
Guidelines (EHG), and language to that effect should be included in the interconnection
agreement. The EHG should also be attached to the interconnection agreement.

38. Section 6.10 of the Standard Offering should be amended to direct the ILECs
to exercise prudent judgment and avoid unnecessary relocations of virtual collocation
arrangements, and to take all necessary steps to reduce the possibility of service
disruptions to CLP customers whenever these relocations are required.

39. A CLP that cancels a collocation order should reimburse the ILEC for its

nonrecoverable expenses up to the time the ILEC receives written notification. The
reimbursement of costs to the ILEC should be based on the costs incurred by the ILEC,
less the estimated net salvage value of the work performed up to the time of the
cancellation notification.

40. The CLPs should be required to meet Network Equipment and Building
Specifications (NEBS) Level1 and any safety requirements proposed by the ILEC that are
no more stringent than the requirements the ILEC imposes on its own equipment An
ILEC that denies collocation of a CLPs equipment citing a failure to meet safety standards,
must provide a list within five business days of the denial of all of the equipment that the
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ILEC locates at the premises in question, together with an affidavit attesting that such
equipment meets or exceeds the safety slandard(s) that the ILEC claims the collocator's
equipment fails to meet

41. The (LEG should provision the same power and ground source to the
collocation space as it provides for itself

42. The Standard Offering should be amended to retain those provisions of
Section 1.3 - Use ofSpace and Section 3.8 - Microwave Collocation which are consistent
with current FCC rules and statutory interpretations of those rules, and are useful and
acceptable to both parties, and to deletf? all other provisions.

43. ILECs are not required to provide circuit facility assignments (CPAs) until the
collocation space is readyfor use by the CLP and the equipment to be installed in the
collocation space has been verified by the CLP. Furthermore, the ILEC should not be
placed in a position of having to provide collocation space, without compensation, well
before the CLP has determined its own equipment requirements.

44. The ILEC may designate the number and iocation(s) of demarcation points
at each central office. The point of termination (POT) bay or frame may be.used as a
demarcation point. The Parties should negotiate the standards by which the ILEC will
designate the demarcation points using the Standard Offering and the FCC's rule
regarding space designation to guide the negotiations.

45. The Commission declines "o accept either BellSouth's or Sprint's proposed
language on the issue of the appropriate terms and conditions for the provision of
cross-connects in the ILEC premises and instead requires the Parties to negotiate and
develop mutually agreeable language for inclusion in the Standard Offering that Is
consistent with the findings of the FCC in its Collocation Remand Order. Generally, the
Standard Offering should be amended to reflect that an ILEC may, but is not required, to
allow collocating CLPs to provision their own cross-connects. The Standard Offering
should instead reflect that, at the request of a collocating CLP, the ILEC must provide
cross-connects between equipment in the collocated space of two or more
telecommunications carriers, unless the ILEC allows the CLP to provision its own
cross-connects or the cross-connect is not required as established by Rule 51.323(h)(2).

46. An ILEC should be required to conduct twoaccompanied site visits; one after
the ILEC receives the bona fide firm order and a second at. or prior to, the transfer of the
completed collocation space to the CLP.

I

47. As a policy, itis more appropriate to begin with the cost studies filed by the
ILECs in this proceeding instead of looking toward the Texas Collocation Tariff rates as
a starting point in establishing collocation rates.
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Rate Issue No. 1 - Rate for Floor Space: BellSouth and Carolina/Central are
instructed to re-examine their floor space cost studies and refiie proposed rates that are
more aligned with (1) the market rate of $1.00, (2) the rates the ILECs themselves receive
for leased central office floor space, and (3) Verizon's proposed floor space rate of
$2.02 per square foot. Further, Verizon's proposed floor space rate Is adopted and
approved for Verizon.

Rate Issue No. 2 - Availabil/tv Fee/Application Fee for Coilocation: The ILECs

should revise their cost studies for application fees to reflect no more than 24 labor hours.

Rate Issue No. 3 - Construction of a Cage: It is appropriate to apply Sprint's
proposed nonrecurring charge of $559.81 per cage and $25.37 per linear foot for
construction of a cage to BellSouth and Verizon.

Rate Issue No. 4 - DC Power: The Commission finds it appropriate to;

(1) require the ILECs to provide power in single amp increments if
requested by a CLP to do so;

(2) require each ILEC to review its calculation of the annual charge
factor (ACF) and remove any power expenses from the ACF;

(3) require the ILECsto use AC power costs from the applicable electric
tariffs; and

(4) require ILECs to charge power costs on a "per fused amp" basis:

Rate Issue No. 5 - Rates for Cross^connects: The Parties should negotiate rates
for cross-connects. The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for
cross-connects for inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and If such
rates are not negotiated, then the Parties are required to Instead file Supplemental Briefs
discussing this issue in more depth by February 11,2002.

Rate Issue No. 6 - Cable Installation: The Parties should negotiate rates for cable
installation. The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for cable
installation for inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28,2002 and if such rates are
not negotiated, then the Parties are required to instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing
this issue in more depth by February 11,2002.

Rate Issue No. 7 - Security Coats:

(1) It is appropriate to allocate security costs to carriers based on square
footage occupied in the central office as a recurring charge.

(2) Theappropriate nonrecurring rate for security cards and keys is $15.00 per
card or key issued.

(3) The ILECs should review their calculations of the ACF and remove any
security costs.
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- Rate Issue No. 8 - Augmenting: The Parties ishpuld negotiate appropriate rates
for augments. The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for inclusion in
the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not negotiated, then the
Parties are required to instead file Suppleniental Briefsdiscussing this issue in more depth
by February 11, 2002.

Rate Issue No. 9 - Adjacent Coltocation: The Parties should negotiate appropriate
rates for adjacent collacation. The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates
for inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not
negotiated, then the Parties are required to Instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this
issue In more depth by February 11, 2002.

Rate Issue No, 10 - Premises Space Report: The Parties should negotiate
appropriate rates fora Premises Space Report. The Commission directs the Parties to file
negotiated rates for inclusion in the Standard OfTering by January 28, 2002 and if such
rates are not negotiated, then the Parties are required to instead file Supplernental Briefs
discussing this issue in more depth by February 11,2002.

48. The appropriate terms ard conditions for shared collocation, including
allocation of indemnities and payment for charges, should be in accordance with the
Conclusions set out in the discussion of Issue Nos. 50 and 75.

49. The ILECs ultimately have the right to designate the sites of adjacent
collocation arrangements, subject to ^17 CFR 51.323(f)(7), the FCC's revised rules
governing space designation. It is impermissible for the ILECs to discriminate unfairly
between themselves and CLPs or between distinct CLPs. If a CLP believes that an ILEC

has inappropriately refused to honor its reasonable request, the CLP may file a complaint
with the Commission. The Parties shculd negotiate the details regarding this matter,
including mutually agreeable language for Section 3.6 of the Standard Offering to reflect
the conclusions reached herein by the Commission.

50. The ILECs have the right to designate the placement of cageless collocation
equipment in their cenlrai offices; provided, however, that such designation is done in a
just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory manner which is consistent with the provisions of
47 CFR 51.323(f)(7)(A)-(D) and 47 CFR 51.323(i)(4)(l)-(v). If a CLP believes that It is
being treated in a discriminatory manner by an ILEC in the siting of its collocation
equipment, the CLP may file a complaint with the Commission. The Parties should
negotiate the details regarding this msitter, including mutually agreeable language for
Section 3.1 of the Standard Offering to reflect the conclusldns reached herein by the
Commission.

51. The CLPs have failed to pnDvide sufficientevidence that copper cable should
generally be allowed other than in an adjacent collocation situation. Thus, central office
entrance facilities should be limited to fiber optic cable unless the ILEC and CLP mutually
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agree to placement of copper entrance facilities or the CLP can convince the Commission,
in a complaint proceeding, to authorize such placement at a particular premises on a
case-by-case basis. The CLPs should be required to provide and install fire retardant riser
cable. The Parties should negotiate mut jally agreeable language for Section 5.2 of the
Standard Offeringto reflectthe conclusionis reached herein by the Commission and those
subsequently addressed in conjunction with Issue No. 70.

52. The ILECsare required by FCC njles to provide at least two interconnection
points for each (LEG premises where there are at least two entry points for the ILEC's
cable facilities and where space is avs liable. If there are less than two entry points
available or ifthere is no entry space available, the ILECmust provide the requesting CLP.
a tour of the entry facilities only (cable vault, manhole, etc.). Should the ILEC's central
office require additional entry facilities and construction, then the ILEC must consider the
CLP's request for additional entry facilities in its planning and design of the new entry
facilities. The costs for these new facilities should be shared by the ILEC and requesting
CLP on a use cost basis determined by negotiations between the two companies. The
Parties should negotiate mutually agreeable language for Section 5.2.1 of the Standard
Offering to reflect the conclusions reached herein by the Commission and those
subsequently addressed in conjunction with Issue No. 71.

53. If a CLP augments its equipment within the initial forecast and no space
preparation is required, then no fees or additional intervals should apply. Provisioning
intervals for augmentations and addhions should be as follows: (a) 30 days for
administrative work, (b) 20 days for simple augments, (c) 45 days for minor augments,
(d) 60 days for intermediate augments, and (e) 90 days for major augments.

54. The provisioning intervas for augmentations should be as follows:
(a) 30 days for administrativework, (b) 20 days for simple augments, (c) 45 days for minor
augments, (d) 60 days for intermediate augments, and (e) 90 days for major augments.

55. The proper levels of insurance for a CLP to obtain prior to occupying
collocation space are set forth in Section i3 of the Standard Offering. The CLPs' proposed
Section 8.1A should be included along w th BeilSouth's proposed changes to the wording
of the section on workers' compensation insurance (BeilSouth's Section 8.2.2), the addition
of language informing the CLP of its right to procure business interruption and contingent
business interruption insurance (BeilSouth's Section 8.2.4), the inclusion of a requirement
that certifjcates of insurance be submitted 10 days prior to the commencement of work in
the collocation space (BeilSouth's Section 8.5), and a requirement that the CLP must
conform to the recommendations made by an ILEC's fire insurance company (BeilSouth's
Section 8.6).

56. Section 16.3 of the Standai d Offering should be revised to require the ILECs
to give CLPs seven calendar days' notice- prior to undertaking construction activities which
may pose risks to the CLPs' service.
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57. Each ILEC may impose security requirements on CLP personnel that it
believes are necessary to ensure the sec jrity and safety of the ILEC premises so long as
these requirements are no more stringent than the requirements the ILEC places on its
own employees or authorized contractors v/ho are allowed access to its premises and that
the security requirements are set out in writing and provided to the CLP in advance.

58.. The inclusion of a provision requiring alternative or expedited dispute
resolution in the Standard Offering is not required but the Parties are strongly encouraged
to use some form of alternative dispute 'esolution.

59. The Commission declines to set terms and conditions for off-site
arrangements for Inclusion in the Standard Offering at this time. However, if a Party can
demonstrate a significant need for an off-site arrangement, the Commission may be willing
to revisit this issue pursuant to FCC requirements as they then exist.

60. The appropriate provisioning interval for caged collocation is
90 calendar-days from the collocation application date and the appropriate provisioning
interval for cageless collocation is 60 caUmdar-days from the collocation application date.
The provisioning intervals for caged and cageless collocation will be extended for any
additional time beyond the seven calendar day interval established for the CLPs to place
a bona fide firm order. Further, ILECs may not exclude time required to obtain building
permits fromthe provisioning intervals provided however, if an intractable timing problem
exists, an ILEC may seek a waiver from tne Commission upon a showing of extraordinary
circumstances. Thus, the need, if any to obtain building permits should generally not
extend the collocation provisioning inteival.

61. The CLPs have failed to provide sufficient evidence that copper cable should
generally be allowed other than In an adjacent collocation situation. Thus, central office
entrance facilities should be limited to fiber optic cable unless the ILEC and CLP mutually
agree to placement of copper entrance facilities or the CLP can convince the Commission,
in a complaint proceeding, to authorize such placement at a particular premises on a
case-by-case basis. The Parties shculd negotiate mutually agreeable language for
Section 5.2 of the Standard Offering and Section 7.21.1 of the MClm/BellSouth
interconnection Agreement to reflect the conclusions reached herein by the Commission.

62. The CLPs are entitled to verify the ILEC's assertion, when made, that dual
entrance facilities are not available. Tfirough good faith negotiations, the ILECs should
provide an inspection or tour for the requesting CLP to Inspect the cable vaults and
entrance manholes of central offices where dual entry facilities are not available. The
ILECs should maintain waiting lists for entrance space and notifythe CLPs, such as MClm,
when such space becomes available. The Parties should negotiate mutually agreeable
language for Section 5,2.1 of the Standard Offering and Section 7.21.2 of the
WiClm/BellSouth Interconnection Agreement to reflect the conclusions reached herein by
the Commission.
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63. Due to ah insufficient record, the Commission is unable to make a conclusion
regarding Issue No. 84 at this time.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 1

ISSUE 1: Under what circumstances ares the terms of the Standard Offering available?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AULTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T:^ AT&T stated that the Standard Offering should be available to a GLP certificated
or upon becoming certificated in North Carolina. Related sections of the Standard Offering
should be available on a "pick and choose" basis. In addition, AT&T can accept the
arrangement affeced by Bel/South provided that: (1) the ILECs would not seek to negate
or supersede a provision of the Standard Offering through any provision of the
interconnection agreement that does not deal expressly with collocation; (2) logically
distinct sections of the Standard Offering ^vouldbe available on a "pick and choose" basis;
and (3) parties would remain free to nsgotiate additional or different terms expressly
relating to collocation.

BELLSOUTH: The Standard Offering should be made available as an attachment to an
interconnection agreement and should ce governed by the terms and conditions of the
interconnection agreement rather than se a stand-alone agreement. The offering would
be available to all CLPs In the state of Morth Carolina requesting physical collocation.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue- in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Standard Offering should be ayailable to the parties when a CLP
makes a bona fide written request for interconnection. The parties may file it as an
attachment to their interconnection agreement. Amendments to the interconnection
agreement that add collocation terms to the Standard Offering should be express and in
writing.

SPRINT: Sprint stated that the Standard Offering should be an attachment to an
interconnection or other agreement identifying the parties and stating the terms.

VERIZON: Terms should only be available to parties with an effective interconnection
agreement.

^AT&T, the New Entrants, and WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order.
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WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 1.1 of the Standard Oflering states, "The rates, terms, and conditions
contained within this Standard Offering apply when the CLP is occupying the collocation
space as a sole occupant or as a Hostwithin a Premises location pursuant to Section 4."
The CLPs contend that the Standard Offeringshould operate as a stand-alone document,
setting forth allofthe terms and conditiors for collocation in North Carolina. BellSouth and
Verizon disagreed with the CLPs' position and instead proposed that the Standard Offering
operate as an attachment to an Interconnection agreement.

In his profiled rebuttal testimonv, CLP witness Gillan stated that the CLPs could
accept the position that the Standard Offering operate as an attachment to an
interconnection agreement provided that:

(a) The ILECs would not seek to negate or supersede a provision of the
Standard Offering through any provision of the Interconnection Agreement
that does not deal expressly with collocation;

(b) Logically related sections of the Standard Offering (i.e. sections
dealing with cageless or caged collocation) would be available on a pick and
choose basis; and

(c) The parties remain free to negotiate and arbitrate additional or
different terms that expressly relate to collocation.

In other words, the CLPs wanted the right to adopt the entire Standard Offering (or
logically related sections) as an attachment to their Interconnection agreement. In
addition, the CLPs do not want the interconnection agreement to reverse or supersede
provisions of the Standard Offering without a CLP's consent.

The Public Staffs view was that the Standard Offering should be available to the
parties when the CLP makes a bona fide written request for interconnection. The parties
should file it or an amended version of it as an attachment to the interconnection
agreement, but such amendments should be express and in writing.

To ensure that collocation spatje is available in a timely and pro-competitive
manner, the FCC, in its Advanced Sen</09s Order, urged the states to eriact their own rules
in certain areas relating to provisioning of collocation space.^ Therefore, on

^See Development ofWireline Services Offering Advanced Telecommunications Capability, CO
Docket No. 98-147, First Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking paragraph 55
(Mar. 31,1999) [hereinafter "Advanced Services Order^.
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September 1,1999, this Commission ordered that the CLPs and ILEGs form a task force
to resolve as many specific collocation issues as possible collectively.® The Commission
anticipated that the result of the task force negotiations would be "mutually agreeable state
standards and rules concerning the provisioning of collocation .,.".®

To provision collocation space in North Carolina effectively, unnecessary delay,
uncertainty, and cost should be eliminated from the process. The Commission, therefore,
agrees that if collocation terms, conditions, prices and provisioning intervals are known in
advance, carriers can plan their entry and order these arrangements without experiencing
the cumbersome procedures that impose unnecessary delay and cost. While not all terms
and conditions can be standardized, this Commission should standardize all terms and
conditions possible to ensure that collocation space is available in a "timely and
pro-competitive manner."

With this goal in mind, the Commission concludes that upon receipt of a bona fide
written request for interconnection puisuant to Commission Rule R17-4(c), the ILEC
should make the Standard Offering available to a CLP to govern the collocation process.
Since the Standard Offeringsets forth terms and conditions that dictate the initial steps of
provisioning collocation, it logically should apply to the parties when the collocation
process begins. In this way, the Standard Offering will provide notice and guidance to all
parties of their duties regarding colloca iion.

Such a decision is consistent with the FCC's statement in Paragraph 53 of the
Advanced Services Order that an ILEC may not refuse to consider an application for
collocation space even before an interconnection agreement Is final. Therefore, prior to
the conclusion of the interconnection agreement, the collocation terms may exist as a
stand-alone document. However, once the Interconnection agreement is concluded, the
parties should file the Standard Offering, or an amended version, with the Commission as
an attachment to their interconnection agreement. Any amendments to the Standard
Offering should be made expressly in writing and filed with this Commission. See
Commission Rule R17-4(d) (stating thsit interconnection agreements are to be filed for
approval with the Commission).

Furthermore, the Commission agrees with the CLPs that certain conditions should
be adopted. First, the ILECs may not Linilaterally negate or supersede the terms of the
Standard Offering in their interconnection agreements. The parties also may negotiate
additional terms that are expressly related to collocation. Moreover, logically related
sections of the Standard Offering shall be available on a "pick and choose" basis.

®OocketNos. P-100, Sub 133 and P-100, Sub 133j, Order Ruling on Petition in Support ofa Generic
Docket Concerning Provisioning of Collocation Space, Docket Nos. P-100. Sub 133 and P-100, Sub 133j,
(Sept. 1,1999) [hereinafter "Task Force Order";.

®id.
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Section 1.1 of the Standard Offeringshould be rewritten in conformitywith this determination.

Finally, the Commission notes thai one of the main purposes of this generic docket
is to arrive at comprehensive collocation terms and thereby to reduce the number of
disputes that agitate the parties and buroen the Commission. Although not an'arbitration
in itself, a generic docket is closely connected to arbitrations because it resolves on a
widespreadbasis issUes which would otherwise be issues in arbitrations. It is an efficient
method to "fill in the terms" that are of interest to all. in practical terms, the Commission
can be said to have alreadyarbitrated the relevant issues when itestablishes the Standard
Offering.

Therefore, the Commission wishes to emphasize that, in opening the door to other
collocation termsbeing made into an attachment to the interconnection agreement and
allowing these other terms todeviate from those ofthe Standard Offering, the Commission
isnot opening the door toarbitration ofthese other terms. If the parties disagree onthem,
the choiceforthe parties is either the Standard Offering or mutually agreeable terms that
are differentfrom the Standard Offering. If the parties cannot mutually agree on the other
terms, the defaultis to the Standard Offering, not to arbitration by this Commission of other
terms.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the Standard Offering should be available to the
partieswhen a CLP makes a bona fide written request for interconnection, that the parties
may file it as an attachment to their interconnection agreement, that amendments to the
interconnection agreement should be express and in writing, that the ILECs may not
negate or supersede the terms of the Standard Offering, that the parties may negotiate
additional terms that are expressly related to collocation, and logically related sections of
the Standard Offering should be availabkj on a "pick and choose" basis. The Commission
wili not arbitrate as to issues that deviate from the Standard Offering.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 2

ISSUE 2: What is the appropriate use of conocation space by a CLP?

Note: On August 8, 2001, the FCC released its Fourth Report and Order in CC Docket
No. 98-147, Deployment of Wireless Service Offering Advanced Telecommunications
Capabilities (Collocation Remand Order) inwhich the FCC .reevaluatedprovisions of its
collocation rules on remand from the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit. On August 14, 2001, the Commission requested comments from the"
parties in the form of amendments to the Proposed Order and/or brief. This write-up
reflects the amended comments.
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POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this Issue.

AT&T: AT&T did not file revised commisnts but in its original comments argued that the
appropriate use of collocation space is for CLPsfor the Installation of equipment "used and
useful" for interconnection or access to unbundled network elements. CLPs should not be
required to disassemble equipment tc remove integrated pieces that may undertake
additional functions.

BELLSOUTH: The appropriate use of C(3ll6catlon space is for the CLP to install, maintain,
and operate equipment that is necessary for, and for which the primary purpose and
function shall be interconnection with BellSouth's Network or accessing UNEs for the
provision of telecommunications services. BellSouth will complywith 47 G.F.R. 51.323(b)
and other pertinent requirements regariiing space availability.

MClm: MGIm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants did not file revised comments but in their original
comments indicated they agreed with AT&T.

PUBLICSTAFF: The Public Staff amen(ied its Proposed Order to reflect that the FGC has
amended 47 GFR 51.323(b), which defines what equipment is "necessary" for collocation
within Section 251(c)(6) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (TA98 or tfie Act).
Pursuant to the new definition, equipment is "necessary" for collocation only ifan inability
to deploy that equipment would, as a practical, economic, or operational matter, preclude
the requesting carrier from obtaining interconnection or access to unbundled network
elements as contemplated by Section 251 (c)(2) and 251 (c)(3).

Multi-functional equipment is "necessar/" only Ifthe primary purpose and function of the
equipment, as the requesting carrier seeks to deploy it, are to provide the requesting
carrier with "equal in quality" interconnection or "nondiscriminatory access" to unbundled
network elements. Additional functions unnecessary for collocation must not cause the
equipment to increase significantly the burden on the ILEC's property.

The Public Staff had recommended in its Proposed Order that ILECs had the sole
responsibility to designate and locate collocation space and entrance facilities to
collocation space. This recommendation stands, but is now subject to new policies and
practices as set forth by the FGG in its amended regulations.

SECCA: SECGA noted the new FGG Collocation Remand Order requirements but noted
that FGC rules only set minimum standards. The gLp Coalition, which includes SECCA,
had entered into a compromise Standard Offering with Sprint, which was submitted to the
Commission on May 18, 2000, and revised on January 18, 2001. SECCA urged the
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Commission to adopt the Standard Offering in the respects previously agreed to between
Sprint and the GLP Coalition, which includes some provisions which are more liberal for
CLPs than those set out in the Collocation Remand Order.

SPRINT: Sprint endorsed the new FCC standards set out in the Collocation Remand
Order

VERIZON: Verizon endorsed the new FCC standards set out in the Collocation Remand

Order, characterizing them as simply supporting "the position that Verizon has taken
throughout this proceeding".

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed no revised comments, but Its original comments supported
the AT&T position.

DISCUSSION

The Collocation Remand Order has necessitated the resolution in this docket of
several sub-issues related to this issue They are:

A. Interpretation of "Necessary"

i. Background

Section 251(c)(6) of the Act requires ILECs to collocate CLPs" equipment that is
"necessary" for interconnection or aaiess to UNEs. In the Deployment of Wireline
Services Offering Advanced Telecommunications Capability (Advanced Services Order
or Collocation Order) Paragraph 28, the FCC determined what equipment should be
collocated by defining the term "neicessary" as "used and useful." Therefore,
47 CFR 51.323(b) required an ILEC tc permit the collocation of any type of equipment
used or useful for interconnection or access to unbundled network elements. The CLPs,
relying upon that interpretation, then asserted that ILECs must allow collocation of
equipment "used and useful" for interconnection.

In the GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC, 205 (F)(3)(d) 416 (D.C. Cir. 2000), however, the
D.C. Circuitrejected the FCC's definition of "necessary* as overly broad, vacated that part
of the Collocation Order, and remanded it to the FCC. The D.C. Circuit stated that
"necessary" meant "required or indispensable to achieve a certain result." Thus, the
Collocation Order was not vacated to the extent it required ILECs to collocate equipment
directly related to and thus necessary, required, or indispensable for interconnection or
access to UNEs. The D.C. Circuit admonished that, "[a]nythlng beyond this, however,
demands a better explanation from the FCC. for the current rules under the Collocation
Order make no sense in light of what tiie statute itself says. And the Commission must
operate within the limits of the ordinary and fair meaning of the statute's terrns."
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In the comments, there was general agreement that the appropriate use of
collpcation space must be determined with reference to the FCC's recent decisions in the
Collocation Remand Order, although SECCA viewed them as setting a "floor^ rather than
a "ceiling."

ii. FCC's Amended Interoretation of "Necessary"

Pursuant to the D.C. Circuit's remand, the FCC reevaluated its definition of
"necessary in the Collocation Remand Order." Because Sections 251(c)(6) and
251(d)(2)(A) both use the term "necessary", the FCC determined that it should interpret
"necessary" in the two provisions similarly. In the LINE Remand Order, which construed
the term "necessary" In Section 251(<J){2)(A), the FCC concluded that a proprietary
network element is "necessary" ifa lack of access to that element would, "as a practical,
economic, and operational matter, prsctude a requesting carrier from providing the
services it seeks to offer." Therefore, the FCC concluded that the term "necessary" in
Section 251(c)(6) should mean that equipment is "necessary" for interconnection or access
to UNEs If an inability to deploy that equipment would, as a practical, economic, or
operational matter, preclude the requesting carrier from obtaining interconnection or
access to unbundled network elements

The FCC then elaborated on whai."necessary" for interconnection and "necessary"
for access to UNEs meant. First, with regard to interconnection, the Act requires an ILEC
to provide interconnection at any technically feasible point to any requesting
telecommunications carrier. That Interconnection must be "at least equal in quality to that
provided by the [incumbent LEG's] network... at any technically feasible point within the
[incumbent's] network." Therefore, "Section 251 (c)(6) allows the interconnecting carrier
to collocate any equipment necessary '̂ or interconnecting with the incumbent LEC at a
level equal in quality to that which the incumbent obtains within Its own network or the
Incumbent provides to any affiliate, subsidiary, or other party."

With regard to access to UNEs, the Act requires ILECs "to provide to any requesting
telecommunications carrier for the provision of a telecommunications service,
nondiscriminatory access to network elements on an unbundled basis at any technically
feasible point on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable, and
nondiscriminatory..." ILECs must provide requesting carriers with nondiscriminatory
access to all features, functions, and capabilities of a UNE. Therefore, the FCC concluded
that "Section 251 (c)(6) allows a requesting carrier to collocate any equipment necessary
for obtaining 'nondiscriminatory access' to an unbundled network element, including any
of its features, functions, or capabilities"

Based upon the above rationale, tie FCC amended 47 CFR 51.323(b)(1) to provide
that equipment is necessary for interccinnectlon if an inability to deploy that equipment
would, as a practical, economic, or operational matter, preclude the requesting carrier from
obtaining: (1) interconnection vrith the ILIEC equal In quality to that which the ILEC obtains
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within its own network or provides to any affiliate, subsidiary, or other party; or
(2) nondiscriminatory access to a UME, including any of its features, functions, or
capabilities.

B. Designation of Space and Entrance Facilities

i. Designation of Space

In the GTE case, the D.C. Cirojit also held that the FCC had gone too far in
allowing CLPs to choose where to collocate on the ILEC's property and remanded the
matter to the FCC for a revision of those regulations. Based on this case, the Public Staff
and Bellsouth originally contended that ILECs had the sole responsibility to designate
collocation space so long as the ILEC did not unfairly discriminate between either itself
and the CLPs or between distinct CLPs

In the Collocation Remand Order, the FCC's revisions to this issue are substantially
similar to the Public Staffs original position. The FCC found that "each incumbent should
maintain ultimate responsibility for assigning collocation space vrithin its premises." An
ILEC, however, must assign space "on rates, terms, conditions that are just, reasonable,
and nondiscriminatory." To implement this requirement of the Act, the FCC amended
47 CFR 51.323(f) to add the requirement that ILECs allow each carrier requesting physical
collocation to submit space preferences prior to assigning physical collocation space to
that carrier. Additionally, an ILECs space assignment policies must not materially
increase a requesting carrier's collocation costs; materially delay a requesting carrier's
occupation and use of the incumbent LEC's premises; impair (he quality of service or
impose other limitations on the service a requesting carrier wishes to offer; or
unreasonably reduce the total space available for physical collocation or preclude
unreasonably physical collocation within the Incumbent's premises.

ii. Placement of Entrance Facilities

In response to the GTE decision, the FCC also amended Its rules regarding the
placement ofentrance facilities for the CLPs to access their collocation space. The FCC
provided that an ILEC could require the construction and use of a separate entrance for
CLPs to access their physical collocation space, but only in certain circumstances. In
summary, where an ILEC requires CLPs to access their collocated equipment through a
separate entrance, ILEC employees musx be subject to the same restriction, in Paragraph
103 of the Collocation Remand Order, the FCC found that an ILEC may construct or
require the collocating CLP to construct a separate entrance only when: (I) construction
of a separate entrance is technically feasible; (11) either legitimate security concerns, or
operational constraints unrelated to the ILEC's or any of its affiliates' or subsidiaries'
competitive concerns, warrant such separation; (Hi) construction of a separate entrance
will not artificially delay collocation provisioning; and (iv) construction of a separate
entrance will not materially increase the requesting carrier's costs.
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,C. Removal of Integrated Equipment (Multi-functional Equipment)

The FCC further amended 47 CFR 51.323(b) by removing a list of specific
equipment necessary for coilQcation and adding a subsection that provides for collocation
of multi-use equipment. Multi-functional equipment "combines functions that meet [the
FCC's] equipment standard with functions that would not meet the standard as stand-alone
functions." Based on the FCC's revissjd definition of "necessary", an ILEC must aliow
collocation of multi-function equipment if, "the primary purpose and function of the
equipment, as the requesting carrier seeks to deploy it, are to provide the requesting
carrier with 'equal in quality' interconnection or 'nondiscriminatory access' to one or more
unbundled network elements." Ifthe adtiitional functions, however, significantly "increase
the oyerall demand on the incumbent's space and other resources above the levels that
would prevail ifthe functions were excluded from the equipment or not activated", then the
equipment would not be "necessary." As noted by the FCC in Paragraph 39 of the
Collocation Remand Order, examples of a "significant" increase in overall demand are:
(1) if an ILEC had to reconfigure the outer boundaries of a carrier's physical collocation
space to accommodate the additional functions; (2) ifthe ILEC had to provide floor support
beyond that typically available; or (3) if the ILEC had to upgrade otherwise sufficient
power, air conditioning, or heating to accommodate the additional functions. Accordingly,
the Commission believed that Section 5.1 of the Standard Offering should be amended to
reflect these provisions.

D. Burden of Proof

if an ILEC rejects collocation of cEtrtain equipment, the ILEC shall have the burden
of proving to the state commission that the equipment is not "necessary." Pursuant to the
previous version of 51.323(b), the ILEC had to prove that the equipment was not
"necessary" or "used and useful" for Inlerconneclion or access to UNEs. With the FCC
amendments to 47 CFR 51.323(b) and 47 CFR 51.323(c), subsection (b) no longer
discusses how the ILEC can meet its burden of proof. Subsection (c) now provides that
the ILEC shall have to show the state ciDmmission that the equipment does not meet the
FCC's new definition of "necessary." Otherwise, the FCC did not disturb its previous
regulation regarding the burden of proof.

Although the FCC has expressly stated that state commissions may impose
additional space assignment requirements on ILECs, this Commission has no basis for so
doing at this time. Based on the amendments to 51.323(b) and the FCC's rationale for the
amendments, the Commission is persuaded that the Standard Offering should be amended
to reflect the new 51.323(b) by Inserting the language directly from the regulation or by
reference to the regulation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes the following:

1. The appropriate use of collocation space is for installation, maintenance, and
operation of equipment necessary for interconnection or access to UNEs. Equipment is
necessary for Interconnection or access to UNEs ifan inability to deploy that equipment
would, as a practical, economic, or operational matter, preclude the requesting carrier from
obtaining: (1) interconnection equal in quality to that the ILEC obtains within its own
network or provides to any affiliate, subsidiary, or other party; or (2) nondiscrimlnatory
access to that UNE, including any of its features, functions, or capabilities.

2. Multi-functional equipment shall be deemed necessary only if the primary
purpose and function of the equipment, as the requesting carrier seeks to deploy it, meets
at least one of the standards. The collocation of those functions of equipment that, as
stand-alone functions, do not meet eltner of the standards above must not cause the
equipment to increase significantly the burden on the ILEC's property.

3. An ILEC may locate and designate collocation space. An ILEG must allow each
carrier requesting physical collocation to submit space preferences prior to assigning
physical collocation space to that carrier. At a minimum, the ILEC's space assignment
policies and practices must not: (A) materially increase a requesting carrier's collocation
costs; (B) materially delay a requesting carrier's occupation and use of the ILEC's
premises; (C) Impair the quality of sen^ice or impose other limitations on the service a
requesting carrier wishes to offer; or (D) reduce unreasonably the total space available for
physical collocation or preclude unreasonably physical collocation within the ILEC's
premises.

4. An ILEC may require the construction and use of a separate entrance for CLPs
to access their physical collocation space in limited circumstances. An ILEC may require
employees and contractors of collocating carriers to use a central or separate entrance to
the ILEC's building, provided, however, that its own employees are subject to the same
restriction. An ILEC may construct or reciuire the collocating CLP to construct a separate
entrance to access physical collocation space only when: (!) construction of a separate
entrance is technically feasible; (ii) eltner legitimate security concerns, or operational
constraints unrelated to the ILEC's or any of its affiliates' or subsidiaries' competitive
concerns, warrant such separation; (ill) construction of a separate entrance will not
artificially delay collocation provisioning; or (iv) construction of a separate entrance will not
materially increase the requesting carrier's costs.

5. Whenever an ILEC objects to the collocation of equipment by a CLP, that ILEC
shall prove to this Commission that the equipment is not necessary for interconnection or
access to UNEs under the standards seit forth in 47 CFR 51.323(b).
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6. The partiesshould revise 8ecti(}n 5,1 ofthe StandardOffering in accordance with
the requirements set out above.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 3

ISSUE 3: Should the Standard Offering Include an obligation onthe part of the CLP to pay
the rates and charges set forth in the Standard.Offering?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL; ALLTEL did not address this issue. •

AT&T: The Standard Offering should deal with collocation comprehensively and should
set out the rates, which should be based on forward-evolving costs. Tariffs may be
changed unilaterally and are not desirable in this context.

BELLSOUTH: The Standard Offeringshould include an obligation on the part of the CLP
to pay the rates and charges set forth therein.

MClm: MCIm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took rhe same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: CLPs obtaining collocsition through the Standard Offering are obligated
to pay the rates and charges to be determined by the Commission.

SPRINT: Sprint agreed with the New Entrants.

VERIZON: The ILEG is entitled to recieive compensation for the costs of provision of
collocation to the CLP.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

It appears that there is no substantial dispute between the Parties on this issue. As
such, the Commission believes that CLPs obtaining collocation through the Standard
Offering are obligated to pay the rates and charges determined by the Commission in this
docket.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that CLPs obtaining collocation through the Standard
Offering are obligated to pay the rates and charges as determined by the Commission in
this docket.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 4

ISSUE 4: Should the Standard Offering set forth a definitive term?

ISSUE 5: if a definitive term Is appropriate, what should the term be?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this, issue in its Brief.

AT&T: No, a definitive term is not appropriate. The "term" of the Standard Offering should
be the same period as that used to establish cost-based rates. That is, the Standard
Offering, including its rates, should remain in effect after approval by the Commission for
an Initial period of two years, and should continue until the Commission makes changes
to the terms or rates in the Standard Offering.

BELLSOUTH: Yes, a definitive term is appropriate, and the term should be for a period
of two years. The Standard Offering should set forth a definitive term whidi clearly
identifies the period for which the parties are obligated to perform under the rates, terms,
and conditions of the Standard Offering. The term of the Standard Offering should coincide
with the term of the interconnection agreement to which it is attached ~ in BellSouth's
case, the standard, term for an Interconnection agreement is two years. Thus, all
attachments to that agreement - including the physical collocation attachment, should
have the same two-year term. The term of the Standard Offering should not preclude an
amendment to the Standard Offering to incorporate state or federal regulatory agency
ordered procedures or intervals applicable to the CLP that are different from procedures
or intervals set forth in the Standard Offering.

MCtm: MGIm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: Yes, a definitive term is appropriate. The Standard Offering should
remain in effect unchanged for a period of two years from the effective date, unless the
Commission orders modifications pursuant to requests for reconsideration, or implements
changes to conform the Standard Offeringto controlling federal or state laws, regulations,
or court rulings.
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SPRINT: While Sprintdid not insist that si definitive term must be set forth in the Standard
Offering itself, Sprint did not disagree that contracts to which the terms and conditions of
theStandard Offering will apply should have maximum terms oftwo years, unless agreed
to othenvise by the Parties.

VERIZON: Yes, a definitive term is appropriate, and the term should be for a period of two
years. It is customary for an agreement between parties to have a definite term.

WORLDCOM: WorfdCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 1.5 of the Standard Offering states, "The minimum term of this Standard
Offer shali be for an initiai period of two (2) years."

BeilSouth witness Hendrix testified that the agreement should expire two years after
it is executed, but proposed adding language to address the obligation to renegotiate after
the two-year period expires. BeilSouth suggested that the concept of a lirnited term for the
Standard Offering is consistent with standard contract principles.

GLP witness Gillan recommendec that the Standard Offering remain In effect after
approval by the Commission until the (Commission made changes to its terms or rates.
Witness Gillan explained that an automatic extension beyond two years would eliminate
the need for renegotiation and arbitraticin.

The Public Staff argued that the Standard Offering should have definite minimum
term, and that the term should be a period of two years from the effective date of the
Standard Offering.

The Commission believes the disagreements among the Parties on this issue are
not substantive, but semantical. The Standard Offering is itself not a contract, but merely
a document approved by the Commission which sets forth the minimum, or default, terms
and conditions by which a CLP may physically collocate equipment, within an ILEC's
facilities. As such, the Commission does not believe a definitive term provision is
necessary in the Standard Offering because It will remain in effect after approval in this
docket until the Commission adopts changes to its terms or rates. The actual collocation
agreement between a CLP and an ILEC will be memorialized as an attachment to the
parties' interconnection agreement and will remain in effect for the term of the
interconnection agreement. The parties ':o an interconnection agreement, of course, may
negotiate specific terms and conditions related to collocation which differ from the
Standard Offering.

Regarding BeliSouth's argument; that a two year period would be appropriate for
reevaluating the interconnected parties' obligations regarding the Standard Offering, the
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Commission reiterates that the Standard Offering merely sets forth the minimum, or
default, terms and conditions for collocation. The terms and conditions of collocation may
be reevaluated, of course, coincident witti the expiration of the interconnection agreement
to which they are attached, as recommended by BellSouth, but the minimum terms and
conditions set forth in the Standard Olfering will remain In effect until modified by the
Commission.

The Commission, therefore, concludes that the Parties should delete Section 1.5
of the Standard Offering.

C01^iCLUSI0NS

The Commission concludes that a definitive term provision is not necessary In the
Standard Offering and that Section 1.5 of the Standard Offering should be deleted.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 5

ISSUE 6: Should the terms and conditions for services that the CLP Is using the
collocation arrangement to access be included in the Standard Offering where such
services are provided pursuant to terms and conditions contained in other contracts or
tariffs?

POSITIC^NS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T: Yes. That an ILEG may tariff a term that is contained in the Standard Offering
does not remove that term from the Standard Offering or prevent a CLP from Invoking the
Standard Offering to govern that term. The terms and conditions that the CLP is using in
the collocation arrangement to access should be included in the Standard Offering to
provide predictability.

BELLSOUTH: No. Such terms and conditions should not be Included in the Standard
Offering. These services, by definition, are not related to the terms and conditions of
provisioning physical collocation arrangements, which is what the scope ofthe Standard
Offering covers.

MClm: MClm did not address this Issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took ':he same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: Prior to Commlssior approval of an interconnection agreement, the"
Standard Offering Isthe mechanism for provisioning collocation space. ILEGs should not
be allowed to unilaterally change terms
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SPRINT: Sprint was generally agreeable to the New Entrants' position.

VERIZON: No. Such terms and conditions should be addressed with the individual
service being ordered.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the sarre position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

The CLPs maintained that the Standard Offering should be comprehensive,
containing all terms and conditions necessary to establish collocation, even if those terms
are included elsewhere in tariffs and contracts. In his prefiled rebuttal testimony, CLP
witness Gillan argued that terms and i:onditions should be contained in the Standard
Offering and not in a tariff since an ILEC may change a tariff unilaterally and the CLPs do
not have the resources to contest each tariff filing.

Bellsouth and Verizon, however, contended that the Standard Offering should not
include terms and conditions for services that the CLP is using the collocation arrangement
to access where these services are provided pursuant to terms and conditions contained
In other contracts or tariffs, BellSouth witness Hendrlx stated that these services are
beyond the scope of the Standard Offering, which is limited to the provisioning of physical
collocation space. As examples, BellSouth witness Hendrlx cited to Sections 16.4-16.7
of the Standard Offering which refer to trouble reports and contact names if a tariffed
service offering experiences service outages. According to BellSouth, these terms and
conditions should be contained, therefore, in the tariff. Otherwise, the Standard Offering
could conflict with the terms of the tariff^ resulting in discriminatory treatment of the
customers governed by the tariff and the customers governed by the Standard Offering.

The Public Staff maintained that, generally speaking, prior to Commission approval
of an interconnection agreement, the Standard Offering would be the mechanism for
provisioning collocation space. The ILECs should not be allowed unilaterally to change
terms.

On cross-examination by MClm, BellSouth witness Hendrlx addressed the CLPs'
conoem that if the Commission adopted HellSoufh's position, then ILECs could unilaterally
remove terms and conditions from the Standard Offering and include them in the tariff.
Witness Hendrlx explained that, ifthe Standard Offering were adopted by the Commission,
a CLP would have two choices to obtain collbcation: (1) a tariff that BellSouth would file
in lieu of having to negotiate with each customer or (2) a contract that might mirror the
Standard Offering or terms that were agreed to between the parties. The terms and
conditions that were in the option selected by a CLP would then govern the relationship
between BellSouth and that CLP; the CLP then could not "jump from tariff to contract."
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The Commission concurs with the GLP-s position on this issue. The Commission's
intent In Initiating this generic docket was to provide comprehensive and standard
procedures to implement collocation in this state. Negotiation between the parties, followed
by determination by this Commission of any unresolved issues, were the means to
accomplish this goal. Therefore, the Standard Offering, while subject to express written
amendment by the parties, should set fC'rth the means for provisioning collocation in this
state.

The Commission, therefore, rejects the argument that an ILEC may offer coiiocation
alternatively through a tariff. The Commission is persuaded by the rationale of the Idaho
Public Utilities Commission in addressing a similar issue.' In that case, GTE had sought
Idaho Commission approval of its collocation tariff.^ The Idaho Commission denied
approval, stating;

Section 252 of the Act sets forth the means, through negotiation, mediation
and arbitration, for competitors to reach interconnection agreements with
incumbentcompanies. Once reached, interconnection agreements must be
submitted to state commissions fo' approval. Nothing in the Act or in related
regulations of the Federal Communications Commission, however,
authorizes or directs the filing of a collocation tariff with state commissions.

Moreover, allowing an ILEC to unilaterally change the terms and conditions of the
procedures for collocation runs counter tothe Commission's goal ofnegotiated terms'and
conditions controlling collocation in this state. Although as witness Hendrix testified, a
CLP could choose to avail itself of either the Standard Offering or the tariff, the
Commission believes that having both a tariff and a Standard Offering could lead to
confusion through duplicatlve or contradictory terms. Therefore, the Commission
concludes that collocation tariffs are tnnecessary In this state and that the Standard
Offering should provide the means for provisioning collocation space. The Standard
Offering should not be amended with regard to this Issue. Furthermore, the Standard
Offering hereby supersedes any collocation tariff applicable to CLPs in existence in North
Carolina.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes thai, as a general matter, prior to the Commission
approval of an interconnection agreement the Standard Offering, not tariffs, is the
mechanism for provisioning collocation space in this state.

7 GTE Northwest Inc., Case No. GTE-T-()0-7, Order No. 28490 (Idaho Pub. Utils. Comm'n
August 24,2000)
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 6

ISSUE 7: Underwhat circumstances, if any, is itappropriate forthe Commission to require
ILECs to go beyond the FCC collocation rules in the Standard Offering?

POSITIG NS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: The FCC rules only set minimum standards. The FCC intends the state to
establish more standardized terms and intervals. The Standard Offering is consistent with
the FCC's rules and contains three substantial concessions: (1) it adopted the end-
product of the Texas tariff; (2) it used BellSouth's standard contract as the basic
framework; and (3) it incorporated the BellSouth contract language as the initial CLP
proposal unless that language clearly conflicts with the Texas tariff.

BELLSOUTH; Itmay be appropriate, under some circumstances, for the Commission to
require ILECs to go beyond the FCC collocation rules in the Standard Offering. The
Commission should determine whether or not to impose requirements that may exceed
those promulgated by the FCC on a case-by-case basis.

MClm; MCim did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants agreed with AT&Ts position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF; The Commission may supplement the FCC rules when necessary to
carry out collpcation In a timely and procompetltive manner. The Commission must do so,
however, in a manner consistent with the Act.

SPRINT: Sprint did not specifically adcress this Issue In Its Proposed Order.

VERIZON: The FCC rules permit col!ocs.tion arrangements demonstrated to be technically
feasible, In accordance with either national standards or industry practice. There is no
need to go beyond these requirements.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom agreed with AT&T's position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

The issue here is the extent to v/hich this Commission should permit/require the
Standard Offering to go beyond the FCC's rules and regulations .in determining the
procedures for collocation in this state.
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CLP witness Gillan testified that the Standard Offering reflects the FCC's goal of
making the collocation process predictable and efficient. As such, the Standard Offering,
while consistent with the FCC's rules, contains more detail and specificity than the FCC
has provided in its rules and orders. In his profiled rebuttal testimony, witness Gillan
stated that the FCC's rules and standards are minimum requirements and that states
should require the ILECs to do more thian the FCC has already required.

BellSouth witness Hendrix stated in his prefiled direct testimony that "in situations
where the FCC has specifically addressed an area, however, the language of the offering
should track the language in the FCC Order or rules." Witness Hendrix asserted that the
Commission should require the ILECs to go beyond the FCC's collocation rules in the
Standard Offering in only limited circomstances: (1) when the FCC states that the
collocation rules set forth in an FCC Order serve as minimum or default standards; (2)
whenthe FCCpermits states to adopt additional requirements consistent with the Act and
its implementing rules; and (3)when the FCC invites or urges state comrtiisslons to adopt
policies that promote competition in line with its implementing rules.

Verizonagreed with BellSouth on this issue. Verizon witness Ries testified that the
FCC and the courts have developed rules and regulations that balance the ability of CLPs
to join the market competitively with the protection of the rights of ILECs. In addition,
witness Ries stated that the Standard Gffering contained rules that far exceed the FCC
guidelines by imposing unnecessary requirements on ILECs.

.Insupport of their position, the CLPs cite Paragraph 558 of the Local Competition
Order, in which the FCC states:

We conclude that we should adopt explicit national rules to implement the
collocation requirements of the 1996 Act. We find specific rules defining
minimum requirements for nondiscriminatory collocation arrangements will
remove barriers to entry by potential competitors and speed the development
of competition. Our experience in the Expanded Interconnection proceeding
iridicates that incumbent LECs have an economic incentive to interpret
regulatory ambiguities to delay entryby new competitors. We and the states
should therefore adopt., to the extent possible, specific and detailed
collocation rules. We find, however, that states should have flexibility to
apply additional collocation requirements that are otherwise consistentwith
the 1996 Act and our implementing regulations.

The CLPs also cite Paragraph 8 of the Advanced Services Order, which provides
that the collocation rules set forth in that Order are "minimum standards and permit any
state to adopt additional requirements." Finally, the CLPsalso relyupon Paragraph 45
of the Advanced Se/v/ces Orderthatprovidesthatacollocation method used by one ILEC
or mandated by one state commission is presumptively technically feasible for any other
ILEC.
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The PublicStaffbelieves that the Commission has the authorityto supplement the
FCC rules when necessary to ensure that collocation is effectuated In a timely and
procompetitive manner. The Public Staff further stated that any additional, rules
promulgated by the Commission must be consistent with the Act.

To determine the extent to which tnis Commission may permit the Standard Offering
to extend beyond FCC rules and regulations, the Commission looks first to the Act itself.
Pursuant to the Act, "the Federal Communications Commission is charged with the
responsibility of promulgating regulations necessary to Implement the Act itself..MCl
Telecommunications Corp. v. US West Communications, 204 F.3d 1262, 1265 {9®* Cir.).
cert, denied, sub no/n, Qwest Corp. v. MCl Worldcom Network Services, Inc., 121 S. Ct.
504 (2000). Nevertheless, "the Act reserves to states the ability to impose additional
requirements so long as the requirements are consistent with the Act and 'further
competition."* Id., citing 47 U.S.C. Secticn 251(d)* As the FCC stated in Paragraph 23 of
the Advanced Services Order, "[sjtate commissions play a crucial role in furthering the
goals of [the FCC's] collocation rules by enacting rules of their ovm that, In conjunction with
federal rules, ensure that collocation is available in a timely manner and on reasonable
terms and conditions:" Thus, where the FCC has promulgated a rule, that rule is binding
on this Commission. See U.S. West Communications v. Mix, 57 F. Supp. 2d 1112,1117
(D. Colo. 1999). Nevertheless, the (Commission may enact its ovwi rules yvhich, in
conjunction with federal rules, ensure that collocation Is available, so long as these
Commission-enacted rules are consisten: withthe Act and further competition. Therefore,
in reviewing the Standard Offering, the Commission may supplement the FCC's
regulations in a manner that is consistent with the Act and its goal of furthering
competition.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that It may supplement the FCC rules when necessary
to carry out collocation in a timely and procompetitive manner that is consistent with the
Act and its goal of furthering competition.

EX^DENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 7

ISSUE 8: What should be the standarc for assessing space availability?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: There is a rebuttable presurrption that collocation space is available. The
incumbents are required to take the needs ofcompeting'local providers Into consideration
when managing central office space. Incumbents, therefore, should be prepared for
collocation requests, not Just react to them.
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BELLSOUTH: The standard for assestiing space availability should be based upon the
FCC's Advanced Services Order (CC Docket No. 98-147), and rules. BellSouth is
obligated to provide collocation in unused space subject to space constraints and/or
technical feasibility: BellSouth defines unused space as either space not currently In use
in a particular central office or reserved for future use by BellSouth or other Parties.

MClm: MClm did not address this specific issue In its Prief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLICSTAFF: Nofederal law or rule gives CLPs the right to presume that collocation
space Is available in ILEC premises. The initial sentence of Section 2.1 of the Standard
Offeringshould be eliminated from the text because it serves no purpose.

SPRJNT: In itsProposed Order, Sprint slated that itsposition on this issue was consistent
with the New.Entrants.

VERIZON: Space must be technically feasible, accessible, and meet all safety and
security standards.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering outlines the conditions under which an ILEC
must make collocation space in its premises available to competitors and is stated as
follows;

2.1 Availability of space. There shall be a rebuttable presumption that
space is available for physical collocation in an ILEC Premises. Upon
submission of an application or collocation order pursuant to Section 6, the
ILEC shall permit the CLP to physically collocate, pursuant to the terms of
this Standard Offer, at any ILEC Premises, unless the ILEC has determined
that there is no space available due to space limitations or no space
available due to technical infeasibility.

CLP witness Gillan testified thait there should be a rebuttable presumption that
collocation space is available and that incumbents are required to take the needs of
competing local providers into consideration when managing central office space. Witness
Gillan testified that the "rebuttable presumption" is drawn from specific language taken
from Order No. 59 of the Texas Public Utilities Commission (Texas PUC). This
presumption is a logical extension ofthe ILECs' obligations pursuant to Section 251(c)(6)
of the Act as well as the requirement thiat ILECs:
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* seek a waiverfrom a denial ofcollocation space and justifydenials of space,
through tours and otherwise (47 C.F.R. 51.321(f)):

* indicate the measures'they are taking to make additional space available
and known (47 C.F.R. 51.321(h));

* remove obsolete unused equipment from their premises to increase the
amount of space available (47 C.F.R. 51.321(1)); and

* provide several types of collocation methods to be used (47 C.F.R.
51.323(k)).

In its Proposed Order, BellSouth stated that the Comrtilssion should reject the CLP
Coalition's position, as articulated by v/itness Gillan, that there should be a "rebuttable
presumption" that collocation space Is available in each ILEC central office. BellSouth
witness Hendrix observed that BellSouth is obligated to provide collocation in unused
space subject to space constraints and/or technical feasibility, consistent with the FCC's
Advanced Services Order (CC Docket No. 98-147). BellSouth contended that witness
Gillan conceded that his "rebuttable presumption" premise was drawn from an order issued
by the Texas Public Utility Commission.. BellSouth argued that there is no basis for the
CLP Coalition's "rebuttable presumption" requirement in either the Act or the FCC's rules
or orders and the Commission should eliminate the "rebuttable presumption" language
proposed by the CLP Coalition. BellSouth stated that the language requires the ILEC to
permit physical collocation "unless the ILEC has demonstrated that there is not space
available due to space limitations or no space available due to technical infeasibility."

MClm did not address this issue directly but in its Brief stated that It supported the
New Entrants' and Sprint's compromise Standard Offering, as revised.

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff recommended that the first sentence of
Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering which states that "[tjhere shall be a rebuttable
presumption that space is available for physical collocation in an ILEC Premises" serves
no purpose and should be deleted. 1'he Public Staff stated that while this sentence
arguably has rhetorical value, removing it will not materially affect the ILECs' obligations
to make collocation space available tc competitors and to demonstrate to prospective
collocators and, if necessary, to this Commission, that collocation space Is unavailable.

In its Proposed Order, Sprint stated that Its position on this issue was consistent
with that of the New Entrants.

In its Proposed Order, Verizon s.tated that space must be conditioned to support
telecommunications equipment and meet safety and security standards. Verizon
contended that the proposed Standard Offering would create a "rebuttable presumption"
that space is available for physical collocation within a particular premises. Verizon further
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contended that given the diverse spatial needs of potential collocators, such a presumption
is unwarranted. Verizon stated that the ILEC should review space availability for each
collocation request. In that process, Verizon further stated, itshould consider limitations
and technical feasibility of the request, and then report the results to the CLP. Verizon
suggested that the appropriate standard for assessing space availability is identifying
unused space that is technically feasible, accessible, and meets the ILEC's safety and
security standards.

The Commission agrees with the PublicStaff that there is not any FCC Order or rule
which gives CLPs the right to presume that collocation space is available In ILEC
premises. Therefore, we recommend that the Initial sentence of Section 2.1 of the
StandardOffering be eliminated from the text because it serves no purpose and removing
it will not materiallyaffect the ILECs' obligations to make collocation space available to
competitors and to demonstrate to prospective collocators and, if necessary, to this
Commission, that collocation space is unavailable.

COIMCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the initial sentence of Section 2.1 of the Standard
Offering should be eliminated from the lext because Itserves no purpose.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 8

ISSUE 9: Shouldthe CLP file an application foreach office inwhich itwishes to collocate?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: No. The CLP's application should indicate which offices in which it seeks to
collocate, but there should be no obligationto provide multiple applications, and, therefore,
pay multiple fees. Theunderlying issueisfor what purpose and costs application fees are
assessed. To the extent such fees relate to the mere act of applying, rather than to
engineering or space assessment functions that are attributable to distinct intervals in
ordering and provisioning space, they should not be imposed (see Issue No. 49).

BELLSOUTH: Yes. A CLP should file an application for each office in which it wishes to
collocate. The application serves as the vehicle through which the process for ordering
collocation is initiated.

MClm: MClm did not address this issuf^ in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.
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PUBLIC STAFF: Yes. Each CLP shoijld be required to file a separate application for
each office in which it wishes to collocale. The language proposed by BellSouth should
be substituted for that which currently appears in Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering.

SPRINT: Sprint stated that Its position on this issue was consistent with that of the New
Entrants.

VERIZON; Yes. Each location amounts to a separate collocation request.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the sarrie position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION.

In this issue, the Commission must determine whether It is appropriate to require
a CLP to file a separate application and pay a separate application fee for each office in
which it seeks to collocate. The ILECs are concerned that the second sentence of
Section 2.1 (see discussion and conclusions for Issue No. 8 above) would potentially allow
a CLP to file a single application for collocation space and then to physically collocate,
pursuant to the terms of the Standard Offering, at any ILEC premises.

CLP witness Gillan testified that the CLP's application should indicate which offices
in which it seeks to collocate, but there should be no obligation to provide multiple
applications and therefore pay multiple application fees.

The CLPs contended that availability fees for the leasing of office space do not exist
in the real estate market and advising a prospective tenant as to what space is available
in a building is a function provided by management without any specific charge to that
prospective tenant. The CLPs argued that imposing such fees as part of the application
process, before the CLP is told vi^ether space is available, would serve as a barrier to
entry. In refuting the ILECs' argument that space availability fees include certain
engineering expenses, the CLPs contended that this engineering expense should be
included as part of an engineering fefs during construction, not an application fee to
determine whether space Is available. The CLPs argued that it is Illogical to require a CLP
to pay a fee to determine if space is available when, as Verizon admitted, space is
available in every one of its offices In North Carolina.

In Its Proposed Order, BellSouth stated that an application fee, which is assessed
for each request for collocation, Is based on the specific work that must be performed to
provide an application response for each central office request, not for multiple requests
on one form. BellSouth argued that a complete and accurate Application Inquiry document
allows ILEC equipment engineers, space planners and facility planners to provide a
comprehensive written response, inclu(jing a firm price quote, based on the needs and
requirements identified for a particular location. BellSouth contended that Ifthe CLPs were
permitted to file one application for several iccations, the application fee would not recover
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the costs of multiple assessments that the ILEC must perform to provide multiple
application responses. BellSouth has proposed that the CLPs' proposed language be
amended as follows;

Availability of space: Upon submission of a firm order pursuant to Section 6,
the ILEC shall permit the CLP to physically collocate, pursuant to the terms
of this Standard Offer at the Premises requested in the application, unless
the ILEC has determined that pnysical collocation Is not practical due to
space [imitations or technical infeasibility.

Intheirseparate Brief, the New Eritrants argued that application fees for the leasing
of office space do not exist in the real estate market. The NewEntrants stated that a fee
for determining whether space is availabis also defies common sense because it is widely
known that space is available in most central offices, a fact which is known to anyone who
h^s made even a cursory inspection Of the central offices in North Carolina. Moreover, the
New Entrants contended that to attempt to charge a fee in the few cases where space is
not available is most Inequitable, because incumbents are already required to maintain a
document on their websites indicating all premises that are full.

In refuting the incumbents' argument that their space availability fees include certain,
engineering expenses, the New Entrants argued that the engineering expense should be
included as part of an engineering fe(5 during construction, not an application fee to
determine whether space is available.

in its Proposed Order, the Public JJtaff pointed out that CLP witness Gillan provided
ho substantive support for his position that a CLP should be allowed to apply for
collocation at multiple locations in a single application. Further, the Public Staff stated that
witness Gillan provided no coherent explanation why the Commission should prohibit
ILECsfrom requiring a separate coElocati<3n application and application fee to collocate at
each separate ILEC premises.

The Public Staff recommended that the amended languagevwhich BellSouth
proposed for Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering was appropriate and should be
substituted for the existing language in that section.

In its Proposed Order, Sprint stated that its position on this issue was consistent
with that of the New Entrants.

Verizon, in its Proposed Order, ODntended that determination of the type of space
a CLP needs requires an engineering study, Including a review of existing HVAC and
power capacity. Verizon stated that those costs should be recovered through an initial
application fee. In response to New Entrants' witness Birch who opined that application
fees are not charged to evaluate typical office space and, therefore, such fees should not
be assessed for collocation analysis, Ver zon stated that witness Birch does not recognize

r
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that providing traditional office space and providing collocation space are very distinct
undertakings. Verizon argued that provision of collocation space not only involves a
market quitedifferent from that of providing traditional office space, it entails engineering
analysisofthe collbcalor's special needs \vhich carries a cost that must be paid. Verizon
contended that application fees are standard in collocation agreements and tariffs,
sanctioned by both the FCCand state commissions. Verizon contended that responses
to applications necessarily are specificto the central office where space is sought, and
applications should be made to each oflice individually.

The Commission agrees with the Public Staff, BellSouth, and Verizon that it is
appropriateto require CLPs to file a separate application and pay a separate application
fee for eac^ central office in which they wish to collocate. Each collocation request is
likely to differ in some, if not many respects, and the building design and infrastructure
elements that exist at each central offics are undeniably unique to that location. For an
ILEC to evaluate collocation requests- effectively, its personnel must independently
examine each central officeand assess the unique changes in air conditionrng, power,
facilities, and building design necessary to accommodate a prospective collocator. These
tasks must logicallybe performed on a psr-central office basis, as BellSouth and Verizon
have suggested. The current industry norm of one application for each central office is
inherently reasonable and should be re iained.

The Commission agrees that the Eimended language which BellSouth proposed for
Section 2.1 of the Standard Offering is appropriate and should be substituted for the
existing language in that section.

COriCLUSlONS

The Commission concludes thst the Parties should be directed to amend the
Standard Offering consistent with these findings.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 9

ISSUE 10: Should the CLP be required to file an application for any request regarding
collocation space (whether an initial request or modification) prior to any analysis of the
request by the ILEC?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T; No. There does not appear to be an issue. When a CLP installs any additional
equipment that is within the initial space and power requirements of the coliocation space,
even ifnot explicitlydetailed in the initial -application, it should only need to notify the ILEC
of the additional equipment. There is no need for the CLP to file a subsequent application
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and pay additional application fees to use the space in the manner it has already Informed
the ILEC that It intended. Further, there are no additional burdens on the ILEC for the CLP
to Install equipment within the Initial space and power forecast. BellSouth agrees with
these notions and offers a position differing minimally, if any. from the Standard Offering.
Section 6.1.3 of the Standard Offering stiouid be accepted as a reasonable pompromise.

BELLSOUTH; If, in an Initial application, the detailed collocation needs to accommodate
the CLP over a two-year forecasted growth period are provided, an additional application
would not be required for placement of equipment or for use of collocation space. The
CLP, however, cannot substitute a forecast for an application.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: A CLP should be required to submit a 24-month forecast of collocation
requirements when itfiles its Initial applicationfor collocation space. The ILEC should be
responsible for ensuring that central office infrastructure exists to accommodate these
requirements. As long as the CLP's equipment additions fall within the forecasted levels,
the CLPIs only required to providethe iLEC with appropriate prior notice of the additions.

SPRINT: Sprint is willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the Direct
Testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, It is included In the Standard Offering,, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable tc all parties in Its entirety.

VERIZON: Yes. The CLP shall be required to file an application for any request regarding
collocation space (whether an Initial reciuest or modification) prior to any analysis of the
request by the ILEC.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 6.1.3 of the Standard Oflering states:

No Subseauent Application Fee. Where CLECs add equipment within initial
forecasted demand parameters tliat require no additional space preparation work
on the part of the ILEC, the ILEC will not impose additional charges or additipnal
intervals that would delay the CLP's operation. The CLPswill notify the ILEC of the
additional equipment prior to installation.

CLP witness Gillan testified that "fwjhen a competing local provider instaiis
additional equipment that Is within the initial space and powerrequirements, it should only
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notify the incumbent of the additional ei:|uipment. There Is no need for the CLP to file a
subsequent application and pay additional appilcatlon fees to use the space in the manner
in which it has already informed the incumbent that it would."

<

Bellsouth witness Hendrix testified:

If, in an initial application (and rot in a general forecast as defined by the
CLPs), the detailed collocation request will accommodate the CLP over a
two-year forecasted growth the Cl-P would not need to submit an additional
application for placement of equipment or for use of that collocation space.

Witness Hendrix also drew a distinction between the "general and broad"
information that a CLP would provide in a forecast offuture collocation space requirements
and the specific details it would be expected to provide in a collocation application.
Witness Hendrix argued that a complete application was necessary for BellSouth to
provide a firm quotation that accurately accounts for the floor space, power, HVAC, and
cable termination requirements of the CLP. On cross-examination by the Public Staff,
witness Hendrix further argued that "a cookie-cutter arrangement is not something that
(BellSouth) currently offer(s)," and acded that BellSouth would need a prospective
collocator to specify "the power, the floor space, its racking, how many bays he's going to
need, how many racks, and exactly how^ he's wanting to lay his equipment out."

The Public Staff stated that it believes that the best solution is to require a
prospective collocator to file a plan that details its collocation requirements for a period of
24 months with its Initial application for collocation at a central office. The Public Staff
further stated that during the 24-month period, the ILEC has an obligation to efficiently
manage the infrastructure improvements and minimize the costs to the CLP while meeting
the infrastructure requirements over time. The Public Staff contended that after giving
reasonable notice to the ILEC, the CLP should be permitted to install equipment as
needed in the space for which its application was filed, so long as it does not install
equipment beyond the amounts forecasted in the initial application. The Public Staff
stated that when the CLP seeks to install equipment exceeding its initial forecast, whether
within the initial two-year forecast period or not, the ILEC shall require the CLP to submit
a new application and application fee. In addition, the Public Staff contended, a new plan
forecasting the CLP's collocation requirements for a 24-month period should also
accompany the new application. The Public Staff recommended that Sections 6.1 through
6.1.3 of.the Standard Offering should be amended to reflect these requirements.

In its Proposed Order, Verizon staled that a request must be submitted for the ILEC
to determine the engineering effects of any collocation proposal. Verizon further stated
that proposed modifications that exceed originally forecasted demands will also need to
be reviewed.
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The Commission recognizes that, in an increasingly competitive industry
environment, ILECs must spend capital resources prudently whilesimultaneously ensuring
that adequate collocation space is made available to competitors. These twin goals, we
believe, are best achieved by requiring each prospective collocatorto submit an Initial
application that is sufficiently detailed to enable the ILEC to accurately estimate the
quantities of space, power, air conditioning, and other infrastructure and services it would
be expected to furnish for some period of time following the initial collocation space
occupancy date. We also recognize that ILECs face significant costs whenever they
upgrade their existing HVAC or electrical systems or modify other elements of central
office infrastructure. To manage their capital expenditures prudently in any given central
office, ILECs must have reliable foreknov/ledge of their own company's plans and the plans
of every collocator for some uniform period of time. If a CLP forecasts equipment
placements too far in advance of needs, the ILEC may install supporting infrastructure
prematurely, thereby incurring unnecessary costs which will ultimately be borne by all
telephone customers. On the other hand, forecasts that are too conservative may cause
an ILEC to delay the installation of infrastructure, thereby delaying the implementation of
collocation space upgrades.

The Commission agrees that the tjest solution is to require a prospective collocator
to file a plan that details its collocation requirements for a period of 24 months with its
initial application for collocation at a central office. During the 24-month period, the ILEC
has an obligationto efficiently manage the infrastructure improvements and minimize the
costs to the CLP while meeting the inf'astructure requirements over time. After giving
reasonable notice to the ILEC, the CLP should be permitted to install equipment as
needed in the space for which its application was filed, so long as it does not install
equipment beyond the amounts forecasted in the initial application. When the CLP seeks
to install equipment exceeding its initial forecast, whether within the initial two-year
forecast period or not, the ILEC shall require the CIP to submit a new application and
application fee. In addition, a new plan forecasting the CLP's collocation requirements for
a 24-month period should also accompany the new application. The Commission agrees
that Sections 6.1 through 6.1.3 of the Standard Offering should be amended to reflect
these requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Sections 6.1 through 6.1.3 of the Standard Offering
be amended to reflect the requirements set out in the discussion above.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 10

ISSUE 11: What are the appropriate criteria for the assessment of a Subsequent
Application Fee?
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POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this Issue in its Brief.

AT&T: The only time a Subsequent Application should be needed is when the CLP
requires more space, more power, or bi^th. Othenvise, no additional application, or fee
based on such an application, should be required.

BELLSOUTH: A Subsequent Appllcsition Fee is the fee that is assessed vvhen an
application is submitted by the CLP pursuant to any type of requested augmentation to the
collocation space, subsequent to collocation space being completed. The fee is based on
what modifications, if any, to the Premises are required to accommodate the augment
requested by the CLP in the subsequent application. Such necessary modifications to the
Premises may include, but are not limited to, floor loading changes, changes necessary
to meet HVAC requirements, changes to power plant requirements, equipment additions,
etc.

MClm: MGIm did not address this issue In Its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: A subsequent appliciation should not be required except when a CLP
proposes changes to its collocation space exceeding the 24-month forecasted
requirements in the initial application. Tfie subsequent application and any Infrastructure
changes that are required to accommodate the request should be handled In the same
manner as an initial collocation appHcalion.

SPRINT: Sprint is willing to accept the (<4ew Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the Direct
Testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included In the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering Is made applicable tci all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: Major augments require complete application and Engineering Fee. Minor
augment fee will apply when request requires the ILEC to perform certain services or
functions on behalf of the CLP.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 6.1.2 of the proposed Staridard Offering addresses subsequent application
fees:
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6.1.2 Subsequent Application Fee. In the event the CLP or the CLP's
Guest(s) desire to modify the use of the Collocation space in a manner that
exceeds forecasted demand psirameters and which requires additional
physical work by the ILEC, the CLP shall complete an Application document
detailing all information regarding the modification to the Collocation Space
together with payrnent of the appropriate Application Fee as stated, in
Section 7. Said minimum Subsequent Application Fee shall be considered
a partial payment of the applicable! Subsequent Application Fee that shall be
calculated as set forth below. The ILEC shall determine what modifications,
ifany, to the Premises are required to accommodate the change requested
by the CLP in the Application, Such necessary modifications to the
Premises may include but are not limited to, floor loading changes, changes
necessary to meet HVAC requirements, changes to power plant
requirements, and equipment atjditions. The fee paid by the CLP for its
request to modify the use of the Collocation Space shall be dependent upon
the level of assessment needed for the modification requested as set forth
in Section 7.

CLP witness Gillan testified that a subsequent application should only be required
in cases where a CLPrequired more poweror more space for collocation. Witness Gillan
stated that while BellSouth opposes the CLPs' proposed language describing the
subsequent application fee, this portion of the Standard Offering was drawn nearly
verbatim from BellSouth's own standard collocation agreement. The.only difference,
witness Gillan stated, concerns the CL^s' position that no additional fees should apply
when no work needs to be done.

Witness Gillan also testified that the Standard Offering already addresses the
concerns raised by Verizon. Witness Gillan stated that the CLPs readily concede that
additional costs may well be involved with "use of the Collocation Space in a manner that
exceeds forecasted demand parameters and which requires additiona) physical work by
the ILEC." Witness Gillan contended that the proposed language of Sprint and the CLPs
adequately and fairly deals with the sittation.

Witness Gillan stated that Sprint and the CLPs agreed to Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3
to reduce the frequency of the circumstsinces in which a CLP Is ordered back to "Square
One" by an ILEC. Witness Gillan stated that the CLPs disagree with Verizon's proposal
to categorically foreclose any augments based on the need for more power or HVAC.
•Witness Gillan further stated that the CLPs, however, do agree with the Idea - which is
expressed In Section 6.1.3 - that, as exDressed by Verizon. "(n)o fee will be required for
augments performed solely by the CLP, that do not require the ILEC to provide a service
or function on behalf of the CLP."

Bellsouth witness Hendrix described the Subsequent Application Fee as "the fee
that BellSouth assesses when a CLP submits an application to obtain any type of
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requested augmentation to the CLP's collocation space, subsequent to collocation space
being completed." Witness Hendrix stsited that BellSouth had to evaluate, for example,
power requirements, floor loadings, and HVAC requirements in connection with any
proposed augmentation to a collocation space, and that the Subsequent Application Fee
would allow BellSouth to recoup these costs. Witness Hendrix stated that even if
BellSouth later determined that no additional physical work was required, it would still have
to perform these assessments, and only in cases where no assessment was performed
should the prepaid Subsequent Application Fee be refunded to the CLP.

The Public Staff stated that a subsequent application should not be required except
when a CLP proposes changes to its collocation space exceeding ^e 24-month forecasted
requirements in the initial application. The Public Staff stated that the subsequent
application and any infrastructure changes that are required to accommodate the request
should be handled in the same manner as an initial collocation application.

In its Proposed Order, Verizon stated that subsequent application fees are
appropriate where the collocation arrangement already has been turned over to the CLP.
Verizon further stated that subsequent application fees should depend on the magnitude
of the augment. Verizon contended that major augments (requests requiring additional
power, adding equipment that generates more BTUs of heat, or Increasing caged floor
space beyond the CLP's original application) require a complete application and ah
engineering fee. Verizon further contencJed that a minor augment fee should apply when
a request requires the ILEC to perform certain services or functions on behalf of the CLP,
including but not limited to: requests tc) pull cable for CLP to CLP interconnects, DSO,
DS1 and DS3 facility terminations.

After examining Section 6.1.2 of thie Standard Offering and reviewing the testimony
presented concerning this issue, the Commission believes that Section 6.1.2 should be
modified to accommodate the legitimate concerns of the ILECs and to provide protection
to the CLPs from inappropriate charges. Any ILEC that is hosting collocators in its central
office must be continuously aware o" the total space, power, heating and cooling
requirements that it must satisfy to fulfill ts current and future collocation responsibilities.
The only way to ensure that an ILEC has such comprehensive information at all times is
to require every CLP to file a subsequent application that provides complete details
concerning any proposed augmentations to existing collocation space that exceed
previously forecasted requirements.

The Commission believes that a CLP should be required to submit a subsequent
appticatloh and appropriate fee to the ILEC whenever the CLP proposes changes to Its
CQllocation space that exceed the 24-month forecasted requirements in the initial
application. Accordingly, the subsequent application and any Infrastructure changes that
are required in response to It should be handled just as for an initial collocation
application. The subsequent application, like the initial application, will include a 24-month
forecast of collocation requirements. 1'he ILEC will be expected to upgrade Its central
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office infrastaicture in order to accommodate this forecast. So long as the CLP does not
exceed its forecasted space and equipment requirements, it may add equipment to the
collocation space after giving appropriate notice to the ILEC.

COrJCLUSIONS

The Commission coricludes that a CLP must submit a subsequent application and
appropriate fee to the ILEC whenever the CLP proposes changes to its collocation space
that exceed the 24-month forecast of coliocation requirements. The Commission further
concludes that Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 cf the Standard Offering be revised to reflect that
the subsequent application and any infrastructure changes that are required In response
to it should be handled just as for an initial collocation application. The subsequent
application, like the initial application, will include a 24-month forecast of collocation
requirements.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSI ONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 11

ISSUE 12: May a CLP applyfordifferent methods of collocation on one applicationwhile
only paying the rate for a single type of collocation per application?

POSITIG NS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue In its Brief.

AT&T: Yes. The CLP should be able to submit a conditional request for different types
of collocation on the same form. For example, caged collocation may be initially
requested, but the form may indicate that, if such request cannot be met, then cageless
collocation would be acceptable. This proposal provides an efficient solution for both the
CLP and ILEC.

BELLSOUTH: No. BellSouth response Intervals and application fees have been
determined based on consideration of a single request for physical collocation. Each
method of collocation requires detailecranalysis and assessment of central office and
network infrastructure to comply with the requirements of the requested method:

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF; CLPs may request caged and cageless methods of collocation on a
single application with payment of a single application fee. A request for any other
collocation method would require a separate application.
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SPRINT: Sprint is willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the Direct
Testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker it is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering Is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: Yes. ACLP may submit a ciaged and cageless application together with one
Engineering fee for a given location.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the sarrie position on this Issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 6.1.4 of the Standard Offering addresses requests for multiple collocation
alternatives in a single application:

6.1.4 Multiple Methods. A CLP that wishes the ILEC to consider multiple
methods for collocation on a single application will need to Include in each
application a prioritized list c' its preferred methods of collocating,
e.g., caged, shared, or other, as well as adequate information (e.g., specific
layout requirements, cage size, number of bays, requirements relative to
adjacent bays, etc.) for the ILEC to process the application for each of the
preferred methods. If a CLP provides adequate information and its
preferences with its application, the ILEC may not require an additional
application, nor would the CLP bs required to restart the quotation interval
should its first choice not be available In a requested Premises. The ILEC
wfil not select for the CLP the type of collocation to be ordered.

CLP witness Glllan argued that BgillSouth's primary objection to this proposal Is that
Ithas not yet established procedures to nandle multiple forms of collocation on the same
application. Witness Gilian further argued that if this were a reasonable objection, then
there would never be the possibility of a Standard Offering for all the ILECs In the State,
and all the negotiations that have occurred over the past year would have been a waste.
Witness Gilian contended that the nature of a Statewide Standard Offering is that every
ILEC will have to make some administrative concession to Implement It. Witness Gilian
stated that the other ILECs began this negotiation with the concession that BellSouth's
language would be the starting point, yet here BellSouth rejects one of Its key terms simply
because it has not yet prepared the administration functions to comply.

Witness Gilian stated that in theory, a CLP could propose caged collocation, a
shared caged arrangement, cageless coffocation, and adjacent collocation. Witness Giffan
further stated that, "as a practical matter, the number of alternatives to be requested by
CLPs will be limited." For example, witness Gilian contended, "a CLP will not request a
shared arrangement unless it Is prepared to act as a Host CLP, and adjacent collocation
space is not an issue unless space-is Istgimately exhausted in a particular premises."
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Bellsouth witness Hendrix testified that BellSouth's application fees are based on
a single request for physical collocation per application, and that each method of
collocation requires detailed analysis and assessment of central office and network
infrastructure to comply with the requirements of the requested method. Witness Hendrix
contended that since the assessment required for different collocation methods varies,
BeliSouth's current application fee would not enable BellSouth to recover its costs if
several methods were permitted on one application.

Witness Hendrix asserted, for example, that "caged collocation would require
assessment of sufficient space to accommodatB an enclosed arrangement and specific
HVAC requirements, floor loading, as well as cable racking and support." Witness Hendrix
explained that cageless collocation would have to take into account equipment size and
availability ofbays to accommodate such equipment. Witness Hendrix recommended that
the Commission delete Section 6.1.4 from the Standard Offering In Its entirety.

The Public Staff stated that CLF*s may request caged and cageless methods of
collocation on a single application with payment of a single application. The Public Staff
contended that a request for any oth€!r collocation method would require a separate
application.

Verizon witness Ries stated that Verizon is willing to allow CLPs to pay a single
applicationfee and to request both caged and cageless collocation on a single application.
He stated that the language of Section 6.1.4, as proposed by the CLPs, would allow CLPs
to simultaneously request more than two forms of collocation. Witness Ries also stated
that ILECs might have difficulty handling multiple requests due to the mandatory time limits
they face in responding to an application.

The Commission believes that Verizon's position Is reasonable and should be
adopted by the Commission. Many of the infrastructureevaluations that an ILEC would
undertake in evaluating separate applications for caged and cageless collocation of the
same equipment would be redundant. For example, when an ILEC receives a CLP's
request for caged collocation of three bays of equipment, it must necessarily determine
that adequate space, power, and HVAC capacity are available. The presence or absence
of the cage should not affect the power or HVAC requirements, and the adjustments that
the ILEC would be required to make for floor space and.floor loading due to the presence
of a cage are unlikely to be very onerots.

The Commission further finds It appropriate to reject the CLPs' proposal to require
ILECs to consider more than caged and cageless collocation methods in a single
application. The Commission believes that an applicationfor adjacent collocation would
require the ILEC to evaluate a completely different set of circumstances than Itwould have
to evaluate in handling a collocation request inside the central office. For these reasons,
the Commission declines to allow CL^s to apply simultaneously for any collocation
methods other than caged and cageless collocation.
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The Commission further finds it iappropriate to reject BellSouth's contention, that
it assumed itwould only have to conduct assessments for one type of collocation method
when it proposed rates for application fees, and that its proposed rates would be too low
if multiple collocation methods had to be considered in a single application. QellSouth
knew prior to filing testimony in this docket that the CLPs had raised this issue, and it had
ample opportunity to develop application fees which contemplated both single- and
multiple-collocation method scenarios. Since BellSouth neglected to do so, and
particularly because the Commission believes the difference between the alternatives
would be insignificant, the Commission concludes that the ILEC cannot charge more than
a single application fee for any collocation application that requests caged collocation and
cageless collocation options. Section 6.1.4 of the Standard Offering should be amended
to reflect these conclusions.

.. CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 6.1.4 of the Standard Offering should be
amended to reflect the conclusions in the discussion above.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 12

ISSUE 13: What are the appropriate terms and conditions applicable to the relocation of
collocation space, whether within a single premise, or from adjacent to-another ILEC
premise, including, but not limitedto, appropriate application fees and provisioning costs?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue In Its Brief.

AT&T: Where a CLP Is required to move as a result of circumstances beyond its control
(as listed in Section 14.2 of the Standai d Offering - i.e., zoning changes, condemnation
or government order), no application fee or process should apply. These fees and
processes should only apply when the CLP moves at its own request.

BELLSOUTH: The appropriate terms and conditions applicable to the relocation of
collocation space are addressed In Sec:ion 13 of Exhibit JDH-1. In general, if the whole
of a Collocation Space or Adjacent Arrangement is taken by any public authority under the
power of eminent domain, then the agreed upon terms and conditions relative to that
Collocation Space or Adjacent Arrangement shall terminate as of the day possession Is
taken by such public authority and rent and other charges for the Collocation Space or
Adjacent Arrangement shall be paid up lo that day with proportionate refund by the ILEC
of such rent and charges as may have been paid in advance for a period subsequent to
the date of the taking.

MClm: MCjm did not address this issue in its Brief.
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NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: Ifthe CLP's collocation space must be moved within an ILEC's premises^
then the CLP should not have to pay an application fee; the (LEG should be aware of the
CLP's needs from provisioning the initial collocation space. If the CLP must move from
one ILEC premise to another, from an adjacentcollocation structure to a different adjacent
collocation structure, or from an adjacent collocation structure to an ILEC premises, due
to zoning changes, condemnation, government order or regulation, then the CLP should
bear the costs of this move, including any necessary application fees, as a cost of doing
business.

SPRINT: Sprint is willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the Direct
Testimony of Michael R. Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: CLPs shall pay for the internal costs of relocating unless requested to relocate
by the ILEC.. For such relocations, a new application must be submitted and will be
considered in accordance with the regular application process.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

The issue is whether the ILEC or the CLP should pay for the relocation of
collocation space if zoning changes, condemnation, government order, or regulation
require a CLP to relocate its collocation space at no fault of either the CLP or the ILEC.
Pursuant to Section 14.2 of the Standard Offering:

When the ILEC determines that because of zoning changes, condemnation,
or government order or regulation that it is necessary for the Collocation
Space to be moved within an ILEC Premises, to another ILEC Premises,
from an adjacent space collocation structure to a different adjacent space
collocation structure, or from an adjacent space collocation structure to an
ILEC Premises, the CLP is required to move Its Collocation Space or
adjacent collocation structure.

Ifthe CLP Is required to relocate underthe above circumstances, then the CLP "will
not be required to pay any application fees associated with arranging for new space."
Standard Offering, Section 14.3. The ILECs disagree with this provision of the Standard
Offering, contending that the CLPs should bear the costs of relocating in the above-cited
circumstances. No party offered any evidence where a CLP has been required to move
under these circumstances.
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CLP witness Gillan testified that where a competing local provider is required to
move due to circumstances beyond its control (as listed in Section 14.2), no application
fee or process should apply. These fees and processes should only apply when the
competing local provider moves at its own request. Witness Gillan also testified that
excusing application fees is reasonable in light of the fact that the ILEC already knows the
CLP's power and space requirements, which not only have been "applied for" once, but
are also already being provided.

Bellsouth witness Hendrix testified that the terms and conditions applicable to
relocation of collocation space were adequately addressed by BellSouth's standard
collocation offering (Exhibit JDH; Section 13). BellSouth stated that, in general, that
Section 13 provides thatJf a CLP*s collocation space is taken by public authority under
eminent domain, the collocation relationship between the CLP and BellSouth ends and
rents/charges for the space shall be paid up to that date, with a proportionate refund by
BellSouth of any rents/charges paid in advance for a period after the taking.

BellSouth contended that the principal issue in dispute here is whether the CLP
should be required to pay an application fee as a result of the relocation necessitated by
circumstances beyond the CLP's control. BellSouth contended that, while it Is true that a
CLP would have no control over a public authority condemning its collocation space, the
fact remains that the ILEC will unavoidably Incur costs processing the application and
provisioning the new space, and the ILEC should be compensated for those costs.

BellSouth noted that another disputed issue concerns the interval given by the ILEC
for notifying the CLP of the relocation. BellSouth stated that BellSouth will commit to notify
the CLPs within 180 days IfBellSouth itself has received information that a relocation will
be necessary.

The Public Staff stated that Ifthe CLP's collocation space must be moved within an
ILEC's premises, then the CLP should not have to pay an application fee; the ILEC should
be aware of the CLP's needs from provisioning the initial collocation space. The Public
Staff contended that If the CLP must move from one ILEC premise to another, from an
adjacent collocation structure to a different adjacent collocation structure, or from an
adjacent collocation structure to an ILEC premises, due to zoning changes, condemnation,
government order, or regulation, then the CLP should bear the costs of this move,
including any necessary application fees, as a cost of doing business.

Verizon witness Ries testified that Verizon agreed with Sections 14.2, 14.3. and
14.4 of the CLP/Sprint Proposal on relocation of space, except for the provision that the
CLP not be required to pay any application fees associated with arranging for new space
if relocation is mandated by zoning ciianges, condemnation, or government order or
regulation. Witness Ries testified that such relocation would not be the fault of the ILEC
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and would be treated by the ILEC as any other relocation request through the application
process.

The Commission believes that ifWe CLP must be moved within an ILEC's premises,
then the CLP should not have to pay application fees -- the ILEC should be aware of the
CLP's needs from provisioning the initial collocation space. If, however, the CLP must
move from one ILEC premisesto another, from an adjacent space collocation structure to
a different adjacent collocation structure, or from an adjacent space collocation structure
to an ILEC premises, then the CLP should bear the costs of this move, including any
necessary application fees. If the ILEC had to similarly relocate, itwould also bear these
costs. Since neither the CLP nor the ILEC Isat fault for a government-required relocation,
the equitable remedy is to require the CLP to bear the costs of its own relocation. The
Commission concludes that Sections 1AM and 14.3 should be rewritten in conformity with
this determination.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes thai Sections 14.2 and 14.3 should be rewritten to
reflect the following:

Ifthe CLP's collocationspace must be moved within an ILEC's
premises, then the CLP should not have to pay an application
fee; the ILEC should be aware of the CLP's needs from
provisioning .the initial collocation space. If the CLP must
move from one ILEC premise to another, from an adjacent
collocation structure to a different adjacent collocation
structure, or from an adjacent collocation structure to an ILEC
premises, due to zoning changes, condemnation, government
order or regulation, then the CLP should bear the costs of this
move, including any necessary application fees, as a cost of
doing business.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 13

ISSUE14: What are the appropriate terms and conditionsapplicable to revisions to an
initial request forphysical collocation (both before and aftera Firm Order), including but
not limited to application type, interval, and appropriate applicationfees?

POSITICtNS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in Its Brief.

AT&T: Different procedures should apply whether a modification is major or minor. Minor
modifications (i.e., adding bays that do not require additional power or space, adding
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lighting that is within the existing systems and the like) should not impact the provisioning
interval or require different fees. Major revisions, on the other hand, may require, change
In interval or fees. Unlike BellSouth's language, the Standard Offering fries to distinguish
between major and minor revisions and to establish reasonable intervals. The Standard
Offering's approach is reasonable, and where unique circumstances exist, either BellSouth
or Verizon may request a modification of the terms of the Standard Offering, or additional
time. The language of this provision, like other provisions in the Standard Offering, was
taken directlyfrom the applicable Texas F'UC orders, inwhich the terms and conditions for
collocation pertaining to SWBT were established In a collaborative process.

BELLSOUTH; Prior to a Bona fide firm order, if the ILEC has to reevaluate the CLP's
application as a result of changes requested by the CLP to the CLP's original application,
then the CLP should be charged a rate based upon the additional engineering hours
required to do the reassessment Major changes, such as requesting additional space or
adding additional equipment, may require the CLP to resubmit the application with an
Application Fee. After Bona fide ^rm order, any modifications to the initial request shall
require submission of a subsequent application to be assessed as an augment to the initial
arrangement, along with the appropriate subsequent application fee. The applicable
response and provisioning intervals sh£ill apply.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this Issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: Revisions in the billing contact, or billing contact information require no
additional fee or change In the interval. Ifa revision Is submitted before receipt of a Bona
Fide Order, the ILEC should respond ir the interval for the initial response. The fee for
minor revision is 10% of the Subsequent Application Fee and the fee for a major revision
is 50% of the Subsequent Application Fee. After the Bona Fide Offer has been submitted,
the interval would be extended by two v/eeks for a minor revision and by two months for
a major revision. The fee for a minor revision is 20% of the Standard Application Fee and
the entire Standard Application Fee is applicable for a major revision. A Subsequent
Application must be submitted for major and minor revisions.

SPRINT: Sprint proposed: (1) 30 days for administrative work, (2) 20 days for simple
augments, (3) 45 days for minor augments, (4) 60 days for Intermediate augments, and (5)
90 days for major augments. Sprint revised its proposed provisioning intervals based on
further internal discussions. The practical result of these internal discussions was to
further refine the interval so that it better affords CLPs with a meaningful opportunity to
compete while still allowing ILECs a reasonable time period for provisioning of augments
and additions.

VERlZON: All written revisions to initial requests should be handled according to
Verizon's proposed policy on augments set forth previously In Issue No. 11.
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WORLDCOM; WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

CLP witness Gillan proposed in Section 6.3.4 of the Standard Offering that revisions
be divided into two classes: major and minor. Witness Giilan cxjntended that, for minor
changes such as adding bays that do not require additional power or space,
supplementing light that is within the existing systems,-or increasing the square footage
of the requested cage area by less than 10%, the provisioning intervals should remain
unchanged and no additional fee should be charged. CLP witness Gillan agrees vvith
BellSoulh and Verizon that major revisions might require a change in the interval or fees
and proposed that the interval be increased by a maximum of two months for major
revisions. Witness Gillan pointed outthat, while the CLP's proposal may result In some
cases where the ILEC Is unable to meet the interval, such a case would be the exception
and the ILEC could request a waiver.

Bei/South witness Hendrix stated that prior to a bona fide firm order, if a
modification or revision is made to any Information on an initial request for Physical
Collocation or Adjacent Collocation, either at the request of the CLP or necessitated by
technical considerations, with the exception of modifications to Customer Information,
Contact Information, or Billing Contact Information, BellSouth will respond to the changes
within the specified timeframe for ari initial response to a request for physical or adjacent
collocation space, or at such other date as the ILEC and CLP agree.

Witness Hendrix stated that after the bona fide firm order, the Standard Offering
should provide that any modifications to the initial request shall require submission of a
subsequent application to be assessed as an augment to the initial arrangement, along
with the appropriate subsequent Application Fee. Witness Hendrix stated that the
applicable response and provisioning intervals for an augmentation should apply.

The Public Staff staled that revisions in the billing, contact, or billing contact
information require no additional fee or change In the interval. The Public Staff contended
that if a revision is submitted before receipt of a bona fide firm order, the ILEC should
respond in the interval for the initial resoonse. The Public Staff stated that the fee for a
minor revision is 10% of the subsequent Application Fee and the fee for a major revision
is 50% of the Subsequent Application Fee. TTie Public Staff contended that after the bona
fide firm order has been submitted, the interval should be extended by two weeks for a
minor revision and by two months for a major revision. The fee for a minor revision is 20%
of the Standard Application Fee and the entire Standard Application Fee is appJicable for
a major revision. The Public Staff stated that a Subsequent Application must be submitted
for major and minor revisions. The Public Staff recommended that Verizon's position that
increasing square footage of the cage less than 10% be Included in the major revision
category.
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In its Proposed Order, Sprint stated that it had proposed provisioning intervals of:
(1) 30 days for administrativework, (2) 20 days for simple augments, (3) 45 days for minor,
augments, (4) 60 days for intermediate augments, and (5) 90 days for major augments.
Sprint stated that witness Hunsucker's rebuttal testimony contained examples of each.
Sprint contended that these intervals would afford CLPs a meaningful opportunity to
compete while allowing ILECs a reasonable time period for provisioning of augments and
additions.

Verizon witness Ries stated that Verizon's position is somewhat similar to that
proposed by the CLPs in that it groups the revisions into classes of major, minor, and not
applicable depending on the magnitude of the revision. Witness Ries stated that the
intervals would be dependent on the extent of the revisions. Witness Ries further opined
that the two-month increase in the interval for major revisions proposed by the CLPs could
be inadequate In some cases and that any Increase in the requested square footage of the
cage area could constitute a major revision.

The Commission believes that the CLPs' proposal of classing revisions into the
categories of major and minor is the best method of separating revisions which could vary
widely in the time and costs required for evaluation by the ILEC. Nonetheless, adopting
standard intervals and fees for revisions will reduce disputes between ILECs and CLPs
and provide CLPs with Information necessary to make the decision to submit a revision.
The Commission agrees with the Public Staff that Verizon's position that increasing square
footage of the cage by less than 10% be included in the major revision category should be
rejected.

The Commission believes that revisions In the billing, contact, or billing contact
information require no additional fee or interval and should not be considered either minor
or major modif/cations. Ifeither a major or a minor revision is submi^ed before the ILBC
has received the bonafide firm order, the ILEC should respond in the interval for an initial
response to request for collocation, and thereafter, the Intervals for an initial application
would apply. Because the ILEC would incur some cost in handling even a request for a
minor revision, it is necessary to assess fees for both minor and major revisions. The
Commission finds that the fee for a minor revision prior to receipt of the bona fide firm
order should be 10% of the Subsequent Application Fee, and 50% of the Subsequent
Application Fee for a major revision. In either case, the CLP should submit a Subsequent
Application.

After the bona fide firm order has been received, the Commission agrees with the
CLPs that the intervals for major revisions should be Increased by two months. However,
the Commission believes that the interval should be increased by two calendar weeks for
minor revisions to give the ILEC adequate time to process the request. In either case, the
CLP must submit a Subsequent Application. After receipt of the bona fide firm order, the
CLP must submit 20% of the Subsequent Application Fee for minor modifications, and the
entire Subsequent Application Fee for major modifications. As in the case of all standard
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intervals, if the ILEC believes It will be unable to meet this prescribed period and the
parties are unable to agree to an extension, the ILEC shall seek an extension of time from
this Commission within 30 days of receipt of (he bona fide firm order. The Commission
believes that the charges for revisions will adequately compensate the ILECs for the
additional costs they will incur. Section 6.3.4 of the Standard Offering should be revised
in conformity with this determination.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 6.3.4 of the Standard Offering be revised
to be in compliance with the discussion above.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 14

ISSUE 15: Under what circumstances if any, is the ILEC obligated to incur costs to
provision collocation space for a CLP prior to the CLP receiving state certification and a
final approved interconnection agreement?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not take a positicn on this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: "[A]n incumbent LEC may not refuse to consider an appficatfbn for collocation
space submitted by a competitor while tnat competitor's state certification is pending, or
before the competitor and incumbent LEC have entered into a final interconnection
agreement." Advanced Services Order, Paragraph 53. A CLP should be entitled to
proceed with collocation once it has applied for a certificate, but prior to receiving
certification. The collocation process includes payment of deposits where appropriate.
The incumbent should not be able to delay the CLP's preparation by waiting until the CLP
receives a certificate or has an approved interconnection agreement. The Standard
Offering already addresses the issue of a "pre-certificated" CLP in Section 6.12, which
states that "collocation equipment cannot go into service until any necessary state
certifications are received and an interconnection agreement is approved." Sprint and
Verizon have agreed with this reasonable position and there is no reason to modify the
Standard Offering in this area.

BELLSOUTH: Under no circumstances should an ILEC be obligated to incur costs to
provision collocation space for a CLP prior to the CLP receiving state certification and
having executed a final approved interconnection agreement. BeliSouth's position on this
issue is supported by the FCC in the Advanced Services Order, Paragraph 53 which only
requires that an ILEC begin processing a collocation application prior to certification and
an interconnection agreement, because tne CLP will have paid an application fee to cover
the costs associated with consideration of the application. This ruling evidences the FCC's
recognition that BellSouth only is obligated to incur costs for which it will be reimbursed.
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MClm: MClm did not address this issue In its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: Construction may begin on the collocation space prior to the CLP
obtaining the necessary state certification or approval of an interconnection agreement.
Collocation equipment may not go into service until the receipt of any necessary state
certifications and Commission approval of an interconnection agreement,

SPRINT: Sprint Is willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the Direct
Testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it Is Included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties In its entirety.

VERIZON: Regardless of the status of state certification or an Interconnection agreement,
Verizon will begin construction'and implementation of a collocation arrangement once it
receives a completed application and 50% of the nonrecurring charges.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

With this issue, the Commission must determine whether ILECs should incur the
costs of preparing collocation space when the CLP is not certified In North Carolina or has
no effective interccnnection agreement with the ILEC. Section 6.12 of the Standard
Offering states:

The CLP, at its own expense, will be solely responsible for obtaining from
governmental authorities, and any other appropriate agency, entity, or
person, all rights, privileges, and licenses necessary or required to operate
as a provider of telecommunications services to the public (If any) or to
occupy the Collocation Space. The ILEC shall not refuse to process an
application for collocation space and shall not refuse to provision the
collocation space submitted by a CLP white that CLP's state certification is
pending or prior to an approved Interconnection agreement. However,
collocation equipment cannot go into service until any necessary state
certifications are received and an interconnection agreement is approved.

In his prefiled rebuttal'testimony, CLPwitness Gillan addressed the CLPs' positions
on this Issue. Witness Gillan stated that Verizon's proposal is quite similar to the Standard
Offering, agreeing that the ILEC must t3egln provisioning of collocation space prior to a
CLP's certification. Witness Gillan stated further that the Standard Offering already
addresses the issue of a "pre-certificated" CLP in Section 6.12, which states that
"collocation equipment cannot go Into service until any necessary stale certifications are
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received and an interconnection agreement is approved." Witness Gillan argued that
although Verizon indicated that it wants to collect 50% of the nonrecurring charges
up-front, the Standard Offering recognized that pricing issues were deferred until cost
studies were completed. Witness Gillan contended that the Standard Offering does
indicate that the application is to be submitted with an appropriate application fee (Section
6.1.1), and that space cannot begin until the ILEC receives the firm order and "all
applicable fees" (Section 6.1.3). Consequently, witness Gillan argued that the Standard
Offering already addresses Verizon's concerns.

In addressing BdllSouth's position on this issue, witness Gillan stated that in
contrast to Verizon's position, BeliSouth'-s position is that nothing should occur until a CLP
is certificated and an interconnection agreement has been executed. Witness Gilian
contended that such a procedure injects unnecessary delay, delay that neither Verizon nor
Sprint believes is appropriate. Witness Gillan contended that there Is no reason to modify
the Standard Offering in this area.

Bellsouth witness Hendrix testified that under no circumstances should an ILEC be
obligated to incur costs to provisioncollocation space for a CLP prior to the CLP receiving
state certification and having executed a final approved interconnection agreement.
Witness Hendrix stated that BellSouth's position on this issue is supported by the FCC in
Docket No. 98-147, Advanced Services Order, Paragraph 53, which only requires that an
ILEC begin processing a collocation application prior to certification and an
interconnection agreement, because the CLP will have paid an application fee to cover the
costs associated with consideration of the application. Witness Hendrix contended that
this ruling evidences the FCC's recognition that BellSouth only is obligated to incur costs
for which it will be reimbursed. Witness Hendrix stated that in accordance with FCC
directives, BellSouth will review and respond to an application with space availability, as
well as a pricequote, to permit a CLP to submit Bona fide firm order (Firm Order). A Firm
Order, witness Hendrix argued, may mi be submitted until such time that an agreement
has been executed and the CLP has been certified by the state. Witness Hendrix
contended that Sections 6.1, and 6.1.1 of the CLP's Standard Offering need to be
amended to make clear this policy.

The Public Staff stated that construction may begin on the collocation space prior
to the CLP obtaining the necessary state certification or approval of an interconnection
agreement. Collocation equipment njay not go into service until the receipt of any
necessary state certifications and Comrrisslon approval of an interconnection agreement.

The PublicStaffnoted that Verizon presented an ostensible, compromise position
on this issue. The Public Staff stated that Verizon proposes to begin construction and
implementation of the collocation arrangement once It receives a completed application
and 50% of the nonrecurring charges, even if the CLP has not yet received state
certification and has not yet entered into an effective interconnection agreement. Thus,
under Verizon'sproposal, the PublicStaf stated that the collocation space could be turned
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over to the CLP and the equipment installed prior to state certification or an effective
interconnection agreement, that equipment, however, would not be connected to the
(LEG'S network unless and until certifications and agreements are final. '

Verizon witness. RIes testified that Verizon will begin construction and
implementation of a collocation arrangement once it receives a completed application and
50% of the nonrecurring charges. Witness Ries stated that this activity may occur prior
to the CLP receiving state certificatloT and an approved interconnection agreement.
However, witness Ries contended, wtiile space may be turned over to the CLP and
equipment installed, the equipment cgmnot be connected to the (LEG network unless
certifications and agreements are finsil. Witness Ries stated that tying construction
commencement with 50% of nonrecurrintj charges is appropriate because the ILEC should
not incur significant costs to process a collocation request until the CLP has become
vested in the project. Witness Ries contended that the 50% of nonrecurring charges make
certain that the CLP has a stake in ensuring that the collocation arrangement goes
forward. Witness Ries further contended that because Sections 6.1 and 6.1.-1 of the

Standard Offering only connect implementation of a collocation arrangement with payment
of an application fee by the CLP, it should be rejected.

The controlling authority from the "CC on this issue Is from the Advanced Services
Order, Paragraphs 52-53 which are as Follows:

In the Advanced Services Order end NPRM, we sought comment on how to
address the entry barrier posed by delays between the ordering and
provisioning of collocation space. . . . Currently some Incumbent LECs
require a new entrant to obtain svate competitive LEG certification before it
can begin to negotiate an interconnection agreement. In addition,
competitive LECs asserted thai some incumbent LECs will not allow a
requesting carrier to order collocation space until an interconnection
agreement becomes final.

We [the FCC] conclude that an incumbent LEG may not impose
unreasonable restrictions on the time period within which it will consider
applications for collocation spgice. Specifically, we conclude that an
incumbent LEG may not refuse to consider applications for collocation space
submitted by a competitor whie that competitor's state certification Is
pending, or before the competitor and incumbent LEG have entered into a
final interconnection agreement. We agree with commenters who contend
that there is no legitimate reason for an Incumbent LEG to refuse to begin
processing a collocation appiication, especially given that competitors pay
an application fee to the incunfibent to cover the costs associated with
consideration of the application.
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The Commission believes that the above-cited authority compels the ILEC to begin
processing an application for collocation space as soon as it receives it. The purpose of
the Standard Offering Is to facilitate ths provisioning of collocation space as early as
possible. G.S. 62-110(a) requires public utilities to obtain a certificate prior to beginning
any construction thereof. The Commission expects the CLP to timely request waiver of
this statute and to seek authority to begin construction. The ILEC, therefore, should not
delay construction of the collocation space until a CLP is certified in this state or until the
Commission approves the interconnection.

The Commission believes that the ILECs have expressed valid concerns about
expending costs that they will not recoup because the CLP has not been certified or
because the parties have not agreed on interconnection. The Commission, therefore,
agrees with the Public Staff and concludes that it Is appropriate to adopt Verizon's
compromise position described above and that the Standard Offering should be amended
to reflect Verizon's proposal on this issue.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes tfiat Verizon's compromise proposal to begin
construction and implementation of ttie collocation arrangement once it receives a
completed application and 50% of the nonrecurring charges, even ifthe CLP has not yet
received state certification and has not yet entered into an effective interconnection
agreement, should be adopted. Section 6.12 of the Standard Offering should be revised
in conformity with this conclusion.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 15

ISSUE 16: Should intervals be stated ir calendar days or business days?

POSITICiNS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this ssue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue in its Joint Proposed Order but in its
recommendations for provisioning Inten/als under Issue No. IS, AT&T referred to calendar
days. AT&T also stated that for intervals of 10 days or (ess, national holidays should be
excluded in calculating the due date, and, if a due date falls on a weekend or holiday, the
next work day should be considered the due date. In its Joint Issues Matrix attached to
Its Proposed Order and Briefas Exhibit El, AT&T noted that the FCC has clarified its rules
with respect to Its collocation orders to make clear that "days" means calendar days.
AT&T noted that BellSouth and the CLPs agree on this issue while Verizon does not.
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BELLSOUTH: Collocation Intervals should be stated in calendar days. For all intervals,
if the due date falls on a weekend or a national holiday, the next work day should be
considered the due date.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue In its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&t above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: Intervals should be stated in calendar days. If the time interval is
10 days or fewer, then the Interval should exclude national holidays. If the last day of an
interval falls on either a weekend or national holiday, then the due date should be
extended to the next business day.

SPRINT: Intervals should be stated in calendar days.

VERIZON: The amount of time that the ILEC has to respond with a space assessment and
a price quote should be stated in business days.

WORLDCOM: WorldComfiled a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION .

CLP Coalition witness Gillan stated in rebuttal testimony that this issue is not still
open. Witness Gillan maintained that the FCC has clarified its rules to make clear that
"days" means calendar days with respect to its collocation order. Witness Gillan also
noted that BellSouth and Verizon have both modified their position to acknowledge that
intervals should be stated in calendar clays.

The Public Staff noted in its Proposed Order that both BellSouth and the CLPs
agree that Intervals should be stated in calendar days. The Public Staff also maintained
that the CLPs agree with BellSouth's proposal that if the time interval is 10 days or fewer,
the interval should exclude national holidays. The Public Staff also noted that the CLPs
agree that ifthe due date falls on a national holiday or a weekend, then the next workday
should be the due date.

The Public Staff also commented that according to 47 C.F.R. 51.5, "day" means
calendar day. Therefore, the Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude
that intervals should be measured In calendar days, that when the Interval is 10 days or
fewer, the interval should exclude national holidays, and that if the due date falls on a
weekend or national holiday, the next workday should be the due date.
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Further, the Public Staff noted that Rule 6 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
which governs time computation in federal court lists the "legal" holidays that are excluded
from computation as: New Year's Cay, the Birthday of Martin Luther King. Jr.,
Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day,
Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Ciristmas Day. The Public Staff recommended that
the Commission adopt the federal list of national holidays as the national holiday list for
the purpose of this proceeding and instruct the Parties to rewrite the Standard Offering to
conform with this list.

Verizon noted In Its Proposed Order that employees and contractors do network
on weekends or holidaysand the costs ttiat were used to develop collocation rates do not
include overtime or expedite charges. Verizon maintained that an interval based on
calendar days may be significantly shorler when requests are received on a Thursday or
Friday. Verizon commented that the proposed Standard Offering's Interval of 10 calendar
days for response to a collocation reqi^est could leave the ILEC with only six business
days to respond to a request that was submitted on a Thursday or Friday, and only five
business days ifthat periodcontained a holiday. Therefore, Verizon concluded, business
days are more realistic for scheduling purposes.

Based on the record of evidence, the Commission concludes that intervals should
be stated in calendar davs and ifthe time- interval is 10 days or fewer, the intervals should
exclude national holidays. Further, the Commission finds that If a due date fails on a
national holiday or a weekend, then tie next workday should be the due date. The
Commission believes that it is approprisite to recognize as national holidays those which
govern time computation in federal court, as follows: New Year's Day, the Birthday of
Martin LutherKing, Jr.. Washington's Bi 1hday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor
Day, Columbus Day. Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that intervals should be stated in calendar davs and if
the time interval is 10 days or fewer, the intervals should exclude national holidays.
Further, the Commission finds that ifa due date falls on a national holiday or a weekend,
then the next workday should be the due date. The Commission finds it appropriate to
recognize as national holidays those which govern time computation in federal court, as
follows: NewYear's Day, the Birthday of Martin Luther King. Jr., Washington's Birthday,
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day. Veteran's Day.
Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 16

ISSUE 17: Should intervals varydepending on the number ofcollocation spaces involved?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T; AT&T did not specifically addreiss this issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T argued that
intervals should vary depending on the number of collocation spaces involved with regards
to space availability. AT&Tstated that Section 2.2.2 of the Standard Offering provides a
reasonable compromise position to this issue; thus the terms of the Standard Offering
should be adopted without further modification.

BELLSOUTH; When a CLP submits miltlple collocation applications within a short spari
of time, a staggered response time should apply as set forth in Section 6.2 of the BellSouth
proposed Standard Offering. This staggered response time should take into account the
total volume of requests that are being worked on in a state to allow for a complete and
accurate assessment and analysis of each request.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue.- in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Public Staff did rot specifically address this issue in its Proposed
Order.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, It is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: Verizon's forecasting process should be adopted with the understanding that
applications exceeding specified forecasts may require longer intervals.

WORLDCOM; WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.
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DISCUSSION

Section 8.2 of BellSouth's Standard Offering states in pertinent part:

... When multiple applications are submitted in a state within
a fifteen (15) calendar day window, ILEC will respond to the
Bona Fide Applications as sooii as possible, but no later than
the following: within thirty (30) calendar days for Bona Fide
Applications 1-5; within thirty-six (36) calendar days for Bona
Fide Applications 6-10; within forty-two (42) calendar days for
Bona Fide Applications 11-15. Response Intervals for multiple
Bona Fide Applications submitted within the same timeframe
for the same stale In excess of 15 must be negotiated. All
negotiations shall considetr the total volume from all requests
from telecommunications companies for collbcation.

BellSoufh stated in its Proposed Order that there appears to be no disagreement
thatwhen multiple collocation applications are submitted in a state within a short span of
time, it is appropriate that a staggered application response time apply. BellSouth
recommended that the Commission agrtie with It that it would be inefficient to obligate an
ILEC to staff Its organization for the potentially rare situation in which a CLP submits
20 collocation applications In one da/, regardless of whether the arrangements are
confined to that ILEC's major markets. BellSouth argued that it Is more efficient to require
an ILEC to staff its collocation team tC' respond to the average number of applications
within the standard Interval and allow for staggered Intervals to account for exceptions to
the rule. BedSouth recommended that the Commission find that BellSouth's proposed
staggered application response inteni'sls are the most reasonable and adopt those
intervals for Inclusion in the Standard Coffering.

Section 2.2.2 of the New Entrants* Standard Offering states:

The ILEC will respond to a request regarding space availability
for a particular ILEC Premise in accordance with the following
intervalsfrom receipt of such request. The ILEC will respond
in ten (10) calendar days to requests for space availability in
the top 100 MSAs. For ttiose requests that do not fall within
the top 100 MSAs, the ILEC will respond in ten (10) calendar
days to such a request when the request includes up to and
including ten (10) ILEC Premises locations within the same
State. The ILEC will respcnd within fifteen (15) calendar days
to the request for the eleventh to fifteenth locations withinthe
same State. The ILEC will respond within twenty (20) calendar
days to the request for the sixteenth to twentieth locations
within the same State. When a CLP requests greater than
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twenty (20) locations wi;hin a State, the ILEC's time for
response will increase In a similar five calendar day intervals
for the additional five, locations requested [e.g.
twenty-five (25) days for twenty-first to twenty-fifth locations;
thirty (30) days for twenty- sixth to thirtieth locations, etc.]

Verizon maintained in its Proposed Order that nationally, the demand for collocation
has doubled every year for the last few years and shows no sign of abating. Verizon
stated that with the intense amount of construction in (he feiecommunicatlons industry,
quicker performance from suppliers ami vendors is unlikely. Verizon maintained that in
order for ILECs to provision collocation requests in a responsible manner, it is important
for the ILEC to work closely with CLPs in delenmining demand and that the implementation
of a forecasting process will help assure the CLPs that collocation space will be provided
to them in a timely manner if their requests for collocation align with their forecasts.

Verizon recommended that the Commission conclude that the ILEC should ask

CLPs to submit forecasted space needs twice a year, with each forecast covering a
two-year period. Further, Verizon prooosed that the CLPs be required to update the
near-term (six month) forecasted application dates with each submission and that if the
CLP applied for space that was part of the previously submitted forecast, the 76-business
day interval would apply. Verizon notetd that the forecast information should include the
name of the central ofnce(s) where space is to be requested, the month applications that
are expected to be sent, the requested in-service month, preference for virtual and
physical collocation, square footage req jired, high-level list of equipment to be installed,
and anticipated splitter arrangements.

Verizon proposed that unforeciEtsted demand be given a lesser priority than
forecasted demand, although the ILEC will make every effort to meet standard intervals
for unforecasted requests. Verizon noted that if unanticipated requests push demand
beyond the ILEC's capacity limits, the ILEiC will negotiate longer intervals as required and
within reason. Verizon recommended that if forecasts are received less than two months

prior to the application date, the interval date may be postponed as follows:

Forecast Received Interval Start Date Commences

No forecast 2 months after application date
Forecast received 1 month prior to application date 2 months after application date
Forecast received 2 months before application date 1 month after application date

Verizon also proposed other details in its forecasting process.

Verizon recommended that the Commission adopt Verizon's forecasting process
with the understanding that applications exceeding specified forecast will require longer
intervals.
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Verizon witness Ries stated in rebuttal testimony that whether or not the requested
collocation site falls outside the top 100 MSAs should not determine whether the interval
should be increased, as proposed in the Standard Offering. Witness Ries argued that
when the (LEG must process numerous- applications, the classification of the requested
site as urban or rural does not affect the amount of time rieeded for review.

The Commission notes that the CLPs appear to agree with BellSouth that intervals
should vary based on the number of collocation spaces involved. However, the Parties
differ on the appropriate intervals for a certain amount of applications. The following
demonstrates the differences:

BELLSOUTH:

1-5 applications - 30 calendar days .
6-10 applications - 36 calendar days
11-15 applications - 42 calendar days
Greater than 15 applications - negotiated

NEW ENTRANTS:

For applications that are within the top 100 MSAs -10 calendar days
For applications outside of the top 100 MSAs:
10 or less applications -10 calendar days
11-15 applications -15 calendar days
16-20 applications - 20 calendar days
21-25 applications - 25 calendar days
26-30 applications - 30 calendar days

The Commission agrees that it is. reasonable to have inten/als vary based on the
number of applications submitted. Hov/ever, the Commission believes that BellSouth's
proposal is too generous and that the New Entrants' proposal is too demanding. The
Commission believes that a more reasonable and appropriate interval for ILEC response
to multiple applications is as follows:

1-5 applications -15 calendar days
6-10 applications - 20 calendar days
11-15 applications - 25 calendar days
16-20 applications - 30 calendar days
21-25 applications - 35 calendar days
etc....

Further, the Commission does not believethat it Is reasonable to require the ILECs
to respond differently to collocation reque sts in central officeswithin the top 100 MSAs as
the New Entrants proposed. The Commission agrees with Verizon witness Ries that
whether or not the requested collocation site falls outside the top 100 MSAs should not
determine whether the interval should be increased and that when the ILEC must process
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numerous applications, the classification of the requested site as urban or rural does not
affect the amount of time needed for review.

In addition, the Commission believes that Verizon's forecasting proposal would
create unnecessary procedures for provisioning intervals.

In summary, the Commission concludes that the Parlies should revise Section 2.2.2
of the Standard Offering to reflect the inlervals outlined above without variance due to the
location of the requested space within the top 100 ft^SAs.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 2.2.2 of the Standard Offering should be
revised to include the following intervals:

1-5 applications -15 calendar days
6-10 applications - 20 ca endar days
11-15 applications - 25 calendar days
i6-20 applications - 30 calendar days .
21-25 applications - 35 calendar days
etc, . . .

The Commission concludes that no variance to the intervals is to be recognized due
to the location of the requested space within the top 100 MSAs.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 17

ISSUE 18: What are the appropriate inlervals for the following:

(a) Space Availability "NJotification after receipt of application
(b) Notification of carriers on the waiting list of space availability
(c) Reaffirmation by CUP of collocation request
(d) Updates to space availability list on website
(e) ILEC review of CLF^ plans and specifications
(f) CLP notification to ILEC of Guest/Host arrangement
(g) ILEC review of CLP plans and specifications for adjacent collocation

arrangement
(h) ILEC notification tc CLP that space is ready for occupancy
(i) ILEC notification to CLP prior to ILEC gaining access to Collocation

Space
0 Application Response
(k) Application Response for multiple applications
(I) CLP acceptance o1 ILEC quotation for Collocation Space
(m) Bona Fide Firm Order
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(n) ILEC acknowledgment of receipt of Bona Fide Firm Order •
(o) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for Caged Space
(p) Joint Planning Meisting
(q) Acceptance Walk Through
(r) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for Cageless Space
(s) ILEC provision of written report regarding space availability and

multiple requests
(t) Tour of ILEC premises

ISSUE 63: Should BellSouth be required to provide a response, including a firm cost
quote, within 15 daysofreceiving a collccation application? (See Issue 180) - Application
Response)

ISSUE 79 fSprint 5): When should an ILEC respond to a complete and accurate
applicationfor collocation? (See Issue 18(i) - Application Response)

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in Its Brief.

AT&T; Maximum intervals for collccaticn should be established. These intervals should
begin at the time that the ILEC receives an initial application or an application seeking an
augmentation. The collocation space should be ready for CLP occupancy by the
expiration of the Interval. The inten/als regarding caged and cageless coilocation
provisioning should assume that the CLP will respond to the firm price quote within seven
days; ifthe CLP does not respond within that period, anyadditional days should be added
to the interval. The intervals and the sections in the Standard Offering to which they refer
should be as follows:

Administrative Work 5 calendar days (Section 9.2.1)
Response to initial appliciation 10 calendar days (Section 6.2)
Firm Price Quote 15 calendar days (Section 6.2)

The Standard Offering should incorporatis these intervals. For intervals of 10 days or less,
national holidays may be excluded In cialculating the due date, and if a due dale falls on
a weekend or holiday, the next work clay should be considered the due date. MClm's
proposed intervals for response to an application, including a firm price quote, and for
provisioning ofcaged, cageless, and virtual collocation for its interconnection agreement
with BellSouth are consistent with these intervals and should be incorporated into the
Parties' interconnection agreement.

BELLSOUTH: The following provisioning Intervalsare appropriate;
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(a) Space Availability Notification after receipt of
Application

10 calendar days

(b) Notification of carriers on the wait ng list of space
availability

60 calendar days to the
extent known

(c) Reaffirmation by CLP of collocaticn request 30 calendar days

(d) Updates to space availability list cm website 10 calendar days

(e) ILEC review of CLP plans and specifications 15 calendar days after
submission of Bona Fide

Firm Order

(f) CLP notification to ILEC of Guest/Host arrangements 10 calendar days prior to
firm order associated

with the installation of the

guest arrangement

(g) ILEC review of CLP plans and specifications for
adjacent collocation arrangement

30 calendar days for
review of CLPs plans
and specifications

(h) ILEC notification to CLP that space is ready for
occupancy

best efforts to provide
notice 5 days prior to the
date space becomes
ready

(i) ILEC notification to CLP prior to gsinlng access to
Collocation Space

at least three calendar

days, except in the case
of an emergency In
which case BellSouth

shall notify as soon as
possible

Q) Application Response 30 calendar days

(k) Application Response for multiple applications Applications Cal. Days
2-5 30

6-10 36

11-15 42

18+ Negotiated

(1) CLP acceptance of ILEC quotation for Collocation
Space

30 calendar days

(m) Bona Fide Firm Order See above
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(n) ILEC acknowledgment of receipt of Bona Fide Firm
Order

within 7 calendar days of
receipt of Bona Fide Firm
Order

(o) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for Caged
Space

90 calendar days for
ordinary conditions; 130
calendar days for
extraordinary conditions

(p) Joint Planning Meetings A maximum of 10

calendar days from
receipt of Bona Fide Firm
Order to contact the CLP

in order to schedule the
joint planning meeting

(q) Acceptance Walk Through 5 business or 7 calendar
days unless otherwise
agreed to by the parties

(r) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for Cageless
Space

90 calendar days for
ordinary conditions; 130
days for extraordinary
conditions

(s) ILEC provision of written report regarding space
availability and multiple requests

intervals proposed by
CLPs are acceptable

(t) Tour of ILEC premises within 10 days of denial
of an application

MClm: Addressing Issue 63. MClm slated in Its Brief that CLPs require a complete
response, including a firm cost quote, to prepare and submit a firm orderforcollocation
space. MClm argued that the Commission should establish a firm Interval vi/ithin which
BeiiSouth must supply a complete response toa collocation application. MClm noted that
the FCC has required ILECs to provision physical collocation within 90 days and hence,
the New Entrants, as well as MClm. advocate provisioning be completed within 90 days
of the application.

NEW ENTRANTS: The NewEntrants filed a Joint Proposed Order withAT&T and MClm.
Therefore, the position as outlined forAT&T above represents the New Entrants' position
on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Commission should decline to approve detailed Intervals that are
best worked out in good-faith negotiations. Instead, the Commission should choose to
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prescribe the following values for what the Public Staff believes to be the most critical
intervals;

(a) ILEC to provide space availabllty notification to the CLP
following receipt of the application 10 calendar days

(h) ILEC notification to CLP, prior to completion of collocation
space, that space will be ready for oc::upanGy 5 calendar days

(m) Deadline from receipt of price quole by CLP to receipt of bona
fide firm order by ILEC 30 calendar days

(n) ILEC acknowledgment to CLP following receipt of bona fide
firm order

5 calendar days

(o) Construction and provisioning inte-rvals for caged space, from
receipt of a complete application by IL.EC 90 calendar days

(r) Construction and. provisioning intervals for cageless space,
from receipt of a complete application by ILEC 75 calendar days

(t) Tours of ILEC premises schedule within 3

calendar days of
request/ tour

within 10

calendar days of
request

The FCC's Order on Reconsideration mandates that an ILEC should complete any
technically feasible collocation arrangement in 90 calendar days after receiving the
collocation application. The Public Staffs recommended intervals should be attainable
and promote a competitive environment. The Standard Offering should be amended to
reflect the intervals recommended by the Public Staff,

SPRINT: While Sprint expressed agreement with the New Entrants on several of the
intervals, Sprint disagreed with the New Entrants on others such as when an ILEC should
respond to an application for collocation, when ILECs should provide Circuit Facility
Assignments (CPAs), and the appropriate provisioning intervals for augmentations and
additions. Specifically, regarding whesn an ILEC should respond to a complete and
accurate application for collocation, Sprint's evidence was that an ILEC's response should
be broken down into two parts: (1) space availability, and (2) price quote; and that ILECs
should respond on space availability in a 10 calendar-day Interval (longer periods may be
appropriate consistent with Section 2.2.2 of the Standard Offering) and should have an
additional five calendar day period to respond with price quotes. Sprint's evidence was
that it does not have a mechanized space-inventory system, yet it is committing to a
10 calendar-day interval for responding on space availability. However, in the Standard
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Offering, the New Entrants agreed to scialing space availability responses outside the top
100 MSAsbased on the volume of coilocatlonapplications received. The real issue is the
amount of time to provide price quotes. At present, some collocation rate elements are
determined on a per foot basis anct cannot be computed without some level of
pre-engineering wor1< tobe doneon cablerouting, etc. Sprint requested an additional five
calendardays to accomplish this work. It was also Sprint's position that the construction
and provisioning Intervals for both caged and cageless collocation established in
Section 6.4 and 6.4.4 of the Standarc Offering should be measured from receipt of a
complete and accurate Bona fide firm order.

VERIZON: The following provisioning intervals should be established:

(j) Application Response 8 business days
(k) Multiple Applications Applications, exceeding a specified

forecast will require longer intervals

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined forAT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

The discussion of these Issues will be addressed in two sections. Section Iwill be
a discussionofgeneral issues and Sectl<3n II will be a specific discussion addressing each
of the 20 specific provisioning intervals (items (a) through (t)) listed in Issue No. 18.

SECTION I - GENERAL
I ,

AT&T, the NewEntrants^ and WcridCom (the CLPs) noted in their Joint Proposed
Order that collocation is a routine activity that is a permanent feature of the competitive
landscape. They maintained that there is; no reason why collocation provisioning intervals
should not be standardized so that carriers can plan their market entry and order these
arrangements without experiencing the unnecessary delay and costs Inherent in the
current (LEG approach which presumeis that collocation must be a highly customized
offering. The CLPs argued that maximum standard intervals for collocation should be
established by the Commission and should begin at the time that the ILEC receives a
collocation application whether an initial application or a request for an augmentation.

BellSouth witness Hendrix stated in rebuttal testimony that CLP Coalition witness
Gillan did not offer any testimony to support the position of the CLPs regarding the
appropriate intervals for the processes and/or procedures outlined in Issue No. 1B.
Witness Hendrix maintained that witness Gillan simply referenced the section from the
Standard Offering that purportedly sets forth the CLPs' position as to the appropriate
interval for each of the identified activities. Witness Hendrix stated that despite not having
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any testimony to clarify the CLPs' posit.on, BellSouth still set forth its position on each
interval in its testimony.

The CLPs noted that the two a-bitration issues between MClm and BellSouth

regarding intervals: (1) concern the lnterval(s) for response to an initial application for
collocation; and (2) coricern provisioning for physical caged and cageiess, and for virtual
collocation. The Commission notes that.the first issue of intervals for response to an initial
application is discussed under Issue No. 180) t^elow; the second issue concerning
provisioning for physical caged and cegeiess collocation, and for virtual collocation is
discussed under Issue No. 69.

The Public Staff noted the following differences in positions of the Parties
concerning intervals:

Interval CLPs BellSouth Verizon

(a) Space Availability
Notification after receipt of

Application

. 10 calendar
days

10 calendar-

days
8 business

days

(b) Notification of carriers on
the waiting list of space

availability

10 calendar

days
60 calendar

days
not

necessary

(c) Reaffirmation by CLP of
collocation request

30 calendar

days
30 calendar

days
CLP should

monitor

(d) Updates to space
availability list on website

10 calendar

days
10 calendar

days
10 calendar

days

(e) ILEC review of CLP plans
and specifications

16 calendar

days
15 calendar

days
15 calendar

days

(f) CLP notification to ILEC of
Guest/Host arrangements

15 calendar

days
10 calendar

days prior to firm
order of guest
arrangement

CLP provides
. with

application

(g) ILEC review of CLP plans
and specifications for adjacent

collocation arrangement

30 calendar

days
30 calendar

days
30 calendar

days

(h) ILEC notification to CLP
that space is ready for

occupancy

"best efforts" for
5 csilendar days

5 calendar days 5 calendar

days
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Interval CLPs Bellsouth Verizon

(i) ILEC notification to CLP.
prior to ILEC gaining access

to Collocation Space

3 calendar days 2 calendar days 3 calendar

days

(j) Application Response 1Ci calendar

days .
30 calendar

days •
6 business

days

(k) Application Response for
multiple applications

I-10-10

calendar days;
II-15-15

calendar days

2-5 - 30

calendar days;
6-10 - 36

calendar days

1-10-10

calendar

days; 11-20 -
20 calendar

days

(1) CLP acceptance of ILEC
quotation for Collocation

Space

6£ calendar

days
30 calendar

days
90 calendar

days

(m) Bona Fide Firm Order 7 calendar days
after price quote

30 calendar

days after price
quote

5 business

days after
receipt of

price quote

(n) ILEC acknowledgment of
receipt of Bona Fide Firm

Order

5 ca endar days 7 calendar days acceptance
of

nonrecurring
payment

(o) Construction and
Provisioning Intervals for

Caged Space

90 calendar

days from
application date

90 calendar

days from Bona
Fide Firm Order

76 business.

days if
included on

forecast

schedule

(p) Joint Planning Meeting 5 calendar days
from Bona Fide

Fi^m Order

10 calendar

days from Bona
Fide Firm Order

Reasonable

Schedule

(q) Acceptance Walk
Through

5 calendar days
for corrections

after Walk

Through

5 business days
/ 7 calendar

days

5 calendar

days
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interval CLPs BeilSouth Verizon

(r) Construction and
Provisioning Intervals for

Cageless Space

6C calendar

days from
application

90 calendar

days from Bona
Fide Firm Order

76 business.
days if

included on

forecast

schedule

91 days if
special

construction

(s) ILEC provision of written
report regarding space
availability and multiple

requests

10 calendar

days If in Top
100 MSAs/1-10

-10 calendar

days; 11-15-15
calendar days

Agrees with CLP
proposal

10 calendar

days from
request

(t) Tour of ILEC premises Schadule in 72

hours/tour in 10

calendar days

10 calendar

days from day of
denial

10 calendar

days from
request

The Public Staff recommended lhat the Commission only address certain critical
intervals Identified In Issue No. 18 at ttiis time. The Public Staff recommended that the

Commission.inslruct the Parties to negotiate the remaining intervals so that they fit into the
framework of the critical intervals proposed by the Public Staff. The Public Staff defined
the critical inten/als and recommended tnat the Commission adopt the following intervals
for them:

(a) Space Availability Notification AfterReceipt of Application -10 calendar days
(h) ILEC Notification to CLP that Space is Ready for Occupancy - 5 calendar

days
(m) Bona Fide Firm Order - 30 calendar days
(n) ILEC Acknowledgment of Fteceipt of Bona Fide Firm Order - 5 calendar days
(o) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for Caged Space - 90 calendar days
(r) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for Cageless Space - 75 calendar

days
(t) Tour of ILEC Premises - .schedule virithin 3 calendar days of request/ tour

within 10 calendar days of request

Sprintdid not provide extensivediscussion on this Issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under Positions of Parties - Sprint.
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SECTION II - PROVISIONING INTERVALS

(a) Space Availability Notification Alter Receipt of Application

Bellsouth maintained that this interval concerns when an ILEC must notify a CLP
of space availability In a central office for which a CLP has submitted a collocation
application. BellSouth noted that Section 2.1.2 of the CLPs' proposed offering entitled
"Availability Notification" does not include an interval for space availability notification upon
receipt of an application. Instead, BellSouth asserted, this section refers to Section 2.2.2
for the intervals desired by the CLPs. However, BellSouth noted, Section 2.2.2 discusses
the interval for a space availability reportas required by the FCC in its Advanced Services
Order and is totally separate from an ILEEC's space availability notification after receipt of
an application. BellSouthrecommended that the appropriate interval for this notice should
be 10 calendar days and proposed that the Commission accept this interval as the
appropriate time to assess whether or not space is available in a particular central office
for which a CLP has applied for collocation.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attachesd as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, .the
CLPs stated that space availability notification should be given 10 days from the
application. The CLPs proposed that the ILEC respond In 10 calendar days to requests
for space availability in the top 100 MSAsi and that for those requests that do not fall within
the top 100 MSAs, the ILEC should respond in 10 calendar days to such a request when
the request includes up to and including 10ILEC premises locations within the same state.
The CLPs propose that the ILEC respond within 15 calendar dayis to the request for the
11th to 15th locations within the same State. The CLPs further propose that the ILEC
respond within 20 calendar days to thS' request for the 16th to 20th locations within the
State. The CLPs recommended that when a CLP requests greater than 20 locations within
the State, the ILEC's time to respond should increase in a similar five calendar day interval
for the additional five locations requested.

.CLp Coalition witness Gillan stated in rebuttal testimony that Paragraphs 24 and 37
of the FCC's Order on Reconsideration set a national maximum interval of 10 days for an
ILEC to accept or deny a collocation application.

Verizon maintained that each application requires an ILEC visit and complete
review of all forecasted growth requirements as well as a review of any pending activity.
Verizon commented that this process includes input from various design and, services
groups. Verizon proposed that eight bus ness days are necessary to compile the required
Information to respond to an application on space availability.

The Commission believes that 15 calendar days is a reasonable interval for the
ILEC to provide space availability notification after the receipt of a collocation application.
The Commission notes that this Issue is directly related to issue No. ISQ) - Application
Response and is consistent with the Commission's conclusions therein. The Commission
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agrees with BellSouth that the interval represents when an ILEC is to respond to a CLP
whether space is available or not in a particular central office.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for ILECs to provide CLPs with space availability notification is within 15 calendar days of
receipt of a collocaticn application, consistent with the Commission's conclusions on Issue
No. 180).

(b) Notification of Carriers on the Waiting List of Space Availability

Bellsouth noted that this interval concerns how far in advance an ILEC should notify
a CLP of space becoming available In a particular central office. BellSouth maintained that
it is its practice, to theextent possible, to notify CLPs that are on a waiting list 60 calendar
days in advance of space availability. Therefore, BellSouth stated this suggested interval
by the CLPs is essentially undisputed and should be incorporated into the Standard
Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILEC should simultaneously notify the CLPs on the waiting list when
space becomes availablewithin 10 days ifthere is enough space to fulfill the requirements
of all the CLPs.

The CLPs noted that Verizon disagrees with the requirement of a waiting list for
space, on the basis that the Advanced Services Order does not prescribe a waiting list.
The CLPs stated that Verizon fails to recognize that the provisions of the Advanced
Services Order serve as minimum requirements. The CLPs noted that in the First
Interconnection Order, the FCC recognized that ILECs have an economic incentive to
interpret regulatory ambiguities to delay entry by new competitors.

The CLPs maintained that the Florida Public Service Commission ordered the
provision of waiting lists. The CLPs stated that the Commission's role is to reduce
uncertainty and opportunities for delay and litigation, by approving language in
interconnection agreements that comDrehenslvely deals with the terms, conditions,
intervals, and rales for collocation. The CLPs argued that the Standard Offering Is
appropriate.

The CLPs asserted that a waiting list would not be excessively burdensome to the
ILECs. The CLPs stated that a waiting list would only be necessary where a CLP has
requested space and has been informed that no space is currently available. The CLPs
noted that the ILEC would then maintain a waiting list to provide the CLP with a sense of
demand for space.

Verizon stated that a waiting list is not required by the FCC and that, furthermore,
maintaining such a list would be burdensome and would provide only a limited benefit
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given the existence of the website and ttie requirement that the website be updated within
10 days of-the date at which a premises runs out of physical collocation space. Verizon
maintained that CLPs seeking to collocate at an ILEC premises that is full should monitor
the. ILEC's website for changes to see ifspace becomes available. Verizon argued that
if a waiting listwere used, when space Is created at a location, CLPs that were at the top
of the list to receive notification may well have implemented other alternatives to enter that
market area. Verizon stated that the t me spent by each CLP, within the waiting list, to
dedde on space acquisition can delay use of the space by a CLP which stands ready to
immediately place a firm order and enter the market.

Section 2.5 of the Standard Offe ring states:

2.5 Waiting List On a finit come, first served basis, the ILEC
will maintain a waiting list of requesting carriers who have
either received a Denial of Application or, where it is publicly
known that the Premises is out of space, have submitted a
Letter of Intent to collocate. The ILEC will simultaneously
notify the telecommunications carriers on the waiting list when
space becomes available! within 10 calendar days ifthere is
enough space to fulfill the requirements of all the CLPs.
Subsequent to the granting of a Petition for Waiver under
Section 2.4 above, ifa CLP that has been denied space"at an
ILEC's premises challengas the ILEC on space availability at
said premises that CLP will be given priority for space
assignment if, as a result of the challenge, space Is found to
be available. Additional space will be provided to other CLPs
based on their respective collocation requests and according
to their position on the waiting list, until all available space has
been offered to CLPs on the waiting list The CLP will reaffirm
its collocation request within thirty (30) calendar days of such
notification; otherwise, it will be dropped to the bottom of the
list. Upon request, the ILEC will advise the CLP as to its
position on the list

The Commission believes that it would be beneficial for ILECs to maintain a waiting
list for collocation space. The Commifesion further believes that there would be limited
ILEC burden other than rhaintaining, presumably on computer, a waiting list with a contact
telephone number when space becomes available. The Commission believes that the
10 calendar day interval proposed in Section 2.5 is appropriate.

However, the Commission Is concerned by Verizon's observations about when
space is created at a location, CLPs thatwere at the top of the list to receive notification
may well have implemented other alternatives to enter that market area. As Verizon noted,
the time spent by each CLP, within the waiting list, to decide on space acquisition can
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delay use of the space by a CLP which stands ready to immediately place a firm order and
enter the market. Therefore, the Commission finds It appropriate to insert language into
Section 2.5 which requires the CLPs to laccept some accountability when they request that
they be placed on a waiting list. The Ccmmission believes that it is reasonable to require
CLPs to have their name removed frorr the waiting list if at any time their business plans
change and they no longer desire to ha\^e collocation space in the particular central office.
The Commission believes that CLPs that are on waiting lists should be ready to act as
soon as any space becomes available for a central office and they should not be placed
on a waiting list and remain on a waiting list without any true Intention to act on a notice
that space has become available.

Further, the Commission finds It appropriate to change the sentence "The CLPs will
reaffirm its collocation request within thirty (30) calendar days of such notification" to
require CLPs to reaffirm within 10 calendar days. The Commission believes that ifa CLP
is on a waiting list, it should be ready to move Immediately and affirm its collocation
request as soon as collocation space tiecomes available.

Therefore, the Commission finds Itappropriate to revise Section 2.5 as follows:

2.5 Waiting List. On a first come, first served basis, the ILEC
will maintain a waiting list of requesting carriers who have
either received a Denial of Application or, where It is publicly
known that the Premises, is out of space, have submitted a
Letter of Intent to collocate. The ILEC will simultaneously
notify the telecommunications carriers on the waiting list when
space becomes available within 10 calendar days if there is
enough space to fulfill the requirements of all the CLPs.
Subsequent to the granting of a Petition for Waiver under
Section 2.4 above, ifa CLP that has been denied space at an
ILEC's premises challenges the ILEC on space availability at
said premises that CLP will be given priority for space
assignment if, as a result of the challenge, space is found to
be available. Additional space will be provided to other CLPs
based on their respective collocation requests and according
to their position on the waiting list, until all available space has
been offered to CLPs on the waiting list. A CLP has the
responsibility to notify the ILEC in writing if at anv time its.

business plans change and the CLP no lonoer desires to have

collocation space In the Dartlcular central office. After receipt

of such letter, the ILEC will remove the CLP from the waiting

The CLP will reaffirm its collocation request within t^
calendar days of its receipt of ILEC notification

of space becomino availahile such notification; otherwise, it will
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be dropped to the bottom of the list. Upon request, the ILEC
will advise the CLP as to its position on the list.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that Section 2.5 concerning
waiting lists should be revised as stated above.

(c) Reaffirmation bv CLP of Collocalion Request

Bellsouth noted that this intervial was agreed upon by the Parties (30 calendar
days) and should be incorporated into the Standard Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attached to their Joint Proposed Order as Exhibit B, the
CLPs stated that CLPs will reaffirm their collocation requests within 30 calendar days.

Verizon maintained that CLPs should monitor the website and file applications when
space becomes available. Verizon stated that this request is not required by the FCC and
would impose an undue burden in exchange for little or no benefit, given the existence of
the ILECs' websites addressing space availability.

As noted under Issue 18(b) - NoJfication of Carriers on the Waiting List of Space
Availability, the Commission believes that CLPs on a waiting list should have every
intention of moving forward on a request for collocation if space does become available.
Therefore, although Bellsouth and the CLPs agreed on this interval, the Commission
believes that it is reasonable to expect the CLPs to be able to reaffirm their collocation
request within 10 calendar days instea(J of the 30 calendar days proposed by BellSouth
and the CLPs. The Commission believes that a 30 calendar-day interval is too long and
would delay provisioning of the obviously desired collocation space.

Therefore, the Commission finds that the appropriate interval for reaffirmation by
CLPs of a collocation request should be 10 calendar days.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for reaffirmation by a CLP of a collocation request is 10 calendar days.

(d) Updates to Space Availability on Website

Bellsouth noted that this interval was agreed upon by the Parties (10 calendar
days) and should be incorporated into the-Standard Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILEC should update the notification document within 10 calendar
days.
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Verizon advocated 10 calendar cays, as the FCC has required in Paragraph 58 of
its Advanced Services Order.

The Commission notes that the Parties all agree that 10 calendar days is the
appropriate interval for ILECs to provide updates to space availability on their website.
Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to adopt this interval.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for ILECs to provide updates on space availability on their website is 10 calendar days.

(e) ILEC Review of CLP Plans and Specifications

Bellsouth maintained that this interval concerns when an ILEC must review a CLP's
plans and specifications for proposed aiiiocation space. BellSouth stated that the CLPs'
proposed collocation offering sets no parameters around this review period. BellSouth
noted that it could agree to a 15 calendar day review period after the submission of a Bona
fide firm order by the CLP. BellSouth stated that in this way, the ILEC will not have"wasted
valuable resources on review before the CLP accepts the offer of the collocation space.
BellSouth asserted that 15 days from the receipt of the Bona fide firm order is a
reasonable interval and that the Corr mission should incorporate it into the Standard
Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILEC should complete its review within 15 calendar days.

Verizon proposed that if the CLP is constructing its own cage, the ILEC should be
entitled to review plans prior to the start of construction. Verizon stated that 15 days for
review is reasonable and has been agreed to by all of the Parties.

The Commission notes that the Parties all agree that 15 calendar days after
submission of a Bona fide firm order by the CLP is the appropriate interval for ILECs to
review CLP plans and specifications for collocation. Therefore, the Commission finds it
appropriate to adopt this interval.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Ccmmission concludes that the appropriate interval
for ILECs to review CLP plans and specifications for collocation Is 15 calendar days after
submission of a Bona fide firm order by the CLP.

(f) CLP Notification to ILEC of GuestfHost Arrangement

BellSouth maintained that this interval concerns when a CLP must notify an ILEC
of a Guest/Host.arrangement involving asllocation space used by a CLP. BellSouth noted
that the CLPs' proposal for this interval was to submit a notice "within 12 days of
execution" of "any agreement" between the Host and Guest. BellSouth stated that its
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witness Hendrix testified that notification by the CLP 10 calendar days prior to a firm order
associated withthe installation of the Guiest arrangement would be a reasonable interval.
Further, BellSouth noted that as witness Hendrix observed, prior to provisioning, the ILEC
would need to be assured that the Host and Guest had some agreement in place regarding
the terms and conditions under which the Guest was collocating which incorporated the
terms and conditions of the Standard Ofl ering. BellSouth argued that the CLPs' proposal
of"within 12 days of execution" is not clear and could, for example, allow for notice to an
(LEG after collocation space provisioning or space completion. BellSouth recommended
that the Commission adopt its proposed 10 calendar day Interval and incorporate it Into
the Standard Offering as proposed in Section 3.3 of BeilSouth's Standard Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs- stated that the CLP should notry the ILEC within 12 days of the execution of a
Guest/Host agreement.

Verizon stated that such notification should be given upon submission of
application. Verizon maintained that guest requirements should be processed in
conjunction with host requirements or augments.

This interval concerns Section 3 5 of the CLPs' Standard Offering which states:

3.5 Shared (Subleased) Caaed Collocation. The CLP may
allow other telecommunications carriers to share the CLP's
caged collocation arrangement pursuant to terms and
conditions agreed to by the CLP ("Host") and other

' telecommunications carriers ("Guests"). The CLP shall notify
the ILEC inwriting upon execution of any agreement between
the Host and its Guest within twelve (12) calendar days of Its
execution. Further, such notice shailinclude the name of the
Guest(s) and their term of agreement, and shall contain a
certificatibn by the CLPthat said agreement Imposes upon the
Guest(s) the same terms and conditions (excluding rates) for
collocation space as set forth in this Agreement between the
ILEC and the CLP.

The Commission notes that BeilSouth's concern with this interval is that prior to
provisioning, itwould need tobe assured that the Host and Guesthad some agreement
In place regarding the terms and conditicns under which the Guest was collocating which
Incorporated the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering. The Commission believes
that Section3.5 of the CLPs' proposed Standard Offering specifically states that the CLP
must certify thatanyGuest/Host agreement that itenters into imposes upon the Guest the
same terms and conditions forcollocation space as set forth inthe Standard Offering. The
Commission Interprets the phrase "the same terms and conditions" Trr Section 3.5 as
protecting BellSouth or any ILEC from additional demands or burdens being placed on it
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concerning the collocation space if a (Suest takes over the space since the exact same
terms and conditions should apply. Therefore, the Commission believes that BellSouth's
concerns are adequately addressed In Section 3,5.

The Commission finds that the appropriate interval for a CLP to notify an ILEC of
a Guest/Host arrangement is within 12 calendar days of its execution. Therefore, the
Commission finds it appropriate to Incorporate Section 3.5 as outlined above into the
Standard Offering without modification

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for a CLP to notify an ILEC of a Guest/hlost arrangement is within 12 calendar days of its
execution. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to incorporate Section 3.5 as
outlined above, and as proposed b>- the CLPs, into the Standard Offering without
modification.

(g) ILEC Review of CLP Plans and Specifications for Adjacent Collocation
Arrangement

Bellsouth noted that the Parties Eigreedon this interval (30 calendar days) and (hat
the Intenral should be incorporated into the Standard Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILEC should complete its review of CLP plans and specifications for
adjacent collocation arrangements within 30 calendar days.

Verizon argued that plans must pass all zoning and local municipality requirements
as well as ILEC safety and standards requirements. Verizon maintained that ILECs are
entitled to review plans since they may require construction on the ILEC property. Verizon
proposed that 30 days for review is reasonable and has been agreed to by all of the
Parties.

The Commission notes that the Parties all agree that 30 calendar days is the
appropriate interval for ILECs to review CLP plans and specifications for adjacent
collocation space. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to adopt this Interval.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for ILECs to review CLP plans and specifications for adjacent collocation space is
30 calendar days.

(h) ILEC Notification to CLP that Space is Readv for Occupancy

• BeliSouth noted that the Parties agree that five calendar days notice is a
reasonable inten/al, but they disagree wliether the ILEC must "guarantee" the notice within
five days of the space becoming ready f(3r occupancy or whether a "best efforts" standard
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should be applied. BellSouth noted that its witness Hendrix testified that BellSouth would
provide notice to the CLP that space is ready no later than the day that it becomes ready.
Further, BellSouth noted, witness Hendrix stated that BellSouth would use its "best efforts"
to provide notice to the CLP five days prior to the date space becomes ready. BellSouth
maintained that although it establishes a committed due date with the CLP soon after
receipt of the CLP's firm order, witness Hendrix observed that BellSouth must rely on due
dates committedto by its vendors in ordejr to meet the due date itestablishes with the CLP.
BellSouth noted that given this reality, witness Hendrix stated that BellSouth could not
"guarantee" that five days advance notice could be provided or was even possible.
BellSouth recommended that the Commission agree with witness Hendnys reasoning on
this point and incoiporate BellSouth's suggested language in Section 4.2 of the Standard
Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILEC should notify the CLP in writing five calendar days prior to the
date the space becomes ready.

Verizon recommended five calendar days as is the customary procedure used by
the industry.

The Commission believes that ElellSouth's proposal to provide notice to the CLP
that space is ready no later than the day that it becomes ready but using a "best efforts"
standard to provide notification sooner is unreasonable. The Go'mmission believes that
CLPs should have written notice five days prior to the date the collocation space becomes
ready for occupancy for planning purposes. The Commission also notes that Verizon
agrees that five calendar days is the customary procedure used by the industry. The
Commission finds that ILECs should be required to give written notice at least five
calendar days in advance to CLPs that space is ready for occupancy.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS; The Commission concludes that ILECs should be
required to give written notice at least five calendar days In advance to CLPs that space
is ready for occupancy.

(i) ILEC Notification to CLP Prior to ILEC Gaining Access to Collocation Space

BellSouth noted that the Parties agreed on this Interval (at least 48 hours) and that
the interval should be incorporated into the Standard Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrixattacheid as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILEC should give three calendar days notice when access to the
CLP's collocation space is required.

Verizon recommended three calendar days for nonemergencies which is the
customary procedure in existence.
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The Gommission believes that three calendar days is an appropriate interval for
ILEGs to give notice to CLPs prior to ILECs gaining access to collocation space. The
Gommission also notes that Verizon maintainedthat three calendar days is the customary
procedure in existence for such access. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate
to adopt this interval.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for ILEGsto give notice to CLPs prior to iLECs gaining access to collocation space is three
calendar days.

(j) Application Response

Bellsouth noted that when an ILEO has determined, upon a CLP's request, that
space is available for collocation and has received a Bona Fide Application from the CLP
for that space, the ILEG should have 30 calendar days upon which to provide an
Application Response. BellSouth stated that at a minimum, the Application Response
should Include the configuration of the space, the cable installation fee, additional
engineering fee. and the space preparation fee. BellSouth recommerided that the
Commission reject Sprint witness Hunsucker's contention that the FCG has set a 10-day
national price quote interval. BellSouth noted that in the FCC Order on Reconsideration,
the FCC declined to specify any deadlines for completion of any design, planning, and
price quotation processes. BellSouth no:ed that the 10-day iiiterval referenced by witness
Hunsucker applies to the time frame in which an ILEG may tell the CLP whether a
collocation space is available after receiving the application.

In their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that the ILECs should respond to a complete and accurate application within
10 calendar days and that the ILECs should have an additional five calendar days in which
to provide a Firm Price quote.

The CLPs stated that if there were competitive alternatives to collocation in the
ILEC central office - and the ILEC wanted the business - there is no way that it wouid
design a system that required a month ':o produce a price quote.

Addressing the interval(s) for response to an initial application from the
MClm/BellSouth arbitration docket, the CLPs maintained that CLPs require a compiete
response, including a firm cost quote, to prepare and submit a firm order for collocation
space. The CLPs argued that the response that BellSouth gives to collocation applications
in part determines the period in which provisioning of collocation requests is completed,
and, ultimately, when BellSouth will be subject to competition. The CLPs stated that
BellSouth's proposed interval of 30 days from the application for It to furnish a
comprehensive written response, including a firm price quote, does not leave sufficient
time for BellSouth to provision physical collocation. The CLPs noted that although the
FCC Order on Reconsideration did not set an interval for providing price quotes, clearly
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it addressed the concerns of ILECs about what provisioning intervals they would need, as
well as the need of CLPs for efficient, expedited collocation, and established a national
default standard of 90 days as a maximum period for provisioning. The CLPs noted that
it is difficult to understand how BellSouth could meet the national standard on provisioning
if its position is adopted as to the internal in which a firm price quote must be conferred.
Therefore, the CLPs stated. MClm's jsosition is that BellSouth should be required to
provide a complete response, includlrg a firm price quote, within 15 calendar days of
receiving a collocation application.

The CLPs noted that there is compelling state commission precedent that
establishes that 15 calendar days Is adequate for BellSouth to provide a complete
response to a collocation application, including providing a firm quote and configuration.
The CLPs noted the follcwing language out of a Florida PublicService Commission Order:

Upon consideration, we are persuaded . . . that the initial
response to an applicaton for collocation should contain
sufficient information for ihe ALEC to place a firm order. We
are also persuaded . .. that price quotes must be included in
the response because thiey are essential to placing a firm
order.

We have also considered the evidence regarding the Intervals
in which such information should be provided to the ALEC.
While BellSouth argues that it will only provide acceptance or
denial due to space availability within the 15 calendar day
interval, two other ILECs have provided testimony in this
proceeding that supports that price quotes can also be

-provided within an interval of 15 calendar days....

Upon consideration, we find that 15 calendar days Is an
appropriate intenral to provide the information needed to place
a firm order, i.e., informatii^n regarding space availability and
a price quote.

The CLPs noted that, therefore, MClm's position has been vindicated by a state
commission in the BellSouth region.

MClm stated that although the FCC's Order on Reconsideration did not set a
separate interval for providing price quotes, in addressing the concernsof ILECs as well
as CLPs, the FCC included the furnishing ofa price quote within the provisioning interval.
MClm quoted Paragraph 24 of the FCC's Orderon Reconsideration as follows:

The incumbent LEC also may have to determine the price It
will charge for the proposed collocation arrangement. We
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conclude that an incumt>ent LEG should normally be able
quickly to complete any necessary design, planning, and price
quotation processes. We decline, however, to specify any
deadlines for completion of these processes. We conclude
that the better course is to specify deadlines within which an
Incumbent LEG must complete the provisioning of all physical
collocation arrangements, absent specific state action or an
interconnection agreement setting different deadlines. An
incumbent LEG then will (lave every incentive to complete its
design, planning, and prias quotation processes expeditlously
so as to allow more time for actually provisioning collocation
arrangements. We note that an incumbent LEG can
streamline its design, planning, and price quotation processes
by developing standardized rates, terms, and conditions for

. different collocation arrar gements.

MClm noted that consistent with F'aragraph 55 of the Advanced Services Order, the
Order on Reconsideration also set a riational maximum standard, to the extent a state
commission does not otherwise set its own deadlines based on specific and unique facts,
of 10 days for an ILEC to accept or deny a collocation application. MGIm commented that
this involves informing a GLP of any deficiency in Its application and is more than a
notification of space availability

Therefore, MGIm noted, It is proposing the following language as set forth in its
Attachment 5 to its proposed MClm/Be ISouth Interconnection Agreement:

2.1,1,3 Application Response. BellSouth will respond as
soon as possible, but no longer than 15 days after receipt of
an Application whether the Appllcatjon Is Bona Fide, and if it
is not Bona Fide, the items necessary to cause the Application
to become Bona Fld(3. BellSouth shall provide a
comprehensive written response and notice of space
availability within 15 days of receipt of a complete application.
When MGIm submits ten or more applications within ten
calendar days, the initial 15-day response period will Increase
by 10 days for every additional 10 applications or fraction
thereof. The Application Response will detail whether the
amount of space requested Is available or if the amount of
space requested is not available, the amount of space that is
available. The response will also include the con^guratiori of
the space. The response also must Include all information
necessary for MClrti to place a firm order, including a detailed
price quote. When BellSciufh's response Includes an amount
of space less than that requested by MGIm or differently
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configured, MClm must amend its application to request no
more than the space available.

Therefore, MCImstated, its position Is that BellSouth should be required to provide
a complete response, includinga firm price quote, within 15 days of receiving a collocation
application. Also, MClm maintained, minor changes that do not cause the ILEG to make
available more space than has been initially requested, or that do not cause it to change
its provisioning of power, should not restart the ordering process.

MClm maintained that BellSouth no longer proposes an interval measured in
business days and instead advocates an interval of 10 calendar days to initially respond
to an application and furnish a space availability report, as well as a 30 calendar-day
interval, also commencing with the application, to furnish a comprehensive written
response, which includes a firm price quote. MClm noted that as long as BellSouth's
proposed interval of 10 days with regard to space availability reports encompasses the
information contemplated by the Order on Reconsideration, MClm stated that that Interval
Is not the issue. MClm contended that the problem is with BellSouth's proposed interval
of 30 days for a price quote. MClm footnoted the fact that BellSouth slated that itwould
provide a price quote within 15 days of the application if standard space preparation
pricing is applied to all application requests, including requests from CLPs with current
agreements that do not contain such pricing. MClm stated that it supports the standard
pricing as urged by the New Entrants, which is discussed subsequently in Issue No. 49.

MClm noted that BellSouth concluded that it needs the additional 15 days beyond
what MClm proposes for a price quote to consider the existing building configuration,
space usage and forecasted demand, building code and regulatory .requirements, and
certain design practices. MClm stated that it does not disagree that existing
conflguratlonSi space usage, and forecasted demand must be taken Into account by an
ILEC. However, MClm argued, like the New Entrants, it strongly disagrees with any
implication that space occupied or reserved by an ILEC can be invariably and unilaterally
removed by it from further consideration, or that local building codes and regulatory
requirements can or should be used to unilaterally justify a denial of collocation, or to
preempt the requirements ofTA96. MClm maintained that ILECs have long delayed acting
on collocation requests based on the same kinds of considerations that BellSouth cites
here as ostensibly justifying a long interval before complete information can be furnished
CLPs.

MClm noted that there is compelling state commission precedent, which BellSouth
did not refijte, which establishes that 15 days is adequate time for BellSouth to provide a
complete response to a collocation application. Including providing a firm quote and
configuration and availability information. MClm noted that the Florida Public Service
Commission declared that "15 calendar days is an appropriate interval [for ILECs] to
provide the information needed to place a firm order, i.e., Information regarding space
availability and a price quote."
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sprint believes that an ILEC response to a complete and accurate application
should be broken down into two parts: [1) space availability, and (2) price quote. ILECs
should respond on space availability in 10 calendar day Interval (longer periods may be
appropriate consistent with Section 2.2.2 - henceforth provided in the discussion of Issue
No. 17 - of the Standard Offering) and lUECs should have an additional five calendar day
period to respond with price quotes. Sprint does not have a mechanized space-inventory
system, yet it is committing to a 10 calendar-day Interval for responding on space
availability. However, in the Standard Offering negotiated between Sprint and the New
Entrants, the New Entrants agreed to a scaling on space availability responses outside the
top 100 MSAs based on the volume of collocation applications received. The real Issue,
then, is the amount of time to provide price quotes. At the current time, certain collocation
rate elements are based on a per foot baisis that cannot be determined without some level
of pre-engineering work to be done on cable routing, etc. Sprint has requested an
additional five calendar days to get this- work done.

Sprint stated in its Brief that as its witness Hunsucker testified, determination of
space availability requires only a site visit and at that time, it is only necessary to
determine If sufficient space is available to meet the CLP's request for floor space.
However, Sprint maintained, the price quote process requires a significant amount of
pre-engineering work to determine the amount of cabling, conduit, etc... required to fulfill
a CLP's request.

Sprint also stated that because larger ILECs typically serve larger metropolitan
areas, Sprint believes that these ILECs should be staffed to handle a larger, relatively
consistent numberofcollocation requests while more rural ILECs, including Sprint, should
be required to handle only a smaller, less consistent volume of collocation requests.
Sprint noted that witness Hunsucker presented empirical evidence In support of Sprint's
position that rural ILECs receive fewer and less stable numbers of collocation requests.

Sprint noted that the FCC in ItsAugust 10,2000 Order on Reconsideration adopted
a national standard intervalfor space availability and price quotes of 10 days, but argued
that this Commission may adopt different standards. Sprint argued that it believes that this
Commission can and should adopt a 10-day (or longer if allowed under Section 2.2.2 of
the Standard Offering) space avai]abil|i:y interval and a price quote interval equal to the
space availability plusan additional five days. Sprint noted that provisioning Intervals for
virtual and physical collocation were mutually agreed upon by Sprint and the CLPs and,
thus, are consistent with the FCC's Order which allows deviation from the national
standards.

Verizon argued that eight business days is sufficient time for ILECs to provide a
response to a collocation application.

The Commission believes based on the record of evidence presented that an ILEC
should be able to provide a CLP with a complete response to a collocation application,
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including space availability and a firm price quote, within 15 calendar days. Therefore, the
Commission finds that a 15 calendar-day interval is appropriate. The Commission notes
that this conclusion is made in conjunction with the conclusions reached for
Issue No. 16(a).

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that an ILEC should provide
a CLP with a complete response to a collocation application, including space availability
and a firm price quote, within 15 calendar days.

(k) Application Response for Multiple Applications

This interval has been previously addressed under Finding of Fact No. 16.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that this Issue has been

previously addressed under Finding of Fact No. 16.

(I) CLP Acceptance of ILEC Quotatiqn for Collocation Space

Bellsouth noted that this interval nafers to when a CLP should be required to accept
or reject an ILEC price quote in response to a Bona fide firm order. BellSouth asserted
that its witness Hendrix testified that the CLPs' proposed interval of 65 days was too long
and could operate to the detriment of other CLPs submitting applications if limitedspace
is available at the premises. Rather, BellSouthnoted, witness Hendrix stated that 30 days
is an appropriate time frame in which a CLP should accept an ILEC price quote. BellSouth
recommended that the Commission agree and find that 65 days is especially unreasonable
given that, with standardized pricing, all a CLP must decide is whether or not to accept the
requested space.

In their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that a CLP should have 65 calendar days from receipt of the quotation to
accept the quotation.

Verizon noted that applying rates from a tariff would not require an acceptance
period. Verizon maintained that for rates for configurations outside a tariff, 90 calendar
days is reasonable. Verizon stated that exceeding this timeframe may necessitate
changes in the ILEC'scosting and pricing of the configuration to ensure consistency with
the current central office environment.

The Commission believes that the CLPs' proposed interval of 65 calendar days is
too long. The Commission believes that If a CLP submitted a collocation application, it
should at that point In time have an Idea of what range of a price quote would be
acceptable to the company and ifthe space is necessary for its business plans. Further,
in considering the overall provisioning timeframe. the Commission believes that seven
calendar days Is a reasonable period of time for a CLP to accept an ILEC's price quote.
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Therefore, the Commission believes thatCLPs should provide acceptanceof a price quote
within seven calendar days.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for CLPs to provide acceptance to an ILEC's price quote for collocation space is seven
calendar days.

(m) Bona Fide Firm Order

In their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that a CLP should have 65 calendar days from receipt of the quotation to
accept the quotation. However, the CLPs maintained, the firm order should be within
seven days of the quotation, per the FCC Order on Reconsideration, for provisioning to
occur within 90 days of an application for caged collocation, and within 60 days of an
application for cageless collocation.

Verizon stated that the proposeo Standard Offering would allow CLPs to proceed
with the collocation project and subsequent equipment Installation by submitting a bona
fide firm order without payment. Verizon stated that this bona fide firm order process
should be triggered only upon submission of 50% of the nonrecurring charges. Verizon
maintained that this payment must be made within five business days after receipt of the
price quote and space assessment from the ILEC in order for the collocation provisioning
interval to remain on schedule.

The Commission does not understand how this interval differs from the Interval in
l^ue No. 18(1) - CLP acceptance of JLEC quotation for collocation space presented above.
It is confusing that the CLPs are proposing that they be given 65 calendar days from
receipt ofan ILEC quote to accept the price quote and then onlyseven calendar days for
the CLP to provide the ILEC with a firm order. In this case, the CLP would provide a firm
order before knowing if it would accept the ILEC price quote or not. The Commission
believes that it is reasonable to require the ILECs to provide a price quote within
15 calendar days of a collocation application and then allow the CLPs seven calendar
days within which to place a bona fide firm order. The seven calendar day interval for a
bona fide firm order is necessary in the confines of a 90 calendar day overall provisioning
Interval as the Commission has concluded Is appropriate in Finding of Fact No. 60.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that CLPs must provide a
bona fide firm order within seven calendar days of receipt of an ILEC price quote.

(n) JLEC Acknowledgment of Receipt of Bona Fide Firm Order

BellSouth stated that although the CLPs proposed a five day interval, the
Commission should agree with BellSouth that seven calendar days is the minimum amount
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^ oftime toadequately review the firm order document for completeness and accuracy and
^ to prepare a written acknowledgment of such receipt.

In their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated the ILEC should acknowledge receipt of the CLP's bona fide firm order within
five calendar days of receipt indicating that the bona fide firm order has been received.

Verizon maintained that the ordering process defined by Verizon requires the CLP
to submita complete application in order "'or the ILEC to begin the determination of space
assessment, price quote, and key deliverables. Verizon stated that the bona fide order
becomes firm once the CLP submits 50% payment of the nonrecurring charges. Verizon
stated that there should be no additional requirement for the ILEC to acknowledge receipt
of the firm order since receipt is shown by the ILEC's acceptance of the nonrecurring
payment.

The Commission believes that if a CLP is allowed seven calendar days to decide
whether to place the order, then It appears reasonable that an ILEC should have seven
calendar days as BellSouth proposed to acknowledge receipt of the bona fide fiim order.
Therefore, the Commission finds that the appropriate Interval for an ILEC to acknowledge
receipt of a CLP bona fide firm order is seven calendar days.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS; The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
; ^ for an ILEC to acknowledge receipt of a OLP bona fide firm order is seven calendar days.

^ (o) Construction and Provisioning Interval for Caoed Space

This provisioning interval is discussed under Finding of Fact No. 60.

(p) Joint Planning Meeting

Bellsouth noted that its witness Hendrix testified that BellSouth had entered Into
many collocation agreements in which a maximum 20 calendar day interval from receipt
of bona fide firm order was the agreed upon timeframe for a joint planning meeting to take
place and that BellSouth has negotiated the Interval down to 10 days based on past
experience with collocation. BellSouth recommended thai the Commission find the 10-day
interval reasonable because the ILEC needs adequate time In which to review the Firm
Order, acknowledge receipt of the FirmOrder submitted by the CLP, and make contact for
scheduling of the joint planning meeting. BellSouth also argued that from a practical
standpoint, it Is not realistic to set an interval of less than 10 days given the demands, of
CLPs to coliocate.

In their Joint.Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that a joint planning meeting should commence within a maximum of five
calendar days from the ILEC's receipt cf a bona fide firm order.
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Verizon argued that joint planning meetings should be scheduled as reasonably
required to ensure all known Issues are discussed. Verizon stated that a CLP initially
should receive a collocation schedule identifying milestones with the space assessment
and price quote. Verizon maintained thatthe Standard Offering would require meetings
to be held within five calendar days of receipt of the bona fide firm order. Verizon argued
that this does not provide enough time for the coordination of such a meeting.

The Commission believes that calendar days is a reasonable amount of time for
the Parties to schedule a joint planning meeting. The Commission believes that with
scheduling considerations a 12 calendar-day interval is reasonable and not too long as to
hinder the collocation process. Therefore, the Commission concludes that 12 calendar
days from the ILEC's receipt of a bona fide firm order is the appropriate interval for the joint
planning meeting. The Commission notes that previously in Issue No. 18(n), the
Commission concluded that the ILECs have seven calendar days to acknowledge receipt
of a bona fide firm order. Therefore, under BellSouth's proposed 10 calendar day interval
for a joint planning meeting, there would only be three days between the time the ILEC
would provide acknowledgment of its receipt of the bona fide firm order and the joint
planning meeting. The Commission concludes that there should be five calendar days
between the ILEC's acknowledgment of its receipt of the bona fide firm order and the joint
planning meeting, and therefore concludes that the appropriate Interval for a joint planning
meeting Is 12 calendar days from the ILEC's receipt of a bona fide firm order.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that 12 calendar days from
the ILEC's receipt of a bona fide firm order is the appropriate interval for the joint planning
meeting.

(q) Acceptance Walk Through

Bellsouth noted that although the CLPs did not propose an interval for when the
acceptance walk through should occur, BellSouth offered a seven calendar-day interval
from the date the ILEC makes the space ready for the CLP. BellSouth recommended that
the Commission agree with this interval and incorporate it into Section 6.4.3 of the
Standard Offering.

In their Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that a CLP and an ILEC should complete an acceptance walk through of each
Collocation Space requested by the CLP. The CLPs argued that the ILEC should correct
any deviations to the CLP's original or jointly amended requirements withinfive calendar
days.

Verizon proposed five calendar dsiys which is the customary procedure in existence.

The Commission believes that BellSouth's proposed interval of seven calendar days
from the date the ILEC makes the space >'eady for the CLPfor an acceptance walk through
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is reasonableand appropriate. Therefore, the Commission concludes that the appropriate
interval for the acceptance walk through is seven calendar days from the date the ILEC
makes the space ready for the GLP.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS:'The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for the acceptance walk through is seven calendar days from the date the ILEC makes the
space ready for the CLP.

(r) Construction and Provisionino In terva! for Caaeless Space

This provisioning interval is discussed under Finding of Fact No. 60.

(s) ILEC Provision of Written Report Reaardino Space Availabilitv and Multiple
Requests

Bellsouth stated that the Parties agreed upon the intervals set forth in Section 2.2.2
of the Standard Offering and, therefore, :he Commission should incorporate them into the
Standard Offering.

Verizon maintained that 10 calendar days is generally an appropriate period for the
ILEC to provide a writtenreport on the space availability, called the premises space report,
to the CLP. Verizon proposed that for CLPs that submit 10 or more requests within a
10-day period, the response Interval should be Increased by 10 days for every
10 additional requests received.

The Commission notes that Issue No. 18(a) concerned the appropriate Interval for
the ILEC to provide a CLP with space availability notification. The Commission questions
whether the space avaifability notification referenced in Issue No. 18(a) is the same as the
written report on space availability proposed in this Interval. Based on the positions of the
Parties as outlined in their Proposed Orders and Briefs, itappears that these are the same
issue. Therefore, the Commission believes that the it should make the same conclusion
for this interval as previously made iri Issue No. 18(a). Also, consistent with the
Commission's conclusions concerning multiple requests previously discussed in Finding
of Fact No. 16, the Commission finds that it is appropriate to allow for additional days
based on the number of requests, as follows:

I to 5 requests 15 calendar days
8 to 10 requests 20 calendar days
II to 15 requests 25 calendar days
18 to 20 requests 30 calendar days
21 to 26 requests 35 calendar days
etc....
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COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that the appropriate interval
for ILECs to provide CLPs with a written report regarding space availability is within
15 calendar days of receipt of a collocation application, consistent with the Commission's
conclusions on Issue No. 18(a). Further, the Commission concludes that the interval
should be extended based on the number of requests for a written report regarding space
availability, consistent with the Commission's conclusions in Finding of Fact No. 16, as
follows:

I to 5 requests 15 calendar days
6 to 10 requests 20 calendar days
II to 15 requests 25 calendar days
16 to 20 requests 30 calendar days
21 to 25 requests 35 calendar days
etc. ...

(t) Tour of ILEC Premises

Bellsouth stated that the Parties agreed that upon a denial of an application, the
ILEC should give the CLP a tour of the premises. BellSouth stated that as it has
recommended, an ILEC's obligation to conduct a tour exists only after notifying the CLP
that the ILEC has no available space in the requested premises. BellSouth noted that as
it has proposed, there should be no classification of space as Active/Inactive In the
Standard Offering, therefore, a CLP should not be allowed to use the Active/inactive
classification as a basis to require a tour. BellSouth proposed that Ifan ILEC denies an
application due to lack of space, the ILEC should provide the CLP with a tour within
10 days as set forth in Section 2.3 of the Standard Offering.

in their Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to their Joint Proposed Order, the
CLPs stated that a tour should occur within 10 calendar days of ILEC notification to a CLP
that the CLP's collocation request has been denied, or that a CLP's request for collocation
in Active Collocation Space has been placed in inactive Collocation.Space.

6

Verizon noted that theonly tour ofan ILEC's premises required by the FCC Is upon
denial of a request for physical colldcationdue to space limitations. Verizon noted that the
proposedStandard Offering requires such a tour within 10 calendar days and states that
the ILEC must provide labeled floor plans/diagrams to the CLP representative 48 hours
prior to the tour; however, that may be an insufficient amount of timeto coordinate and
provide the requisite information. Verizon statedthatdepending on the timing of the CLP's
request, such a provision could, force the ILEC to turn around labeled floor plans within
24 hours whichare parameters that are simply unworkable. Moreover, Verizon noted, the
proposed Standard Offering suggests that the ILEC should provide a tour within a
minimum of 72-hours written notice from the CLP or a maximum of 10 days from the ILEC's
original notice that no space is available. Verizon noted that for the parties to determine
a mutually agreeable time, coordinate travel schedules, and prepare the appropriate
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documentation, Verizon offers a reasonable proposal of providing a tour within 10 calendar
days of a request. Verizon argued that ILECs should not provide CLPs with tours of its
premises when the ILEC has assigned a location for the CLP's collocation space and the
CLP is simply unhappy with that assignment.

Verizon stated In its Brief that, as set forth in the FCC Advanced Services Order,
the ILEC must provide a tour of its premises if it denies a physical collocation request due
to space limitations. However, Verizon slated, the CLPs are requesting that a tour be
provided within 10 calendar days and that an ILEC must provide labeled floor
plans/diagrams to the CLP representative 48 hours prior to the tour. Verizon noted that
depending on the timing of the CLP's request, the provision could force the ILEC to turn
around labeled floor plans within 24 hours which are parameters that are simply
unworkable.

Verizon also argued that the CLPs' proposed language in Section 2.1.4 of the
Standard Offering suggests that the ILEC must provide a tour within a minimum.of
72 hours written notice from the CLP or a maximum of 10 days from the ILECs original
notice that no space is available. Verizon maintained that to allowthe parties to determine
a mutually agreeable time, coordinate travel schedules, and prepare the appropriate
documentation, the Commission should not adopt a proposal that could allow the CLP to
request a tourwithin 72 hours. Verizon contended that ILECs will not provide CLPswith
tours of its premises when the ILEC has assigned a location for the CLP's collocation
space and the CLPis simply unhappy with that assignment. Verizon concluded that there
is no existing requirement for a tour to be provided in such circumstances, and none
should be imposed.

The Commission notes that in Finding of Fact No. 18 of this Order it has decided
not to allowdesignation of active and inactive space. Further, the Commission notes that
ILECs are required by the FCC in its Advanced Services Order to provide a tour to the
CLP after denial of collocation space due to space limitations within 10 calendar days of
said denial. Therefore, the Commission concludes that ILECs should give CLPs tours of
central offices in which collocation space has been denied due to space limitations within
10 calendar days of said denial.

Further, the Commission believes that it is reasonable for ILECs to be required to
provide labeled floor plans/diagrams to the CLP representative 48 hours prior to the tour.
Therefore, the Commission concludes that ILECs should provide labeled floor
plans/diagrams to the CLP representative 48 hours prior to the tour.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission concludes that ILECs should give CLPs
tours of central offices in which collocationspace has been denied due to space limitations
within 10 calendar days of said denial. Further, the Commission concludes that ILECs
should provide labeled floor plans/diagrams to the CLP representative 48 hours prior to
the tour.
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OVERALL COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: Concerning provisioning Intervals, the
Commission adopts the following provisioning intervals for inclusion in the Standard
Offering:

(a) Space Availability Notification after receipt of
Application

15 calendar days (See also
Issue No. 18(j)j

(b) Notification of carriers on the waiting list of
space availability

10 calendar days

(c) Reaffirmation by CLP of collocation request 10 calendar days

(d) Updates to space availability list on website 10 calendar days

(e) ILEC review of CLP plans and specifications 15 calendar days

(f) CLP notification to ILEC of Guest/Host
arrangements

12 calendar days after
execution of agreement

(g) ILEC review of CLP plans and specifications for
adjacent collocation arrangement

30 calendar days

(h) ILEC notification to CLP that space Is ready for
occupancy

5 calendar days

(i) (LEG notificatian to CLP prior to ILEC gaining
access to Collocation Space

3 calendar days

(1) Application Response 15 calendar days - complete
with firm price quote

(k) Application Response for multiple applications
(See Finding of Fact No. 16)

1-5 in 15 calendar days
6-10 In 20 calendar days
11-16 in 26 calendar days
16-20 in 30 calendar days
21-25 in 35 calendar days

etc... .

(i) CLP acceptance of ILEC quotation for
Collocation Space

7 calendar days

(m) Bona Fide Firm Order 7 calendar days

(n) ILEC acknowledgment of receipt of Bona Fide
Firm Order

7 calendar days

(o) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for
Gaged Space (See Finding of Fact No. 60)

90 calendar days from
application date
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'L (p) Joint Planning Meeting 12 calendar days from Bona
Fide Firm Order

(q) Acceptance Walk Through 7 calendar days

(r) Construction and Provisioning Intervals for
Cageless Space (See Finding of Fact No. 60)

60 calendar days from
• application

(s) ILEC provision ofwritten report regarding space
availability and multiple requests

1-5 in 16 calendar days
6-10 in 20 calendar days
11-15 in 25 calendar days
18-20 in 30 calendar days
21-25 in 35 calendar days

etc...

(t) Tour of ILEC premises upon denial of space 10 calendar days and floor
plans/diagrams 48 hours prior

to tour

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 18

ISSUE 19: Should there be differentiation between active and inactive collocation space?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T originally supported the need for a differentiation between active and
inactive collocation space stating itwas necessary to provide the potential collocator and
the ILEC with a better understanding of what would be required to make space in a
particular central office ready. In its matrix, however, it stated that this distinction was
effectively mooted by the FCC's Order on Reconsideration, which stales as a default
interval a maximum period of 90 days for provisioning physical collocation, commencing
upon receipt of the application. .Upon the Commission's acceptance of the. 90-day
provisioning interval, there is no need for a distinction between active and inactive
collocation space.

BELLSOUTH: No. BellSouth strongly disagreed with the use ofthe terms "active" and
"inactive" as classifications of collocation space in its central office buildings.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in Its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants agreed with AT&T's position on this issue.
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PUBLIC STAFF: No. This issue is moot because ofthe provisioning intervals proposed
by the Public Staff in Issue No. 18 Nvhich make no distinction between active and inactive
collocation space.

SPRINT: Sprint stated In its Proposed Order that itwas willing to accept the New Entrants'
position on this issue to the extent it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the
Standard Offering filed with the direct testimony of Michael R. Hunsucker, it is included in
the Standard Offering, and the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its
entirety.

VERIZON: Yes. Verizon proposed to provision collocation space in active areas where
available and make inactive space available when active space is exhausted.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom agreed with AT&Ts position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

Active (condltionBd) collocation space is defined as space within an ILEC premises
that has sufficient telecommunications infrastructure systems to house telecommunications
equipment. Inactive (unconditioned) collocation space is defined as space within the
central office where infrastructure systems do not currently exist and must be constructed
and where active collocation space has been exhausted.

BellSouth vehemently objected to the active space distinction. BellSouth witness
Milner testified that BellSouth cannot predict how to precondition collocation space within
a central office that will perfectly match all potential applications for collocation. Since
BellSouth cannot know ahead of time what types of equipment collocators will choose to
place in their central offices, It cannot provide adequate HVAC systems or electrical
systems for the CLP's needs in advance of the CLP's request. BellSouth witness Milner
was also concerned that if it preconditions space beyond that required to accommodate
an application, then it would not be able to recover that cost. Witness Milner also noted
that there was no FCC obligation for the ILEC to precondition space.

Verizon, however, stated that the Standard Offering should distinguish between
active and inactive space. Verizon proposed to provision active space, where available,
and make inactive space available when active space is exhausted. Since inactive space
requires majormodifications, witness Ries asserted that the provisioning intervals should
be extended when provisioning that type of space.

Responding to BellSouth's objection in his prefiied rebuttal testimony, CLP witness
Gillan stated that the purpose of the active/inactive distinction was to apply slightiy shorter
intervals where conditioned space is already available. According to witness Gillan,
BellSouth's objection reflected its opposition to planning for collocation or placing
collocation equipment in space that is already available. Witness Gillan further stated that
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"adoption of the FCC's intervals (which are the same for both active and inactive space)
renders this issue moot."

On cross-examination by BellSouth, CLP witness Gillan reaffirmed that the
distinction between active and inactive space was moot if this Commission adopted the
FCC's provisioning intervals. The provisioning intervals originally negotiated by the Task
Force allowed an ILEC a certain number of days to honor a CLP's request for collocation
if it had active space available and an additional number of days if it did not. After the
FCC adopted provisioning intervals that did not contain provisions for active or Inactive
space, the CLPs preferred those intervals to intervals distinguishing between active and
inactive space. Thus, the CLPs were only offering the active/Inactive distinction as an
alternative for this Commission to adopt if it declined to adopt the CLPs' provisioning
intervals.

The Public Staff stated that this issue is moot because of the provisioning intervals
proposed in Issue No. 18. These intervals make nodistinction between active and inactive
space. The ILEC must comply with these intervals regardless of what type space it
provisions for collocation. There is no need, and indeed the CLPs have shown none, to
give an ILEC a longer orshorter time period for provisioning space, based on the condition
it Is in prior to the request.

The Public Staff was also persuaded by BellSouth'sobjection that it cannot know
ahead of time how much or what type equipment collocators will choose to place in its
collocation space so that BellSouth could provide in advance the necessary HVAC or
electrical systems. As BellSouth's cross-examination of CLP witness Gillan showed,
defining active space with specificity, is difficult. The Public Staff rejected Verizon's
proposal for this reason as well. Finally, as BellSouth noted, speculative preconditioning
of collocation space based on what collocators might need could prove unduly costly to
the ILECs.

The Commission agrees with the Public Staffs assertion that the provisioning
intervals adopted by the Commission in Issue No. 18 render this issue moot since the
intervals make no distinction between active and inactive collocation space. The proposed
intervals would provide sufficient incentive for ILECs to provision collocation space in a
timely manner.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the provisioning intervals previously adopted in
Issue No. 18will provide sufficient incentive for the ILECs to provision collocation space
in a timely manner, without the active/inactive space distinction. The Standard Offering
should be modified inconformity with this conclusion by removing all references to active
or inactive space.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 19

ISSUE 20: Is the ILEC obligated to incur the costs to precondition space such that the
space meets the proposed definitionof "Active Space" and maintain a certain amount of
preconditioned space at all times?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: Ifthe CLPs' proposed provisioning intervals (which take as their starting point the
FCC's Oncter on Reconsideration) are accepted by the Commission, it may no longer be
necessary generally to distinguish, in a separate provision, between active and inactive
space. ILECs, however, know those central offices where demand exists and should
provide conditioned space to a requesting collocator prior to assigning a CLP to
unconditioned space.

BELLSOUTH; No. FCC rules do not require ILECs to Incur the cost of creating and
maintaining so called "active" collocation space nor do they require ILECs to precondition
space.

MClm: MCim did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants agreed with AT&T's position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Public Staff believes that the intervals it proposed in this docket
which make no distinction between active and inactive space should also be sufficient to
render this issue moot.

SPRINT: Sprint stated in its Proposed Order that itwas willing to accept the New Entrants'
position on this Issue to the extent it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the
Standard Offering filed with the direct testimony of witness Hunsucker, it is included in the
Standard Offering, and the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its
entirety.

VERIZON: No. The ILEC is not obligated to incur the costs of preconditioning space, nor
is it obligated to maintain a certain amount of preconditioned space at all times.

WORLDCOM; WorldCom agreed with AT&T's position on this issue.
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DISCUSSION

in Finding cf Fact No. 18, the Commission concluded that the provisioning intervals
adopted In Finding of Fact No. 17 would provide sufficient incentive for the ILECs to
provision collocation space in a timely manner, without the active/inactive space
distinction. Therefore, addressing the question posed in this issue, i.e., whether an ILEC
should precondition and maintain a certain amount of active space, is unnecessary.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes thai the provisioning intervals adopted in Finding of
Fact No. 17 along with the conclusions in Finding of Fact No. 18 which make no distinction
between active and inactive space are sufficient to render this issue moot.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 20

ISSUE 21: Given the Commission's obligation to review waiver petitions, should
procedures forevaluating space denials by the ILECs be included in the Standard Offering
or established by the Commission in a separate procedural order?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

•ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in Its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that
procedures must be established, and they should be in the Standard Offering." AT&T
noted that they may also be reflected in a Commission Rule or Order. AT&T stated that
the Commission should end the cycle of debate by approving the Standard Offering,
including its waiver provisions.

BELLSOUTH: The procedures for evaluating space denials by ILECs should be
established, by the Commission in a procedural order separate and apart from the
Standard Offering.

MClm: MCim did not specifically address this issue In its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS; The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this Issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: Procedures for ILEC denial of an application for collocation due to space
exhaustion should be established In the Standard Offering.
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SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprintwitness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to ali parties in its entirety.

VERIZON; The Commission'sreviewof waiverpetitionsshould be done on a case-by-case
basis and procedures for evaluating space denials should be established in a separate
procedural order. The procedures for waiver review should not be included in the
Standard Offering.

WORLDCOM: WorldComfiled a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

. Bellsouth noted in its Proposed Order that the Commission should establish
procedures for evaluating space denials by ILECs in a procedural order separate and
apart from the Standard Offering. BellSouth maintained that such a procedure worked
successfully in Georgia where the Georgia Public Service Commission conducted a
workshop inwhich the parties reached consensus regarding the procedures for handling
ILEC collocation waiver requests. BellSouth asserted that state commissions have an
obligation to address waiver petitions under FCC Rule 51.321(f), independent of any
agreements between the ILEC and the CLP. BellSouth argued that because of these legal
obligations, the procedures for filing waiver petitions and challenging those petitions
should be developed as rules of the Commission which exist separate and apart frorh the
Standard Offering.

BellSouth recommended that the Commission agree with BellSouth and Verizon that
it should promulgate procedures for evaluating space denials by ILECs through a separate
procedural order. BellSouth proposed that the Commission find that it will best discharge
its legal obligation to address waiver petitions through rules that are separate and apart
from the process outlined in the Standard Offering. BellSouth recommended that the
Commission convene a workshop as soon as practicable to allow the parties an
opportunity to reach a consensus on the details for handling waiver petitions.

BellSouth witness Hendn'x stated iri rebuttal testimony that the Commission has an
obligation to address waiver petitions under FCC rule 47 C.F.R. 51.321(f), independent
of any agreements between the ILEC and the CLP. Witness Hendrix maintained that
because of this obligation, the procedures for filing waiver petitions and challenging those
petitions should be developed as Rules of the Commission which exist separate and apart
from the Standard Offering. Witness Hendrix asserted that by addressing these
procedures in an Order, the Commission will ensure that its rules will apply equally and
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consistently to all CLPs whether their physical collocation is provided pursuant to the
Standard Offering, in a separately negotiated contract, or through a tariff.

As referenced above, witness Hendrix noted 47 C.F.R. 51.321(f) which states;

An Incumbent LEG shall submit to the state commission
detailed floor plans or diagrams of any premises where the
incumbent LEG claims that physical collocation is not practical
because of space limitations.

. The Public Staff stated in its Proposed Order that New Entrants witness Gillan
testified that the CLPs want the procedures for space denials by the ILEGs to be clear and
well-documented. The Public Staff commented that witness Gillan testified that these
procedures could be set out in a separate order or rule, but that including them in the
Standard Offering would be more useful to the Parties.

The Public Staff maintained that BellSouth and Verizon contended that the
procedures should not be included in the Standard Offering. The Public Staff noted that
Verizon also suggested that the Commission establish the procedures in a separate order
confirming that the Commission would review denial of collocation space on a
case-by-case basis.

The Public Staff stated that for the reasons it set forth in its recommendations on

Issue No. 6, the Commission should set its goal as having the Standard Offering alone set
forth the guidelines for collocation. Therefore, the Public Staff recommended that the
Commission require inclusion of procedures for the Parties to follow when the ILEC denies
space in the Standard Offering.

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon argued in its Proposed Order that procedures for evaluating space denials
by ILECs should be established by the Commission in a separate procedural order, not
included in the Standard Offering. Verizon maintained that the Commission's evaluation
of space deriials must be done on a case-by-case basis since each case presents facts
peculiar to the central office where space is sought. Verizon explained that space
exhaustion can be due to physical limitations, operational considerations, or personnel
requirements.

Verizon proposed that in its separate ruiemaking, the Commission should specify
how often an ILEC must justifya denial of space. Verizon noted that once the Commission
goes through the process of analyzing and accepting a denial, it should not have to
expend the resources to review space availability at the same central office for at least
another year since availability of space is not likely to change within a ye^r.
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Verizon maintained that since the Commission must evaluate space denials by
ILECs on a case-by-case basis, proceduresfor evaluating the denial of space should be
established by the Commission in a separate procedural order and not included in an
ILEC's tariff or the Standard Offering. Verizon argued that even a reporting requirement
as detailed as that of Section 2.3.1-.4 of the Standard Offering cannot include all factors

' that may be relevant to the Commission when reviewing space exhaustion and that this
approach would require a substantial data collection process that may not produce
information that is relevant to the reason space is not available. Verizon recommended
that this requirement be rejected.

The Commission agrees with the Public Staff and CLP witness Gillan that clear,
well-defined procedures outlined in the Standard Offering should be established for the
denial of collocation space. The Commission believes that the Standard Offering is an
appropriate place for such procedures to be outlined since these procedures are to be
used uniformly by all carriers. The Commission discusses and provides conclusions for
well-defined procedures for denial of collocation space in Finding of Fact No. 30.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that procedures for evaluating space denials by the
ILECs should be included in the Standard Offering.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 21

ISSUE 22: What space availability information, if any, should the ILEC post at a publicly
accessible location?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue In its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to Its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that an
ILEC should post on its website the information contained in Section 2.6, in particular:
premises without available space; and a general notice when space becomes available
in ILEC premises previously on the exhaust list.

BELLSOUTH: The required space availability Information should coincide with what the
FCC requires to be publicly available. That is, a notification document that Indicates all
central offices that are without available space for collocation and for which the ILEC has
filed a waiver petition. Ifspace subsequently becomes available, BellSouth puts a general
notice to that effect on its website as well.
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I In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Rerhand Order, BellSouth argued that the FCC in its
Collocation Remand Order requires that the ILEC provide in its Space Availability Report,
not on its website, detailed information about the Central Office which will facilitate a CLP
requesting specific coilbcation space within the office. BellSouth recommended that the
Commission conclude that this information is to be provided only upon request of a CLP
and is compiled based on the condition ofthe central office at that time. BellSouth did not
propose any changes to its proposed Section 2.6 of the Standard Offering.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLICSTAFF: Section 2.6 of the Standard Offering should be revised to require each
ILEC to: (1) post a web page accessible to the public listing its premises with no
collocation space available; (2) list, for each central office, the measures it is taking to
create collocation space and the anticipated date on which collocation space will be
available; and (3) post a conspicuous notice on the wab page whenever space actually
becomes available at any of these locations.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms-and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, It is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: ILECs should post at a publicly accessible location a list of all premises without
availablespace and general notice when space has become available for a central office
previously on the space exhaust list.

WORLDCOM; WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the NewEntrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

BellSouth maintained in its Proposed Order that the space availability information
that an ILEC should post at a publicly accessible location is described in Section 2 of
BellSouth's proposed Standard Offering, as follows:

2.6 - Public Notification. The ILEC will maintain on its
website a notification document that will indicate all Premises
that are without available space. The ILEC shall update such
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document within ten (10) calendar days of the date at which a
Premises runs out ofphysical collocatlpn space. The ILEC will
also post a document on its website that contains a general
notice where space has become available in a Central Office
previously on the space exhaust list. The ILEC shall allocate
said available space pursuant to the waiting list referenced in
Section 2.5

Bellsouth recommended that the Commission agree that the CLP proposal
regarding information the ILEC should be obligated to post on the ILEC website is
substantially different from whatthe FCC requires. BellSouth noted that the FCC requires
a notification document that indicates all central offices that are without available space
for collocation and for which the ILEC has filed a waiver petition to be publicly available
(See FCC Rule 51.321 (h)). BellSouth maintained that under its current procedures, that
document is updated within 10 calendar days of the denial of application due to space
exhaust. BellSouth noted that when space subsequently becomes available in a central
office previously on the space exhaust list, BellSouth also puts a general notice to that
effect on the website as well.

BellSouth further recommended tfiat the Commission agree with BellSouth that the
amount of "active" versus "inactive" space should not be specified on the website.
BellSouth maintained that even if the Commission were to order such a designation,
posting this type of inforrnation would amount to daily, if not hourly, updates to the website
to account for the continuous amounts of space being depleted at any given time across
all central offices within BellSouth's North Carolina territory. BellSouth argued that,
therefore, posting such information would be neither practical nor useful.

The Public Staff stated In its Proposed^ Order that the FCC imposes space
availability reporting requirements on ILECs in Paragraph 58 of its Advanced Services
Order. The Public Staff noted that the last half of that paragraph requires ILECs to
maintain an Internet site that lists ILEC premises unavailable for collocation due to space
exhaust:

... In addition to this reporting requirement, we adopt the
proposal of Sprint that incumbent LECs must maintain a
publicly available document, posted for viewing on the
internet, indicating all premises that are full, and must update
such a document within ten days of the date at which a
premises runs out of physical collocation space. Such
requirements will allow competitors to avoid expending
significant resources in applying for collocation space in an
incumbent LECs premises where no such space exists. We
expect that state commissions will permit incumbent LECs to
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recover the costs of implementing these reporting measures
iron) collocating carriers In a reasonable manner.

The Public Staff noted that the proposed Section 2.6 of the CLPs" Standard Offering
would expand these Internet reporting obligations significantly. Specifically, Section 2.6
states:

2.6 - Public NotificatiQn. The ILEC will maintain in Its website
a notification document that.will indicate all Premises that are
without available space. The ILEC shall update such
document within ten (10) calendar days of the date at which a
Premises runs out of physii^al collocation space. The ILEC will
also post a document on its website that contains a general
notice where space has become available in a Central Office
previously on the space exhaust list. The ILEC shall allocate
said available space pursuant to the waiting list referenced in
Section 2.5. In addition, the website should specify the
amount of active and other (inactive) collocation space
available at each Premises where ClPs have requested
space, the numberof CLPs, any modifications in the use of the
space since the last update, and should also Include measures
that the ILEC is taking to make additional space available for
collocation.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude that the internet web
page that the ILECs use to indicate theirpremises that are exhausted should be upgraded
to include additional information. The Public Staff proposed that in addition to the list of
locations that have no available space for collocation, the Commission require each ILEC
to listthe speciffcmeasures (hat it is takingat each location to create additional collocation
space and to show the projected date by which it anticipates having collocation space
available. The Public Staff further recommended that the Commission require ILECs to
post a clear, conspicuous notice on their web page whenever space becomes available
at any of the previously exhausted locations. The Public Staff stated that it believes that
these changes will benefit CLPs that are seeking collocation space without presenting any
extraordinary burdens or challenges to the ILECs. However, the Public Staff
recommended that the Commission decline to require the ILECs to post any of the
additional information proposed in Section 2.6.

Sprint did notprovide extendeddiscussion on this issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon stated in its Brief that Paragraph 58 of the FCC Advanced Services Order
requires each ILEC to maintain a nofificiatton document (typically on a website) indicating
all premises without available space and mustupdate that documentwhen space becomes
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available in a central office previously on the space exhaust list. Verizon noted that the
website will be updated within 10 days after a premises runs out of physical codocation
space. Therefore, Verizon maintained, all CLPs will have current Information on space
availability easily accessible to them.

Verizon also noted that the New Entrants proposed the additional unnecessary
burden of requiring the ILECs' websites to include and continually update an extensive list
of information such as the amount of active and other collocation space available at each
premises, the number of CLPs collocating at a premises, and modifications or measures
being undertaken to make additional space available for collocation. Verizon argued that
this extreme level of detail, including information which may be competitively sensitive, can
be obtained by requesting a premises space report which is required by the FCC.
Therefore, Verizon maintained, there is no reason for this Cornmlsslon to require it. Nor,
Verizon argued, is there any need for the ILECs to expend yet more resources in creating
and maintaining websites for each central office that has been the subject of a collocation
request or updating the website every time the footpnnt of space within the central office
changes. Verizon also commented that there is no need, likewise, for a public listing of
space that is considered "active" or "inactive" since Verizon will provide collocation space
under the same tariffterms and rates regardless of whether it Is "active" or "inactive" at the
time of the request.

Verizon stated in its Proposed Order that the ILECs' websites established pursuant
to the> FCC's Advanced Services Order indicate all premises without available space.
Verizon noted that these documents are updated when space becomes available in a
central office previously on the space exhaust list. However, Verizon noted, the proposed
Standard Offering would require that the website include an extensive list of information
that would be burdensome to develop and Is not required by the FCC.

. Verizon further noted that the CLPs would require that such a website be
maintained for each central office that has ever received a collocation request and that
additional resources would be expended for the ILEC to keep such a website updated
every time the footprint of space within the central office changed.

V

Verizon maintained that the proposed Standard Offering would require that each
ILEC maintain a waiting list, at its own expense, to inform CLPs when space becomes
available. Verizon noted that the FCC's Advanced Services Order does not prescribe a
waiting list system but rather contemplates that each ILEC will maintain a website on space
availability that is publicly accessible to CLPs.

Verizon.recommended that the Commission conclude that ILECs should post at a
publicly accessible location a list of all premises without available space and general
notice when space has become available for a central office previously on the space
exhaust list.
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The Commission believes that the FCC was very clear in Paragraph 58 of its
Advanced Services Order on what an ILEC is required to includeon its website. However,
the Commission agreeswith the Public Staff that additional information could be Included
which will not irtipose an extraordinary burden on the ILECs and would benefit CLPs
looking tocollocate. Therefore, the Commission concludes that the ILECs should upgrade
their websites to include the following information;

(1) list of its central offices with no available collocation space;
(2) measures that the ILEC is taking at each central office tocreate additional

collocation space;
.(3) projected date when more collocation space will be available; and
(4) notice whenever space.becomes available at any of the previously

exhausted locations.

The Commission finds it appropriate to alter Section 2.6 of the CLP Standard
Offering as follows:

The ILEC will maintain in its website a notification document
that will indicate all Premises that are without available space.
The ILEC shall update such documentwithin ten (10) calendar
days of the date at which a Premises runs out of physical
collocation space. The ILEC will also post a document on Its
website that contains a general notice where space has
become available in a Central Office previously on the space
exhaust list. The ILEC shall allocate said available space
pursuant to the waiting list referenced in Section 2.5. In
addition, the website should

ancFshould also include measures that the ILEC is taking to
make additional space avaifabie for collocation and the
proiected date when more collocation space will be available.

Finally, addressing BeilSouth's September 14, 2001 revised Proposed Order, the
Commission notes that Bellsouth did not propose any changes to its proposed Section 2.6
of the standard Offering. The Commission does not believe that it should address
BeilSouth's September14,2001 filing or make any changes to this issue due to that filing.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 2.6 of the Standard Offering should be
amended as presented above to require ILECs to include additional useful information on
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their websites. Accordingly, in this regard, the ILECs should Include, the following
Information on their websites:

' (1) list of its central offices with no available collocation space;
(2) measures that the ILEC is taking at each central office to create additional

collocation space;
(3) projected date when more collocation space will be available; and
(4) notice whenever space becomes available at any of the previously

exhausted locations.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 22

ISSUE 23: What Information should the ILEC provide to the CLP In support of the ILEC's
designation of space (whether such designation is active, inactive, or denial of space)?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T; AT&T did not specifically address this Issue In its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that the
ILEC should provide all of the information designated In Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.3.1, and
2.3.2, which pertains to space availability and denial of space. AT&T argued that this type
of information is relevant to the determination of whether space is available and that rather
than procure it through litigation, this information should be made available as a matter of
course.

BELLSOUTH; BellSouth will respond to a CLP within 10 days of submission of an
application as to whether space is available or not within the requested premises. In the
event that a lesser arriount of space is available or a different type of space is available
than that requested, BellSouth will so state in Its response. If space is available, the
information in support of such designation of space will appear in the form of a written
Application Response which Includes but is not limited to the configuration of space, cable
installation, space preparation, and additional engineering fees, etc. In cases In which a
request is denied due to space exhaust or technical restrictions, BellSouth will file a
petition for waiver with the Commission and will follow waiver procedures established by
the Commission.

In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14. 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, BellSouth proposed that the Commission
conclude that if the CLP has specified a space preference as a result of requesting a
Space Availability Report and BellSouth is unable to accommodate such a preference,
then BellSouth should state the reason in its Application Response.
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MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue,

PUBLIC STAFF: Section 2.1.3 should be removed from the Standard Offering since the
Public Staffs recommendation for the Issue of intervals (addressed in Issue No. 18) makes
the issue of activeAnactive space designations moot. Further, the Pubiic Staff addressed
Section 2.1.3 in its discussion of Issue No. 21.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering Is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: The ILEC is not required to provide the CLPwith any information supporting
the ILEC's designation of space; however, the ILEC should provide the Information
relevant to the denial of space.

In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the.FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, Verizon proposed that the Commission
conclude that ILECs, as part of the Site Survey/Report, provide a detailed description and
amount of caged and cageless collocation space available. Verizon also proposed that
the Commission conclude that when the ILECdenies collocation space to a CLP, the ILEC
should provide sufFicient information supporting the denial. Finally, Verizon also
recommended that the Commission conclude that if collocation space is made avaiJabJe,
no additional information needs to be provided to the CLP. Verizon maintained that ILECs
have the authority to assign collocation space to the CLP.

WORLDCOM; WorldCcxTi filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

This issue concerns Sections 2.1.2,2.1.3., 2.3.1, and 2.3.2 of the Standard Offering
as follows;

2.1.2 Availability Notification. The ILEC shall notify the CLP
in writing as to whether its request for collocation space
has been granted or denied due to lack of space as
outlined in 2.2.2. The notification will also include a
possible future space relief date, if applicable. Upon
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notification that no space is currently available, subject
to provisions of section 7. all charges (Ifany) collected
with the application will be returned to the CLP.

2,1.3 In its notification, the ILEC shall also inform the CLP if
the space available for the requested premises wiiJ be
Active or Other (Inactive) Collocation Space, as those
terms are defined in Section 3.2 and 3.3. If the CLP's

space is placed in Inactive Space, then the notification
shall also include rationale for placing the requested
space in such category, including all power and other
factors used in making the determination.

2.3.1 The ILECwill provide all relevant documentation to the
CLP representative, subject to executing a
nondisclosure agreement. Relevant documentation
shall Include blueprints and .plans for future facility
expansions or enhancements, as well as all Information
listed in 2.3.2 below. The ILEC shall submit current

clearly labeled floorplans/diagrams of the premise of at
least a 1/8"=T scale to the CLP representative 48 hours
prior to the tour. The ILEC representative will
accompany and supervise the CLP representative on
the inspection tour. The inspection tour shall be
conducted ho later than ten (10) calendar days
following the filing of the request for the tour. Ifthe CLP
agent believes, based on the inspection tour of the
ILEC Premises, that the denial of collocation space is
unsupportable, the CLP representative shall prom|5tiy
so advise the ILEC. both orally and in vwiting. The CLP
and ILEC shall then each concurrently prepare a report
detailing its own findings of the inspection tour. The
CLP and the ILEC reports shall be concurrently served
on each other and submitted to the Commission.

2.3.2 At the same time that the ILEC notifies the CLP of a

denial of space, the ILEC will file a copy of the letter at
the Commission. In addition, and at the same time as
its notification, the ILEC will provide the following
information to the CLP and to the Commission in
support of its denial, subject to proprietary protections:

1. Exchange, Wire Center, Central Office Common
Language Identifier (CLLI), if applicable,
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address, a brief description of the premises and
the V&H coordinates;

2. The identity of the requesting CLP, including
amount of space sought by the CLP;

3. Total amount of space at the premises;
4. A detailed explanation of the reason for the

exemption waiver;
5. A clearly labeled engineering floor

plan/diagrams of the premise of at least 1/8" to
1accompanied with proper legend and scale to
assist In the interpretation of the floor plan
showing;

a. Space; housing the JLEC network
equipment In use including number of
lines wired, equipped and in-service and
its function (e.g., switching, transmission,
powe'', etc.);

b. Spaoa housing nonregulated services
and administrative offices,

c. Spacs housing obsolete unused
equipment, equipment being phased out,
not in use and/or stored, including the
expected retirement and/or removal
daf0(s):

d. Space occupied by the ILEC affiliates;

0. Space which does not currently house the
ILEC equipment or administrative offices
but Is resen/ed by the ILEC for future use
by ILEC or its affiliates, and the expected
time -frame of use;

f. Space occupied by and/or reserved for
CLPs for the purpose of network
Interconnection or access to unbundled

netv/ork elements, by type of
arrangement (e.g., physical, cageless,
shared, virtual, etc.);
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g. Space, if any, occupied by third parties
for other purposes, Including identification
of the uses of such space;

h. Identification of turnaround space for
switch or other equipment; removal plans
and timelines, Ifany; and

I. Planned Central Office
rearrangement/expansion plans, if any.

6. Description of other plans, if. any, that may
reiieve space exhaustion, including plans
showing any adjacent space.

7. A detailed description and analysis of any
equipment rearrangements, administrative office
space relocation and/or building expansion
plans, including timelines;

8. A detailed description of any efforts or plans to
avoid space exhaustion in the premise including
a proposed timeline of any such plans and
estimation of the duration of the exemption; and

9. A demand and facility forecast including, but not
limited to, tfiree to five years of historical data,
and forecasted growth, in twelve month
increments, by functional type of equipment
(e.g., switching, transmission, power, etc.).

Bellsouth stated in ItsProposed Order that the Standard Offering proposed by the
CLPs in Sections 2.1.2,2.1.3,2.3.1, and 2.3,2 is too broad and should not be adopted by
the Commission. BellSouth maintained that Section 2.1.2 of the CLP Standard Offering
refers to Section 2.2.2 for the intervals for availability notification. BellSouth stated that
the intervals set forth in Section 2.2.2 are for a Space Availability Report which is a report
that the FCC ordered in its Advanced Services Order at Paragraph 58 to be made
available at the request of the CLP for a cost. BellSouth argued that it has nothing to do
with the notification of space availability upon submission of an application for collocation.
BellSouth asserted that it has already stated that' It will respond to a CLP within
10 calendar days for submission of an application as to whether space is available or not
within the requested premises. BellSouth noted that its disagreement with the CLPs'
proposed Section 2.1.3 is that an ILEC should not be obligated to designate space as
active or inactive.
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'A -
BellSoufh recommended that the Commission agree with BellSouth that the

language proposed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 which requests the ILEC to provide
voluminous documentation to the CLP when space is exhausted Is simply not necessary.
BellSouthargued that the ILEC has an obligation to support its claim of space exhaust to
the Commission and, therefore, should provide documentation required by the Commission
when asked by the Commission.

BellSouth also argued that the CLPs propose not only that the ILEC allow a tour by
the CLP when space is exhausted, but also that the ILEC provide to the CLP a staggering
volume of supporting documentation. BellSouth recommended that the Commission find
this approach to be inappropriate not only because of the obvious burden that it
unnecessarrly creates but also because /t adopts the mistaken view that the CLP should
be the judge ofwhether space is exhausted rather than the Commission. BellSouth also
noted that there Is no basis for such a production of documents in any FCC order or rule.

BellSouth concluded that upon a denial of space, the ILEC will provide the CLP with
the opportunityfor a tour which will provide the CLP with af( of the information necessary
to assess the exhaust status of a partiaJlar premises. BellSouth stated that as noted by
the FCC in its Advanced Services Order at Paragraph 67, if the parties still disagree about
the space limitations in that particular central office, they can present their arguments to
the Commission.

BellSouth witness Hendrix stated .n rebuttal testimony that there are several things
wrong with the CLPs' proposal for this issue. Witness Hendrix maintained that
Section 2.1.2 refers to 2.2.2 for the intervals for availability notification. Witness Hendrix
noted that the intervals set forth inSection2.2.2 are for a Space Availability Report, which
is a report that the FCC ordered be made available at the request of the CLP for a cost.
Witness Hendrix asserted that it has nottiing to do with the notificationof space availability
upon submission of an application. Witness Hendrix noted that BellSouth had already
stated that it would respond to a CLP within 10 calendar days of submission of an
application as to whether space is available or not within the requested premises.

Witness Hendrixalso noted that BellSouth disagrees with the language in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.3.2 which requires the ILEC to provide .voluminous documentation to the CLP
when space is exhausted. Witness Hendrix maintained that BellSouth has an obligation
to support its claim of space exhaust to the Commission, and therefore should provide
documentation required by the Commission to the Commission.

The Public Staff stated in its Proposed Order that the CLPs are requesting that the
Commission require the ILECs to provide the information listed in Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3,
2.3.1, and 2.3.2 of the Standard Offering and discussed in Issue Nos. 18 and 21. The
Public Staff noted that the CLPs contended that this information is relevant to the

determination that space is available. The Public Staff maintained that the CLPs, to
support their position, cite Paragraph 58 of the FCC Advanced Services Order which
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states that in the case of space exhaustion, an ILEC must submit a report indicating the
ILEC's available collocation space at the ILEC's premises to a CLP within 10 days of
submission of the request. The Public Staff noted that the report, according to the CLPs,
must also contain the amount of collocation space available, the number of collocators,
and any modifications in the use of the space since the last report and that the report must
also include measures the ILEC Is taking to make additional space available.

The Public Staff noted that Verizon argued that the ILEC should not have to provide
any information regarding the designation of space. Further, the Public Staff maintained
that Bellsouth objected to the inclusion of any of the above-cited sections in the Standard
Offering.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude that it has already
addressed notiftcation intervals found in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 in Its discussion of Issue
No. 18 and that the Commission has already stated that the active/inactive space
designation is moot In light of the intervals proposed by the Public Staff. The Public Staff
recommended that the Commission renriove Section 2.1.3 from the Standard Offering.

Sprint did not provide extended di.scussion on this issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon stated In its Proposed Order that no information is necessary on
designation of space because the CLP is charging one set of rates, regardless of whether
the space was originally active or inactive. Further, Verizon contended, the D.C. Circuit
Court made it clear that the ILEC "should choose where to establish collocation on the
LEC'sproperty." Therefore, Verizon contended, the requirement in the proposed Standard
Offering that the ILEC provide information to the CLP justifying placement of the CLPs
collocation space should be rejected. Verizonstated that as for Information to be provided
by an ILEC to a CLP to support denial, the (LEG should determine what information to
provide based on the unique characteristics or circumstances relevant to denying a
particular request.

Verizon recommended that the Commission conclude that the ILEC Is not required
to provide the CLP with any information supporting the ILEC's designation of space,
however, the ILEC should provide Information relevant to the denial.

The Commission notes that in Finding of Fact No. 18, the Commission concluded
that it was not appropriate to differentiate between active and inactive space. Therefore,
the Commission agrees with the Public Staff in concluding that Section 2.1.3 should be
removed from the Standard Offering.

Concerning the other Sections noted above, the Commission believes that the
information noted in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 is relevant information that will aid CLPs in
determining whether the ILEC's denial of collocation space was appropriate. The
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Commission notes that Verizon argued that the ILEO should determine what information
to provide based on the unique characteristics or circumstances relevant to,denying a
particular request, however, the Commission believes that it is beneficial to have a
standardized listing of pertinent Informsition and if for any particular denial, any of the
information required is not applicable (N/A,), the ILEC would be free to list.N/A for that item.
Therefore, frie Commission believes that it is appropriate to require the ILECs to provide
the information outlined in Sections 2.3.1 and 2,3.2, in addition to any other information
the ILEC deems appropriate, to the CLP to enable the CLP to determine if the denial of
space was appropriate. The Commlssiion finds it appropriate to adopt Section 2.3.1
without modification and remove certain language from Section 2.3.2 vi^ich references
filings with the Commission based on the Commission's conclusions for Issue No. 31.
Specifically, the Commission finds it appropriate to strike from Section 2.3.2 "and to the
Commission", such that the ILEC will provide the detailed information regarding a denial
of space only to the CLP and not also ';o the Commission at this particular point in the
procedures for space denial.

Addressing Verizon's September'4,2001 filing proposing changes to this issue in
light of the FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the Commission does not believe that
Verizon's proposed changes need to be addressed since they appear not to alter Verizon's
original position.

Finally, addressing BellSouth's September 14,2001 filing proposing changes to this
issue in light of the FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the Commission believes that
BellSouth's proposed change is inappropriately discussed in this issue, BellSouth was
commenting on information to be stated in the application response which is not the
subject of this issue. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to disregard
BellSouth's September 14, 2001 filing with regard to this issue.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 2.1.3 should be removed from the
Standard Offering. Further, the Comrriission finds It appropriate to adopt Section 2.3.1
without modification and remove the phrase "and to the Commission" from Sect/on 2.3.2,
such that the ILEC will provide the detailed information regarding a denial of space only
to the CLP and not also to the Commijssion at this particular point in the procedures for
space denial.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 23

ISSUE 24: When should ILECs provide CLPs tours of ILEC premises?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL; ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.
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AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit E5 to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that
tours should be provided whenever an ILEC claims that space is either unavailable, or
available only under conditions that Increase the CLP's costs, AT&T argued that tours
should be held within 10 calendar days of space denial, and scheduled in advance to
accommodate ILEC and CLP schedules. AT&T maintained that the FCC has explicitly
ordered the ILEC to permit representatives of a requesting CLP that has been denied
collocation due to space constraints to tour the entire premises in question, not just the
room in which space was denied, without charge, within 10 days of the denial of space.

BELLSOUTH: An ILEC should provide a tour of central offices In any case in which a CLP
has been dented space for physical collocation because of space exhaustion in that
central office. However, Bellsouth is not obligated to provide a tour for a CLP resulting
from a CLP's dispute regarding the ILEC'splacement of the CLP's collocation arrangement
in the central office.

In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, BellSouth proposed that the Commission
conclude that through requesting a Space Availability Report showing in detail the space
available and by requesting specific space reflected In that report, the Commission should
find that the CLP is permitted to have first hand knowledge of the space available.
BellSouth proposed that the Commission find that BellSouth should respond in its
Application Response to what space has been allocated to the CLP and ifthe preferred
space is not allocated BellSouth would be obligated to justi^ such to the Commission.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: Sections 2.14 and2.15 should be removed from the Standard Offering.

SPRINT: Sprintwas willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that It is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, It is included In the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: Tours should not be provided regarding inactive and active space
classifications. A tour should be provided only if the application is denied due to lack of
space.
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WORLDCOM: WorldComfiled a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlinedforAT&T above represents WorldCom'sposition on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

This issue concerns Sections 2.1.4, 2.1.5, and 2.3 of the Standard Offering stated
as foliows:

t

2.1.4 In the event that the CLP disputes the ILEC's placement
of the space into Inactive Space, then the CLP may request a
tour of the ILEC Premises to verify the Active/inactive space
availabiiity. The request shall be submitted to the ILEC's
designated representative in writing. The inspection tour wiil '
be scheduled within a minimum of seventy-two (72) hours
notice, and will occur within ten (10) calendar days of such
notice that the ILEC has placed the CLP's request in Inactive
Space. At the CLP's request, the request for inspection tour

' for determination of Active/Inactive space may be conducted
concurrently with a tour Involving space availabiiity disputes.

2.1.5 The ILEC will provide ali relevant documentation to the
CLP agent supporting its placement of CLP's requested
collocation arrangement in Inactive Space. The ILEC shall
submit current clearly labeled floor plans/diagrams of the
premise of at least a 1/8" = 1' scale to the CLP representative
48 hours prior to the tour and Information listed in 2.3.2 below.
The burden of proof shall be on the ILEC to justify the basis for
placement of the CLP's space in Inactive Space.

2,3 Denial of Application. After notifying the CLP that the ILEC
has no available space in the requested Central Office
("Denial of Application"), the ILEC wiil allowthe CLP, upon
request and with a minimum of seventy-two (72) hours notice,
to tour the entire Central Office within ten (10) calendar days
of such Denial of Application.

Bellsouth stated in its Proposed Order that the Parties agree that in cases in which
the CLP's application for physical collocation is denied due to space exhaust, the CLP Is
entitled to a tour in accordance with FCC orders and rules. However, BeliSouth noted, the
Parties disagree about whether a tour is required to allow a CLP to contest the location of
its collocation space within the ILEC premises.
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BellSoiith recommended that the Commission agree with BellSouth and Verizon that
ILECs are not obligated to provide a tour for a GLP resulting from a CLP's dispute
regarding the ILECs placement of the CLP's collocation arrangement in the central office.
BellSouth noted that a recent opinion from the D.C. Circuit in GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC
(D.C. Cir. 2000) made it very clear that the ILECs have the discretion to designate where
collocators are located In the ILEC's premises (See GTE Services Corp. et al. v. FCC
consolidated case 99-1176 U.S. Courl of Appeals on March 17, 2000). BellSouth
maintained that indiscriminate use of space by the CLPs would lead to a chaotic use of
available space as each CLP would make decisions in its best interests with little or no
regard for the interests of the ILEC or other CLPs collocated at the same ILEC premises.
BellSouth therefore stated that since a CLP does not possess the ability to dictate to the
ILEC where the CLP's collocation space should be in a particular central office, it is
unnecessary for the Commission to allow CLPs a tour to challenge its location within the
central office. BellSouth recommended that the Commission conclude that an ILEC is

required to allow CLP tours of collocation space only upon a space exhaustion denial by
an ILEC.

The Public Staff stated In its Proposed Order that this issue concerns Sections 2.1.4
and 2.1.5 of the Standard Offering. The Public Staff noted that since these sections relate
to the active/inactive space designation, which the Public Staff recommended the
Commission reject, they should be removed from the Standard Offering.

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this Issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties.

Verizon maintained in its Proposed Order that tours should be provided only upon
denials of collocation applications, not for a decision by the ILEC as to where to place a
CLPs collocation space. Verizon proposed that the ILEC be free to locate a CLP's
collocation space and not charge a CLP different amounts for collocation in active or
Inactive space.

The Commission agrees with BellSouth and Verizon that an ILEC should be
required to provide a tour of central offices in any case in which a CLP has been denied
space for physical collocation because of space exhaustion in that central office. Further,
the Commission agrees that BellSouth is not obligated to providea tour for a CLP resulting
from a CLP's dispute regarding the ILEC's placement of the CLP's collocation arrangement
in the central office. The Corrimission notes that in Finding of Fact No. 18, the
Commission concluded that it Is not appropriate to recognize differences between inactive
and active space designations. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to remove
Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 from the Standard Offering.

The Commission also notes that tiiis issue concerns when an ILEC should provide
a CLP with a tour of its premises and not the issue of whether ILEps should have the
discretion to designate where collocators are located in their premises as discussed by
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Bellsouth. The Commission believes that theFCC has been clear thatan ILEC is required
to provide a CLP a tourof itscentraloffice whencollocation space has been denied to the
CLP. The Commission does not believe that this issue Is the appropriate place to address
the question of whether ILECs have the discretion to designate where collocators are
(coated in their central offices. That issue is discussed In Finding of Fact No. 50. The
Commission finds it appropriate to adopt Section 2.3 of the Standard Offering without
modification.

Finally, addressing BellSouth's September 14,2001 filing proposing changes to this
issue in light of the FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the Commission believes that
BellSouth's proposed change is inappropriately discussed In this issue. BellSouth was
commenting on information to be stated in the application response which is not the
subject of this issue. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to disregard
BellSouth's September 14,2001 filing with regard to this issue.

However, the Commission notes that Its decision in this regard is in no way intended
to impact the rights of any CLP in circumstances where the CLP believes that the ILECs
space assignment decision violates the anti-discrimination provisions In the FCC's

• Collocation Remand Order.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 should be removed from
the Standard Offering and that Section 2.3 should be adopted without modification.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 24

ISSUE 25: What information should the ILEC provide the CLP in the written space
availability report?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this Issue In its Joint Proposed Order. In its Joint
Issues Matrixattached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that the ILEC
should providethe CLPthe Information required by Section 2.2 of the Standard Offering.
AT&T noted that this section generally mirrors Paragraph 58 of the FCC Advanced
Services Order.

BELLSOUTH: The information an ILEC should provide the CLP in Its written space
availability report is. as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.2.1 of BellSouth's proposed
Standard Offering, as follows:
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2.2 - Reporting Requirement. Upon request from the CLP, the
ILEC Will provide a written report (space availability report)
specifying the amount of coliocation space available at the
Premises requested, the number of collocated CLPs present
at the Premises, any modifications In the use of the space
since the last report on the Premises requested and the
measures the ILEC is taking to make additional space
available for collocation arrangements.

2.2.1 - The request for a space availability report from the
CLP must be written and must Include the Premises and
Common Language Location identification (CLLI) CQde of the
Premises (if applicable).

The Parties have resolved this issue so the Commission should allow the Parties
to insert Section 2.2 in the Standard (Dffering.

in Its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14,2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, BellSouth Inserted Into its position that the
ILEGs' space availability report should describe in detail the space that is available for
collocation.

MClm; MClm did not address this issue in its Brief

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position oh this Issue.

PUBLIC STAFF; Section 2.2 of the Standard Offering should be adopted without changes.

In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, the Public Staff noted that the FCC's
Collocation Remand Order expands the reporting requirements. The Public Staff noted
in Its revised Proposed Order that as it discussed in issue No. 2, the FCC revised
47 C.F.R. 51.323(f)'to require that an ILEC allow each carrier requesting physical
collocation to submit space preferences prior to assigning physical collocation space. The
PublicStaffstated that indoingso, the FCCacknowleclged in Paragraph 96 that to request
specific space intelligently, a requesting carrier would require more information than the
FCC's existing space report rule expressly requires that an JLEC provide. Therefore, the
Public Staff acknowledged, the FCC also amended 47 C.F.R. 51.321(h) which now
requires that, "Upon request, an incumbent LEG must submit to the requesting carrier
within tan days of the submission of the request a report describing in detail the space that
is available for collocation in a particular incumbent LEG premises." The Public Staff
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maintained that the first sentence of Section 2.2 of the Standard Offering should be
amended to reflect the revised 47 C.F.R. 51.321(h) as follows:

Section 2.2 - Within ten days of a CLP's request, an ILEC
must submit a report describing in detail the space available
for collocation in its premises, the amount of collocation space
available at each requested premises, the number of
coilocated CLPs present at the premises, any modifications in
the use of the space since the last report on the premises, and
the measures the ILEC is taking to make additional space
available for collocation.

SPRINT: Sprintwas willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it Is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

In Its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCG's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, Sprint noted that the FCC's Collocation
Remand Order revised Rule 51.321 (h) wherein upon request, an ILEC must submit to the
requesting canrier a report describing in detail the space that is available for collocation
in a particular ILEC premises,

VERIZON; The amount of collocation space available at each requested premises, the
number of coltocalors, any modifications in use of space since the last report, and
measures the ILEC is taking to make additional space available for collocation should be
provided in the written space availability report.

In Its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8,2001 Collocation Remand Order, Verizon noted that pursuant to Paragraph 58
of the FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the Commission should require the ILECs to
provide a detailed description of the space that is available at each requested premises,
including the amount of available space, the number of collocators, any modifications in
the use of space since the ILECs last report, and any measures the ILEC is.taking to make
additional space available for collocation.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

CLP Coalition witness Gillan stated in rebuttal testimony that it was his
understanding that BeliSouth agrees with Section 2.2 of the Standard Offering.
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The Public Staff noted in its Proposed Order that the first part of Paragraph 58 of
the FCC Advanced Services Order details the infonTjation which must be provided to ClPs
whenever they request information on the availability of collocation space at a particular
ILEC premises (the space availability report). In pertinent part, Paragraph 58 states the
following:

We also adopt our tentative conclusion that an incumbent LEC
must submit to a requesting carrier within ten days of the
submission of the request a report indicating the incumbent
LEG'S available collocation space in a particular LEC
premises. This report must specify the amount of collocation
space available at each requested premises, the number of
colfocators, and any modifications to the use of the space
since the last report. The report must also include measures
that the incumbent LEC is taking to rtiake additional space
available for collocation....

The Public Staffmaintainedthat these requirements from Paragraph 58 are codified
In Section 2.2 of the Standard Offering, as follows:

2.2 - Reporting Requirement. Upon request from the CLP, the
ILEC will provide a written report (space availability report)
specifying the amount of collocation space available at the
Premises requested, the number of collocated CLPs present
at the Premises, any modifications in the use of the space
since the last report on the Premises requested and the
measures the ILEC is taking to make additional space
available for collocation arrangements.

The Public Staff noted that the parties appear to agree that Section 2.2 of the
Standard Offering faithfully mirrors the requirements set forth by the FCC in the Advanced
Services Order. The Public Staff maintained that BellSouth witness Hendrix actually
testified that BellSouth considers the issue resolved and noted that Verizon did not offer
any testimony concerning this issue. Therefore, the Public Staff recommended that the
Commission approve Section 2.2 of the Standard Offering without any changes.

Sprint did not provideextended discussion on this issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon maintained in its Proposed Order that according to Paragraph 58 of the
FCC's Advanced Services Order, all that is required in the written space availability report
is the amount of collocation space available at each requested premises, the number of
collocators, any modifications in use of space since the last report, and the measures the
(LEC is taking to make additional space available for collocation.
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! Verizon recommended that the Commission conclude that the amount of collocation
^ spaceavailable at each requested premises, the number ofcollocators, any modifications

in use ofspace since the last report, and measures the ILEC is taking to makeadditional
spaceavailable for collocation should be provided in the written space availability report.

The Commission notes that the FCC revised its rules related to this issue in its
Augusts, 2001 Collocation Remand Order. FCC Rule 51.321(h)currently reads:

Upon request, an incumbent LEC must submit to the
requesting carrier within ten days of the submission of the
request a report describing indetail the space that is available
for collocation in a particular Incumbent LEC premises. This
report must specify the amountof collocation space available
at each requested premises, the number of collocators, and
any modifications Inthe use of the space since the last report.
This report must also include measures that the incumbent
LEC is taking to make additional space available for
collocation. The Incumbent LEC must maintain a publicly
available document, posted for viewing on the incumbent
LEC's publicly available Internet site, indicating all premises
that are full, and must update such a document within ten days
of the date at which a premises runs out of physical collocation
space.

The Commission notes that prior to the FCC's Collocation Remand Order it would
have agreed with BellSouth and the Public Staff that Section 2.2 outlined the requirements
noted in Paragraph 58 of the FCC's Advanced Services Order. The Commission also
notes that there was apparently no controversy among the Parties on this issue.

However, based on the September 14, 2001 revised Proposed Orders and the
FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the Commission agrees with BellSouth, the Public Staff,
and Verizon that Section 2.2 should be revised to reflect new Rule 51.321 (h). Therefore,
the Commission finds the following narrative appropriate for Section 2.2:

2.2 - Reporting Requirement. Upon request from the CLP, the
ILEC will provide a written report (space availability report)
within 10 days of the submission of the request describing In

detail the space that is available for collocation in a particular
ILEC premises. The report must specifymg the amount of
collocation space available at the-each Premises requested
Premises, the number of collocated CLPs present at the
Premises, any modifications in the use of the space since the
last report on the Premises requested and the measures the
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ILEC is taking to make additional space available for
collocation arrangements.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 2.2, pertaining to reporting requirements
of space availability, should be modified as noted above and that Section 2.2,1, pertaining
to premises CLLI code reporting, should be included in the Standard Offering without
modification.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 25

ISSUE 26: Should the Commission utilize a Third-Party Engineer to evaluate waiver
petitions and/or space denial?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In its Joint
Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that the CLPs
agree with Verizon's positionthat a CLP contesting an ILEC's justification for denial may
request review by a third-party engineer. AT&T maintained that the goal of the Standard
Offering is to reduce disputes regarding collocation and to aid in dispute resolution where
a dispute does arise. AT&T noted that BellSouth admits that CLPs, by proposing the use
of a third-party engineer, are not trying to increase the length, cost, or complexity of
resolving disputes. AT&T maintained that the use of a third-party engineer will enhance
the dispute resolution process by providing an impartial source for information and
analysis of the circumstances in dispute.

BELLSOUTH: Athird-party engineer is not necessary to evaluate waiver petitions and/or
space denials. Use of a third-party engineer would duplicate the role played by the
Commission and/or the Public Staff in determining the facts regarding a specific central
office where space for physical collocation is exhausted. The waiver procedures endorsed
by BeflSouth will include a provision for a tour of the premises in question by the
Commission.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this Issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this Issue.
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PUBLIC STAFF: The Parties should attempt to resolve space denial issues themselves
before presenting them to the Commission and may rely upon third-party engineers. The
Commission should reserve the right to resolve space denial issues on its own.

SPRINT; Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants* position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
directtestimony of Sprintwitness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: A CLP contesting an ILEC's denial of space may request a review by a
third-party engineer once a year for a given centraloffice.

WORLDCOM: WorldComfiled a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined forAT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

BeiiSouth noted in its Proposed Order that it afreac^ proposed that the Commission
decide that it will convene a workshop through which the procedures for waiver petitions
will be developed [See issue No. 21]. BellSouth recommended that the Commission agree
with itthat there does not appear to be a need for the Commission to engage the services
of a third-party engineer in waiver proceedings but rather have the Commission and/or
Public Staff involved in making an unbiased recommendation as to the validity of the
ILEC's exhaust designation. BeJISouth argued that incorporating a third-party engineer
into the process will likely do nothing more than Increase the length, cost, and complexity
of the proceeding with no appreciable increase in expertise.

CLP Coalition witness Giiian stated in rebuttal testimony that the use of third^arty
engineers would greatly simplify the process.and provide more Information and assistance
to the process. Witness Gillan stated that the goal is to reduce the number of disputes
brought by the Parties to the Commission whenever possible and (hat the third-party
engineer is an important contribution to this goal and should be retained.

The Pubfic Staff noted in its Proposed Order that Section 2.3.3 of the Standard
Offering provides that when a CLP contests the ILEC's denial of space request, the CLP
may request review of the premises by a third-party engineer. The Public Staff further
stated that Section 2.3.3 also outlined the procedures for selection of an unbiased
third-party engineer: either the ILEC and CLP may agree on an engineer or the
Commission may assign one from a list of engineers that it maintains. The Public Staff
explained that the CLPs and the ILECs would have input in creating this list. Further, the
Public Staff noted, after selection, the third-party engineer would review the reports by the
ILEC and the CLP and also independently evaluate whether collocation space is available
in the disputed ILEC premises. The Public Staff reported that the CLP would pay the
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entire fee of the third-partyengineer review and that if the third-party engineer determines
that space is available, and the Commission upholds this determination, then the ILEC
would reimburse the CLP for the costs of the third-party engineer.

The Public Staff maintained that the CLPs and Verizon do not object to
Section 2.3.3 of the Standard Offering providing for review by a third-party engineer. The
Public Staff commented, however, that BellSouth requested that the Commission and the
Public Staff evaluate ILECs' denials of collocation space, arguing that a third-party
engineer is unnecessarily duplicative. The Public Staff noted that BellSouth proposed that
Instead, when BellSouth has denied a space request, it would provide a tour of the
premises in question to the Commission.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude that the Standard
Offering should permit third-party engineers to evaluate space denials. The Public Staff
noted that the FCC regulations require an ILEC to provide a tour of the premises after an
ILEC denies a space request by a CLP. The Public Staff maintained that allowing an
unbiased, third-party engineer to tour the premises would be helpful in making an initial
and unbiased determination about space availability. Also, the Public Staff noted, the
possibility of a review by a third-party engineer would compel the ILEC to evaluate
thoroughly its premises before denying space. The Public Staff remarked that contrary to
BellSouth's assertion that third-party engineers would complicate the process, this step
could actually eliminate the need for the Commission's involvement or provide a more
complete record for the Commission to examine should it become involved. The Public
Staff concluded that permitting a third-party engineer to address a dispute over space
exhaustion is also consistent with the FCC's conclusion that the parties should attempt to
resolve space disputes before bringing them to a state commiss/on.

. The Public Staffnoted that Section2.3.3 does provide that the third-party engineer
shall review not only the reports by the ILEC and the CLP, but also shall examine the
factors listed In Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The Public Staff recommended that the
Commission decline to address this specific requirement,- however, find that the ILEC
should provide the third-party engineer with whatever information he deems relevant to his
inquiry, potentially including but not firriited to the informatton provided In Sections 2.3.1
and 2.3.2.

Section 2.3.3 of the Standard Offering states:

The burden of proof shall be on the ILECto justify the basis for
any denial of a collocation request. A CLP that contests the
ILECs position concerning the denial of a collocation request
shall have the option of requesting a Third-Party Engineer
review. If requested, the CLP shall pay 100% of the fee
associated with the Third-Party Engineer review. A
Third-Party Engineer may be selected through agreement by
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the ILEC and CLP, or shall be assigned on a rotating basis
from a list maintained by the Commission with input from the
ILEC and CLPs. TTie CLP does not have to obtain agreement
from the ILEC on the selection of the Third-Party Engineer
from the approved list. The Third-Party Engineer shall review
not only the reports by the ILEC and the CLP, but shall also
undertake an independent evaluation to determine whether
collpcatiori space is available in the disputed ILEC Premises.
The Third-Party Engineer shall examine the factors fisted
above, as well as any other factors that are specified
elsewhere (e.g., definition of "Legitimately Exhausted"), and
any other information the Third-Party Engineer deems to be
relevant to his determination. The Third-Party Engineer shall
also conduct its review under the presumption that the burden
of proof shall be on the ILEC to justify the basis for any denial
of collocation requests. After determination by the Third-Party
Engineer and, if appealed, determination by the Commission,
the ILEC shall reimburse the CLP's costs associated with the
Third-Party Engineer process if it is determined that space is
available. In the event a Third-Party Engineer or the
Commission determines that space is not available, the ILEC
will not be required to conduct a review of floor space
availability in the same ILEC Premises more frequently than
one© every six months.

The Public Staff noted that its recommendations are not intended to say that the
Commission or the Public Staff relinquishes the right to make tours or become involved
sua sponfe in any space denial. Rather, the Public Staff maintained, using third-party
engineers in the manner described in'Section 2.3;3 of the Standard Offering will likely
reduce the amount of litigation before the Commission, the purpose of the Commission In
organizing the Collocation Task Force. The Public Staff recommended that Section 2.3.3
of the Standard Offering be amended to state that: "The ILEC shall provide the Third-party
Engineer with all information he deems relevant to his determination, subject to proprietary
protections." Otherwise, the Public Staff proposed, Section 2.3.3 should remain as writtea

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this Issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon asserted in Its Proposed Order that a third-party engineer would provide
an impartial analysis when there is conflict between the two parties. Verizon stated that
the proposed Standard Offering, however, would permit a review by a third-party engineer
once every six months. Verizon argued that such justifications should only be required to
take place once a year.
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The Commission agrees with the Public Staff that a third-party engineer would be
helpful in making an initial and unbiased determination about space availability. Also, the
Commission agrees with the Public Staff that the possibility of a review by a third-party
engineer should compel the ILEC to evaluate thoroughly its premises before denying
space. The Commission believes that the Public Staff is correct in asserting that
employing a third-party engineer could actually eliminate the need for the Commission's
involvement or provide a more complete record for the Commission to examine should it
become Involved. However, the Commission does not agree with the Public Staffs
proposed amendment to Section 2.3.3. The Commission notes that Section 2.3.3 as
proposed in the Standard Offering states, "The Third-party Engineer shall examine the
factors listed above, as well'as any other factors that are specified elsewhere (e.g.,
definition of "LegitimatelyExhausted"), and any other information the ThirdrParty Engineer
deems to be relevant to his determination." Therefore, the Commission does not believe
that all of the Public Staffs proposed amendment is necessary, only the part referencing
the proprietary protections. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to include
language relating to proprietary protections such that the ILEC shall provide relevant
information to the Third-^Party Engineer subject to proprietary protections.

Further, the Commission believes that the language which asserts that after an'
initial review by a third-party engineer, the ILECwill not be required to conduct a review
of floor space availability in the same ILEC Premises more frequently than once every six
months is reasonable and appropriate. The Commission believes that Verizon's proposal
of one year is too long given the importance of the availability of collocation space to
competition in the State.

The Commission finds it appropriate to adopt Section 2.3.3 into the Standard
Offering with an amendment to reflect that the information provided to the Third-Party
Engineer Is subject to proprietary protections.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 2.3.3 should be included in the Standard

Offering with an amendment to reflect that the information provided to the Third-Party
Engineer is subject to proprietary protections.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 26

ISSUE 27 AND ISSUE 85 fSprint 111: What is the appropriate definition of "Legitimately
Exhausted"?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.
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AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this Issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that
central officespace is legitimately exhausted vvhen there is no conditioned space,available
and no space suitable forconditioning regardless of the type of equipment to be installed.
AT&T argued that inaccordance with the FCC'sAdvanced Services Order, the (LEG must
removeunused, obsolete equipment and make the space available for collocation. AT&T
mainilained that the Standard Offering provides predictability; hence it does not
automatically provide ILECs with additional time to remove obsolete equipment, since
ILECs should be preparing for collocation. AT&T stated that the distinction in the Parties'
positions Is between whether the waiver process should address exceptions (the CLPs'
approach) and whether the Standard Offering should automatically waive intervals for a
variety of circumstances for which the ILECs should prepare.

BELLSOUTH: The term "legitimately exhausted" denotes that all space in an ILEG's
premises that is unused is exhausted cr completelyoccupied. Unused space is space not
currently in use. or reserved for future use for an ILEG or by the CLPs.

In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8,2001 Collocation Remand Order, BellSouth argued that the FCC acknowledged
in its CoHocatlon Remand Order that certain space would never be considered available
for collocation. BellSouth argued that the CLPs' proposed language for Section 3.7 would
be in conflict with the FCC's Rules.

Bellsouth recommended that the Commission conclude that space shouid not be available
for collocation if it is (1) physically occupied by nonobsolete equipment; (2) assigned to
another coliocator; (3) used to provide physical access to occupied space; (4) used to
enable technicians to work on equipment located within occupied space; (5) properly
reserved for future use, either by BellSouth or by another carrier; or (6) essential for the
administration and proper functioning of BellSouth's premises.

BellSouth also proposed a new Section 1.3, as follows:

1.3 - Space Allocation -;.. Space shall not be available for
collocation if it is: (a) physically occupied by non-obsolete

' equipment; (b) assigned to another coliocator; (c) used to
provide physical access to occupied space; (e) properly
reserved for future use, either by BellSouth or by another
carrier; or (f) essential for the administration and proper
"functioning of BellSouth's premises

MClm: MGIm did not specifically address this issue in its Brief.
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NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The appropriate defrnition of "legitimately exhausted" is provided in
Section 3.7 of the Standard Offering. ILECs should proactively remove unused, obsolete
equipment from their central offices, and they should bear the costs of removing this
equipment.

SPRINT: Sprint's evidence was that "legitimately exhausted" means all space in an ILECs
premise that can be used or is useful to locate telecommunications equipment using any
of the methods of collocation available Is exhausted or completely occupied, and that
before an ILEC may make a determination that space Is legitimately exhausted the (LEG
must have removed all unused, obsolete equipment from the premises and made such
space available forcollocation. Sprintaiso presented evidence that removal of equipment
should not cause unreasonable delay in the ILEC's response to a CLP's application or in
provisioning collocation arrangements.

VERIZON: Space is "legitimately exhausted" when all space in a premises that can be
used or is useful to locate telecommunications equipment is exhausted or compietely
occupied.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined forAT&T above represents WorldCom's positionon this
issue.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth maintained in its Proposed Order that the major point of disagreement
between the Parties on this issue concerns the treatment of obsolete equipment.
Bellsouth noted' that according to the GLPs, before an ILEC can declare space to be
"legitimately exhausted", the ILEC must have removed all unusable, obsolete equtpmerit
from the premises and havemadesuchspace avaiiable forcodocators. BellSouth argued
that itshould notbe required to remove all obsolete equipment at its own expense ifa CLP
asks BellSouth to remove the equipment ahead of schedule. BellSouth stated that while
an ILEC should proactivelyremove unused, obsolete equipment prior to a central office
reaching exhaust, itshould notbe required to forebear from declaring an exhaust situation
without having removed obsolete equipment at its own expense. BellSouth proposed that
if, at a CLP's request, an ILEC is required to remove unused, obsolete equipment ahead
of its scheduled removal, the ILEC should comply with such a request at the expense of
the CLP. BellSouth noted that it also discussed this issue under Issue No. 30.

BellSouth alsocommented that its witness Milner argued that the CLPs'proposed
definition oflegitimately exhausted"fails to considerspace reserved for future defined use
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by both the ILEC and the CLP. BellSouth maintained that FCC Rule 51.323(f)(4) allows
for reserving space forfuture use and that such a practice allows efficient installation and
maintenance of an ILEC's equipment and CLPs' equipment. BellSouth maintained that,
therefore, reserved space should not be deducted from total space for purposes of
determining when the building is at exhaust.

BellSouth also noted that witness Mllner testified that the CLPs' proposed treatment
of this issue falls to take into accountadjacentcollocation which Is a method of collocation
not provided until such time as space inside the central office building is exhausted.
BellSouth maintainedthat the use of adjacent collocation, to a degree, mitigates the effects
of exhausting space within the central office, because the CLP can still locate its
equipment in proximity to an ILEC's equipment for interconnection and access to UNEs.

BellSouth recommended that the Commission not include the CLPs' proposed
definition of "legitimately exhausted" in the Standard Offering but rather, state that It
believes that the CLPs' interest in this regard will be protected by Section 2.4 of the
Standard Offering and the waiver proceedings that will be developed by the Parties to
allow CLPs to contest an ILEC's claim that space has been exhausted in a particular
central office.

Section 2.4 of BellSouth's Standard Offering as included as Attachment A to its
Proposed Order slates:

Filing of Petition for Waiver. Upon denial of Application ILEC
will timely file a petition with the Commission pursuant to 47
U.S.C. §251 (c)(6). ILEC shall provide to the Commission any
information requested by the Commission. Such information
shall include which space, if any, ILEC or any of ILEC's
affiliates have reserved for future use and a detailed
description of the specific future uses for which the space has
been reserved. Subject to an appropriate nondisclosure
agreement or provision, ILEC shall permit CLP to inspect any
floor plans or diagramsthat ILEC provides to the Commission.

The PublicStaff noted in its Proposed Order that Section 3.7 of the CLPs' Standard
Offering provides the following definition of "Legitimately Exhausted";

Section 3.7 - Lealtimatelv Exhausted - Denotes when ail
space in an ILEC Premise that can be used or useful or is
useful to locate telecommunications equipment in any of the -
methods of collocation available is exhausted or completely
occupied. Before an ILEC may make a determination that
space is legitimately exhausted, the ILEC must have removed
all unused obsolete equipment from the Premises and make
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such space available for collocation; however, removal of
equipment shall not cause unreasonable delay in the ILEC's
response to a CLP's application or in provisioning collocation
arrangements.

rCOMMlSSION NOTE: Attachment A to BellSouth's Proposed Order, its proposed
Standard Offering, provides no Section 3.7 defining "Legitimately Exhausted". Instead,
BellSouth's Section 3.7 relates to another unrelated matter of co-carrier cross-connects.

The Commission found no definition for legitimately exhausted In BellSouth's proposal.]

The Public Staff stated that BeifSouth raised three objections to the definition of
"Legitimately Exhausted" outlined in the GLPs' Standard Offering. The Public Staff noted
that Bellsouth objected to the Section's treatment of obsolete equipment. Also, the Public
Staff maintained, BellSouth contended that the definition fails to account for space
reserved for the future-defined use by the CLPs and the ILECs. The Public Staff stated
that Bellsouth also objected to the fact that the definition fails to address adjacent
collocation, which occurs when space inside a central office is exhausted. The Public Staff
recommended that the Commission only consider the treatment of obsolete equipment in
this issue and address the other two issues raised by BellSouth in its discussion and
conclusions for Issue Nos. 29 and 51, respectively.

The Public Staff noted that as Section 3.7 shows, this issue encompasses Issue No.
30 concerning the removal of obsoiete equipment. The Public Staff noted that the
Standard Offering further discusses "obsolete equipment" at Section 2.1.1 which provides
in pertinent part:

in order to increase the amount of space available for
collocation, the ILEC will remove obsolete unused equipment,
at its costs, from its Premise's to meet a request for collocation
for a CLP.

The Public Staff maintained that the governing authority on this issue is
47 C.F.R. 51.321(i) which provides that an ILEC must, upon request, remove obso/efe,
unused equipment from its premises to increase the amount of space available for
collocation. -The Public Staff further noted that the FCC explained its position on the
removal of obsolete equipment in Paragraph 60 of its Advanced Services Order which
states:

... to increase the amount of space available for collocation,
incumbent LECs must remove obsolete equipment from their
premises upon reasonable request by a competitor or upon the
order of a state commission. There is no legitimate reason for
an" incumbent LEC to utilize space for obsolete or retired
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equipment that the incumbent LEG is no (onger using when
such space could be used by competitors for collocation.

The Public Staff maintained that the Standard Offering, while reflective of the FCC's
minimum requirements, imposes additional requirements on the ILEC, namely, that the
ILEC bear the costs of removal when requested by a CLP. The Public Staff noted that the
FCC does not speak to who should incur this cost and that the Commission may make that
determination.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude that the ILEC should
bear the costs of removal of obsolete, unused equipment. The Public Staff maintained that
the CLPs should not have to bear these costs when BeliSouth has already scheduled the
equipment's removalat some later date. The PublicStaffargued that BellSouth's proposal
could result in an ILEC's neglecting to remove obsolete equipment until a CLP requests
removal, thereby enabling the ILEC to pass along the costs of removal to the CLP. The
Public Staff noted that while BeliSouth witness Hendrlx testified that no unused, obsolete
equipment would remain In place under BellSouth's schedules, he provided no compelling
safeguard to prevent this occurrence.

The Public Staff also contended that by requiring the ILEC to pay for the removial
of equipment at the request of a CLP, the Commission removes any Incentive for an ILEC
to delay removal. The Public Staff noted that In Paragraph 55 of the Advanced Services
Order, the FCC encouraged the states to ensure that collocation space is available in a
timely and procompatitive manner that gives new entrants a full and fair opportunity to
compete. The Public Staff believes that the ILECs should proactively remove unused,
obsolete, equipment from their central offices and that the Commission should approve
Section 3.7 and the applicable sentence from Section 2.1.1 of the Standard Offering as
written. Section 2.1.1 states In applicable part,".... In order to increase the amount of
space available for collocation, the ILEC will remove obsolete unused equipment, at its
costs, from its Premises to meet a request for collocation from a CLP."

Sprint stated in its Brief that it does not disagree with the language in Section 3.7
of the Standard Offering, however, that it has experienced a problem with an ILEC in
another state. Sprint stated that the situation arose where the ILEC had some remaining
physical collocation space available, but the amount was insufficient for Sprint Sprint
stated that it then requested adjacent collocation due to the lack of physical collocation
space but that the ILEC rejected Sprint's request because the physical collocation space
was not completely exhausted. Sprint maintained that to avoid this situation, space should
be considered legitimately exhausted where the ILEC has acknowledged that adequate
floor or rack space is not available for the equipment or arrangement the CLP is seeking
to collocate.

Verizon maintained in its ProposeiJ Order that Paragraph 60 of the FCC's Advanced
Services Order states that ILECs must remove unused, obsolete equipment from their
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premises upon reasonable request by a CLP or upon the order of a state commission.
Verizon recommended that the Commission conclude that space is "legitimately
exhausted" when all space in a premises that can be used or is useful to locate
telecommunications equipment is exhausted or completely occupied.

The Commission agrees withthe Public Staff that the only issue to be decided here
concerns the appropriate treatment of obsolete equipment. The Commission further does
not agree with BellSouth that while an ILEC should proactivelyremove unused, obsolete
equipment prior to a central office reaching exhaust, it should not be required to forebear
from declaring an exhaust situation without having removed obsolete equipment. The
Commission believes that it is reasonable to expect ILECs to remove all obsolete, unused
equipment prior to declaring an exhaust situation in any of their central offices. Therefore,
the Commission finds it appropriate to adopt Section 3.7, pertaining to "Legitimately
Exhausted", for inclusion in the Standard Offering without modification. The issue of which
party should pay for the removal of unused, obsolete equipment is addressed
subsequently in Finding of Fact No. 29.

Concerning BellSouth's Septemtier 14. 2001 revisions to its Proposed Order in
response to the FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the Commission does not believe that
BellSouth's proposed Section 1.3 as previously quoted In. the Positions of
Parties - BellSouth is necessary for inclusion in the Standard Offering. The Commission
notes that this issue concerns whether ILECs should be required to remove unused,
obsolete equipment from their central offices before declaring the office is "legitimately
exhausted", and the Commission believes that such actions by the ILECs are required.
Further, the Commission does not believe that the Collocation Remand Order alters its
conclusions on this Issue.

CONCLUSJONS

The Commission concludes that Section 3.7 should be included in the Standard
Offeringwithout modification. Section 3.7 requires that an ILEC remove unused, obsolete
equipment prior to making a determination that space is legitimately exhausted:

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 27

ISSUE 28: Under what circumstances, if any, should the ILEC relocate administrative
space from ILEC premises tff provide collocation?

POSJTJONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In Its Joint
Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated the Standard
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Offering recognizes that personnel that have job functions related to operating a central
office need not be moved. AT&T argued that nonessentiai administrative personnel should
be required to relocate, if necessary, since central office space is a critical and scarce
resource. AT&T stated that nonessentiai administrative functions can be moved
elsewhere, whereas collocation must occur at the central office.

BELLSOUTH: BeliSouth denied that it has an absolute obligation to remove administrative
personnel from its central offices prior to denying a request for physical conocatlon.
Rather, use of administrative space should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis because
there are different space, equipment, buildingcode, manpower, and other requirements
unique to each centraloffice. Not onlydo these central offices house telecommunications
equipment but also the people, tools, and computers, used to administer, provision,
maintain, and repair such telecommunications equipment.

In its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 In response to the FCC's
August 8,2001 Collocation Remand Order, BeliSouth argued that in accordance with the
FCC's Collocation Remand Order, administrativespace is a legitimate use of central office
space and BeliSouth may allocate central office space for uses other than collocation.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue in Its Brjef.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The question of whether personnel and space are essential will likely
vary from case to case and therefore, a blanket rule is inappropriate here. Section 3.7.1
of the Standard Offering should be removed to comply with this recommendation. Also,
the PublicStaff has recommended procedures to address ILEC denials of space, and the
Commission should conclude that Parties, the third-party engineer, or the Commission
may consider the relocation of administrative personnel in the determination of whether
space has been legitimately exhausted in a central office.

SPRINT: Sprint was willingto accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
directtestimony of Sprint witness Huhsucker, it is Included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: The ILEC should evaluate potential relocation of administrative space on a
case-by-case basis. Ifa move is determined to be appropriate in a particular case, the
CLP causing the move shall pay the associated costs.
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WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Orderwith AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above representsWorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISiCUSSION

Bellsouth stated In its Proposed Order that this issue arises from the CLPs' desire
to require the ILECsto relocate administrative office personnel housed in the premises in
question before denying physical collocation requests. BellSouth stated that Its witness
Mllnertestified that administrative space inside the central office is any space not directly
supporting the Insfaffafion or repair of both telephone equipment and customer service.
BellSouth maintained that examples of this type of space includestorerooms, break rooms,
shipping and receiving rooms, and training areas. BellSouth stated that rooms of this type
are necessary to meet safety codes or contractual requirements. BellSouth argued that
administrative space can also include regular office space used by work groups performing
company functions outside of the equipment support described above. BellSouth
maintained that according to witness Miiner, BellSouth allocates space to these types of
administrative groups in response to changes in the regulatory environment, increases or
decreases in company manpower requirements, or in response to new service offerings.

BellSouth asserted that it disagrees with the CLPs' claim that ILECs should have
an absolute obligation to remove administrative personnel from their central offices prior
to denying requests for physical collocation. BellSouth contended that use of
adrhinistrative space needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis because there are
different space, equipment, building codes, manpower, and other requirements unique to
each central office.

BellSouth noted that although CLPs may argue that some or all of the purposes,
(i.e., people, tools, and computers, used to administer, provision, maintain, and repairsuch
telecommunications equipment) are not indispensable and contend that an ILEC must
relocate or dispose of administrative space, employee break rooms, and the like, all of
these constitute productive use of floor space essential to the administration of an ILEC's
business. BellSouth argued thatthe amount ofadministrative space necessary per central
office varies by the types of equipment In use, building limitations and desigri, and the
expertise and number of people necessary to ensure proper operation of the central office.

BellSouth also maintained that TA96 simply states that space limitations justify a
state commission's grant of a physical collocation waiver. BellSouth argued that neither
TA96 nor the FCC rules specify to what purposes an ILEC may use the space within its
central office. Therefore, BellSouth asserted, the term "use" has its plain language
meaning here.

BellSouth specified that Paragraph 579 of the FCC First Interconnection Order
states:
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We believe that section 251(c)(6) generally requires that
incumbent LECs permit the coliocation of equipment used for
interconnection or access to unbundled network elements.

Although the term "necessary", read most strictly, could be
interpreted to mean "indispensable", we conclude that for the
purposes of section 251 (c)(6) "necessary" does not mean
"indispensable" but rather "used" or "useful." This
interpretation is most likely to promote fair competition
consistent with the purposes of the Act.

Bellsouth recommended that the Commission conclude that the same doctrine of

fairness should be applied to an ILEC's use of its own space within its central ofTice.
Bellsouth proposed that the Commission conclude that It will review this Issue on a
case-by-case basis and will not include the CLPs' proposed language on this issue in the
Standard Offering.

Bellsouth witness Mllnerstated in direct testimony that administrative space inside
the central office is any space, not diredly supporting the installation or repair of both
telephone equipmentand customerservice. Witness Mllner maintained that examples of
this type of space include storerooms, break rooms, shipping and receiving rooms, and
training areas. He also noted that administrative space can also include regular ofTice
space used by work groups performing company functions outside of the equipment
support previously described.

On cross-examination, witness Milner explained that having certain administrative
personnel inside a central office constitutes a legitimate use of that space. Witness Mllner
asserted that nothing in the FCC orders or rules requires ILECs to remove administrative
personnel in order to make the space available for collocation. .

I • '

CLP Coalition witness Gillan stated in rebuttal testimony that it is Important that
administrative functions be moved to accommodate collocation because administrative
functions can be moved elsewhere, whereas collocation must occur in the central office.

The Public Staff maintained in its Proposed Order that Section 3.7.1 of the CLPs'
Standard Offering states

ILECs should be required to relocate administrative office
personnel before denying physical collocation requests.
Administrative office personnel would be defined as personnel
that are not essential to tfie function of a particular premise,
i.e., marketing personnel, human resources personnel, etc.

The Public Staff stated that the Cl.Ps contended that because central office space
is a critical and scarce resource, the Standard Offering should require ILECs to relocate
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any nonessential administrative personnel to assure that space is available for collocation.
The Public Staff noted that in support of their position, the CLPs cite Section 251 {c)(6) of
TA96which states that an ILEC must provide physical collocation space unless it is not
practical for technical reasons or due to space limitations. The Public Staff maintained that
the CLPs also cite Paragraph 604 of the FCC First Interconnection Order which permits
an ILEC to retain a limited amount of floor space for specific future use.

The Public Staff maintained that, alternatively, both BellSouth and Verizon propose
that review be done on a case-by-case basis. The Public Staff noted that BellSouth
pointed out that TA96does not mandate that ILEGs relinquish administrative areas in their
central offices to accommodate requests for collocation. Further, the Public Staff stated
that Verizon agrees with BellSouth's position on this issue and cited the collocation order
of the Florida Public Service Commission.

The Public Staff concluded that the testimony in this docket shows that the amount
of space and personnel vary between both the ILECs and their individual central offices
and that the question of vk^ether personnel and space are essential would likely yary from
case to case. Therefore, the Public Staff recommended that the Commission not adopt a
blanket rule and remove Section 3.7.1 of the Standard Offering to comply with its
recommendation.

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this issue In Its Preposed.Qrder and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties.

Verizon stated in Its Proposed Order that the Florida Public Service Commission
found that it is infeasible to define rules for administrative space in central offices because
each office is unique, in this regard, Verizon maintained, there should be no blanket
requirement to relocate administrative office personnel before denying physical collocation
requests as stated in the proposed Standard Offering. Verizon argued that any evaluation
of the ILEC's use of central office space, including the type of personnel housed there,
should be done on a case-by-case basis with due consideration of the effect on the ILEC's
business and its employees' lives. Verizon noted that in certain cases, there may not be
reasonable alternatives for the relocation of administrative personnel and the Florida
Public Service Commission agreed.

The Commission believes that it is reasonable to require ILECs to relocate
administrative personnel fromtheir central offices. The Commissiori agrees with the CLPs
that central offices are unique locations that are needed to provide telecommunications
services by both ILECs and CLPs. The Commission notes that under no circumstances
would CLPs be allowed to house their administrative personnel in centra) offices since the
space is limited and essential. Therefore, the Commission believes that if is reasonable
to require ILECs to only allow personnel that are essential to the function of the central
office to remain in the centraroffice and relocate other personnel. The Commission will
not provide a concrete definition of personnel that are not essential to the function of the
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central office other than to note its belief that marketing personnel and human resource
personnel are not essential to the function of the central office. Further, the Commission
notes that its decision In this regard is subject to the right of an ILEC to seek a waiver of
this requirement from the Commission. The Commission concludes that it is appropriate
to adopt Section 3.7.1 whichrequires ILECs to relocate administrative office personnel that
are not essential to the function of the central office.

Addressing BellSouth's revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 In
response to the FCC's August8,2001 Collocation Remand Order, the Commission notes
that Bellsouth did not reference any part ofthe FCC's Order that states that administrative
space (foradministrative functions that do not support the operation of the central office)
is a legitimate use of central office space.

However, the Commission notes that the FCC stated in Paragraph 96 of its
Collocation Remand Order:

We find that space within an Incumbent's premises is
generally suitable for physical collocation unless it is:
(a) physically occupied by non^bsolete equipment;
(b) assigned to another collocator in accordance with our
rules; (c) used to provide physical access to occupied space;
(d) used to enable technicians to work on equipment located
within occupied space; (e) properly reserved for future use,
either by the incumbent LEG or by another carrier; or
(f) essential for the administration and proper functioning of
the incumbent LEC's premises.

The Commission believes that the FCC's Collocation Remand Order supports the
Commission's conclusions on this issue. The Commission does not believe that the FCC's

Order can be interpreted to mean that administrative office personnel that are not essential
to the function of the central office must be allowed to remain In the central office. The

Commission, therefore, believes that its conclusions on this issue are consistent with the
FCC's Collocation Remand Order.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commissfon concludes that Section 3.7.1, as proposed by the CLPs, which
requires ILECs to relocate administrative office personnel that are not essential to the
function of the central office before denying physical collocation requests is appropriate
and should be Included without modification in the Standard Offering.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 28

ISSUE 29: What is an appropriate space reservation period for ILECs and CLPs?
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POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue Jn its Joint Proposed Order In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that
there needs to be limits ori an ILEC's ability to reserve space for its own alleged needs.
AT&T argued that the remaining year, pius twelve months, is reasonable. AT&T
maintained Siat reserving space for a longer period of time, such as BellSouth proposed,
may unduly limit opportunities to collocate.

BELLSOUTH: CLPs and ILECs should be able to reserve space for a two-year
(i.e.. 24 months) forecast period. Forecasts longer than two years become increasingly
less reliable, ff it is apparent the space will not be utilized and BellSouth has a need for
the space Itself or for another interconnector following the expiration of the two-year
period, the CLP must forfeit the use pf that space. Likewise, BellSouth will forfeit any of
its reserved space that will not be used following the expiration of the two-year period, if
needed by a CLP.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this Issue In Its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants* position on this issue,

PUBLIC STAFF: The appropriate central ofTice space reservation period for both ILECs
and CLPs is 24 months.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is Included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: The !LEC should be able to retain floor space for Its own specific uses on the
same terms as CLPs may reserve collocation space for their own future uses. A three-year
reservation period for growth should be used on all transmission and miscellaneous
equipment. This includes Sonet terminals, digital cross-connect systems, D4 channel
banks, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) equipment, and loop treatment
equipment. Space that is utilized for switching, power, and main distribution frames is
critical for the viability of the central office and the continued, efficient operation of the
public switched network. A five-year reservation period should be used for all switching
equipment. Power areas, main distribution frame space, and cable vault areas should
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require a seven-year reservation period in order to properly maintain the central office
infrastructure and operation.

WORLDCOM; WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the positionas outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth noted in its Proposed Order that two years or 24 months is an appropriate
time frame in which to forecast growth space based on the time it takes to act on
notification that space will be exhausted within a central office, and to remedy the exhaust
situation by constructing a building addition. BellSouth argued that two years is adequate
to secure funding, plan and design an expansion project, obtain additiorial land if
necessary, obtain permits, and perform the actual construction of a building addition.
Bellsouth maintained that 13 months (which could occur under the CLPs* proposed
Section 2.1.1 - the remainder of the current year which could be one month plus
12 additional months) would likely not give an ILEC adequate time to complete these
tasks.

BellSouth noted that another deficiency in the CLPs' proposed language on (his
point Is that it places the ILEC in the position of deciding which CLP has a greater claim
upon space based on specific circumstances. BellSouth maintained that competing claims
between CLPs for space should be submitted to the Commission, not to the ILEC,
Therefore, BellSouth recommended that the Commission reject Section 2.1:1 proposed by
the CLPs and adopt BellSouth's proposed language in Section 2.1.1 for inclusion in the
Standard Offering.

BellSouth witness Hendrix stated in direct testimony that BellSouth applies the
same standards it applies to itself regarding the reservation of space. Witness Hendrix
argued that CLPs may reserve space for a two-year forecast period and that forecasts
longer than two years become increasingly less reliable. Witness Hendrix maintained that
the problem with proposed Section 2.1.1 is that the CLPs propose a space reservation
period of the current year plus twelve months which, in other words, is a reservation period
anywhere between 13 and 24 months. Witness Hendrix asserted that anything less than
24 months is insufficient time to forecast space utilization. He argued that two years is the
projected time to adequately secure funding, plan and design an expansion project, obtain
additional land if necessary, obtain permits, and perform the actual construction of a
building addition.

The Public Staff noted in its Proposed Order that Section 2.1.1 of the CLPs'
Standard Offering sets forth the terms for space reservation in central offices:
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2,1.1 - Space Reservation. The ILECs and CLPs may
reserve floor space for their own specific uses for the
remainder of the current yejar, plus twelve (12) months. Prior
to denying any CLP request for physical collocation, an ILEC
shall be required to provide justification for the reserved space
to the requesting CLP based on a demand and facility
forecast, supported by the information required by 2.3.2(8)
below. In eStinhating the space requirement for growth, ILECs
shall provide the information in 2.3.2(8) and shall use the most
recent access line grovilh rate and use the space requirement
data applicable to any planned changes that reflect forward
looking technology as it relates to switching, power, MDF and
DCS. The ILEC shall not exclusively and unilaterally reserve
active space that Is supported by existing telecommunications
infrastructure space. The ILEC shall disclose to CLPs the
space it reserves for its own future growth and for its
interLATA, advanced servlc:es, and other affiliates. In order to
increase the amount of space available for collocation, the
ILEC will remove obsolete unused equipment, at its cost, from
its Premises to meet a request for collocation from, a CLP.
Consistent with FCC Rjle 51.323(f)(5), the ILEC shall
relinquish any space held for future use prior to denying a CLP
request for virtual collocation.

The Public Staff noted that in Its Order on Reconsideration, the FCC declined to
mandate specific central office space reservation periods for ILECs and CLPs that would
apply in the absence of state-established standards. However, the Public Staff
commented, both the FCC Advanced Services Order and Order on Reconsideration
require that an ILEC may not reserve space for future use on terms more favorable than
those that apply to other telecommunications carriers seeking to reserve collocation space
for their own future use. The Public Staff explained that under these Orders, the
Commission must adopt a space reservation period that is applied equally to both ILECs
and collocators.

The Public Staff noted that CLP witness Glllan endorsed the reservation period set
out in Section 2.1.1. Further, the Public Staff commented that BellSouth witness Hendrix
observed that the space reservation period described in Section 2.1.1 could range from
13 to 24 months and that a minimum two-year reservation period ^as needed to give
ILECssufficienttime to adequately secure funding, plan and design an expansion project,
obtain additional land ifnecessary, obtain permits, and perform the actual construction of
a building addition to house future collocation space. The Public Staff also noted that
Verizon proposed an equipment-specific reservation period of much longer than that
outlined in Section 2.1.1.
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The Public Staff stated that it is of the opinion that BellSouth witness Hendrix was
the only witness whooffered a reasonable space reservation period and who presented
logical testimony to support his recommendation. The Public Staff maintained that
adoption of this time frame should ensure that BellSouth has sufficient space to handle
collocation space requests on a going-forward basis. The Public Staff also notedthat it
believes that, despiteVerizon's assertions to the contrary, a two-year space reservation
period will also give Verizon and other ILECs suitable time to anticipate additions within
their ILEC central offices. The Public Staff recommended that the Commission amend
Section 2.1.1 to reflect a 24-month maximum periodfor advance floor space reservations.

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon noted that Section 2.1.1 of the Standard Offering prescribes that both ILECs
and collocating CLPs may reservespace the remainder ofthe current year plus 12 months.
Verizon argued that this rigid reservation system may be both too long, allowing a CLP to
tie up an undueamount ofcollocation space, and too short, denying the ILEC the ability
to assure sufficient space for required central office growth. Verizon maintained that it is
critical to consider the use of the space and the type of equipment v/hen establishing
reservation guidelines because the ILEC has additional network responsibilities: a carrier
of last resort, a host for interconnection agreements for the exchange of traffic, a reseller
of network services, and a provider of 911 services, operator services, and other enhanced
services. Verizon argued that an ILEC that is the carrier of last resort will have longer
reservation timeframes for facilities such as switching, power, and main distribution
equipment than it will for transmission or advanced services equipment. Verizon
contended that Section 2.11 of the Standard Offering does not take into account
differences and would impose a one year reservation period on all equipment. Verizon
suggested the following language to account for the different planning horizons associated
with different types of equipment: ^

The ILEC may retain flocir space for Its own specific future
uses, provided that It may not reserve space for future use on
terms more favorable than applicable to other CLPs seeking
to reserve collocation space for their own future use. The
amount of time available for space reservation is dependent
upon the type of equipment that is being utilized in that space.
Verizon proposes that a three-year reservation period for
growth be used on all transmission and miscellaneous
equipment. ' This includes SONET terminals, digital
cross-connect systems, D4 channel banks, dense wavelength -
division multiplexing (DWDM) equipment and loop treatment
equipment. Space that is utilized for switching, power, and
main distribution frame function Is space that is critical for the
viability of the centra! office and the continued, smooth
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operation of the public switched network. A five-year
reservation period should be used for alt switching equipment.
Power areas, main distribution frame space, and cable vault
areas would require a seven-year reservation period In order
to properly maintain the central' office infrastructure and
operation.

The Commlssibn agrees with BellSouth and the Public Staff that a two-year
maximum reservation period for both the ILECs and CLPs is reasonable. The Commission
notes that although the CLPs' proposal would not always result in a 13-month reservation
period, in the times that It does, 13 months is simply too short of a time span. Therefore,
the Commission finds it appropriate to require a ^o-year or24-month space reservation
period for both the ILECs and the CLPs. The Commission believes that Verizon's proposal
to base reservation periods on the type of equipment utilized appears relatively
reasonable, however, the reservation periods Verizon recommended are entirely too long.

Therefore, the Commission concludes that Section 2.1.1 should be amended as
follows:

2.1.1 Space Reservation. The ILECs and CLPs may reserve
floor space for their own specific uses for the remainder of the
current year, plus twelve f12) months a maximum of two years
for 24 monthsL ..

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the appropriate space reservation period is two
years or 24 months for both CLPs and ILECs and that Section 2.1.1 of the Standard
Offering should be amended as follows:

2.1.1 Space Reservation. The ILECs and CLPs may reserve
floor space for their own specific uses for the remainder of the
current year, plus twelve (12) months a maximum of two vears
(or 24 rnonthsL . .

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 29

ISSUE 30: Under what terms and conditions shouldan ILEC remove obsolete equipment
from ILEC premises? Who bears the costs for expediting the removal of obsolete
equipment?

ISSUE 83 (SPRINT 91: Who should pay for the removal of obsolete equipment in the
conditioning of collocation space?
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POSITIONS OF PARTIES
V

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address these issues in its Brief.

AT&T: ILECs should not unilaterally decide whether obsolete, unused equipment is to be
removed or iorce recovery of the costs of removing such equipment on CLPs. Such
equipment must be removed upon reasonable request from a CLP, or the ILEC may
remove it prior to the space becoming legitimately exhausted. Also, ILECs should not be

. able to house obsolete, unused equipment to the detriment of competitive providers. As
such, the ILEC should pay for removal of any such equipment.

BELLSOUTH; BellSouth removes unused, obsolete equipment from its premises on a
schedule in line with other similar activities to be performed. If, at a CLP's request,
Bellsouth is required to remove unused, obsolete equipment ahead of Its scheduled
removal, BellSouthwill comply with such an expedited request partially at the expense of
the CLP. The costs incurred by the CLP shall be limited to a share of the cost of initiating
a work order request, establishing Method of Procedures (MOPs), contracting engineers,
etc., that is proportionate to its share of the space that is made available by the expedited
removal of equipment.

MClm: MClm did not address these issues In its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants agreed with AT&Ts position on this Issue.
^—

PUBLIC STAFF: ILECs should proactlvely remove obsolete, unused equipment from their
central offices, and they should bear the costs of removing this equipment.

SPRINT: Any obsolete unused equipment removed from an ILECs premise should be
removed at the ILECs cost.

VERIZON; ILECs should remove unused, obsolete equipment before denying collocation
at its own expense. The costs to expedite (iffeasible) the process should be borne by the
CLP.

WORLDCOM; WorldCom agreed with AT&Ts position qn these issues.

DISCUSSION

The governing authorityon Issue No. 30 is 47 C.F.R. 51.321 (i)which provides that,
*'[a]n incumbent LEC must, upon request, remove obsolete, unused equipment from their
premises to increase the amount of space available for collocation". The FCC explained
its position on the removal of obsolele equipment in Paragraph 60 of the Advanced
Services Order
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... to increase the amount of space available for collocation, incumbent
LECsmust removeobsolete equipment from theirpremises upon reasonable
request by a competitor or upon the order of a state commission. There is
no legitimate reason for an incumbent LEG to utilize space for obsolete or
retired equipment that the Incumbent LEG is no longer using when such
space could be used by competkors for collocation.

The Standard Offering discusses obsolete equipment at Section 2.1.1 and provides,
in pertinent part:

In order to increase the amount of space available for collocation, the ILEG
will remove obsolete, unused ei^uipment, at its cost, from its Premises to
meet a request for collocation from a CLP.

The Standard Offering, while reflective of the FCG's minimum requirements,
imposes additional requirements on the ILEG, namely, that the ILEG bear the costs of
removal when requested by a CLP. The FCC does not speak to who should incur this
cost.

The ILEGs disagree that they should always bear the costs for removal of unused,
obsolete equipment from theircentral offices. BellSouth proposed to "proactlvely" remove
unused, obsolete equipment from its central offices prior to space exhaustion. BellSouth
agrees that it should bear the cost of this removal since BellSouth removes unused,
obsolete equipment on Us own schedule. Whenever BellSouth removes unused, obsolete
equipment at the request of a CLP, however, BellSouth believes that the CLP must bear
the incremental costs of removal. Bel .South witness Milner described the incremental
costs as the interest payments that BellSouth would have made by keeping the money in
the bank rather than using it to remove equipment early.

Based on BellSouth's proposal, then, whoever pays the "incremental" cost for
removal depends upon whether the equipment is removed pursuant to BellSouth's
schedule or to a GLP's request. BellSouth witnesses Hendrix and Milner both testified that
BellSouth engineers developed the schedule for removal based on many factors, but the
schedule varies between central offices. Instead of having a standard schedule,.BellSouth
engineers "routinely" look at what equipment Is obsolete and unused, and when there Is
a sufficient amount of it, remove it from a central office. In addition, BellSouth considers
a CLP request for removal of unused, obsolete equipment prior to its "scheduled" removal
as an "extraordinary circumstance" that would extend the time BellSouth had to provision
the space.

in its Proposed Order, the Public Staff stated that the ILEG should bear the costs
of removal of obsolete, unused equipment. The GLPs should not have to bear these costs
when BellSouth has already scheduled the equipment removal at some later date.
BellSouth's proposal could result inan IL.EC neglecting to remove obsolete equipment until
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a CLP requests removal, thereby enabling the ILEC to pass along the costs of removal to
the CLP. While BellSouth witness Hendrix testified that no unused, obsolete equipment
would remain in place under BeilSouth's schedules, the Public Staff asserted that he
provided no compelling safeguard to prevent this occurrence.

In addition, the Public Staff is of tfie opinion thatby requiring the ILEC to pay for the
removal of equipment at the request of a CLP, the Commission would remove any
incentive for an ILEC to delay removal. In Paragraph 55 of the Advanced Services Order,
the FCC encouraged the states to "ensure that collocation space is available In a timely
and pro-competitivemanner that gives new entrants a full and fair opportunity to compete."
Specifically, with regard to this issue, the FCC has provided that" [t]here Is no legitimate
reason for an incumbent LEG to utilize space for obsolete or retired equipment that the
incumbent LEG is no longer using when such space could be used by competitors for
collocation." Advanced Services Order, supra. Indeed, the Public Staff stated. It believes
that Bellsouth has not provided any legitimate reason here. Hence, removal of unused
obsolete equipment should not proiong the infervais for space provisioning.

The Commission is persuaded by the reasoning set forth by the Public Staff and the
GLPs. The FCC's Advanced Services Orcferclearly requires ILECs to remove from their
premises obsolete equipment to Increase the amount of space available for collocation,
and further states that there is no legitimate reason for an ILEC to utilize space for
obsolete or retired equipment when such space could be used by competitors for
collocation. The CLPs should not have to bear these costs when the equipment has
already been scheduled for removal at some later date. Therefore, the Commission
concludes that the ILECs should proactlvely remove obsolete, unused equipment from
their central offices and should bear ths costs of removing this equipment.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that ILECs should proactively remove obsolete, unused
equipment from their central offices, and they should bear the costs of removing such
equipment

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 30

ISSUE 31: What are the appropriate procedures for the Commission to implement with
respect to ILEC waiver petitions?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T did not specifically address this issue in its Joint Proposed Order. In its
Joint Issues Matrix attached as Exhibit B to its Joint Proposed Order, AT&T stated that
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consideration of the Georgia waiver process should be deferred to a separate proceeding.
AT&T maintained that BellSouth's proposed process was never discussed and it is
Inappropriate to raise it now. AT&T argued that the burden of proof should be on the ILEC
to justify the denial of a collocation request. AT&T stated that Sections 2.3 - 2.4 of the
Standard Offering set out a practical and fair method of handling waiver disputes and
should be adapted without modification.

BELUSOUTH: The Commission should establish procedures for considering waiver
petitions through a collaborative workshop to be convened in the near future.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this Issue.

PUBUC STAFF: The Commission should not issue blanket collocation waivers to ILECs

based on their denial of applications on the grounds of space exhaustion. Complaints to
the.Commission concerning space denial should be addressed on a case-by-^se basis.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it Is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties In its entirety.

VERIZON; Since the assessment of a CUP could reveal an exhaust condition, the ILEC
should file a waiver petition with the Commission once space exhaustion has been
determined.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

This issue concerns Sections 2.3, 2.3.1,2.3.2, and 2.4 of the Standard Offering, as
follows:

2,3 Denial of Application. Afternotifying the CLP that the
ILEC has no available space in the requested Central Office
("Denial of Application"), the ILEC will allow the CLP, upon
request and witha minimum of seventy-two (72) hours notice,
to tour the entire Central Office within ten (10) calendar days
of such Denial of Application.
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2.3.1 Outlined for Issue No. 23 on page 119.

2.3.2 Outlined for Issue No. 23 on page 119.

2.4 Filingof Petition for Waiver. Upon Denial of Application
the ILEC will timely file a petition with the Commission
pursuant to 47 U.S.C. §251 (c)(6).

Bellsouth stated in its Proposed Order that as BellSouth recommended earlier
under Issue No. 21, the Commission should establish a workshop at its earliest
convenience to allow the Parties to reach mutual agreement on the procedures for waiver
petitions. Therefore, BellSouth argued that there is no reason for the Commission to adopt
the waiver propedures proposed by the CLPs in Section 2.3 of their proposed Standard
Offering.

Bellsouth witness Hendrix stated in direct testimony that BellSouth recommends
that the Commission adopt the same procedures for waiver petitions as those established
by the Georgia Public Service Commission in its collocation workshop. Witness Hendrix
noted that those procedures were created through a collaborative process and would
provide the Commission with a thorough and meaningful opportunity to assess an ILEC
waiver petition. [COMMISSION NOTE: A copy of the Georgia procedures is attached to
witness Hendrlx's direct testimony as Exhibit JbH-2.]

Witness Hendrix noted in rebuttal testimony that the procedures for evaluating
space denial/exhaust by ILECs should be established by the Commission and that an ILEC
must establish the denial of a collocation request to the Commission, not the CLP.

The Public Staff commented in its Proposed Order that Sections 2.3.1 through 2.4
of the Standard Offering outline the procedures for an ILEC to follow when it denies a
space request for collocation. The Public Staff noted that Section 2.3 provides that upon
denial of an application, the ILEC will allowthe CLP to tour the entire Central Office within
10 calendar days of such denial and that Section 2.3.1 provides that, subject to a
nondisclosure agreement, the ILEC Will provide all relevant documentation to the CLP
representative. The Public Staff maintained that this information shall include blueprints
and plans for future facility expansions and enhancements and that the ILEC shall also
submit current clearly labeled floor plans/diagrams of the premise of at least 1/8"=1' scale
to the CLP representative 48 hours before the tour. The Public Staff further summarized
that the ILEC representative will accompany and supervise the CLP representative on the
tour that the CLP representative will conduct 10 days after the tour request and that if, after
the tour, the CLP representative believes ^at the ILEC's denial of space is unsupportable,
then the cLP representative will promptly advise the ILEC orally and in writing. The Public
Staff noted that then, both partieswould prepare a report detailing their findings and serve
the report on each other and the Commission. The Public Staff commented that
Section 2.3.2 provides that the ILEC will notify the Commission of the denial ofspace by
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letter at the same time it denies a space request and that this Section then lists In detail
the information that the ILEC shall provlae in the letter and, concurrently, to the CLP. The
Public Staff noted that Section 2.3.3 assigns the burden of justifying the basis for denial
of a collocation request: If a CLP contests the ILEC's denial, the CLP has the option of
requesting a third-party engineer to review the denial. The Public Staff noted that
Section 2,4 provides that the ILEC should also file a petition for waiver, pursuant to
47 U.S.C. 251(c)(6) with the Commission.

The Public Staff commented that BellSouth proposed that the Commission reject
the procedures outlined above and instead adopt the procedures for handling waiver
petitions as established by the Georgia Public Utilities Commission. The Public Staff
noted that BellSouth specifically objected to Sections 2.3-2.4 because they require
Bellsouth to provide as detailed or more detailed Information to the CLP than to the
Commission in its waiver petition and that this amount of information was burdensome.

The Public Stafffurther noted that Verizon contended that the actual procedures set
forth in the Standard Offering are Inadequate to guide the Commission's review of an
ILEC's denial of a collocation-request.

The Public Staff maintained that the FCC has established required procedures for
waiver requests in 47 C.F.R. 51.321(f):

An incumbent LEC shall submit to the state commission,
subject to any protective order as the state commission may
deem necessary, detailed floor plans or diagrams of any
premises where the ihajmbent LEC claims that physical
collocation is not practical because of space limitations... An
incumbent LEC that contends space for physical collocation is
not available in an incumbent LEC premises must also allow
the requesting carrier to tour the entire premises In question,
not just the area in which space was denied, without charge,
within ten days of the receipt of the incumbent LEC's denial of
space....

The Public Staff also outlined that Paragraphs 56-67 of the FCC Advanced Services
Order provided additional guidance regarding Implementation of the regulations in
47 C.F.R. 51.321(f):

.... Pursuant to the. Act, incumbent LECs must provide
physical collocation unless they demonstrate to the state
commission's satisfactior that "physical callocation Is not
practical for technical reasons or because of space
limitations." Because incumbent LECs have the incentive and

capacity to impede competition by reducing the amount of
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space available for collocation by competitors, the
Commission, in the Local Competition First Report and Order,
required incumbent LECs that deny requests for physical
collocation on the basis of space limitations to provide the
state commission with detailed floor plans or diagrams of their

.premise. The Commission concluded that such submissions
would aid the state commission in evaluating whether the
denial of physical collocation was justified. Paragraph 56
[footnotes omitted].

We now adopt our tentative conclusion that an incumbent LEG
that denies a request for physical collocation due to space
limitations should, in addition to providing the state
commission with detailed floor plans, allow any competing
provider that is denied physical collocation at the incumbent
LEO'S premises to tour the premises.... If, after the tour of
the premises, the incumbent LEG and competing provider
disagree about whether space limitations at that premise make
collocation impracticable, both carriers could present their
arguments to the state commission... .

Based on the Orders of the FCC, the Public Staff recommended that the
Commission require the Standard Offering to reflect the above-cited authorities.
Therefore, the Public Staff proposed, when an (LEG denies space, it should'(1) submit a
detailed floor plan of the entire premises to the state commission and (2) permit
representatives of the requesting telecommunications carrier that has been denied
collocation to tour the entire premises, without charge, within 10 days of denial. The
Public Staff commented that the Standard Offering contains these minimum requirements
but supplements them with more detailed requirements. The Public Staff maintained that
while Bellsouth and Verizon expressed general dissatisfaction with the procedures, they
both failed to present evidence showing how any specific procedure is unduly burdensome
to them. The Public Staff also stated that it believes that all of the information listed In

Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 which goes beyond that required by the FCC may not be relevant
or necessary in every space denial. Therefore, the Public Staff recommended that the
Commission decline to address the specific procedures contained In Sections 2.3.1-2.3.2
that require more detail from the ILEC than the FCC has mandated.

However, the Public Staff stated that it believes that Section 2.4 deserves comment.
The Public Staff noted that Section 2.4 provides that upon denial of a collocation
.application, the ILEC will timely file a petition with the Commission pursuant to
47 U.S.G.§ 251 (c)(6). which states:

Collocation: The duty to provide, on rates, terms, and
conditions that are just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory, for
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physical collocation of equipment necessary for
interconnection or access to unbundled network elements at
the premises of the local exchange carrier, except that the
carrier may providefor virtual collocation if the local exchange
carrier demonstrates to the State commission that physical
collocation is not practical for technical reasons or because of
space limitations.

The Public Staff noted that the Parties seem to agree that the Commission is
obligated to review waiver petitions, however, the Public Staff disagrees for several
reasons. The Public Staff stated that the FOG never mentions the word waiver In its
Orders and instead the FCC provides for the parties to submit their disputes to the state
commission after they are unable to resolve a dispute after a tour. Also, the Public Staff
noted, Section 2.3.3 provides that after a third-party engineer or the Commission has
upheld a finding of space denial, the ILEC Is not required to conduct a review of floor
space availability in the same ILEC premises more frequently than every six months.
Therefore, the Public Staff opined, the Commission should decline to address petitions
seeking a blanket waiver. Rather, the Public Staff recommended, the Commission should
address each denial that comes before it on a case-by-case basis and the Standard
Offering should be amended by removing all references to waiver or waiver petitions.

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this Issue in its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Verizon noted in Its Proposed Order 47 C.F.R. 51.321(f) as previously quoted.
Verizon recommended that the Commission conclude that since the assessment, of a CLP
could reveal an exhaustion condition, the ILEC should file a waiver petition with the
Commission once space exhaustion has been determined.

The Commission notes that BellSouth has previously filed temporary waiver
petitions. On March 3, 2000, BellSouthfiled Petitions for Temporary Waivers with respect
to three central offices. BellSouth stated that it was unable to meet physical collocation
requests due to space limitations and that it needed only a temporary waiver because it
expected to have more space available for physical collocation upon completion of
planned building additions.

In Its Petitions, BellSouth noted that Section 251 (c)(6) of TA96 establishes a
preference for physical collocation but also contains a clause "except that the carrier may
provide virtual collocation if the local exchange carrier demonstrates to the State
Commission that physical collocation is not practical for technical reasons or because of
space limitations."

On May 12,2000, the Commission issued its Order Holding Petitions in Abeyance.
The Commission noted that it found good cause to hold the petitions in abeyance pending
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the outcome of the generic collocation docket which is at Issue herein. The Commission
also questioned the need for BeilSouth or any ILEC to request a waiver for a central office
where there is no available collocation space prior to a CLP bringing a grievance regarding
denial of collocation before the Commission.

The Commission notes that 47 CJ.F.R. 61.321(f) states;

An incumbent LEC shall submit to the state commission
detailed floor plans or diagrams of any premises where the
incumbent LEC claims that physical collocation is not practical
because of space limitations.

The Commission notes that the above cited Rule does not state when the ILEC
should submit the detailed floor plans or diagrams to the state commission.

The Commission notes after reviewing TA96 and the FCC's Orders, no actual time
frame is mandated for carriers to provide information such as detailed floor plans or
diagrams. The Commission believes based on the entire record of evidence that the
following procedure would be appropriate for ILECs seeking waivers (i.e.,
acknowledgments) that a particular central office has no available collocation space:

(1) ILEC denies a CLP application for collocation based on lack of space;
(2) CLPs requests a tour of the central office and Is granted a tour within

10 calendar days of denial;
(3) CLP also receives supporting documentation as outlined in Sections 2,3,1

and 2.3.2 (and addressed in Finding of Fact No. 22);
(4) In accordance with Section 2.3.1, the CLP will advise the ILEC, both orally

and in writing, if, after the inspection tour it disagrees with the ILEC's
denial of space based on space exhaust;

(5) The CLP and the ILEC, in accordance with Section 2.3.1, will concurrently
prepare a reportdetailing Its own filings ofthe inspectjon tour and.each party
should concurrently serve the reports on each other, however, the Parties

• will not file the reports with the Commission at this time consistent with the
Commission's conclusions in Finding of Fact No. 22;

(6) Inaccordance with Section 2.3.3, the CLPwhich contests the ILEC's position
concerning the denial of space has the option of requesting a third-party
engineer to review the denial. If the CLP, after reviewing the third-party
engineer's report, still disagrees with the ILEC's denial, then, and only then.
will the dispute come before the Commission for resolution;

(7) At this time, the CLP and the ILEC should file a copy of the reports provided
in Item #5 with the Commission. The CLP should also file a copy of all of the
supporting documentation it has received based on Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
along with the report issued by the third-party engineer, if one was
requested, with the Commission for its review; and
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(8) The Commission will make a determination on the appropriateness of the
ILEC's denial of space due to space exhaust.

The Commission believes that the above-outlined procedures will ensure that the
Commission is not confronted with disagreements on space denial until all possible routes
for resolution of the issue are followed. The Commission advises the Parties to attempt
to resolve any space denial disputes before they come to the Commission for resolution
since the Commission only has a limited amount of resources and does not desire to be
confronted "with cases where the supporting documentation, the ILEC report, and the
third-party engineer report all clearly indicate that the ILEC did, in fact, appropriately deny
the application due to space exhaust.

The Commission does not believe that it must issue blanket waivers to ILECs for
space denials and that it should not address denials for space due to exhaust unless a
CLP actuallv disagrees with such a finding. The Commission believes that the CLPs
should take all available avenues to determine if the denial was appropriate before
involving the Commission.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the eight procedures outlined above for waivers
due to space exhaust should be adopted and reflected In the Standard Offering.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 31

ISSUE 32: Should the Standard Offering be subject to local building safety codes?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL; ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T: No. Permits are generally not a hindrance to work within ILEC buildings. The
Parties should cooperate to secure such as are necessary. The Standard Offering should
not be subject to building codes.

BELLSOUTH: Yes. Failing to do so would be tantamount in some instances to requiring
Bellsouth to knowingly violate applicable building and safety codes.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: ILECs should be allowed to inspect the plans and specifications for
collocation space prior to construction and may inspect collocation spaces after
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completion. ILECs should be able to remove or correct the collocation arrangement if it
does not comply with approved plans.

SPRINT: Sprint was generally agreeable to the New Entrants' position.

VERIZON; All parties must abide by applicable buildingcodes, zoning regulations, etc..
Parties may seek waivers, alterations, or exemptions.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

This issue is whether local building codes and safety codes should be taken into
consideration when developing appropriate intervals for the provisioning of collocation
space. Specifically, the question at hand is whetherthe time ittakes to seek and obtain
a required permit should be excluded from the collocation intervals (such as the interval
from the submission of the bona fide firm order to the turnover of the collocation space to
the CLP).

The Public Staffs view was that ILECs should be allowed to inspect plans and
specifjcations prior to construction and may. inspect collocation spaces after completion.
ILECs should be able to remove or correct the arrangement if it.does not comply with
approved plans.

CLP witness Wagoner addressed BellSouth's arguments that it had little or no
influence over the time it took to obtain necessary permits for the construction of
collocation space. Mr. Wagoner questioned whether BellSouth actually needed permits
to install a cage in its own central office. CLP witness Gillan proposed that CLPs and
ILECs cooperate on securing permits and waivers. He opposed allowing ILECs to defer
construction when they had not "cooperated in securing such permitor waiver."

Bellsouth witness Milner expressed concern that code officials at the state and local
levels, due to their unfamiliarity with FCC requirements, could delay construction of
collocation space by delaying issuance of permits for "certain construction work that
modifies mechanical, electrical, architectural, or safety factors within [BellSouth's] central
offices." Hetestified that the time required to obtain necessary permitswas "in the critical
path for provisioning collocation space," and that this time should be excluded from the
provisioning interval, since It was beyond BellSouth's control. He contended that permits
from local governments were frequently required before BellSouth began collocation work.
Witness Mlfner stated that BellSouth had experienced permitting intervals that range from
15 to 60 days, and that intervals of 60 days were often encountered in Raleigh and
Charlotte. He also claimed there had been Instances where code conflicts, such as
conflicts in building ctassificallon for fire codes or ADA compliance issues, had caused
delays in obtaining needed permits.
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On cross-examination by the CLPs, however, witness Milner acknowledged thathe
did not knowwheWier permitswouldbe required in all instances vi^eh collocation work was
being done, or whether they were required for installation of a collocation cage. He
Indicated that they would be needed "if there are certain types of powerwork that's to be
done or ifthe heatingand airconditioning planthad to be upgraded." Witness Milner also
acknowledged that BellSouth had only been required to obtain three permits from the City
of Raleigh in connection with the creation of three virtual and 25 physical collocations at
the Raleigh Morgan Street central office. Witness Miiner also testified that he could not
citespedfic instances where conflicts between FCC rules and state or local building code
ordinances had created collocation delays In North Carolina. On the other hand, Verizon
witness Ries testified that Verizon had stated in response to a data request from the CLPs
that itdid not normally obtain building or electrical permits prior to installing collocations,
and that, typically, Verizon had "not experienced a need for building and electrical permits
in North Carolina."

Sprint witness Hunsucker contended that permit-processing times should not be
excluded from ILEC collocation provisioning intervals. He argued that, even though an
ILEC had no "specific control over the actions of permitting officials," it still had "complete
control over the manner and frequency with which it follows up with the appropriate
offidals in order to assure that permits are obtained in a timely manner." He also insisted
that an ILEC had "complete control over !he extent to which it compresses its provisioning
processes so that work activities run as concurrently as possible." Witness Hunsucker
testified that the Louisiana PSC Staff had actually recommended including the permit time
in the interval, because doing so would "provide BellSouth with an incentive to conduct
parallel work activities or work with government agencies for expeditious issuance of
permits."

The available evidence indicates permits are rarely, if ever, required during the
construction of physical collocation space in an ILEC's central office. In those rare
instances when permits are required, the ILEC should be able to arrange its construction
schedule so that work could continue during the permitting period. If an intractable timing
problem does in fact exist, then an ILEC may seek a waiver from the Commission upon a
showing of extraordinary circumstances. No credible evidence has been presented to
suggest that the standard collocation intervals should be extended as a matter of course
to allow for permitting considerations. Accordingly, the Commission concludes that
permitting issues should not as a regular matter affect the collocation intervals.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that permitting issues should not affect the collocation
intervals which have been adopted elsewhere herein, provided however, that if an
intractable timing problem exists, an ILEC may seek a waiver from the Commission upon
a showing of extraordinary circumstances.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 32

ISSUE 33: When should a CLP be required to complywith the ILECs' technical guidelines
and specifications for collocation space within an ILEC premises (including Adjacent
Collocation), including the use of an ILEC-certified vendor?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: This issue was not addressed in ALLTEL's Brief.

BELLSOUTH: CLPs should be required to comply with the LEC's technical guidelines and
specifications forcollocation space in all cases where work for or on behalf ofthe CLP is
required in the central office. BellSouth's guidelines and specifications are based on
safety and security requirements and the need to maintain the reliability of the network.
The CLP and the CLP's BeilSouth Certified Supplier ("vendor^) must follow and comply
with ail BeilSouth requirements outlined in the fbliowing BeilSouth Technical References
(TRs): TR 73503, TR 73519, TR 73564, and .TR 73572. These guidelines and
specificationsare no more stringent than those used by BeilSouth and are intended solely
to ensure, that all work conducted within the central office is performed in a safe,
workmanlike manner.

MClm: This issue was not addressed In MClm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The Standard Oflering recognizes that CLPs use ILEC-certified
vendors. ILECs should consider certification of CLPs and other vendors, and said
certification should not be unreasonably withheld. Exdept where CLP equipment requires
special technical cDnsideratlcns, cageless space should be available in single bay
increments in conventional racks. Industry standards should apply to technical issues.

PUBLIC STAFF: CLPs should be required to complywith ILEC technical guidelines and
specifications for collocation space on ILEC premises when guidelines relate directly to
-safety. CLPs should be required to use an ILEC-certified vendor when having work
performed for oron behalf ofthemselves within the ILEC premises. These guidelines and
specifications should be reasonable and no more stringent than those used by the ILEC
itself. The ILEC should provide the guidelines and specifications, including vendor
certification information, to CLPs upon request.

SPRINT: Sprint adopted New Entrants's position on this issue.

VERIZON: Verizon proposed that CLPs must adhere to the ILECs technical guidelines
and specifications and CLPsmust select ILEC-certified Vendors to perform engineering
and installation work (the ILEC will provide CLPs with a list of certified vendors).
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WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth stated in its Proposed Order that CLPs should be required to comply with
the lLEC*s technical guidelines and specifications for collocation space in all cases where
work for or on behalf of the CLP is required In the central office, not just for technical
issues. BellSouth witness Mllner testified that BellSouth's guidelines and specifications
are based on safety and security requirements and the heed to maintain the reliability of
the network. Furthermore, BellSouth stated that the practices for CLPs are no more
stringent than what BellSouth imposes upon itself.

Additionally, BellSouth commented that the CLP should select a vendor that has
been approved as an ILEC-certified vendor to perform all engineering and installation work
required inthe CLP's collocation arrangenient. BellSouth stated that if the CLPs were not
required to comply with an ILEC's guidelines and specifications, there would certainly arise
security and safety concerns that could lead to lessened network reliability and security
as well as cause service interruptions.

The New Entrants commented in its Issues Matrix that CLPs should use

ILEC-certified vendors. Furthermore. New Entrants stated that ILEGs should considefc
certification of CLPs and other vendors, and said certification should not be unreasonably
withheld. Additionally, the New Entrants contended that except where CLP equipment
requires special technical considerations, cageless space should be available in single
bay Increments in conventional racks; and, industry standards should apply to technical
issues.

Verizon stated that the FCC permits ILECs to require CLPs to use ILEC approved
contractors. Verizon concluded its remarks stating that CLPs mustadhere to the iLeCs
technical guidelines and specifications and must select ILEC-certlfiedvendors to perform
engineering and installation work (the ILEC will provide CLPs with a list of certified
vendors).

In its Proposed Order, the PublicSt^ commented that pursuant to the FCC's Order
on Reconsideration, CLPs should only be required to comply with ILEC guidelines and
specifications iTthey address safety issues. The FCC stated in Paragraph 56 of its
Collocation Reconsideration Order that "because we remain unconvinced that the NEBS
safetystandards address all legitimate safetyconcernsthat mayarise, we do not preclude
incumbent LECs from imposing on their own equipment and collocators' equipment safety
standards in addition to the NEBS Level 1 safety requirements." The Public Staff stated
that there was insufficient information provided to determine whether the BellSouth's
technical guidelines meet this requirement, and therefore declined.to require CLPs to
adhere to these specific guidelines. The Public Staff commented that these same
considerations should also apply to discussions concerning adjacent collocation.
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The Public Staff stated that the CLPs should be required to use ILEC-certified
vendors. As stated by the Public Staff, the FCC has authorized an ILEC to certify the
vendors that operate on its premises provided that an ILEC does not unreasonably
withhold approval of contractors. Furthermore, the Public Staff commented that
certification of a vendor should be based on guidelines previouslyestablished by the ILEC,
and that the CLPs should be provided with these guidelines.

The Public Staff concluded its comments stating that CLPs should be required to
use an ILEC-certified vendor when having work performed at an ILEC's premises.
Furthermore, the Public Staff stated that CLPs should also be required to comply with
technical guidelines and specifications for collocation space in and adjacent to an ILEC's
premises when those guidelines and specifications relate directly to safety. Additionally,
the guidelines and specifications should be reasonable and no more stringent than those
used by the ILEC itself. Upon request, the ILEC should promptly provide guidelines and
specifications and vendor certification information.

The Commissionfinds that CLPs should be required to use an ILEC-certified vendor
when having work performed at an-ILEC's premises. The Commission also believes that
the guidelines and specifications which address and insure safety and network security
thus protect the integrity of the network should be complied with by the CLPs. ILECs
should certifyvendors currentlyoperating on their premises and make the listing avai (able
to the CLPs as approved and certified vendors to be used in and adjacent to ILEC
collocated equipment. Furthermore, while Insuring that guidelines and specifications and
vendor certification information, as previously discussed, Is promptly made available to the
CLPs upon request, this information should also be made available and kept current on
company and relevant industry websites. While the Commission believes that ILECs
should be responsible for the certification of vendors working on its premises, such
certification should be strictly concerned with safety and network security, applicable to the
ILEC itself, and reasonably based on generally accepted industrystandards and practices.
The Commission believes that all Parties should adhere to safety practices to insure
network security and reliability based upon industry adopted safety procedures governing
equipment installation.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that CLPs should be required to use an ILEC-certified
vendor when having workperformed at an ILEC's premises. Additionally, it Is concluded
that the guidelines and specifications which address and insure safety and network
securitythus protecting the integrity of the network should be complied with by the CLPs.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 33

ISSUE 34: What are the inspection rights to which the ILEC Is entitled?
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POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T: The ILEC should have an opportunity to review plans and specifications for
CQllocation space before and after construction, but it should not create unreasonable
delay. An ILEC can require a CLP to correct deviations.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth should have the right to review plans and specifications before
and the space after construction and should also have the right to require the CLP to
remove or correct a CLP's collocation arrangement including the "cage" if it is not
compliant.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The ILEC should have the right to inspect plan^ and specifications prior
to construction and the collocation space after construction. The plans should be thorough
enough to allow the ILEC to determine it the design is compliant. The ILEC should have
the right to require the CLP to remove noncomplying structures. The review process for
inspections should not cause unreasonable delay. This ruling should apply to any
construction done for or on behalf of the) CLP in ILEC premises. ^

SPRINT: Sprint was generally agreeable to the New Entrants'position.

VERIZON: The ILEC has the right to review equipment layout, including spatial
dimensions, and CLP plans and specifications prior to construction as well as to inspect
the enclosure after construction.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

This issue involves the ILEC's right to review the plans and specifications for
collocation space prior to construction, and to inspect the collocation space after
construction. BellSpulh, Verizon, and the CLPs agree that the ILEC should have these
rights, but apparently disagree on. the language that appears in the Standard Offering
submitted by the CLPs.

Corisisteht with its views regarding Issue 32. the Public Staff believed that the
ILECs should have the right to inspect plans and specifications prior to construction and
collocation. The plans should be sufficientlydetailed to allow compliance to be assessed,
and ILECs should be able to remove noncompliant structures. The review process should
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not cause unreasonable delay, and these principles should apply to any construction done
for or on behalf of the CLP in ILEC premises.

Sections 3.4.1 and 3.6.2 of the Standard Offering authorize the ILEC to inspect the
collocation plans and specifications prior to allowing construction to start and to inspect
the collocation arrangement after construction is completed. These sections also allow the
ILEC to require the CLP to remove or correct any structure that does not meet with
approved plans.

Bellsouth did not believe the Standard Offering gives the ILECs enough authority
over their own premises. BellSouth witness Milner maintained that "it is necessary that
Bellsouth have the right to require the CLP to remove or correct the CLP's collocation
arrangement including the collocation enclosure ("cage") if it is not in compliance with
BellSouth'sguidelines and specifications." Mr. Milner asserted that ILECs should have this
rightpursuant to the GTEdecision, which he feels gave the ILEC ultimate control over its
central offices. He stated that "BellSouth needs these rights to ensure that the central
office is maintained in a safe and operational manner for itself and CLPs alike."

The Commission does not agree with BellSouth that the GTE opinion applies to this
Issue. The section to which witness Milner is referring only addresses an ILECs right to
choose where a CLP will collocate. We do not believe that this opinion automatically
extends to this issue of inspection rights. We do feel, however, that the language in the
standard Offering gives the ILEC the continued abilityto maintain the integrity of its central
officepremises. Itgives the ILEC the opportunityto ensure that, based on the construction
plans, the collocation space will comply with its guidelines and specifications. It also gives
the ILEC incentive to thoroughly review the plans prior to construction instead of after
construction has been completed. This could reduce time and money spent by the CLP
on corrections and help to ensure that CLPs have the ability to become operational in a
reasonable amount of time.

The Commission, therefore, concludes that the ILEC should have the right to
inspect plans and specifications prior to construction and the collocation space after
completion. The plans should be thorough enough to allow the ILEC to determine if the
design complies with its guidelines and specifications. The ILEC should have the right to
require the CLP to remove or correct the collocation arrangement if it does not comply with
approved plans. The reviewprocess for these inspections should not cause unreasonable
delay. This ruling applies to any construction done for or on behalf of the CLP on ILEC
premises. Time intervals for this process are addressed as part of the discussion of Issue
No. 18. No change to the Standard Offering Is required on this Issue.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that ILECs have the right to inspect the plans and
specifications of a CLP prior to construction of collocation space and the right to inspect
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such space after completion. The ILECs should have the right to require the CLP to
remove or correct collocation arrangements not compliant with approved plans. This ruling
should apply to any construction done for or on behalf of a CLP on ILEC premises. No
change in the Standard Offering is necessary on this issue.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 34

ISSUE 35: What power source should ILECs provide to an adjacent collocation space?

ISSUE 64: Should BellSouth be required to provide DC power to adjacent collocation
space?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this ssue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T stated that BellSouth should provide DC power to CLPs in adjacent
collocation space. Collocation equipment runs on DC power. The opportunity to
discriminate against CLPs is particularly acute in this situation, because it occurs only
when space Is exhausted in a particular ILEC premises. Ifan ILEC categorically refuses
to provide DC power, CLPs must incur significant costs to accommodate AC power,
provided by the ILEC or from some other source, and convert that power to DC. Since
BellSouth has offered to provideCLPs with DC powerat its remote terminals, providing DC
power is demonstrably technically feasible. This is a matter both of parity and the
requirement to provide collocation on terms that are nondiscrimlnatory.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth stated that the FCC's rules do not require BellSouth to provide
DC power to an adjacent collocation arrangement. 47 C.F.R. 51.323 {k)(3) only requires
that an ILEC provide a power source to an adjacent arrangement. Itdoes not specify the
type of power. BellSouth will provide AC power, as requested, subject to being technically
feasible and subject to BellSouth's reccfiving authorization from local authorities having
jurisdiction, in making adjacent collocation available, BellSouth will do so in a
nondiscrimlnatory manner and at parity with itself.

MClm: MClm stated that BellSouth should be required to provide DC power to adjacent
collocation space. MClm would agree to provide the cabling to BellSouth's power
distribution board. BellSouth would provide the conduit to the adjacent collocation space.
MClm stated that pricing would be based on the rates determined in this proceeding.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Public Staff stated that the ILEC should provide AC and DC power
from the central office to the, adjacent coliocation space upon request where technically
feasible. This power should have the same performance and reliability characteristics as
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the power that the ILEC provides to collocation within the central office. The CLP should
have the option to secure its own AC power to the adjacent structure from the same
provider that furnishes commercialAC power to the ILEC. Any converting or fusing of the
power source beyond the demarcation point should be the responsibility of the CLP. The
price of providing this power should be negotiated on an individual case basis.

SPRINT; Sprint stated that this issue has been resolved between Sprint and the New
Entrants by adoption of the following language as Section 3.6.3 of the Standard Offering;
"The ILEC shall also provide DC power, as requested, subject to technical feasibility. The
price for DC power shall be determined on an individual case basis." Sprint accepted this
resolution of this issue contingent upon inclusion of this provision in the Standard Offering
made applicable to all parties.

VERIZON; Verizon stated that ILECs are obligated to provide access for either utility or
ILEC provision of AC power to adjacent collocation space.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

-In Paragraph 44 of the Advanced Services Order, the FCC stated that:

Finally, we require incumbent LECs, when space Is legitimately exhausted
in a particular LEG premises, to permit location in adjacent controlled
environment vaults or similar structures to the extent technically feasible.

Thus, the FCC requires ILECs to make adjacent collocation space available to
CLPs when physicalcollocation space within the central office Is exhausted. The adjacent
collocation space would be located on the ILECs premises in a controlled environment
vault or similar structure.

Issue Nos. 35 and 64 concern the type of power source, ifany, that an ILEC should
be obligated to provide to an adjacent collocation space. These sites would require AC
power for lights, environmental controls, etc. and DC power for the switching and
transmission collocation equipment. The FCC's rule on adjacent collocation,
47 C.F.R. 51.323 (k)(3) mandates that:

The Incumbent LEG must provide power and physical collocation services
and facilities, subject to the same nondiscrimination requirements as
applicable to any other physical collocation arrangement.

The CLPs believe this FCC rule requires the ILECs to provide power to an adjacent
collocation space. MClm witness Bomertestified that BellSouth must provide DC power
to a CLP's equipment In an adjacent collocation space if It provides DC power to the
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equipment in the central office. Witness Bomer also testified that Bellsouth has offered
to provide DC power in other collocation arrangements outside the central office at remote
terminals. Therefore, the CLPs contended that the mandate of federal law, which requires
ILECs to provide power to adjacent collocation facilities subject to the same
nondiscrimination requirements applicable to any other physical collocation arrangement,
together, with the principal of technical feasibility by which requests for physical collocation
are to be considered, strongly suggest that ah ILEC cannot categorically refuse to provide
DC power. CLP witness Gijlan testified that without the provision of DC power by the
ILEC, CLPs will incur significant costs to accommodate AC power and to convert that
power to DC. He added that these costs will be Incurred, moreover, as a result of being
relegated to collocate equipment outside of an ILEC central office. The CLPs also point
out that, in Order No. 54, Investigation of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company's Entry
•into the Texas InteftATA Telecommunications Market, Public Utility Commission of Texas,
Project No. 16251, the Texas PUC ordered Southwestern Bell to provide DC power to
adjacent collocation.

After the hearing, on January 18,2001, Sprint and the New Entrants filed a revised
Standard Offering which resolved Sprint Issue No. 2. Section 3.6.3 of the revised
Standard Offering Is as follows;

The ILECs will provide AC power, as requested, subject to being technically
feasible. At its option, the CLP may choose to provide its own AC power to
the adjacent structure as long as the AC power source is from the same
power source as the ILECs. The ILEC shall also provide DC power, as
requested subject to technical feasibility. The price for DC power shall be
determined on an Individual case basis.

Bellsouth witness Milner testified that the FCC rules do not require ILECs to provide
DC power to an adjacent collocation arrangement. According to his testimony,
47 C.F.R. 51.323 (k)(3) only requires that an ILEC provide a power source to an adjacent
collocation arrangement. At all BeliSouth's remote terminal sites, AC power runs to the
site and Bellsouth then converts the AC power to DC power inside the remote site
location. In making adjacent collocation available, BellSouth wilt treat all CLPs in a
nondiscriminatory manner and at parity with itself. Therefore, witness Milner testified that
Bellsouth will provide AC power, as requested, subject to technical feasibility and
receiving authorization from local authorities having jurisdiction. He submitted that
approval from local authorities must be obtained because Article 225 of the National
Electric Safety Code does not specifically allow power circuits to be run between buildings
with different owners. In addition, he stated that the cable historically used in the
telecommunications industry for DC power Inside a central office is not rated for use
outdoors, and thus, is not appropriate for use in collocation arrangements.

Verizon witness RIes testified that because of the properties of DC power, the ILEC
should be required to provide AC power to an adjacent structure. He stated that DC power
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cannot be used because its properties prevent it from being run over long distances, as
would be necessary to reach adjacent slmctures. According to his testimony, the CLP can
convert the AC power to DC power to operate Its telecommunications equipment in the
adjacent structure. The ILEC would provide power to itself in the same manner if it were
using the adjacent structure for its own purposes.

While both BellSouthand Verizon agree to provide the adjacent collocation spac^
with AC power, these ILECs argue they should not be required to supply DC power as a
matterof parityto the power supply arrangements at their own remote terminal sites or if
they were usingthe adjacent structure. For example, BellSouth explained that AC power
runs to its own remote terminal sites, then BellSouth converts the AC power to DC power
within the remote site location. However in its Proposed Order, the Public Staff states its
belief that the FCC rule on adjacent collocation requires the ILEC to provide power to the
adjacent collocation space at paritywith other physical collocation arrangements, not at
parity with the ILEC's own power supply arrangements at an ILEC remote site. The
Commission agrees with the Public Staffs interpretation of the FCC's rule with respect to
this issue.

The Public Staffs Proposed Order also addressed several alleged technical
limitations raised by the ILECs. For example, BellSouth submitted that the cable
traditionally used bythe industry to transmit DC power Inside the central office Is not rated
for outdoor use, but the Public Staff noted that BellSouth did not claim that a proper cable
could notbe provisioned. Verizon contended that DC power does not efficiently travel the
long distance necessary to reach adjacent structures. The Public Staff opined that
adjacent collocation spacesshould be closer tothecentral offices than the remote terminal
sites of the ILECs. BellSouth also stated that in order to provide even AC power to the
adjacent site, approval must be obtained from the appropriate local authority given Article
225 of the National ElectricCode. However, MClm believes that BellSouth's interpretation
and application of the Code is incorrect. The Commission agrees with the Public Staff
these alleged technical limitations are insufficient reasons to categorically deny the
provisioning of DC power.

In summary, the Commission believes that47 C.F.R. 51.323 (k)(3) requires ILECs
to provide the same power to adjacent collocation space as it supplies to physical
collocation within the central office and that itwould be discriminatory for the ILECs not to
provide DC power. The Commission also believes that neither BellSouth nor Verizon
satisfactorily demonstrated that It would not be technically feasible to provide DC power
to adjacent collocation spaces. However, the Commission recognizes the possibility that
It may not always be technically feasible for the ILEC to deliver AC or DC power to every
adjacent collocation space. In such a situation, the ILEC should be required to
demonstrate technical infeasibility to the Commission.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that ILECs should be required to provide AG and DC
power from the central office to adjacent collocation, upon request, where technically
feasible. This power should have the same performance and reliability characteristics as
the power that the ILEC provides to collocations within its central office. The CLP should
have the option to secure its own AC power to the adjacent structure from the same
provider that furnishes commercial AC power to the ILEC.. The ILEC should only be
required to provide the power to the demarcation point of the adjacent collocation site.
Any converting or fusing of the power source beyond that point will be the responsibility
of the CLP. If-an ILEC receives a request to provide power to an adjacent collocation
space, within 45 days the ILEC and the CLPshall either negotiate a mutually agreed-upon
price or the ILEC shall submita cost study and proposed generic rates for providing power
to adjacent collocation spaces for Commissian approval.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSrONS FOR FINDtNG OF FACT NO. 35

ISSUE 36: To what extent may the ILEC limit the equipment, and facilities in the Collocation
Space so that such equipment does not impair other equipment.

ISSUE 78 (Sprint 4): What are the responsibilities ofthe CLP and ILEC with respect to
impairment or interference?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: Collocated equipment should not interfere with or impair service overanyfacilities
ofanother party in excess ofthat permitted by national standardsor applicable law, or to
a level that causes service disruption, physical harm to premises or equipment, or
otherwise creates a hazard. The New Entrants' proposed language in this regard should
be added to Section 6.11 of the Standard Offering.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth didnotspecifically address this issue in its Proposed Orderor
Brief.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as cullined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF; The language proposed by the CLPs should satisfactorily address the
problem of impairment and interference. If such a problem does occur, FCC Rule 51.233
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sets out a procedure for resolution of the problem. The following sentence should be
added totheCLPs' proposed language; "Any disputes between carriers over degradation
of the performance of advanced services ortraditional voiceband services by a deployed
advanced service should be resolved pursuant to FCC Rule 51.233". Further, the
Commission should not adopt the guidelines proposed by Sprint, but should request that
the parties ensure that voice-grade service, especially when it provides access to
emergency services and the like, not be subject to degradation, impairment, or
interference. The Commission should state that it expects the parties to act in the public
interest in working out any disputes.

SPRINT; Sprint urged the Commission to require Impairment and interference language
in interconnection agreements rather than collocation agreements. Sprint argued that
collocation, in and ofitself, does not create impairment or interference. Sprint asserted
that impairment or interference is a-eated by the deployment of services, i.e.. the purchase
of UNEs (e.g., loops, line sharing, etc.) orthe self-provisioning ofelements by the CLP to
provision a retail end-user product. In the event it is decided to include impairment and
interference provisions in the Standard Offering, Sprint proposed several principles to
resolve conflicts. Among these, itwas Sprint's position that universal service and access
to emergency services such as 911 should be given priority by ensuring that analog
circuit-switched voice-grade service takes precedence over advanced services.

VERIZON: Verizon did not address this Issue in its Proposed Order or Brief.

In Its revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in response to the FCC's
August 8, 2001 Collocation Remand Order, Verizon proposed that the Commission
conclude that an ILEC may require that CLP equipment not endanger, damage, interfere
with, or impair the facilities of the ILEC or any other connector to the ILEC's facilities.
Verizon argued that an ILEC is entitled to require that a CLP's equipment and use of space
meet the same safety standards that the ILEC imposes on itself.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, tiTe position as outlined forAT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth witness Milner stated in direct testimony that the CLPs' position on this
issue is that their,equipment and facilities placed in the collocation space shall not
endanger or damage the facilities of the ILEC or any other interconnector, the collocation
space, or the (LEG premises. -Despite this, witness Milner contended, the CLPs do not
want to include the phrase "interfere with or Impair" in the Standard Offering \vhich would
prohibit such interference or Impairment.
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r' Witness Milner explained that BellSouth believes that it should be permitte.d to limit
the equipment and faciiitres in the coi/ocation space any time it reasonably believes that
such equipment and facilities would (1) endanger or damage the equipment, facilities, or
other property of BellSouth or of any other entity or person; (2) significantly degrade,
interfere with, or impair sen/ice provided by BellSouth or by another entity or any person's
use of its teiecommunications service; (3) create an unreasonable risk of injury or death
to any Individual pr to the public; and/or (4) compromise the privacy of any
communications.

In rebuttal testimony, witness Milner stated that BellSouth agrees with the CLP
Coalition's language to a point but believes that the language falls far short of addressing
the issue. Witness Milner asserted that there is no mention made of a critical part of the
issue which Is interference or impairment of service provided by BellSouth or by another
entity or any end user's enjoyment of its telecommunications service. Witness Milner also
argued that there is no mention made of a proposed remedy by the CLPs should
interference or impairment of service occur.

Witness Milner asserted that FCC Rule 47 C.F.R. 51.233 allows ILECs broad
latitude to ensure that one carrier's equipment does not interfere with or irripair the
operation of another carrier's equipment.

The Public Staff noted in its Proposed Order that while none of the Parties
presenting testimony on this issue used identical language, it appears that there is
agreement that CLPs should adhere to the same technical and safety guidelines that the
/LECs impose on their own equipment. Further, the Pubiic Staff believes that the CLP's
facilities should not damage the ILEC's or any other CLP's equipment.

The Public Staff noted that the CLPs proposed that the following language adapted
from the BeliSouth/MCIm Interconnection Agreement be included in the Standard Offering:

Neither Party shall knowingly deploy or maintain any circuits,
facilities or equipment tha';: Interferes with or impairs service
over any facilities of the other party or a third-party, in excess
of interference or impairment explicitly permitted by Applicable
Law or national standards; causes damage to the other Party's
plant; or creates unreasonable hazards to any person.

The PublicStaffcommented that BellSouth opposes the CLPs' proposed language
on the basis that no mention is made of interference or impairment of service provided by
BellSouth or any other entity's or end usfijr's enjoyment of its telecommurlications service.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude that the language
proposed by the CLPs should satisfactorily address the problem of impairment and
interference and that ifsuch a problem does occur, FCC Rule 51.233 sets out a procedure
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for resolution of the problem. The Public Staff recommended that the Commission add the
following sentence to the CLPs' proposed language:

Any disputes between carriers over degradation of the
performance of advanced services or traditional voiceband
sen/ices by a deployed advanced service should be resolved
pursuant to FCC Rule 51.233.

The Commission notes that FCC Rule 51.233 states:

Section 51.233 Significant degradation of services caused by
deployment of advanced services

(a) Where a carrier claims that a deployed advanced service
is significantly degrading the performance of other advanced
services or traditional voiceband services, that carrier must
notify the deploying carrier and allow the deploying carrier a .
reasonable opportunity to correct the problem. Where the
carrier whose senrices are being degraded does not know the
precise cause of the degradation, It must notify each carrier
that may have caused or contributed to the degradation.
(b) Where the degradation asserted under paragraph (a) of
this section remains unresolved by the deploying carrler(s)
after a reasonable opportunity to correct the problem, the
carrier whose services are being degraded must establish
before the relevant state commission that a particular
technology deployment is causing significant degradation.
(c) Any claims of network harm presented to the deploying
carrier(s) or, if subsequently necessary, the relevant state
commission, must be supported with specific and verifiable
information.
(d) Where a carrier demonstrates that a deployed technology
Is significantly degrading the performance of other advanced ,
services or traditional voice band services, the carrier
deploying the technology shall discontinue deployment of that
technology and migrate its customers to technologies that will
not significantly degrade the performance of other such
services.
(e) Where the only degraded service itself is a known
disturber, and the newly deployed technology satisfies at least
one of the criteria for a presumption that it is acceptabie for
deployment under Sec. 51.230, the degraded service shall not
prevai! against the newly-deployed technology.
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_The Public Staff also proposed that the Commission request that the Parties ensure
that vo}ce-gracie service, especiaily when it provides access to emergency services and
the like, not be subject to degradation, impairment, or interference. The Public Staff
proposed that the Commission state that it expects the Parties to act in the public interest
when working out any disputes.

Sprint stated in Its Brief that impaimnent and interference language should not be
included in the Standard Offering because collocatfon, in and of itself, does not cause
impairment or interference. Sprint maintained that impairment or interference is caused by
the deployment of services which are covered by interconnection agreements.

Sprint argued that the Commission may well view access to emergency services as
an even a more important reason for refusing to accept the position of the New Entrants
on this issue. Sprint noted that the New Entrants effectively oppose the guiding principle
that places a priority on universal service by ensuring that traditional analog
circuit-switched, voice-grade service take precedence over advanced services. Sprint
argued that.clearly a priority must be placed on ensuring that end-users have access to
emergency services such as 911 reached via traditional analog circuit-switched,
voice-grade service.

However, Sprint stated that ifthe Commission should decide to include impairment
and interference language in the Standard Offering, Sprint proposes (1) traditional analog
circuit-switched, voice-grade service take precedence over advanced services; (2) the
interfering party should immediately stop any new deployment until a problem is resolved;
(3) if the parties are uhable to resolve a problem, factual evidence should be presented
to the Commission for review and determination; (4) the Commission should remedy the
problem by reducing the number of existing customers utilizing the technology by migrating
them to another technologythat does not create interference; and (5) ifa degraded service
itself is a known disturber and a newly deployed technology is presumed acceptable
according to FCC standards, the degraded service should not prevail against the newly
deployed technology. Sprint believes that these principles will ensure that irnpairment and
interference language places a priority on the provision of voice-grade service and that
there Is parity between the ILEC and the; CLP as to whose service has priority.

Sprint witness Hunsucker stated In direct testimony that the Standard Offering
should not include language relative to impairment or interference because collocation,
in and of itself, does not create impairment or interference. Witness Hunsucker testified
that impairment and interference is created by the deployment of services or the
self-provisioning of. elements by the CLP to provision a retail end-user product. Witness
Hunsucker stated that both Sprint's ILEC and CLP include Impairment and interference
language In interconnection agreements and not In collocation agreements. Witness
Hunsucker provided a list of guidelines should the Commission decide, against Sprinfs
recommendation, to include impairment and interference language in the Standard
Offering.
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The Commission agrees with the New Entrants that their proposed language is
appropriateand should be included In the Standard Offering. The Commission notes that
neither BellSouth nor Verizon addressed this issue in its Proposed Order or Brief. Further,
the Commission believes that the Public Staffs recommendation that the Commission
request that the Parties ensure that voice-grade service, especially when it provides
access to emergency services and the like, not be subject to degradation, impairment, or
interference and that Itexpects the Parties to act in the public interest when working out
any disputes is appropriate. However, since this issue is of critical importance, the
Commission concludes that instead of just requesting certain action in this regard, the
Commission should require, that the Parties insert the following language in the Standard
Offering:

The Parties are required to ensure that voice-grade service,
especiallywhen It provides access to emergency services and
the like, not be subject to degradation, impairment, or
interference and that the parties must act In the public interest
when working out any disputes.

Concerning Verizon's revised Proposed Order filed on September 14, 2001 in
response to the FCC's August8,2001 Collocation Remand Order, the Commission notes
that Verizon did not reference a particular section of the FCC's Order which mandated the
recommended change to its position. The Commission also notes that Verizon did not
address this issue in its original Proposed Order or Brief. Further, the Commission
believes that its conclusions on this issue are consistent with Verizon's position as outlined
in its September 14. 2001 filing.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the following language comprised of the CLPs'
proposed language and language adopted by the Commission should be included in the
Standard Offering:

Neither Party shall knowinglydeploy or maintain any circuits,
facilities or equipment that: Interferes with or impairs service
over any facilities of the other party or a third-party, in excess
of interfer^ce or impairment explicitly permitted by Applicable
Law or national standards; causes damage to the other Party's
plant; or creates unreasonable hazards to any person. The
Parties are required to ensure that voice-grade service,
especially when it provides access to emergency services and
the like, not be subject to degradation, impairment, or
interference and that the parties must act in the public interest
when working out any disputes.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 36

ISSUE 37: Maythe ILEC require the use of ILEC-certifiedvendors for janitorial services?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this specific issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T stated that the CLP should be responsible for the general upkeep and
cleaning of its collocation space. The CLP should have the option to clean its own space
or hire ILEC-certified janitors. The Parties are In agreement as to this issue.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth stated that the CLP Is responsible for the general upkeep and
cleaning of its caged collocation space, tf a janitorial service is to be used, the CLP shall
arrange directlywitha BellSouth certifiedcontractor for janitorial services. At the hearing,
the Parties agreed that if a CLP decided to use a janitorial service to clean its collocation
space, itwould use an ILEC-certified janitorial service. However, the Parties agreed that
a CLP could decide to use its own personnel to clean its own space.

MClm: MClm did not address this specific issue In its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Public Staff stated in its Matrix that this issue had been resolved.

SPRINT: In its Proposed Order, Sprint stated that it was willing to accept the New
Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent It is consistent with the terms and conditions
of the Standard Offering filed with the direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is
included in the Standard Offering, and the Standard Offering is made applicable to all
parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: Verizon stated that general upkeep and cleaning must meet ILEC
requirements.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Based on the positions filed by the Parties, the Commission understands that this
issue has been resolved.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission finds that this issue has been resolved between the Parties.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 37

ISSUE 38: Is it appropriate to include Einvironmental Hazard Guidelines (EHG) in the
Standard Offering?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address (his issue in its Brief.

AT&T: No. An incumbent may not impose safety requirements that are more stringent
than the safety requirements it imposes on its own equipment. These specific industry
standards do not need to be included in the Standard Offering.

BELLSOUTH: Yes. BellSouth believes that the EHG needs to be included in any
Standard Offering for the protection ofBellSouth's and the CLPs' equipment, facilities, and
personnel In the central office premises.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants agreed with AT&Ts position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: Yes'. IfBellSouth agrees to abide by Its EHG, then CLPs collocating on
its premises should also agree to the same. The Public'Staff further believes that
BellSouth should be directed to indicate to the Commission its intent on whether It will
abide by its own guidelines. Ifso, the parties should Insert language in the interconnection
agreement providing that both parties agree to abide by the EHG, which is to be attached
to the interconnection agreement.

SPRINT: Sprint stated in its Proposed Order that itwas willing to accept the New Entrants'
position on this issue to the extent It is consistent with the terms and conditions of the
Standard Offering filed with the direct testimony of (Vlichaef R. Hunsucker, it is included in
the Standard Offering, and the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties In its
entirety.

VERIZON: Yes. It Is appropriate to include EHG In the Standard Offering for the
protection of the equipment, facilities, and personnel in the ILEC's premises.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom agreed with AT&Ts position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

The CLPs contended that they should meet the same safety and environmental
hazard guidelines as the ILECs impose on themselves. CLP witness Gillan testified on
rebuttal that the CLPs had not discussed BellSouth's.proposed environmental guidelines
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withSprint to determine its position as to Inclusion of the guidelines. It is unclear from the
record whether the CLPs and Sprint ever resolved this matter.

Bellsouth stated that the EHG are necessary for BellSouth to comply with federal,
state, and local environmental requirements and laws and should be included in the
Standard Offering. BellSouth pointed out that it is ultimately responsible for hazards on
its premises, and the guidelines protect both BellSouth's and the CLPs' equipment,
facilities, and personnel In the central office premises.

The Public Staff stated that it is unclear from the record If BellSouth has agreed to
abide by the EHG itself. If BellSouth agrees to abide by its guidelines, then CLPs
collocating on its premises should also agree to the same guidelines. The Public Staff
further stated that the Commission should direct BellSouth to advise the Commission

whether it will abide by Its own guidelines. Ifso, the parties should insert language in the
interconnection agreement providing that both parties agree to abide by the EHG, which
will be attached to the Interconnection agreement.

The Commission Is of the opinion that all Parties should be required to comply with
the EHG for the protection of equipment, facilities, and personnel in the central office
premises. The Public Staff questions vi^ether BellSouth has agreed to abide by the EHG,
however, BellSouth stated that the guidelines are necessary for it to be in compliance with
environmental regulations and laws. The Commission believes that this answers the
PublicStaffs concern. Furthermore, the Commission is of the opinion that the guidelines
should be attached to the interconnection agreement.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that ILECs and CLPs should all be required to abide
by the EHGand that language to that effect be included in the interconnection agreement.
The EHG should also be attached to the interconnection agreement.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 38

ISSUE 39: What are the appropriate terms and conditions for conversion of virtual
collocation to physical collocation?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: Reasonable time frames and procedures must be established to assure CLPs
that conversion from virtual to physical collocationcan be accomplished quickly, efficiently,
and at reasonable cost. Section 6.10 of the Standard Offering should be adopted as it
provides reasonable and reliable terms, conditions, and procedures under which virtually
collocated CLPs may migrate to physical collocation arrangements.
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AT&T; Such conversions should occur without disruption. CLPs should not be required
A- to relocate their equipment, unless it is co-mingled with the ILEC*s equipment and unless

.the CLP's equipment occupies less than a single bay and the CLP does not rent the whole
bay. Verizon's ICS (individual case basis) approach is at odds with the purpose of this
proceeding. Contrary to BeliSouth's assertions, the Standard Offering does not enable the
CLP to "pick and choose" its collocation space; instead, it simply requires that the ILEC
continue to honor the choice it has already made for a piece of equipment. The disruption
of CLP equipment should be a rare event.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth will authorize the conversion of virtual collocation arrangements
in accordance with the terms and conditions specified in Section 6.8 of the Standard
Offering attached to its Proposed Order.

MCIm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: ILECs may relocate virtual collocation arrangements when they are
converted to physical arrangements, but they should exercise prudent judgment and avoid
unnecessary moves. CLPs should not be charged for these relocations. ILECs should
also be required to take steps to minimize the extent of service disruptions that may occur
during the moves.

SPRINT; Sprint is willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Spririt witness Hunsucker, it Is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON; Conversions from virtual to physical collocation should be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis: in some cases, conversions can take place without relocation of
equipment, in others, relocation may be necessary to achieve reasonable separation
between equipment.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position on this issue as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Conversions from virtual to physical collocation are covered by Section 6.10 of the
CLP Proposed Standard Offering which states as follows:

Upon request by the CLP, virtual collocationarrangements provisioned prior
to the availabilify of physical cageless coJlocation in a central office shall be
converted without disruption or reconfiguration of the equipment and without
additional charges, except for administrative fees to process the request and
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if no relocation ofequipment is required. Relocation will only be required if
a CLP is occupying space that is in less than a single-bay increment and
there is any vertical commingling of equipment either with an ILEC or CLP.
Where relocation of equipment is not required, equipment ownership will
revert back to the CLP upon payment of the same charge used to sell such
equipment to the ILEC; the CLP'scageless rack space will be clearly marked
though floor-markings or other identification; and the CLP will comply with
ail security requirements applicable to cageless collocation as outlined in
Section 11.

ALLTEL witness Caidwelf recommended that the Commission resolve issue No. 39
by adopting Section 6.10 of the Standard Offering. Witness Caldwed objected to the
ILECs' requirements that CLPs migrating from virtual to physical collocation first be
required to establish a physical collocation site. He also recommended that the
Commissiondeny ILECs the authority to unilaterally reject or alter conversion requests or
to set dates for the conversions. Witness Caldwell cited BeliSouth's policies as being
unreasonable because he claimed they gave BellSouth 30 days to respond to a CLP's
migration request and 90 days to effect the transition from virtual to physical collocation.
Witness Caldwell claimed that during 60 days of this 90-day transition period, the CLP
would be prohibited from submitting customer orders to BeiJSouth, even though the
migration process only took a few days.

Bellsouth witness Milner testified that the CLPs' proposal on this issue is
unreasonable, because itdoes not adequately address the very real differences between
virtual and physical collocation, both from a technical and a regulatory perspective.
Witness Milner testified that under BeliSouth's proposal, BellSouth would authorize the
conversion of virtual collocation arrangements to physical collocation arrangements
without requiring the relocation ofthe virtual arrangement where there are no extenuating
circumstances or technical reasons that would make the arrangement a safety hazard
within the premises or otherwise not be in conformance with the terms and conditions of
the collocation arrangement.

According to witness Milner, BellSouth allows the conversion of virtual collocation
to physical collocation "in place" where; (1) there is no change in the amount ofequipment
and no change to the arrangement to the existing equipment, such as re-cabling of the
equipment; (2) the conversion ofvirtual arrangement would not cause the arrangement to
be located in the area of the premises reserved for BeliSouth's forecast of future growth;
and (3) the conversion of said arrangement to a physical arrangement, due to the location
of the virtual collocation arrangement, would not impact BeliSouth's ability to secure its
own fac/Jit/es.

Witness Milner noted that other considerations with respect to the placement of a
collocation arrangement include cabling distances between related equipment, grouping
of equipment into families of equipment, the equipment's electrical grounding
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requirements, and future growth needs. Witness Milner stated that BellSouth considers
V ail these technical issues with the overall goal of making the most efficient use of available

space to ensure that as rnany CLPs as possible are able to collocate in the space
available.

Witness Milner further noted that, notwithstanding the foregoing, if the BellSouth
premise Isat or near space exhaust, BellSouth may, at its option, authorize the conversion
of the virtual arrangement to a physical arrangement even though BellSouth could no
loriger secure its own facilities.

BellSouth stated that the Commission should be guided by the opinion of .the D.C.
Circuit in GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC (D.C. Cir. 2000), that the ILECs have ultimate control
over their central offices, and that CLPs are not free to pick and choose preferred space
on the ILEC's premises (whether for virtual collocation or physical collocation) when
requesting collocation on the ILEC's property.

The Public Staff stated that ILECs may relocate virtual collocation arrangements
when they are converted to physical arrangements, but they should exercise prudent
judgment and avoid unnecessary moves. The Public Staff stated that CLPs should not be
charged for these relocations. The Public Staff further stated that ILECs should also be
required to take steps to minimize the extent of service disruptions that may occur during
the moves.

In its Proposed Order, Verizon stated that requests for In-place conversions of
virtual collocations to cageless collocation must be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, in
some Instances, Verizon stated, conversions can occur without relocation of the
equipment, however, in others, the equipment must be relocated to achieve reasonable
separation between the ILEC and the CLP network. Verizon stated that, for example,
relocation will be necessary when the virtual equipment is commingled within an ILEC bay
or if the virtual bay is Integrated within the ILEC lineup. Verizon contended that the
proposed Standard Offering does not permit a case-by-case analysis and does not permit
the ILEC to charge the engineering fees necessary to accommodate requests for
conversion of virtual to cageless collocation. Verizon stated that ILEC control over
collocation locations was upheld in GTE Serv. Corp. v. Fed. Communications Comm'n. 205
F. 3d 416, 426 (D.C. Cir. 2000).

The Commission has carefully considered the testimony presented on this issue.
The most compelling testimony, presented by Verizon witness Ries, concerns the holding
In the G7H case vacating Paragraph 42 of the Advanced Services Order. Paragraph 42
authorized the CLPs to select where they wished to collocate in an ILEC's central office,
saying, in part, that ILECs "must give competitors the option of collocating equipment in
any unused space within the Incumbent's premises, to the extent technically feasible, and
may not require competitors to collocate in a room or isolated space separate from the
incumbent's own equipment." The D.C. Circuit rejected this position, ruling that
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Section 251 (c)(6) of the Act only requires the ILEC to provide the physical collocation at
its premises, and nothing more.

In the Florida Order, the Florida PSC declared it unreasonable for ILECs to
segregate ali physical collocation arrangements in one area of the central office, and
required ILECsto utilize any unused space for physical collocation. The Florida PSC then
concluded that ILECs should be required to convert virtually-collocated equipment to
cageless physical collection without relocating it, even if It were located in an ILECs
equipment lineup.

On November 17, 2000, In response to petitions for reconsideration filed by
Bellsouth and GTE Florida Incorporated, the Florida PSC reversed its previous position
on in-place conversions. The PSC acknowledged that It had erred In the May 11, 2000
order by failing to take notice of the GTE case, and concluded that "the ILEC, rather than
the ALEC (AlternativeLocal Exchange Carrier), may determine where the ALEC's physical
collocation equipment should be placed within a central office, even in situations where
the ALEC is converting from virtual to physical collocatipn." {Order Granting In Part and
Deriyingin Part Motion for Reconsideration, Order No. PSC-00-2190-PCO-TP, page 13).

The Commission concurs \yith the reasoning of the D.C. Circuit Court and the
Florida PSC. It is clear that the D.C. Circuit intended to uphold the right of ILECs to control
where CLPs may physically collocate in ILEC central offices. Accordingly, the Commission
believes that ILECs have the authority to relocate CLP equipment that is being converted
from virtual to physical collocation. ILECs should exercise this right judiciously, and should
make every effort to avoid unnecessary moves. They should also take appropriate steps
to minimize inconveniences to the CLPs and the risks of service disruptions to the CLPs'
customers.

The Commission also believes that CLPs should not be required to bear the cost
of relocating virtually-collocated equipment in ILECs central offices in order to convert it
to cageless collocation, provided that no additions or reconfigurations of that equipment
are necessary. The record in this docket Indicates that BellSouth sometimes planned
poorly by installing equipment for virtual collocation in its own equipment lineups, even
when alternative locations in the central office were available. BellSouth stated that it
eventually corrected this problem by installing new virtual arrangements in places where
they could be converted in place to cageless physical arrangements. CLPs should not be
required to bear costs that arise because of inadequate foresight on the part of the ILECs.
In the case of Verizon, there should be very little cost involved, even if moves are
necessary, since Verizon serves only three virtual collocation arrangements in North
Carolina.

The Commission directs the ILECs to exercise prudent judgment in accordance with
applicable Jaw and avoid unnecessary relocations of virtual collocation arrangements, and
to take all necessary steps to reduce the possibility of service disruptions to CLP
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customers whenever these relocationsare required. Section 6.10 of the Standard Offering
should be amended to reflect these changes.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 6.10 of the Standard Offering should be
amended to direct the ILECs to exercise prudent judgment and avoid unnecessary
relocations of virtual collocation arrangements, and to take all necessary steps to reduce
the possibility of service disruptions to CLP customers whenever these relocations are
required.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 39

ISSUE 40: Is the ILEC entitled to recover its costs if a CLP cancels a collocation order?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: This issue was not addressed in ALLTEL's Brief.

BELLSOUTH: Yes. Ifa CLP cancels its order for collocation space at any time, the CLP.
should reimburse Bellsouth for any expenses incurred up to the date that written notice
of the cancellation is received, in addition to any costs incurred by BeflSouth as a direct
result of canceling the order. In no evemt, however, should the level of reimbursement
exceed the maximum amount the CLP would have otherwise paid for work undertaken by
Bellsouth if no cancellation of the order had occurred.

MCIm: This issue was not addressed in MClm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The CLP should reimburse the ILEC for non-reimbursable expenses
incurred up to the date that the notice is received.

PUBLIC STAFF: A CLP that cancels a collocation order should reimburse BellSouth for
its non-recoverable expenses up to the time BellSouth receives written notification of the
cancellation minus the estimated net salvage value.

SPRINT: Sprint adopted the New Entrants's position on this Issue.

VERIZON: Yes. The ILEC is entitled to recover all expenses it incurred up to the date of
written notification.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.
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DISCUSSION

BellSouth slated in its Proposed Order that the parties agree that, in the event of
cancellation, the CLP is responsible for certain costs. As stated by BellSouth, the Parties
disagree on what those costs should be". BellSouth further stated that it and Verizon
submit that the CLP is responsible for alt costs Incurred by the ILEC up until the CLP
provides notification of cancellation. BellSouth pointed out that the CLP contended that
the level of reimbursement should not exceed the non-recoverable costs, less estimated
net salvage. BellSouth suggested that there are too many ways in which to calculate net
salvage estimates and therefore opined that this method would be unnecessarily
compHcated and impractical.

The New Entrants stated that the CLP should reimburse the ILEC for otherwise

noHrrecoverable expenses incurred up to the date that the notice Is received. The New
Entrants opined that the Standard Offering fully compensates ILECs for the costs they
have incurred, less the net salvage value. The New Entrants stated that an ILEC should
not be allowed to recover more than its costs by first charging the CLP for all work
performed, then retaining the value of the space thus constructed.

Verizon in its Proposed Order stated that a CLP should be responsible for any costs
it causes the ILEC to incur.

The Public Staff stated that, both BellSouth and the CLPs agree that a CLP that
cancels a collocation order should reimburse BellSouth for its expenses up to the time of
the cancellation notification: The Public Staff further stated that the CLPs propose that
the reimbursement not exceed all of BellSouth's non-recoverable costs minus the
estimated net salvage value. BellSouth opposed subtracting the net salvage value
because it contended that itwould be difficult to estimate such a value and would possibly
lead to disputes. The Public Staff stated that, while calculatioh of net salvage valuewould
be an estimate and might result in some disputes, it is unfair to allow BellSouth to reap a
windfall in the event of a cancellation of a collocation order.

The Commission agrees with the Public Staff that a CLP that cancels a cpllocation
order should reimburse BellSouth for Its non-recoverable expenses up to the time
BellSouth receives written notification. Furthermore, the Commission supports the
reasoning that the reimbursement of costs to the ILEC should be based on the costs
incurred by the ILEC, less the estimated net salvage value of the work performed up to the
time of the cancellation notice of the collocation order by the CLP. The Commission
opines that BellSouth, as the ILEC, would certainly retain some value for the construction
work performed before the notice of cancellation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the reimbursement of costs to the (LEG should be
based on the costs incurred by the ILEC, less the estimated net salvage value of the work
performed up to the time of the cancellation noticeof the collocation order by the CLP.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 40

ISSUE 41: Under what terms and conditions should ILEC equipment meet Bellcore
Network Equipment and Building Specifications (NEBS)?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: This issue was not addressed in ALLTEL's Brief.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth will not Impose safety requirements on the CLPs that are more
stringent frian the safety requirements it Imposes on its own equipment. Equipment must,
at a minimum, meet the following: Bellcore (Telcordia) Network Equipment Building
Systems (NEBS) General Equipment Requirements: Criteria Level 1 requirements as
outlined in the Bellcore (Telcordia) Special Report SR-3580, Issue 1; equipment design
spatial requirements per GR-063-CORE, Section 2; thermal heat dissipation per
GR-063-CORE, Section 4, Criteria 77-79; acoustic noise per GR-063-CORE, Section 4,
Criterion 128, and National Electric Code standards.

MClm: This issue was not addressed in MCIm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS; All equipment to be collocated should meet Level 1 safety
requirements of the Bellcore Network Equipment and Building Specifications (NEBS). The
ILEC should not impose safety requirements on CLPs that are more stringent than the
safety requirements on its own equipment.

PUBLIC STAFF: The CLP should be required to meet NEBS Level 1 and any safety
requirements proposed by the ILEC that are no more stringent than the requirements the
ILEC imposes on its own equipment. These standards should be reasonable and should
not discriminate against the CLP! The ILEC will make these requirements available to the
CLP upon request. An ILEC that denies collocation of a CLP's equipment citing a failure
to meet safety standards, must provide a list within five business days of the denial of ail
of the equipment that the ILEC locates at the premises in question, together with an
affidavit attesting that such equipment meets or exceeds the safety standard(s) that the
ILEC claims the collocator's equipment falls to meet. The affidavit should include the exact
safety requirements at issue and the ILEC's basis for concluding why failure of this
requirement would compromise network safety.
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SPRINT: Sprint adopted New Entrants's position on this issue.
V

VERIZON: All CLP equipment must meet NEBS Level 1 safety requirements to be
installed. CLP must meet other specific risk, safety and hazard criteria specified by ILEC
on its own equipment.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth in its Proposed Order stated that BellSouth will not impose safety
requirements on the CLPs that are more stringent than the safety requirements it imposes
on. its ovm equipment. As indicated by BellSouth. the FCC in its Order on Reconsideration
allows ILECs to require NEBS safety as well as additional safety standards, if reasonable
and nondiscriminatory. The Order states:

We [FCC] recognized, however, in the Advances Services First Report and
Order, that an incumbent LEG may impose safety standards in addition to
the NEBS safety standards, provided thai the incumbent does not impose
safety requirements that are more stringent than the safety requirements it
imposes on its own equipment that it locates at its premises. Because we
[FCC] remain unconvinced that the NEBS safety standards address all
legitimate safety concerns that may arise, we [FCC] do not preclude
incumbent LECs from imposing on their own equipment and collocators'
equipment safety standards in .addition to the NEBS Level 1 safety
requirements. Any such standards must be reasonable' and
nondiscriminatory.

BellSouth concluded its comments by stating that the Commission should find that
ILECs may, in fact, impose on CLPs the same safety standards they Impose on
themselves. BellSouth commented that if a CLP believed that a particular standard is
discriminatory, it may bring this contention to the Commission's'attentlon.

The New Entrants commented in Its. Issues Matrix that some of the ILECs' own
equipment is not compliant with industry standards. Furthermore New Entrants
commented that there will always be some interference with other's equipment, given the
electrical fields and currents generated. The New Entrants stated that, to. insure that the
ILEC does not use safety concerns as a guise for restricting collocators' equipment
choices, the FCC requires that within five business days the ILEC provide a list of all the
equipment that the ILEC located at the premises in question, together with an affidavit
attesting that such equipment meets or exceeds the safety standard(s) that the ILEC
claims the collocators' equipment falls to meet. Additionally, New Entrants stated that the
affidavit should include the exact safety requlrement(s) at Issue, the ILECs basis for
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concluding that the equipment fails such requirementCs), and the ILEC's basis for
concluding why failure of this requirement wouid compromise network safety.

\

Verizon stated that in its Proposed Order that, under Paragraphs 35 and 36 of the
Advanced Services Order, the ILEC may impose'NEBS Level 1 safety requirements and
other safety requirements that are no more stringent than the safety requirements it
imposes for its ownequipment. Verizon commented that the proposed Standard Offering
includes the NEBS Level 1 safety standards, but ignores the right of the ILEC to impose
the same safety requirements it imposes on Its own equipment. Verizon concluded its
remarks stating that this parity of treatment for safety considerations of equipment must
be included in the collocation technical requirements.

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff commented that it finds that the language In
the Order of Reconsideration clearly gives the ILECs the right to require CLPs to comply
with safety guidelines other than NEBS Level 1. The Public Staff stated that the language
In the Standard Offering goes far enough in allowing an ILEC to enforce its safety
requirements.

The Public Staff commented that Section 5.1.3 of the Standard Offering states:

...An ILEC that denies collocation of a competitor's equipment, citing safety
standards, must provide to the CLP within five (5) business days of the denial a
list of all equipment that the ILEC locates within the premises in question,
together with an affidavit attesting that all of that equipment meets or exceeds
the safety standard that the ILEC contends the competitor's equipment fails to
meet. In the event that the ILEC believes that the collocated equipment will not
be or is not being used for Interconnection or access to unbundled network
elements or determines that the CLP's equipment does not meet NEBS Level 1
safety requirements, the CLP will be given ten (10) calendar days to comply with
the requirements or remove the equipment from the collocation space. If the
parties do not resolve the dispute, the ILEC or CLP may file a complaint at the
Commission seeking a formal resolution of the dispute.

Furthermore, the Public Staff commented that the CLP should be required to meet
NEBS Level 1 and any safety requirements proposed by the ILEC that are no more
stringent than requirements imposed on its own equipment. These standards should be
reasonable and should not discriminate against the CLP. The Public Staff concluded its
comments stating that the ILEC should make all requirements available to the CLP upon
request. The Commission agrees with the Public Staff on this issue.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the CLP should be required to meet NEBS Level 1
and any safety requirements proposed by the ILEC that are no more stringent than the
requirements the ILEC imposes on its own equipment. These standards should be
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reasonable and should not discriminate against the CLP. The Commission finds that the
ILEC be required to make these requirements available to the CLP upon request. An ILEC
that denies collocation of a CLP's equipment citing a failure to meet safety standards, must
provide a list within five business days of the denial of all of the equipment that the ILEC
locates at the premises in question, together with an affidavit attesting that such equipment
meets or exceeds the safety standard(s) that the ILEC claims the cotlocator's equipment
fails to meet. Further, the Commission finds it appropriate to require that the affidavit
should include the exact safety requirements at issue and the ILEC's basis for concluding
why failure to meet such requirements would compromise network safety.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 41

ISSUE 42: What are the appropriate terms and conditions for grounding of the CLP
equipment?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T look the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: This issue was not addressed in ALLTEL's Brief.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth's powerequipment that supports a CLP's equipmentwill provide
an appropriate central office ground conductor. This ground source will be connected to
a common ground electrode located within BellSouth's premises. BallSouth will provide
performance and restoration at parity with that which BellSouth provides for its own
equipment. For DC power, BellSouth does provide a non-interruptibie power supply;
however, for AC power, this is not provided. This Is consistent with the way BellSouth
provides AC power for Its own needs.

MClm: This issue was not addressed in MClm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The ILECs power equipment supporting the CLPs' equipment should
provide the central office ground connected to a common ground electrode located within
the ILECs' premises. AC poweris needed forCLP equipment to convert AC power to 24V
DC for some station accessories and range extenders. ILECs provide AC power to
themselves; hence this issue is one of parity.

PUBLICSTAFF: The ILEC should provide power and ground In the same manner that it
provides for its own equipment.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants position on this Issue to the extent
It is consistent with the^terms and conditions of the standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Michael Hunsucker.
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V.

VERIZON: Grounding of CLP equipment in caged space should be by a ground bar
provided bythe ILEC. For cageless collocation, a floor ground bar centrally located inthe
cageless area should be provided. For both caged and cageless, relay racks (frames)
must be isolated with isolation hardware from the floor and the superstructure.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth in its Proposed Order stated that BellSouth's power equipment that
supports a CLP's equipment will provide an appropriate central office ground conductor.
Bellsouth slated that this ground source will be connected to a common ground electrode
located within BellSouth's premises. BeliSouth commented thatAC power is not provided
because most telecommunications equipment does not operate on AC power; rather, it
operates on -48V DC power. BeliSouth further stated that commercial AC power (that is,
AC power acquired from the power company) is converted to DC power when necessary.

The New Entrants commented in their Issue Matrix that the ILECs' power equipment
supporting the CLPs' equipment should provide the central office ground connected to a
common ground electrode located within the ILECs* premises. The New Entrants stated
that, AC power is needed for CLP equipment to convert AC power to 24V DC for some
station accessories and range extenders. The New Entrants commented that ILECs
provide AC powerto themselves; hence this Issue Is one of parity.

Verizon stated in its Proposed Orderthat caged ground bars will accommodate the
grounding conductors from the collocated equipment. Verizon stated further that for
cageless collocation, a floor ground bar centrally located In the cageless area should be
provided.

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff commented that the ILEC should not be
required to provide the CLP with a source of power that it does not provide itself. The
Public Staff stated that the ILEC should provision the same power and ground source to
the collocation space as it provides for itself. The Public Staff concluded its comments
stating thatthe power supplied tothecollocation spaceshould have thesame performance
and reliability characteristics as the power that the ILEC provides for itself. The
Commission agrees with the Public Staffon this issue.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the ILEC should provision the same power and
ground source to the collocation space as it provides for itself.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 42

ISSUE 43: Under what circumstances, if any, can a CLP place microwave equipment in
or around the ILEC premises?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL; This issue was not addressed in ALLTEL's Brief.

BELLSOUTH; Where technically feasible and where space Is available, BellSouth will
provide for physical collocation of a CLP's microwave equipment on the roofs of
BeJlSouth's central office buildings.

MClm: This issue was not addressed in MClm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: Certain transmission technologies require the use of microwave
equipment. Collocation with these technologies requires an unobstructed line of sight.

PUBLIC STAFF: Sections 1.3 and 3.8 of the Standard Offering should be revised to
provide for microwave collocation.

SPRINT: Sprint was wiling to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the standard Offering filed with the Direct
Testimony of Michael Hunsucker.

VERIZON: An ILEC is entitled to require that the CLP configurations meet the same
standards that the ILEC imposes on itself.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.

. DISCUSSION

BellSouth in Its Proposed Order stated that the dispute involved in this issue is
whether a CLP can place microwave facilities on the roof of an ILEC's premises without
limitation. BellSouth stated that it will provide for physical collocation ,of a CLP's
microwave equipment on the roofs of BellSouth's central office buildings where technically
feasible and where space is available. Furthermore, BellSouth commented that such
equipment would be limited to that necessary for interconnection of the CLP's network
facilities to BellSouth's unbundled network elements. BellSouth stated that if a CLP needs
rooftop space for microwave equipment for the CLP's needs other than for interconnection
or for access to unbundled network elements, BellSouth has no obligation to provide such
space. BellSouth commented that a CLP's ability to place microwave equipment on the
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roof of an ILEC central office shall be limited to that necessary for interconnection of the
CLP's network facilities to the ILEC's network or access to an ILECs unbundled network
elements.

The New Entrants commented, in its Issues Matrixthat the CLPs should be permitted
to collocate microwave equipment when such equipment does not interfere with the line
of sight of other carrier's equipment. The New Entrants also stated that Parties should
resolve line of sight issues in a joint planning meeting.

Verizon stated that in its Proposed Order that the CLP is entitled to place microwave
equipment in or around (e.g. on the roof of) the ILEC's premises when technically feasible
and if an unobstructed line of sight Is available. Verizon also stated that ILECs may
require, at a CLP's expense, placement of supporting masts and non-penetrating roof
mounts (NPRMs). Lastly, Verizon commented that the ILEC is entitled to require that the
CLP microwave configurations meet the same standards that the ILEC imposes on itself.

In its Proposed Order the Public Staff stated that the Standard Offering should be
amended to retainthose provisionsof Section 1.3 and 3.8 which appear to be consistent
with current FCC rules and statutory interpretations of those rules, and are useful and
acceptable to both parties, and to delete ail other provisions. In the CLP's proposed
Standard Offering, Section 1.3 addresses the Use of Space and Section 3.8 addresses
Microwave Collocation. The Public Staff commented further, stating that these revisions
would not preclude CLPs and ILECs from negotiating, independent of the- Standard
Offering, terms which will enable CLPs to collocate microwave equipment at the ILECs'
premises.

The Public Staff recommended that the Parties delete the following line from
Section 1.3, Use of Space:

interconnector may also place microwave equipment on the ILEC's rooftop to the
extent space is available and technically feasible.

Additionally, the Public Staff stated that Section 3.8, Microwave Collocation should
be revised from the proposed five paragraphs to one revised paragraph to read as follows:

3.8 Microwave Collocation

Where permissible, technically feasible, and not othenvise prohibited by law,
the ILEC will provide for collocation of the CLP's microwave equipment on
the rooftops of the ILECs central office buildings. Such equipment will be
limited to that necessary for interconnection of the CLP's network facilities
to the ILEC's unbundled network elements. The specific rates and terms
applicable to microwave collocation will be negotiated between the ILEC and
the CLP and incorporated into the Parties interconnection agreement.
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The Commission agrees with the Public Staff and concludes that Section 1.3 and
Section 3.8 of the Standard Offering should be revised as stated above.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 13 and Section 3.8 of the Standard
Offering should be revised as indicated herein to provide for microwave collocation.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 43

ISSUE 44: Under what circumstances, if any, should the ILEC provide circuit facility
assignments (CPAs) to the CLP?

ISSUE 66: Should collocation space be considered complete before BellSouth has
provided CPAs?

ISSUE 80 (Sprint 61: When should an ILEC provide CPAs to CLPs? Resolved by Sprint
and the New Entrants

POSmONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: This issue was not addressed in ALLTEUs Brief.

BELLSOUTH; Collocation space should be completed prior to providing CPAs to the CLP.
BellSouth will complete all work under its control, which includes the preparation of the
requested collocation space. At that point, the collocation space is considered coniplete
since it is available for use by the CLP

MClm: Collocation space is unusable unless a CLP has been provided with CPAs. The
ILEC should provide CPAs before the space is considered complete.

NEW ENTRANTS: Collocation space is not "complete" until CPAs have been provided
by the ILEC.

PUBLIC STAFF: The ILEC is required to provide CPAs when the CLP has installed its
.equipment in the collocation space. The ILEC may assign the CPAs before installation of
the CLP's equipment if the CLP has provided sufficient information for the ILEC to do so.

I

SPRINT: CPAs should be provided upon completion of the collocation project.

VERIZON: The ILEC should provide circuit facility assignments to the CLP during the
walk-through when the collocation space is turned over to the CLP equipment.
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' \ _
WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth in its Proposed Order stated that the collocation space should be
completedprior to providing the CPAs to the CLP. BellSouth reasoned that the collocation
space Is considered complete when it is available for use by the CLP. BellSouth stated
that ifthe space were not to be considered complete (and, hence, billing would not start)
until after the CPAsare provided, the CLP would be able to occupy the space indefinitely
without paying floor space charges until the CLP actually gets around to installing
equipment and provides BellSouth with the information necessary to assign the CPAs.
BellSouth stated that BellSouth is entitled to compensation for collocation as soon as the
collocation space is available for use by the CLP and not when the CLP begins to actually
use the space to provide end-user service.

The New Entrants commented in Its Issues Matrix that the CLPs should be provided
CPAs before the work is completed for the collocation application. The New Entrants
reasoned that in order for a CLP to have a usable, working collocation there must be a
connection between that site and some network. Purther the New Entrants stated that the
orders for DS-1 or DS-3 orders requiring cross-connect between the DSX panel and the
CLP collocation typically requires 30 days to process. Therefore, the New Entrants opined
that the CPAs be processed before the work order for the conditioning of the collocation
space is completed.

Verizon stated in its Proposed Order that the ILEC should provide CPAs to the CLP
during the walk-through when the collocation space is turned over to the CLP for
equipment installation. Verizon stated that the CLP at the conclusion of the walk-through
can begin installation of its equipment and will have the information necessary to order
circuits to that equipment.

in Its Proposed Order, the Public Staff stated that the CPAs identify the CLP's
facilities connecting its collocation arrangement to an ILECs distributing frame.. No party
disputes that CPAsare necessary fora CLPto Interconnect to the ILEC from its collocation
space. The Public Staff stated that the questions here are: (1) whether collocation should
be considered "complete" before the ILEC provides the CPAs; and, (2) when should the
ILEC provide the CPAs.

The Public Staff stated that the ILEC should provide the CPAs to the CLP at the
time it turns over the collocation space, so long as the CLP has provided sufficient
information for the ILEC to do so. Purthermore, the Public Staff stated that the provision
of the CPAs is Unnecessary until the CLP can give the ILEC sufficient verification of the
equipment it will be installing. Purthermore, the Public Staff disagrees with the CLPs'
position on this issue because it could delay collocation and hinder competition. The
Public Staff shares BellSouth's concern that ifcollocation space were not to be considered
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complete until atterthe CPAs were provided, then the CLP may delay installation of its
equipment, for whatever reason, without paying the ILEC floor space charges.

The PublicStaffconcluded its comment stating that the Standard Offering, Section
6.4.6, should be amended to state: "The ILEC is required to provide CPAs when the CLP
has installed its equipment in the collocation space. The ILEC may assign the CPAs
before installation of the CLP's equipment if the CLP has provided sufficient Information
for the ILEC to do so."

The Commission agrees with the Public Staff In that the CPAs should not be
provided until the collocation space is ready for use by the CLP and the equipment to be
installed in the collocation space has been verified by the CLP. The completion of the
collocator's space and the assignment of CPAs are two entirely separate provisioning
project paths. As such, the Parties must agree on the date certain for the in-service
(e.g., requirement) of CPAs for DS-1 or DS-3 services. The Commission believes that the
ILEC should not be placed in a position of having to provide collocation space, without
compensation, well before the CLP has determined its own equipment requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the ILEC should not be required to provide CPAs
until the collocation space is ready for use by the CLP and the equipment to be installed
in the collocation space has been verified by the CLP. Furthermore, the ILEC should not
be placed in a position of having to provide collocation space, without compensation, well
before the CLP has determined its own equipment requirements.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 44

ISSUE 45: Which party may designate the point of demarcation? What is the appropriate
demarcation point?

ISSUE 46: Is the Point of Termination (POT) frame an appropriate demarcation point?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this Issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T stated that the ILEC shall identify technically feasible points and the CLP
should designate the point of demarcation which, in most cases, will be in or adjacent to
its collocation space. In general, the CLPs' facilities should be as near to their collocated
space as possible. The CLPs' concern is that their equipment and cabling not extend
beyond the area that It controls. The GTE Order is not relevant because it refers to the
ability to allocate collocation space, not the demarcation point. A POT bay or frame should
not be required in order for CLPs to interconnect with an ILEC. Ifa CLP chooses another
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type ofequipment or arrangement, itshould be allowed to do so. ILECs may not require
competitors to use an intermediate connection to the incumbenrs network if technically
feasible, because such intermediate points of interconnection simply increase collocation
costs without a concomitant benefit to incumbents. Thus, a terminal block or other
intermediate arrangement cannot be required. However, a POT bay or frame is an
appropriate demarcation point in collocated space if a CLP chooses to interconnect at a
POT bay or frame.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth stated that there is nothing in the TA96 or the FCC rules that
alicwffi the CLP to choose the point ofdemarcation on the ILEC's network. Thus, BellSouth
has the authority to determine the demarcation point within the central office for CLPs
choosingcollocation as their method of Interconnecting with BellSouth's networkso as to
ensure that space Is efficiently administered. For 2-wir0 or 4-wire connections to
BellSouth's network, the demarcation point shall be a common block on the BellSouth
designated conventional distributing frame (CDF). The CLP shall be responsible for
providing, and the CLP's BellSouth Certified Vendor shall be responsible for installing and
properly labeling/stenciling the common block and necessary cabling pursuant to the
established construction and provisioning interval. For all other terminations, BellSouth
shall designate a demarcation point on a per arrangement basis. At the CLP's option, a
POT bay or frame may be placed in the collocation space, but this POT bay will not serve
as the demarcation point.

MCIM: MClm took the same position as AT&T.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Public Staff stated that the (LEC may designate the number and
(ocationCs) of demarcation points at each central office. The Parties should negotiate the
standards by which the ILEC will designate the demarcation points using the FCC's
revised rules regarding space designation to guide the negotiations. The POT bay may
be used as a demarcation point.

SPRINT: Sprint stated that itwas willing to accept the New Entrants' position on Issue
Nos. 45 and 46 to the extent it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard
Offering (Sections 5.4; 5.5) filed with the direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, if
it is included in the Standard Offering and the Standard Offering is made applicable to all
parties.

VERIZON: Verizon stated that the ILEC shall designate the point of demarcation. The
ILEC will use its best efforts to identify the closest demarcation point to the CLP's
equipment that is avallablB. At the CLP's option and expense, a POT bay, frame or digital
cross-connect may be placed in or adjacent to the collocation space that may serve as the
demarcation point. If the CLP elects not to provide a POT frame, the ILEC will agree to
handoff the interconnection cables to the. CLP at its equipment.
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WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Section 5,4 of the Standard Offering addresses the provision of demarcation points,
including POT frames, by the (LEG to the CLP;

5.4 Demarcation Point. Unless otherwise requested by the CLP, the CLP
will designate the pointof demarcation in or adjacent to its collocation space.
At the CLP's request, the ILEC will identity to the CLP the locatlon(s) of other
possible demarcation points available to the CLP, and the CLP will
designate from these iQcation(s) the point(s) of demarcation between its
collocated equipment and the ILEC's equipment. The ILEC will use its best
efforts to identity the closest demarcation point to the CLP's equipment that
is available. Each party will be responsible for maintenance and operation .
of all equipment/facilities on its side of the demarcation point. For 2-wjre
and 4-wire cdnrTOctions to the ILEC's network, ILEC mayoffer, as an option
to the CLP. a demarcation point that is a common block on the ILEC
designated conventional distributing frame. The CLP shall be responsible
for providing, and the CLP's ILEC-Certified Vendor shall be responsible for
installing and properly labeling/stenciling, the common block, and necessary,
cabling pursuant to Section 5.5. The CLP or Its agent must perform all
required maintenance to equipment/facilities on its side of the demarcation
point, pursuant to subsection 5.5 following, and may self-provision
cross-connects that may be required within the colioeation space to activate
service requests. At the CLP's option and expense, a POT bay, frame, or
digital cross-connect may be placed in or adjacent to the Collocation Space
that may, at the CLP's option, serve as the demarcation point. If the CLP
elects not to provide a POT frame, the ILEC will agree to handoff the
Interconnection cables to the CLP at its equipment, at the CLP's designated
demarcation point. When the CLP elects to install its own POT
frame/cabinet, the ILEC must still provide and install the required DC power
panel.

CLP witness Giilan testified that the CLPs take the general position that the CLP
should have the right to designate the point of demarcation. He stated that, by definition,
the point of demarcation is the point where one carrier's facilities end and the other
carrier's facilities begin. He believed that if the CLP's collocation is limited to a particular
area within the ILEC office, then the CLP's facilities should be contained as near to that
collocated space as possible. He added that any other arrangement would reisult in the
CLP's cabling and other equipment extending beyond the area that the CLP controls.
Witness Giflan testified that the Standard Offering proposes that the ILECs identify
possible demarcation points, using their best efforts to identity the closest point to the
CLP's equipment that is available, and the CLPs will designate the point.
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With respect to whether or not a POT frame or bay is an appropriate demarcation
' point, witness Gillan stated that a POT bay or frame should not be required in order for

CLPs to interconnect,with an ILEC. He contended that the FCC had prohibited ILECsfrom
requiring CLPs to use an intermediate frame between the main distributing frame (MDF)
and the coilocation space as the demarcation point, citing the following language from
Paragraph 42 of the Advanced Services Order:

Incumbent LECs may not require competitors to use an intermediate
interconnection arrangement in lieu of direct connection to the incumbent's
network if technically feasible, because such intermediate points of
interconnection simpiy increase collocation costs without a concomitant
benefit to incumbents.

However, he testified that a POT bay or frame is an appropriate demarcation point
in collocated space ifa CLP chooses to interconnect at a POT bay or frame.

Finally, witness Gillan testified that the GTE decision, which dealt with the
designation of space for collocation within the central office, was not relevant to the
demarcation point issue inthis case. Rather, he contended that the issue concerns what
information is relevant to the decision to collocate which would assist both the ILEC and
the CLPs and he argued there is no legitimate reason why it should be withheld.

Bellsouth witness Milner testified that there was nothing in either the Act or the
FOG'S rules that allowed CLPs to choose demarcation points. He stated that the
appropriate demarcation point was the common block on BellSouth's CDF, which is an
intermediate frame located in the common area between BellSouth's main distributing
frame and the CLP's coilocation space. Witness Milner argued that the GTE case
confirmed that "ILECs have the authority to designate collocation locations within the
central office," which he interpreted as meaning that ILECs also had the authority to
designate demarcation points. This view was echoed byVerizon witness Ries who also
argued that allowing the CLPs to access the MDF or any other ILEC facility termination
points would create network reliability and security issues.

Inthe Public Staffs Proposed Order, it cited the GTE case, where the Court stated:

It is one thing to say that LECs are forbidden from Imposing unreasonable
minimum space requirements on competitors; it is quite another thing,
however, to say that competitors, over the objection of LEG property owners,
are free to pick and choose preferred space on the LECs' premises, subject
only to technical feasibility. There is nothing in § 251 (c)(6) [ofthe Act] that
endorsesthis approach. The statute requires only that the LEG reasonably
provide space for "physical collocation of equipment necessary for
interconnection or access to unbundled network elements at the premises
of the local exchange carrier," nothing more.
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The sweeping language in paragraph 42 of the Collocation Order appears
to favor the LECs' competitors in ways that exceed what is "necessary" to
achieve reasonable "physical collocation" and in ways that may result in
unnecessary takings of LEG property. Once again we find that the FCC's
interpretation of § 251(c)(6) goes too far and thus "diverges from any
realistic meaning of the statute." (Massachusetts v. Department of Transp.,
93 F.3d at 893)

The Public Staff pointed out that pursuant to these findings, the Court vacated the
provisions of Paragraph 42 of the Advanced Services Order that gave collocators the
option of collocating equipment in any unused space in the ILEC's premises, to the extent
technically feasible. It also vacated provisions that prohibited ILECs from requiring
competitors to locate in a room or isolated space separate from the ILEC's own equipment.
Relying heavily upon the GTE case cited above, the Public Staff believes that a CLP has
no more right to choose a preferred location for its demarcation point in an ILEC central
office than a CLP has to choose a preferred location for physical collocation space.

The Commission concludes that the ILEC may designate the number and:location(s)
of demarcation points at each central office as a regulatory policy determination. The
testimony in this case indicates that the ILECs are willing to provide a demarcation point
that is either proximate to the CLP's collocation space, (i.e., in the POT bay or frame) or
adjacent to the main distributing frame where the ILEC connects its own outside plant to
the switching network. The Commission agrees with the Public Staff that either
demarcation point will meet the legitimate needs of CLPs for collocation. However, the
ILEC should not deliberately choose a location in the central office that simply causes a
CLP to face substantially higher costs or a significantly higher risk of service disruption
than the CLP would face if the demarcation point were located at another location within
the building.

Although Section 5.4 of the Standard Offering contains language which is contrary,
in parts, to the Commission's conclusions on this issue, the Commission encourages the
ILECs to work cooperatively with the CLPs in provisioning collocation space, including the
point of demarcation issue. For example, nothing prevents the ILECs from offering CLPs
multiple demarcation points, as described in the Standard Offering, if the ILEC chooses
to do so. Therefore, the Commission urges the ILECs and the CLPs to further negotiate
the demarcation point issue using the Standard Offering and the FCC's revised rules and
new policies and practices regarding space designation, as set forth in the Collocation
Remand Order, as a starting point for further negotiations to develop mutually agreed upon
language for inclusion in the Standard Offering.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the ILEC may designate the number and location(5)
of demarcation points at each central office. The POT bay or frame may be used as a
demarcation point. The Parties should negotiate the standards by which the ILEC will
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designate the demarcation points using the Standard Offering and the FCC's rule
regarding space designation to guide the negotiations.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 45

ISSUE 47: What are the appropriate terms and-conditions for the provision of
cross-connects in the ILEC premises?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: This issue was not addressed in ALLTEL's Brief. Additionally, ALLTEL did not
file comments on the Collocation Remand Order which was released August 8, 2001.

AT&T: AT&T did not file comments on the Collocation Remand Order. In its Proposed
Order which was filed prior to the issuance of the Collocation Remand Order, AT&T
contended that the CLP may provision its own cross-connect facilities, or the ILEC should
provide, at the CLP's request, the connections between carriers' equipment, at the rates
provided for in New Entrants witness Feldman's testimony. CLPs should follow the same
reasonable safety requirements that the ILEC uses for its own equipment. CLPs may
construct their own cross-connect facilities using copper or optical facilities, subject to the
same safety requirements ILECs impose on their similar facilities.

BELLSOUTH: In its Amended Proposed Order, filed after the Collocation Remand Order
was issued, BellSouth stated that it would provide co-carrier cross-connects in accordance
with the Collocation Remand Order and would permit CLPs to self provision co-carrier
cross-connects in accordance with Section 3.7 of BellSouth's Standard Offering.
Whereas, in its initial Proposed Order, BellSouth had contended that it was not obligated
to provide or to allow co-carrier cross-connects.

MClm; MClm did not file comments on the Collocation Remand Order. MClm filed a Brief
which only addressed Its proposed resolution of the arbitration issues which were raised
between MClm and BellSouth in Docket No. P-474, Sub 10, pertaining to physical
collocation, that were transferred to this generic proceeding. This issue was not one of
those transferred issues. Thus, this issue was not specifically addressed in MClm's Brief,
except to the extent that MClm stated that it supported the New Entrants' and Sprint's
compromise Standard Offering, as revised.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants did not file comments on the Collocation Remand
Order. The New Entrants, AT&T, and WorldCom filed a joint Proposed Order.
Additionally, the New Entrants also filed a separate Brief, but provided no specific
comments, therein, on this issue. The New Entrants supported the position noted above
for AT&T.
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PUBLIC STAFF: The Public Staff filed an Amendment to its Proposed Order after the
Collocation Remand Order was Issued, In its initial Proposed Order, the Public Staff had
commented that the Standard Offering should be amended to reflect that the ILEC bears
no obligation to provide or allow co-carrier cross-connects. However, the Public Staff now
believes that the Standard Offering should be amended to reflect that an ILEC may, but
is not required to allow collocating CLPs to provision their own cross-connects. Further,
the Public Staff staled that the Standard Offering should instead reflect that, at the request
of a collocating CLP, the ILEC must provide cross-connects between equipment in the
collocated space of two or more telecommunications carriers, unless the ILEC allows the
CLP to provision its own cross-connects or the cross-connect Is not required.

SECCA: SECCA did not file a Brief or Proposed Order, but SECCA filed comments
pertaining to the Collocation Remand Order. SECCA commented that the Collocation
Remand Order requires ILECs to provision cross-connects between CLPs as unbundled
network elements, subject to the provisions of Section 251 of the Act.

SPRINT: Sprint filed an Amendment to its Brief after the Collocation Remand Order was
issued. In its filing prior to its Amendment, Sprint would have accepted the New Entrants'
position on this issue to the extent it was consistent with the terms and conditions of the
Standard Offering filed with the direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker. it was
included In the Standard Offering, and the Standard Offering was made applicable to all
Parties in its entirety. In its amended filing. Sprint's position was that CLPs may no longer
self-provision cross-connects through common areas since their cabling and equipment
is considered collocated equipment ^A4^ich does not meet the "necessary" standard. ILECs
are now required to provide CLPs connections using copper, dark fiber, litfiber, or other
transmission media as requested by the CLP.

VERIZON: Verizon filed additjona! comments after the Collocation Remand Order was
issued. Verizon noted that the Collocation Remand Order affected its position ori this
issue and concluded that its Proposed Order should be amended. In its additional
comments, Verizon stated that the ILEC should provide dedicated transport service
(cross-connections between collocated CLPs' arrangements) for DSO, DS1, DS3, and dark
fiber circuits. Additionally, the ILEC should also provide other technically feasible
cross-connection arrangements, including lit fiber, on an individual case basis, as
requested by a CLP. In its filing prior to the issuance of the Collocation Remand Order,
Verizon had stated that the CLP may directly connect to other interconnectors within the
ILEC premises through facilities owned by the CLP or through ILEC facilities designated
by the CLP, at the CLP's option and that provisioning had to be implemented by an
ILEC-approved, certified contractor when facilities traverse outside the CLP collocated
space.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom did not file comments on the Collocation Remand Order.
WorldCom, AT&T, and the New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order, and thus,
WorldCom supported the position noted above for AT&T.
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DISCUSSION
V.

This issue concerns the provisioning of cross-connects between CLPs that are
collocated, i.e., co-carrier cross-connects, In an ILEC's premises. On August 8, 2001, the
FCC released its Collocation Remand Order providing a reevaluation by the FCC of its
collocation rules on remand from the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit In the case of GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC (D.C. Cir. 2000). That Order
addressed several matters, one being the issue ofthe FCC's remanded rules requiring that
ILECs allow collocating CLPs to install and maintain cross-connects betweeri other
collocated CLPs within an ILEC's premises. In the Collocation Remand Order at
Paragraph 58, the FCC provided a definition and a description of the various
cross-connect schemes as follows:

As an initial matter, we believe it is important to define cross-connects and
describe how prevalent they are in a typical central office. "A cross-
connection [or cross-connect] is a cabling scheme between cabling runs,
subsystems, and equipment using patch cords or jumper wires that attach to
connection hardware on each end." Typically, In a central office, the cabling
scheme might run from a piece of equipment up into an overhead racking
system, through that system and down from the racks to connect with.
another piece of equipment. Cross-connects can run through the main
distribution frame or an intermediate distribution frame when being used to
connect two pieces of equipment or when being used to connect equipment
to a transmission facility, such as a loop or trunk. When two pieces of
equipment are in close proximity to each other, the cross-connect may
progress directlyfrom one piece of equipment to the other without entering
the racking system. Gross-connects generally are present throughout the
incumbent's premises. Cross-connects interconnect incumbent LEG
equipment to other incumbent LEG equipment and incumbent LEG
equipment to collocator equipment. Gross-connects also interconnect one
piece of a collocator's equipment to another piece of that collocator's
equipment. Finally, because of the Gommission's previous cross-connect
rule adopted in the LocalCompetition Order, cross-connects have been used
to interconnect one collocator's equipment to another collocator's equipment. '
(Footnotes omitted.)

In the Proposed Order jointly entered between AT&T, the New Entrants, and
WorldCom which was filed prior to the issuance of the Collocation Remand Order, AT&T,
at al., contended that the CLP may provision its own cross-connect faciiities, or that the
ILEG should provide, at the GLP's request, the connections between carriers' equipment.
AT&T, et al., remarked that the CLPs should follow the same reasonable safety
requirements that the ILEC uses for its own equipment and that CLPs should be permitted
to construct their own cross-connect faciiities using copper or optical facilities, subject to
the same safety requirements ILEGs impose on their similar facilities. In support of their
position, they asserted that requiring ILEGs to provide GLP-to-GLP cross-connection under
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section 251 (c)(6) of the Act is consistent with the structure of the statute. Further, they
pointed out that Section 251(a) requires all carriers — including the CLPs — to
interconnect with other carriers and that section 251(c)(6) requires any conditions imposed
on interconnection to be "nondiscriminatory." Accordingly, they argued that a denial of
cross-connection would violate the requirement that ILECs provide collocation on a
nondiscriminatory basis because the ILEC could connect with a collocating CLP at the
ILECs central otTice, but another CLP could not. Given that CLPs need to collocate at
ILEC central offices, AT&T, et al., slated that ILECs have the opportunity to interconnect
with CLPs on an efficient and readily available basis. Thus, AT&T, et al., remarked that
cross-connection is necessary to put each collocating CLP in a position to achieve the
same interconnection with other CLPs as the ILEC itself is able to do. Furthermore, AT&T,
et al., explained that even If "interconnection" were to be defined narrowlyto encompass
only interconnection with the ILECs network, any condition denying cross-connection
would violate the statute's prohibition against "nondiscriminatory" conditions. AT&T, the
New Entrants, and WorldCom did not file comments on the Collocation Remand Order.
Thus, they were silent on the manner in which the revised CLP/Sprint Standard Offering
language would need to be further revised to conform with the findings set forth in the FCC
Collocation Remand Order.

As indicated above in the narrative of each party's position, only a portion of the
Parties filed additional comments or amendments specifically addressing changes In their
positions based upon the FCCs Collocation Remand Order, which was released on
August 8, 2001. These parties were BeliSouth, the Public Staff, SECCA, Sprint, and
Verizon.

In its initial Proposed Order, BellSouth's position had been that an ILEC was not
obligated to provide or allow co-carrier cross-connects, BeliSouth had commented in its
initial Proposed Order that the D.C. Circuit's GTE Sefv. Corp. v. FCC (D.C. Cir. 2000)
decision of March 17,2000, specifically addressed the issue of ILEC obligations to provide
cross-connects and that BeliSouth's reading of the decision was that an ILEC was not
required to provide CLPs with cross-connects. Specifically, in that decision, under Section
B. "Necessary", the D.C. Circuit held as follows:

. . . .One clear example of a problem that Is raised by the breadth of the
Collocation Order's interpretation of "necessary" Is seen in the Commission's
rule requiring LECs to allow collocating competitors to interconnect their
equipment with other collocating carriers. See Collocation Order, 14 FCC
Rod at 4780 p 33 ("We see no reason for the incumbent LEC to refuse to
permit the collocating carriers to cross-connect their equipment, subject only
to the same reasonable safety requirements that the incumbent LEG
imposes on its own equipment"). The obvious problem with this rule is that
the cross-connects requirement Imposes an obligation on LECs that has no
apparent basis in the statute. Section 251(c)(6) is focused solely on
connecting new competitors to LECs' networks. In fact, the Commission
does not even attempt to show that cross-connects are in any sense
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"necessary for interconnection or access to unbundled network elements."
Rather, the Commission is almost cavalier in suggesting that cross-connects
are efficient and therefore justified under s 251 (c)(6). This will not do. The
statute requires LECs to provide physical collocation of equipment as
"necessary for interconnection or access to unbundled network elements at
the premises of the local exchange carrier," and nothing more. As the
Supreme Court made clear in Iowa Utilities Board, the FCC cannot
reasonably blind Itself to statutory terms In the name of efficiency. ...

Consequently, based upon its interpretation of the GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC
(D.C. Cir. 2000) decision, Bellsouth had concluded that an iLEC was not required to
provide CLPs with cross-connects. However, now based upon the Collocation Remand
Order released on August 8, 2001. BellSouth's position is that it would provide co-carrier
cross-connects in accordance with the Collocation Remand Order and would permit CLPs
to self provision co-carrier cross-connects in accordance with its proposed Section 3.7 of
BellSouth's Standard Offering. In its Amended Proposed Order, BellSouth filed specific
language in regard to this issue, which it proposed for inclusion in the Standard Offering
as follows:

BellSouth's. Proposed Language (Sections 3.7, 3.7.1, and 3.7.2):

3.7 Co-Carrier Cross-Connect (CCXC), The primary purpose of
collocating CLP equipment Is to interconnect with the ILEC's network
or access the ILEC's unbundled network elements for the provision
of telecommunications services. The ILEC will permit the CLP to
interconnect between its virtual or physical collocation arrangements

. andthoseof another CLP. At no point In time shall the CLP use the
Collocation Space for the sole or primary purpose of cross-connecting
to other CLPs.

3.7.1 Except as provided herein, the CCXC, may be provisioned through
facilities owned by the CLP or through the ILEC's facilities, at the
CLP's option. Such connections to other carriers may be made using
either optical or electrical facilities. The CLP may deploy such optical
or electrical connections directly between its own facilities and the
facilities of other interconnector(s) without being routed through the
ILEC's equipment, if the ILEC provisions the CCXC, then the
connection between both CLPs will be made between the CFA
termination points of both arrangements through the ILEC's
Distribution Frame, DSX or LGX. The CLP may not self provision
CCXC on any ILEC distribution frame, Pot Bay, DSX or LGX. The
CLP Is responsible for ensuring the integrity of the signal, in the
event the CLP determines that signal degradation will occur, the CLP
should request a four-wire cross-connect arrangement. The four-wire
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cross-connect arrangement will require that the CLP and the
cross-connected CLP provide multiplexing equipment within their
Collocation Space.

3.7.2 A request from the CLP for CCXC must include authorization from the
other CLP(s) involved, including designation of the terminations for
CCXC. The CLP must use an ILEC Certified Supplier to place the
CCXC. For the CLP-provisioned CCXC, there will be a recurring
charge per linear foot of common cable support structure used. The
CLP-provisionedCCXCshall utilize common cable support structures
except In the case of two contiguous collocation arrangements.

Similarto BellSouth, the Public Staff, in its initially filed Proposed Order, had also
agreed that in conformity with the GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC.(D.C. Cir. 2000) decision,
ILECs were not obligated to provide or allow co-carrier cross-oonnects. However, now
based upon the Collocation Remand Order, the Public Staffs position is that the Standard
Offering should be amended to reflect that an iLEC may, but is not required, to allow
collocating CLPs to provision their own cross-connects. Further, the Public Staff stated
that the Standard Offering should instead reflect that, at the request of a collocating CLP,
the ILEC must provide cross-connects between equipment in the collocated space of two
or more telecommunications carriers, unless the ILEC allows the CLP to provision its own
cross-connects or the cross-connect is not required. The Public Staff explained that a
cross-connect is not required ifthe connection is requested pursuant to Section 201 of the
Act, unless the CLP certifies that more than 10% of the trafficthrough the cross-connect
is interstate. In that case, the Public Staff commented that an ILEC may not refuse to
provision the cross-connect. Additionally, the Public Staff stated that if the ILEC wishes
to challenge the certification, it may do so through a Section 208 complaint to the FCC.
However, the Public Staff noted that no such certification is required if the request is
pursuant to Section 251 of the Act. Accordingly, the Public Staff commented that the
CLP/Sprint Standard Offering, Sections 1.3 and 5.6. et. sea., should be amended to reflect
the new FCC Rule 51.323(h), (1), and (2). Specifically, the Public Staff stated that
language which permits a CLP to provision and maintain its own cross-connects should
be removed. However, the Public Staff did not provide specific proposed language for
inclusion In a Standard Offering Agreement.

SECCA, a member of the CLP Coalition, did not originally file a Brief or Proposed
Order, but SECCA did file brief comments pertaining to the Collocation Remand Order.
The CLP Coallticn entered into a compromise Standard Offering with Sprint, which was
submitted to the Commission on May 18, 2000, and was revised on January 18, 2001. In
its comments, SECCA acknowledged that the Collocation Remand Order related to certain
provisions of the Standard Offering. SECCA commented that the Collocation Remand
Order requires ILECs to provision cross-connects between CLPs as unbundled network
elements, subject to the provisions of Section 251 of the Act. Further, SECCA stated that
"the Standard Offeringas revised represents a reasonable, well-balanced compromise that
should be adopted as a whole, subject to certain changes and decisions regarding
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disputed issues not here relevant." However, SECCA did not specifically set forth any
suggested changes to the CLP/Sprint Standard Offering.

In its Initial filing of its Brief, Sprint would have accepted the New Entrants' position
on this issue to the extent it was consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard
Offering filed with the direct testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, Itwas included in the
Standard Offering, and the Standard Offering was made applicable to all Parties in its
entirety. However, in ItsAmendment to its Brief, filed after the Collocation Remand Order
was issued. Sprint's position now was that CLPs may no longer self-provision
cross-connects through common areas since their cabling and equipment is considered
collocatedequipment which does not meet the "necessary" standard. Sprint commented
that ILECs should nowbe required to provide" CLPs connections using copper, dark fiber,
lit fiber, or other transmission media as requested by the CLP. Sprint believes that
cross-connects should be provided to any lawfully collocated carrier, such as a connection
between a CLP and a competitive transport provider. Sprint stated that the impact of the
Collocation Remand Order upon the CLP/Sprint Standard Offering, as it pertains to
cross-connects, would consist of the deletion of references to CLP provisioned
cross-connects. In its Amendment to Its Brief, Sprint filed specific language In regard to
this issue, which it proposed for inclusion In the Standard Offering as follows:

Sprint's Proposed Language (Sections 5.6, 5.6.1, and 5.6.2):

5.6 Co-Carrier Cross-connect. In addition to, and not in lieu of, obtaining
interconnection with, or access to, the ILEC tslecommunications
services, unbundled network elements, and facilities, the CLP may
directly connect to other Interconnectors within the designated ILEC
Premises (including to Its other virtual or physical collocated
arrangements). Where technically feasible, the incumbent LEC shall
provide the connection using copper, dark fiber, lit fiber, or other
transmission medium, as requested by the collocating
telecommunications carrier. In immediately adjacent collocation
arrangements, the CLP may deploy such optical or electrical
connections directly between Its own facilities and the facilities of
other !nterconnector(s) without being routed through ILEC equipment.

5.6.1^ Within the ILEC Premises, the ILEC will provide, at the CLEC's
request, the connection between equipment in the collocation spaces
of two or more telecommunications carriers, or permit CLECs to
construct their own cross-connect facilities, and to connect to other
physical CLECs using copper or optical facilities between collocated
equipmentlocatedwithin the same ILEC premises, subject only to the
same reasonable safety requirements that the ILEC imposes on Its
own equipment. If the facility run is over ILEC or other CLEC
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in-service equipment, the requesting CLEC must use an approved
ILEC contractor or one that meets ILEC contractor qualifications.

5.6.2 Ifa physical CLP and a virtual CLP both have dedicated appearances
not then in use on a DSX-1 panel, DSX-3 panel, or PDF located
within contiguous areas within the eligible structure, then the ILEC will
provide the interconnection of physically and virtually collocated
equipment by connection of copper or optfcaf facilities to the CLPs'
dedicated appearances on the DSX-1 panel. DSX-3 panel, or FDF.
The connections shall be made by the ILEC within ten (10) calendar
days of a joint request by the CLPs.

In its filing prior to the issuance of the Collocation Remand Order, Verizon had
stated that the CLPmay directly connect to other interconnectorswithin the ILEC premises
through facilities owned by the CLP or through ILEC facilities designated by the CLP, at
the CLP's option and that provisioning had to be implemented by an ILEC-approved,
certified contractor when facilities traverse outside the CLP collocated space. However,
Verizon, in its additional comments provided after the Collocation Remand Order was
issued, remarked that the Collocation Remand Order affected its position on this issue and
concluded that its Proposed Order should be amended, in its additional comments,
Verizon stated that the ILEC should provide" dedicated transport service
(cross-connections between collocated CLPs' arrangements) for DSO, DS1. DS3, and dark
fiber circuits. Additionally, Verizon noted that the ILEC should also provide other
technically feasible cross-connection arrangements, including lit fiber, on an individual
case basis, as requested by a CLP. Further, Verizon continued to advocate the use of a
collocation tariff. In its additional comments provided after the issuance of the Collocation
Remand Order, Verizon provided no specific proposed language for inclusion in a
Standard Offering Agreement in this regard,

Based upon our reviewof the Collocation Remand Order, the Commission provides
the following discussion and conclusions on this issue. In the Collocation Remand Order,
at Paragraph 12, the FCC stated that it took several actions In that Order, one being the
following:

• We eliminate the Commission's previous requirement, adopted pursuant to
section 251(c)(6), that an incumbent LEC allow competitive LECs to
construct and maintain cross-connects outside of their immediate physical
collocation space at the incumbent's premises. We find, however, that
sections 201 and 251 (c)(6) authorize us to require that an incumbent LEC
provision cross-connects between collocated carriers, and we require that
an incumbent LEC provide such cross-connects upon reasonable request.

In summary, the FCC has now concluded that it cannot require ILECs to allow CLPs to
provision cross-connects outside their collocation space, but that it can require ILECs to
provision cross-connects between collocated CLPs.
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The discussion provided in the Collocation Remand Order Includes a Section C
narrative which addresses "Cross-Connectlons Between Collocators". That discussion is
presented in Paragraphs 55 through 84 of said Order. In Paragraph 55, the FCC briefly
stated its prior decisions relating to cross-connects between collocators as follows:

In the Local Competition Order, the Commission required incumbent LECs
to provision (i.e., install and maintain) cross-connects to allow a coilocator
to connect its collocated equipment to the collocated equipment of another
carrier within the same incumbent LEG premises so long as each collocator's
equipment was used for interconnection with the incumbent or access to the
incumbent's unbundled network elements. In the Advanced Services First
Report and Order, the Commission further required incumbent LECs to
permit collocating carriers to provision their own cross-connect facilities
between equipment collocated at the incumbent's premises, subject only to
the same reasonable safety requirements the incumbent places on its own
facilities. (Footnotes omitted.)

In Paragraph 56, the. FCC noted the D.C. Circuit's findings in GTE Serv. Corp.
v. FCC (D.C. Cir. 2000), as follows:

In GTE V. FCC, the D.C. Circuit vacated and remanded the cross-connects
rule adopted in the Advanced Services First Report and Order. The court
stated that "requiring [Incumbent] LECs to allow collocating competitors to
interconnect their equipment with other collocating carriers.. . imposes an
obligation on [incumbent] LECs that has no apparent basis in the statute."
The court found that the Commission had not shown that cross-connects

between collocators are "necessary for interconnection or access to
unbundled network elements" within the meaning of that provision.
(Footnotes omitted.)

In Paragraphs 59 and 60, the FCC summarized its findings on remand regarding
this issue as follows:

59. At issue in this.Order are the cables that cross-connect two collocated
competitive LECs. As explained below, we find that, in light of GTE v. FCC,
we may not require an incumbent LEG to allowcompetitive LECs to provision
cross-connects outside of their immediate physical collocation space at the
incumbent's premises. However, we find that pursuant to section 201 that
it would be unjust and unreasonable for an incumbent LEG to refuse to
provision cross-connects between two collocated competitive LECs. We
also find that, In the alternative, such a refusal would be unjust,
unreasonable, and discriminatory within the meaning of section 251(c)(6).
Accordingly, we return to the obligations set forth in the Local Competition
Order that required incumbent LECs to provision cross-connects to
collocators.
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60. We find that there are significant differences between requiring the
incumbent to provision the cross-connects for collocated competitive LECs
and requiring an incumbent LEG to allow competitive LECs to provision
cross-connects within the incumbent's premises. First, there is a
fundamental difference as to who owns and controls the cross-connect
cabling. When competitive LECs provision their own cross-connects, the
competitive LECsown and control the'cabling; whereas, when the incumbent
provisions the cross-connects, the incumbent owns and controls the cabling.
Second, for competitive LECs to provision cross-connects, they typically
must access common areas, which may include a racking system, of the
incumbent's premises to install and maintain the cross-connects.^^ In
contrast, if the incumbent provisions the cross-connects, the competitive
LECs need not have access to the common areas for the purpose of
provisioning the cross-connects. Thus, the latter approach is substantially
less invasive of the incumbent's property rights (e.g.. in terms of security,
safety, and risk to incumbent LEG equipment). (Footnote No. 156 omitted.)

Footnote 155: As used in this Order, "common areas" refers to areas on an incumbent
LECs premises outside of a physical collocator's immediate collocation space. Many
common areas contain facilities or equipment serving multiple carriers.

As noted above in Paragraph 59, the FCC based its decision, in this regard, on both
Section 201 and Section 251(c)(6) of the Communications Act of 1934 As Amended By
The Telecommunications Act of 1996. Title 11 — Common Carriers, Part! — Common
Carrier Regulation, Section 201 —Service and Charges, Paragraph (a) requires, in
pertinent part, that "[ijt shall be the duty of every common carrier engaged in interstate or
foreign communication by wire or radio to furnish such communication service upon a
reasonable request therefor... where the Commission, after opportunity for hearing, finds
such action necessary or desirable in the public interest, to establish physical connections
with other earners " Additionally, Title II — Common Carriers, Part 11 —Development
of Competitive Markets, Section 251 — Interconnection, Paragraph (c), Subparagraph (6)
requires an ILECto provide collocation.. on rates, terms, and conditions that are just,
reasonable, and nondlscrimlnatory...."

The Collocation Remand Order provided a discussion Section C, Part 1 titled
"Competitive LEG Self-Provisioning of Cross-Connects" composed of a single
Paragraph 61. Therein, the FCC found that "neither section 201 nor section 251
authorizes us to adopt a rule requiring physical collocation by which incumbent LECs allow
competitive LECs to provision cross-connects outside of their immediate collocation
space." The FCC concluded that because "the competitlve-LEC provisioning of
cross-connects constitutes physical collocation, we must conclude that our authority under
section 201 does not extend to requiring that an incumbent LEG allow such provisioning."

Further, the Collocation Remand Order provided a discussion Section C, Part 2
titled "incumbent LEG Provisioning of Cross-Connects — Section 201" composed of
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Paragraphs 62 through 78. Pursuant to Section 201, the FCC concluded in Paragraph 62
that it had the authority "to require Incumbent LECs to provision cross-connects for carriers
collocated at the incumber\t's premises, and we exercise this authority to require such
cross-connects upon reasonable request." The FCC, in Paragraph 63, found that
"incumbent LEC-provisioned cross-connects between coilocators within the incumbent's
premises constitute a 'communications service' 'necessary or desirable In the public
interest' within the meaning of section 201(3)." in Paragraph 65, the FCC found that
"cross-connects between coilocators within an incumbent's premises are essential to the
development of a fully competitive transport market." The FCC, in Paragraph 67, found
that "providing cross-connects between collocated carriers will not materially burden
incumbent LECs." Further, in Paragraph 69 the FCC stated that "requiring incumbent
LECs to provision cross-connects between collocated carriers furthers Congress' decision
in the 1996 Act to open all telecommunications markets to competition and is consistent
with (though less intrusive than) the Act's requirement that incumbent LECs allow physical
collocation within their premises under Section 251 (c)(6).''

Additionally, in Paragraphs 77 and 78, the FCC stated the following:

77. We recognize, of course, that the Commission's exercise of Its authority
under section 201 historically has been limited to interstate and foreign
communication by wire or radio. Physical connections between coilocators
and other carriers, like other portions of the telecommunications network,
typically transmit both interstate and intrastate traffic. We have previously
determined that special access lines carrying both interstate and intrastate
trafficare subject to the Commission's jurisdiction where it is not possible to
separate the uses of the special access lines by jurisdiction. We have
typically exercised that jurisdiction, however, only when the amount of
Interstate traffic transmitted over a special access line constitutes more than
10% of all traffic transmitted over that line. We have reasoned that lesser

percentages of interstate traffic should be considered de minimis.
(Footnotes orhitted.)

78. We conclude that a similar approach is appropriate with regard to a
cross-connect service between coilocators and other carriers provided
pursuant to section 201. As withspecial access traffic, we would expect that
the traffic carried through these cross-connects typically includes Interstate
or foreign communication. To the extent that our cross-connect
requirements are dependent upon our authority under section 201, we
require incumbent LECs to provide a cross-connect within its premises
where: (1) two collocated carriers request such a cross-connect; and
(2) more than a de minimis amount of the traffic to be transmitted through the
cross-connect will be interstate. Where the interstate or foreign traffic would
be more than de minimis, the incumbent LEG must provision the
cross-connect through its interconnection facilities or equipment. Where a
collocator is requesting this cross-connect solely pursuant to our action
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under section 201, it shall provide a certification to the Incumbent that it
satisfies the de minimis threshold of 10%. Upon receipt of such certification,
the incumbent shall promptly provision the service. The Irtcumbent cannot
refuse to accept the certification but instead must provision the service
promptly. Ifthe incumbent feels that the certification is inaccurate, it can file
a section 208 complaint with the Commission. (Footnotes omitted.)

Herein above, the FCC acknowledged that "its authority under section 201 historically has
been limited to Interstate and foreign communication by wire or radio", however, the FCC
explained that "[a]s with special access traffic, we would expect that the traffic carried
through these cross-connects typically includes interstate or foreign communication."
Accordingly, the FCC decided to exercise its authority under section 201 and concluded
that an ILEC should provide a cross-connect within its premises where (1) two collocated
carriers request such a cross-connect and (2) more than a de minimis amount, i.e., more
than 10% of the traffic to be transmitted through the cross-connect, will be interstate.

The Collocation Remand Order also provided a discussion Section C, Part 3 titled
"Incumbent LEC Provisioning of Cross-Connects — Section 251" composed of
Paragraphs 79 through 84. In Paragraph 79, the FCC stated that "[s]lmilar to our
reasoning under section 201, we find, as a second, alternative ground, that incumbent
LEC-provisioned cross-connects betweei^twoxpilpcators, and the attendant obligations
to make dark fiber available as a cross-connect and to use the most efficient arrangement
available, are also supported by section 251 of the Act." Further, the FCC explained that
ILEC-provisioned cross-connects "are properly viewed as part of the terms and conditions
of the requesting carrier's collocation in much the same way as the incumbent LEC
provisions cables that provide electrical power to collocators." ^

in Paragraph 80, the FQC commented that its requirement that ILECs provision
cross-connects between collocated CLPs "is consistent with the original obligation for
cross-connects that the Commission imposed In the Local Competition Order." The FCC
further stated that "[ajlthough we now conclude that the Commission overreached in further
extending competitors' cross-connect rights in, the Advanced Services First Report and
Order, we believe the initial approach in the Local Competition Order was a reasonable
interpretation of the applicable statutory language."

In Paragraph 82, the FCC explained that the "provisioning of cross-connects within
the incumbent's premises merely puts the coilocator in position to achieve the same
interconnection with other competitive LECs that the incumbent itself is able to achieve."
Consequently, the FCC concluded that "the refusal to provision such cross-connects would
be discriminatory toward competitive LECs." Additionally, in Paragraph 83, the FCC stated
that "because incumbents provide cross-connects within their premises to those
collocators that purchase the incumbents' transport services, an incumbent LECs failure
to provide cross-connects within its premises to collocators that wish to utilize a
competitive transport provider also raises this nondiscriminalion issue." Further, the FCC
noted that a failure to provide such cross-connects "would In effect force the competitive
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LEG to purchase incumbent LEO transport in order to access a competitive provider's
transport service." Finally, in Paragraph 84, the FCC commented that "[rjequlring
incumbentLECsto provision cross-connects between requesting carriers is consistent with
the statutory scheme outlined insection 251 and is consistent with Congress' explicit goal
of ensuring interconnected networks."

Based upon its reevaluation as reflected in the foregoing discussion of the
Collocation Remand Order, the FCC amended its rules. Paragraph (h) and
Subparagraphs (1) and (2) of FCC Remanded-Rule 51.323, as presented in Appendix B
of the FCC Advanced Services Order released March 31, 1999, are as follows:

(h) An incumbent LEG shall permit a collocating telecommunications
carrier to interconnect its network with that of another collocating
telecommunications carrier at the incumbent LEC's premises and to connect
its -collocated equipment to the collocated equipment of another
telecommunications carrier within the same premises provided that the
collocated equipment is also used for interconnection with the incumbent
LEG or for access to the incumbent LEC's unbundled network elements.

(1) An incumbent LEG shall provide, at the request of a collocating
telecommunications carrier, the connection between the equipment in the
collocated spaces of two or more telecommunications carriers. The
incumbent LEG must permit any collocating telecommunications carrier to
construct its own connection between the carrier's equipment and that of one
or more collocating carriers, if the telecommunications carrier does not
request the incumbent LEC's construction of such facilities. The incumbent
LEG must permit the requesting carrier to construct such facilities using
copper or optical fiber equipment.

(2) An incumbent LEG shall permit collocating telecommunications
carriers to place their own connecting transmission facilities within the
incumbent LEC's premises outside of the actual physical collocation space,
subject only to reasonable safety limitations.

Paragraph (h) and Subparagraphs (1) and (2) of the FCC's Final Rule 51.323, as
presented in Appendix Bofthe FCC Collocation Remand Order released August 8, 2001,
are as follows:

(h) As described in subparagraphs (1) and (2) of this paragraph, an
incumbent LEG shall permit a collocating telecommunications carrier to
interconnect its network with that of another collocating telecommunications
carrier at the Incumbent LEC's premises and to connect its collocated
equipment to the collocated equipment of another telecommunications
carrierwithin the same premises, providedthat the collocated equipment is
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also used for interconnection with the incumbent LEG or for access to the
incumbent LEC's unbundled network elements.

(1) An incumbent LEG shall provide, at the request of a collocating
telecommunications carrier, a connection between the equipment in the
collocated spaces of two or more telecommunications carriers, except to the
extent the incumbent LEG permits the collocating parties to provide the
requested connection for themselves or a connection is net required under
paragraph (h)(2)of this section. Where technically feasible, the incumbent
LEG shall provide the connection using copper, dark fiber, litfiber, or other
transmission medium, as requested by the collocating telecommunications
carrier.

(2) An incumbent LEG is not required to provide a connection between
the equipment in the collocated spaces of two or more telecommunications
carriers if the connection is requested pursuant to section 201 of the Act,
unless the requesting carrier submits to the Incumbent LEG a certification
that more than 10 percent of the amount of traffic to be transmitted through
the connection will be interstate. The incumbent LEG cannot refuse to
accept the certification, but Instead must provision the service promptly. Any
incumbent LEG may file a section 208 complaint with the Commission
challenging the certification Ifit believes that the certification is deficient. No
such certification is required for a request for such connection under section
251 of the Act.

By comparingthe remanded rules (former rules) and the final rules provided above,
the Commission recognizes that the FGG's former Rule 51.S23(h) has been amended by
inserting a restrictive clause as follows: "[ajsdescribed In subparagraphs (1) and (2) of this
paragraph." The FGChas amended Rule 51.323(h)(1) by removing the requirement that
an ILEC "must permit any collocating telecommunications carrier to construct its own
connection between the carrier's equipment and that of one or more collocating
carriers . . .The FGC has also revised Its former Rule 51.323(h)(2) by removing Its
requirement that an ILEC should permit collocating CLPs to place their own connecting
transmission facilities within the ILEC'spremises outside of the actual physical collocation
space. Further, the FGC has amended Rule 51.323(h)(1) such that the final rule states
that an ILEC shall provide, at a CLP's request, a connection between equipment in the
collocated spaces of two or more CLPs, except to the extent that the ILEC permits the
collocating CLPs to provide the connection themselves or a connection is not required
under the final Rule 51.323(h)(2). Specifically, according to the final Rule 51.323(h)(2),
a connection is not required if the connection Is requested pursuant to Section 201 of the
Act, unless the GLP certifies that more than 10% of the traffic through the connection will
be interstate. Further, said Rule provides that the ILEC may file a complaint with the FCC
challenging the certification if it believes the certification is deficient. Additionally, final
Rule 51.323(h)(2) also provides that if the request for a connection is made pursuant to
Section 251 of the Act, then no such certification is necessary.
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As stated previously, Section 1.3 of the CLP/Sprintrevised Standard Offering which,
in pertinent part, stated that "[ijn addition to, and not in lieu of, interconnection to the
ILEC's services and facilities, the CLP may c.onnect to other interconnectors within the
designated ILEC . Premises (including to its other virtual or physical collocated
arrangements) through co-carriercross-connect facilities designated by the CLP pursuant
to §5.6 following" and Sections 5.6, 5.6,1, and 5.8.2 of the CLP/Sprint revised Standard
Offering, set iforth the terms and conditions for the provisions of cross-connects.
Generally, those sections provided that an ILEC would provide a connection between
equipment in the collocation spaces of two or more telecommunications carriers if
requested or would permit the CLPs to construct their own cross-connect facilities and to
connect to other physically coHocated CLPs using copper or optical facilities between
collocated equipment located within the same ILEC premises, subject to the same
reasonable safety requirements that the ILEC imposes on its own equipment.

Based upon the foregoing, the Commission concludes that Sections 1.3, 5.6, 5.8.1,
and 5,6.2 of the CLP/Sprint revised Standard Offering need to be rewritten to be consistent
with the findings of the Collocation Remand Order and final Rules therein, as discussed
herein above. Essentially, the Standard Offering should be amended to reflect that an
ILEC may, but is not required, to allow collocating CLPs to provision their own
cross-connects. The Standard Offering should instead reflect that, at the request of a
collocating CLP, the ILEC must provide cross-connects between equipment in the
collocated space of two or more telecommunications carriers, unless the ILEC allows the
CLP to provision its own cross-connects or the cross-connect is not required as
established by Rule 51.323(h)(2).

In the revised filings of the Parties provided after the Collocation Remand Order
was released, as noted previously, BellSouth and Sprint, the only parties presenting
amended language, have provided differing language which they now propose to be
Included in the Standard Offering. Rather than choosing either BellSouth's proposal or
Sprint's proposal or making modifications thereto, which might also need to Include
language on rates and/or provisioning intervals, the Commission believes that itwould be
more appropriate and efficient to require the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable
language for Inclusion in the Standard Offering in this regard. Accordingly, the
Commission concludes that Sections 1.3, 5.6, 5.6.1. and 5.6.2 should be rewritten in
conformity with the Collocation Remand Order, recognizing that in said Order the FCC
eliminated "its previous requirement that an incumbent carrier allow competitive carriers
to construct and maintain cross-connects outside of their Immediate physical collocation
space at the incumbent's premises", found that "an incumbent carrier must provision
cross-connects between collocatedcarriers", and required"an incumbentcarrier to provide
such cross-connects upon reasonable request."

The matter ofthe appropriate rates for cross-connects are subsequently addressed
in Finding of Fact No. 47.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Commission declines to accept either BeiiSouth's or Sprinfs proposed
language on this issue and instead requires the Parties to negotiate and develop mutually
agreeable language for inclusion in the Standard Offering that is consisteht with the
findings of the FCC In its Collocation Remand Order. Generally, the Standard Offering
should be amended to reflect that an ILEC may, but is not required, to allowcollocating
CLPs to provision their own cross-connects. The Standard Offering should instead reflect
that, at the request of a collocating CLP, the ILEC must provide cross-connects between
equipment in the collocated space of two or more telecommunications carriers, unless the
ILEC allows the CLP to provision its own cross-connects or the cross-connect is not
required as established by Rule 51.323(h)(2).

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 46

ISSUE 48: How many accompanied site visits should the ILEC be required to conduct?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: At least two site visits should be required of the ILEC at no cost. These should
include an initial central office visit and a second visit at, or prior to, completion of a
collocation site. Thereafter, routine inspections may be needed at reasonable Intervals
mutually agreed upon by the parties.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouthwill permitone accompanied site visitfree of charge after receipt
of a bona fide firm order. BellSouth Is not required to give escorted tours (except in the
case where space has been denied because of space exhaust) and is not obligated to give
a tour prior to the CLP sending BellSouth a bona fide firm order. However, If the CLP
agrees to applicable security provisions, the CLP may visit the premises without escort
after BellSouth receives the CLP's bona fide firm order.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLICSTAFF: The ILEC should provide each prospective collocator two escorted tours
of the central office. These may be taken anytime after the ILEC receives the bona fide
firm order and prior to the transfer of the completed collocation space to the CLP. CLP
personnel who have met the ILEC's standard security requirements should be granted
unescorted access to the area where the CLP's collocation space is being built. ILECs
should not be required to provide central office tours prior to submission of a collocation
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application, except in cases where the ILEC alleges that space for collocation is
unavailable.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept AT&T's position on this Issue to the extent it is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to ail parties in Its entirety.

VERIZON: Verizon will permit one visit during the provisioning period and a second visit
when space is relinquished to the CLP.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Sections 6.1.5 and 6.3.2 of the Standard Offering specify the number and types of
accompanied site visits that an ILEC is required to conduct. Section 6.1.5 provides that,
priorto submitting an application for collocation space, "the prospective CLP may elect to
arrange with the ILEC a full site visit to an ILEC Premises for the purpose of permitting the
CLP to determine if the structure meets the potential CLP's business needs and ifspace
is available in the structure for the potential CLP's physical collocation arrangement."
Section 6.3.2 provides for "an accompanied site visit to the CLP's designated collocation
arrangement location mid-way through the project and a final inspection once completed."

CLP v/itness Glllan testified that ILECs should be required to provide two site visits
free of charge: an initial central office visitand a second visit during the preparation of the
collocation site, or after completion. This testimony was at odds with Section 6.1.5 of the
Standard Offering, which states that "[t]he CLP shall be billed as specified in Section 7"
for the Initial, or pre-application, visit, but consistent overall with the proposal in the
Standard Offering for two accompanied site visits at no cost to the CLP.

Bellsouth vwtness Milner testified that BellSouth would permit an accompanied site
visit after receipt of a bona fide firm order, but argued that it was not required to give
escorted tours prior to that time. He also stated that CLP personnel who met "applicable
securityprovisions" could visit the premises without escort after receipt of the bona fide
order.

Witness Milner contended that the preapplication visitwouldnot be useful, because
the CLP's exact collocation space requirements are still unknown prior to preparation of
the application. He also asserted that it was unreasonable to require BellSouth to expend
resources on CLPs "who might not be serious about purchasing a collocation
arrangement."
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Verizon witness Ries proposed that two accompanied site visits be allowed, one
during the ILEC provisioning period and a second when the space was turned over to the
CLP. He suggested that anyadditional visits would be unproductive and"unnecessarily
disruptive." He also argued that the CLPs' proposed preapplication visits exceeded the
FCC guidelines in the Order on Reconsideration, which he said contemplated access to
the collocation arrangement "only after the application has been accepted and is moving
towards completion."

The Public Staff argued that the ILEC should provide each prospective collocator
two escorted tours of the central office. These may be taken anytime after the ILEC
receives the bona fide firm order and prior to the transfer of the completed collocation
space to the CLP. CLPpersonnel who have met the ILEC's standard security requirements
should be granted unescorted access to the area where the CLP's collocation space is
being built. ILECsshould not be required to provide central office tours prior to submission
of a collocation application, except in cases where the ILEC alleges that space for
collocation is unavailable.

Paragraph 59 of the Order on Reconsideration specifies that "a requesting
telecommunications carrier also must have reasonable access to its designated collocation
space while the incumbent LEC prepares that space for collocation." The FCC noted that
this access "will help the requesting carrier promptly identify any defects in the incumbent
LEC's work and thus reduce collocation delays."

The Commission, therefore, concludes that the ILEC should provide each
prospective collocator two escorted tours of the central office: first, after the ILEC receives
the bona fide firm order, and then again at, or prior to, the transfer of the completed
collocation space to the CLP. CLPs may use these tours to examine the collocation area,
power and cabling arrangements, and demarcation point(s). and may also use the tours
to familiarize themselves with central office features and functions which may be
necessary to enable them to interconnect with the ILEC's network or to obtain access to
UNEs. The Commission also concludes that CLP personnel who have met the security
requirements, as discussed in Issue No. 59, should be granted unescorted access to the
area where the CLP's collocation space is being built. The Commission does not find it
appropriate to require ILECs to allow central office tours prior to submission of a
collocation application except in cases where the ILEC alleges that space for collocation
is unavailable.

Sections 6.1.5 and 6.3.2 of the Standard Offering should be amended to reflect
these changes.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that an ILEC should be required to conduct two
accompanied site visits: one after the ILEC receives the bona fide firm order and a second
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I at, or prior to, the transfer of the completed collocation space to the CLP, and that

Sections 6.1.5 and 6.3.2 of the Standard Offering should be amended accordingly.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 47

ISSUE 49: What are the appropriate rates and charges for collocation?

ISSUE 62: Should security charges be assessed for collocation inoffices with existing card
key systems and howshould securitycosts be allocated in central offices where new card
key systems are being installed?

ISSUE 68: What rates, terms, and conditions should govern the provision of DC power to
collocationspace? (This is related to the issue of how to calculate a rate for power - See
Issue 49)

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL; ALLTEL did not address this issue in Its Brief.

AT&T: The statewide average monthly recurring rate for central officefloor space should
be $1.00 per square foot per month. The floor space rates for cageless racks, security
charges, relay racks, and cabinets should be adjusted in accordance with the testimony
of New Entrants witness Feldman and Exhibits LF-4, LF-5, and LF-6. ILECs should not

^ charge an availability fee for collocation space. They maybe able to, however, impose a
fee for reasonable engineering costs that are incurred In connection with the construction
of collocation space. The rates for the construction of cage enclosures should be those
proposed by Sprint. The nonrecurring and monthly recurring rates for DC power should
be adjusted based on the testimony of New Entrants witness Feldman and should be
based upon amps used rather than amps fused. MClm's proposed language with regard
to this issue which is consistent with this recommendation should be incorporated into the ,
interconnection agreement with BellSouth. The rates for cross-connects should be those
proposed bythe New Entrants. Cable Installation should be made available at the rates
proposed by the New Entrants in Exhibit LF-4.

BELLSOUTH: The rates proposed by BellSouth are appropriate.

MClm: MClm did not specifically address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The rates proposed by the ILECs, with the adjustments and changes
recommended by the Public Staff, are the appropriate rates for collocation. -
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SPRINT: TELRIC floor space rates should be based upon the forward-looking cost to
construct a building from theground up. This would be determined by using a third-party
construction estimator which assumes that the central offices are prepared for collocation
by CLPs. Sprint proposed recovering floor space on a nrionthly recurring basis only and
would not include further site preparation charges. Sprint believes that recovering both
thecostofa newly constructed building and the cost ofsite preparation (themethodology
BellSouth proposed) would allow for double recovery of building costs. Sprint also
believes that security costs should be allocated on a per square foot basis with the cost
ofsecurity being spread over the entire building, not just the collocation space allocated
to the CLPs. Sprint's recommendation has been adopted by the Florida Commission.

VERIZON: Rates should be aligned with underlying costs, assessed to the cost-causer,
and divided into nonrecurring and monthly recurring charges. Verizon's Expanded
Interconnection Services Cost Study (EIS study) should be adopted.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined forAT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
issue.

DISCUSSION

Due to the complexity of this issue, it will be discussed in separate sections.
Section Iwill be a general discussion of the issue of collocation rates. Section II will be
a specific discussion detailing the following contentious rate issues:

Rate Issue No. 1 - Rate for Floor Space
Rate Issue No. 2 - Availability Fee / Application Fee for
Collocation

Rate Issue No, 3 - Construction of Cage
Rate Issue No. 4 - DC Power
Rate Issue No. 5 - Rates for Cross-connects

Rate Issue No. 6 - Cable Installation

Rate Issue No. 7 - Security Costs
Rate Issue No. 8 - Augmenting
Rate Issue No. 9 - Adjacent Collocation
Rate Issue No. 10 - Premises Space Report

SECTION I - GENERAL DISCUSSION ON COLLOCATION RATES

The Commission notes that the following charts demonstrate that the ILECs aH
presented various collocation rate elements for recurring and nonrecurring charges and
that a direct comparison of the ILECs' proposals Is not possible.
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The following chart summarizes the recurring collocation rates proposed by
Bellsouth in this proceeding:

Element Bellsouth

Central Office Modification $2.42

Common Systems Modification - Gageiess $2.88

Common Systems Modification - Caged $97.98

Space Enclosure - Welded Wire-mesh - per first 100 sq. ft. $192.79

Space Enclosure - Welded Wire- per add'! 50 sq. ft. $18.91

Floor Space - Per Sq. Ft. $7.26

Cable Support Structure - Per entrance cable $20.57

Power - 48V DC power $8.50

Power - 120V AC power single phase $5.50

Power - 240V AC power single phase $11.01

Power - 120V AC power three phase $16.51

Power - 277 AC power three phase $38.12

Cross-connects - 2-wire $0.31

Cross-connects - 4-wire $0.62

Cross-connects - DS-1 $1.38

Cross-connects DS-3 $17.62

Cross-connects 2-fiber $3.50

Cross-connects 4-fiber $6.20

Security Access Security System $41.03

New Access Card Activation $.082

POT Bay 2-wire cross-connect $0.11

POT Bay 4-wire cross-connect $0.21

POT Bay DS1 cross-connect $1.49

POT Bay DS3 cross-connect $13.27
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POT Bay 2 fiber cross-connect $45.30

POT Bay 4 fiber cross-connect $61.09

The followina chart summarizes the nonrecurrina collocation rates orooosed bv

BeilSouth in this proceeding:

Element Bellsouth

Application Fee $3,741.00

Subsequent Application Fee $3,119.00

Space Prep - Firm Order Processing (Project Mgmt.) $1,196.00

Cable Installation $1,701.00

Cross-connects - 2-wlre First/Additional $33.53/$31.65

Cross-connects - 4-wire $33.67/$31.70

Cross-connects - DS-1 $52.87/$39.86

Cross-connects - DS-3 ,$51.97/$38.59 -

Cross-connects - 2-fiber $51.97/$38.59

Cross-connects - 4-fjber $64.53/$51.15

New Access Card Activation $55.30

Administrative change, existing card $15.51

Replace lost or stolen card $45.34

Initial key $26.06

Replace lost of stolen key $26.06

Space Availability Report $2,140.00

Security Escorts - Basic time Per half hr./Add'I half hr. $33.68/$21.34

Security Escorts - Overtime $43.87/$27.57

Security Escorts - Premium Time $54.06/$33.80

Additional Engineering Fee - Basic time $31.00/$22.00

Additional Engineering Fee - Overtime $37.00/$26.00
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The following chart summarizes the recurring collocation rates proposed by
Carolina and Central In this proceeding:

Element Carolina Central

Floor Space (cost per square foot) $5.94 $6.00

Floor Space (cost per equipment bay) $58.22 $58.81

Power Cost - Per Fused Ampere $15.25 $17.43

Power Cost - Connection to Power Plant 50

Amps
$87.45 $86.24

Power Costs - Conriection to Power Plant 100
Amps

$162.61 $159.63

Power Costs - Connection to Power Plant 200

Amps
$310.05 $303.34

Monthly Cost per Outlet/Overhead Light $33.95 $33.95

Grounding Charge per 100 8F Secured $23.27 $25.25

Grounding Charge per Cageless or Virtual Eq.
Bay

$2.91 $3.15

Cross-connect - DSO- Per 100 DSO $29.46 $27.40

Cross-connect - pSI - Per 28 DS1 $43.33 $39.85

Cross-connect - DS3 - Per DS3 $24.88 $22.79

Cross-connect - Optical - Per 4 fibers $40.41 $37.62

Riser Space - Cost per Foot from Vault to Cage $0.08 $0.08

Vault - Cost per Cable Access $9.58 $9.58

Conduit Space - Cost per Foot From First
Manhole to Vault

$0.09 $o:o9

Internal Cabling $83.33 $77.51

Virtual Coll - Maintenance per quarter hour $11.39 $12.12

The following chart summarizes the nonrecurring collocation rates proposed by
Carolina and Central in this proceeding:
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Element Carolina Central

Application Fee $3,793.08 $3,793-08

Augmentation Fee $1,294.08 $1,294.08

Security Cage Construction - Engineering $559.81 $559.81

Security Cage Construction - Construction $26.37 $25.37

Power Costs - Connection to Power Plant 50

Amps
$3,624.53 $3,669.37

Power Costs - Connection to Power Plant 100

Amps
$6,474.63 $6,528.90

Power Costs - Connection to Power Plant 200

Amps
$11,992.69 - $12,053.97

Cost per AC Outlet (per 20 Amps) $883.15 $883.15

Cost for Overhead Lighting $1,098.35 $1,098.35

Security Card - Per Card $15.00 $15.00

The following chart summarizes the recurring collocation rates proposed by
Verizon In this proceeding:

Element Verizon

Floor Space $2.02

Cable Space - Subduct Space - Manhole $3.04

Cable Space - Subduct Space - Subduct $0.03

DC Power Facility - Power Supply $316.46

DC Power Facility - Fuses and Fuse Panels $41.81

DC Power Facility - Power Cable Pull - Labor $57.20

DC Power Utility $87.22

Facility Termination - DSO Cable - Material $2.35

Facility Termination - DS1 Cable - Material $9.67

Facility Termination - DS3 Cable - Material $6.80

Building Modification - Storage Security $47.81
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Building Modification - Security Access - Card Reader $80.76

Building Modification - Security Access - Controller $34.14

Site Modifications - Demolition and Site Work $13.45

Site Modifications - Dust Partition $20.48

HVAC Minor $17.13

Environmental Conditionirig $61.30

Electrical - Lighting i$9.28

Electrical - Electrical Outlet $8.35

Electrical - Floor Grounding Bar $39.06

Fiber Cable - 48 Fiber - Material $5.48

Fiber Cable - 48 Fiber - Utilization Factor $0.55

Fiber Cable - 96 Fiber - Material $15.65

Fiber Cable - 96 Fiber - Utilization Factor $0.55

Cabie Rack - Metallic DSO - Utilization Factor . $0.0094

Cable Rack - Metallic DS1 - Utilization Factor $0.0058

Cable Rack - Fiber Cable - Utilization Factor $0.0131

Cable Rack - Coaxial Cable - Utilization Factor $0.0019

The foliowino chart summarizes the nonrecuirina collocation rates orooosed bv

Verizon in this proceeding:

Element Verizon

Engineering - New Collocation Site $1,267.64

Engineering - Existing Collocation Site $1,071.73

Engineering - Augment/Change Current Svc Arrangements $199.42

Building Modification - Access Card - New/Replacement $19.56

Building Modification - Access Card - Change $2.68

Electrical - Cage Grounding Bar $1,387.08

Overhead Superstructure - Engineering Costs $33.82
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Overhead Superstructure - Installation $13.31

Overhead Superstructure - Travel Time $44.37

Overhead Superstructure - Materials - Racking $20.59

Cage Fencing -100 and over square feet floor space $7.66

Cage Fencing - 75-99 square feet floor space $8.17

Cage Fencing - 50-74 square feet floor space $9.02

Cage Fencing - 25-49 square feet floor space $10.93

Cage Gate $471.53

DC Power Facility - Termination $66.56

DC Power Facility - Power Cable Pull - Labor $11.09

DC Power Facility - Engineering Costs $33.82

DC Power Facility -Travel Time $44.37

Fiber Cable Pull - Engineering Costs $608.30

Fiber Cable Pull - Place Innerduct . $2.27

Fiber Cable Pull - Pull Cable $0.93

Fiber Cable Pull - Cable Fire Retardant $44.37

Fiber - Engineering Costs $30.32

Fiber - Splicing (48 fiber cable or less) $49.33

Fiber - Splicing (greater than 48 fiber cable) $41.54

Facility Pull - Engineering Costs $33.82

Per DSO Cable - Per Foot Pull Labor $1.11

Per DSO Cable - Per Termination (C) $4.44

Per DSO Cable - Travel Time $44.37

Per DS1 Cable - Per Foot Pull Labor $1.11

Per DS1 Cable - Per Termination (C) $1.11

Per DS1 Cable - Travel Time $44.37

Per DS3 Cable - Per Foot Pull Labor $1.11
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Per DS3 Cable - Per Termination (C) $1.11

Per DSO Cable - Per Termination (DC) $11.09

Per DS3 Cable - Travel Time $44.37

Per Fiber Cable - Per Foot Pull (Labor) $1.11

Per Fiber Cable - Travel Time $44.37

Bellsouth stated in its Proposed Order that itused the cost methodology previously
approved by the Commission in Docket No. P-100, Sub 133d (the LINE cost docket).
Bellsouth maintained that its proposed rates are TELRIC-based and were developed using
a forward-looking network configuration, a forward-looking cost of capital, economic
depreciation rates, and a reasonable allocation of fonA^ard-looking common costs.
BellSouth argued that its forward-looking economic costs do not include embedded costs,
retail costs, opportunity costs, or revenues to subsidize other services.

BellSouth clarified that it filed cost support for both physical and virtual collocation
elements. BellSouth noted that physical collocation allows the CLP to Install CLP-owned
equipment and facilities within leased space In BellSouth's premises. BellSouth explained
that virtual collocation permits the CLP to install equipment within BellSouth's existing
line-up, and BellSouth does not own the equipment. However, BellSouth noted, it will
maintain the equipment at the CLP's request, pursuant to the rates and charges in
Section 20 of Tariff FCC No. 1. BellSouth noted that by Order dated October 26, 2000,
the Commission ordered the Collocation Task Force to reconvene after the filing of briefs
and proposed orders to consider virtual collocation and remote site collocation.
rCOMMISSION NOTE: By letter filed April 27, 2001, the New Entrants stated that they
prefer to leave the issues of remote site physical collocation and virtual collocation to
individual company negotiations and prefer not to pursue Task Force negotiations or a
hearing on these issues.] Therefore, BellSouth pointed out, the Commission will only be
setting rates for physical collocation in this pending proceeding.

BellSouth further argued that based on a review of CLP witness Feldman's rebuttal
testimony and his Exhibit LF-3, It appearsthat witness Feldman believes that the only way
to obtain a consistent set of collocation rate elements in North Carolina is to introduce yet
more rate elements and another rate structure from Texas. BellSouth contended that the
most reasonable approach would be to work with rate structures that currently exist in
North Carolina today and build on them.

BellSouth noted that while the Parties addressed many issues and concerns
regarding collocation over several months, a proposal to include all of the rate elements
and the rate structure from the Texas tariff was never made by any Party. BellSouth
argued that ata minimum, the CLPs should have informed the ILECs several rhonths ago
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that they had a concern with the rate structure and would propose the Texas tariffstructure
through prefiled testimony.

Bellsouth further maintained that even if the Commission considered the Texas rate
structures, the Texas collocation tariff has rate elements that do not exist in any of the
ILECs' cost proposals in North Carolina. BeliSouth noted that witness Feldman confirmed
this in his prefiled testimony and on cross-examination. BeliSouth also quoted a portion
of the transcript where witness Feldman agreed that the rates from the Texas tariffwere
not modified in any way to reflect circumstances in North Carolina.

Bellsouth argued that another problem with using the Texas tariff is that it includes
items (such as timing source arrangement and adjacent off-site collocation) that are not
offered in North Carolina by BeliSouth and that are not required collocation offerings.

BeliSouth noted that the final problem with adopting witness Feldman's proposed
rate structure is that it will require the Parties to once again agree on what is required
under the various rate elements included in the Texas tariff, and BeliSouth will have to
revamp Its billing, service order process, and other internal processes just to be able to
implement a Texas rate structure.

BeliSouth contended that witness Feldman's Exhibit LF-6.0 which compares.
BellSouth's proposed rates with the New Entrants' proposed corrected rates included
errors that misstated the costs that BeliSouth filed. BeliSouth maintained that the value
witness Feldman included for Application Fee Augment ($1,920.31) .is not contained in
BellSouth's cost study and the correct value for this element (Subsequent Application Fee)
is $3,119.- BeliSouth also stated that the value witness Feldman placed under Project
Management Initial, $1,196, is actually the Firm Order Processing Fee associated with
Space Preparation. BeliSouthfinally noted that witness Feldman included a nonrecurring
charge of ^,817.60 for Redundant Connection to Power Plan 40 Amps Leads. BeliSouth
maintained that its study does not Include this element, and it is difficult for BeliSouth to
determine how witness Feldman arrived at this value.

BeliSouth asserted that witness Feldman's accusation that BeliSouth used

embedded investments in its cost study Is incorrect arid that booked amounts were used
In some cases to develop relationships between investments but that, however, they were
not used as direct investment input into the study.

)

Bellsouth recommended that the Commission conclude that BellSouth's collocation
cost study compiles with the TELRIC methodology adopted by the Commission in the
generic cost docket and has produced rates that are forward-looking In corripllance with
TA96.

BeliSouth argued in its Brief that what the CLPs have done with their so-called
"compromise" offering is to take a Texas collocation tariff (including, incredibly, even rates
that are Texas-specific) and attempt to force it down the throats of North Carolina
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regulators and ILECs, all the while taking offense to any suggestion that their offering
might be inappropriate for use in NorthCarolina. BellSouth also maintained that of all the
North Carolina ILECs, BellSouth's central office space is in the greatest demand because
Bellsouth serves the larger, more urban areas of North Carolina where competition has
emerged and is growingat a rapid rate. BeilSouth stated that while the CLPs crowed that
their standard offering must be "ILEC friendly" because Sprint had few objections to it, the
truth is that Sprint's collocation activity In its predominately rural service territory is a gnat
in comparison with collocation requests BellSouth receives in its urban central offices.

BellSouth also noted that not only do CLPs want collocation provisioning completed
at an unrealisticpace, but they want the collocation process completed for a fraction of the
ILECs' TELRIC costs. BellSouth argued that to "analyze and correct" the ILECs'
collocation cost studies, the CLPs offered the testimony of one witness, witness Feldman
(1) who has never performed a TELRIC cost study for an ILEC; (2) who has never worked
in any capacity iri an ILECs cost organization; (3) whohas an undergraduate degree in
economics and a law degree but has no degree in engineering and does not consider
himself an economist; (4) whose stated working experience to date consists of working for
a consulting firm; as a staffer for the Texas Public Service Commission; and as president
of a small CLEC in Texas; (5) who recommends that collocation rates In Texas be
approved for use in North Carolina, even though no North Carolina ILEC offers those rate
elements, and also recommends that Texas rates be used for those elements; (6) who
admittedly performed no cost study to support the rates he proposed in this proceeding;
and (7) whose own analysis was riddled with errors.

BellSouth asserted that the CLPs tried mightily to create confusion and doubt where
there is none with respect to BellSouth's TELRIC-compliant collocation cost study.
BellSouth argued that in considering the CLPs' attacks on BellSouth's collocation cost
study, the Commission should keep in mind the following undisputed points:

(1) BellSouth used the same cost methodology previously approved by the
Commission in its generic cost proceeding that established permanent-rates
for a number of UNEs;

(2) BellSouth Included the same Commission-ordered adjustments for the cost
of capital, depreciation rates,,and tax factors in its collocation cost study;

(3) Many of the CLPs' proposed changes include errors; and
(4) Clearly more weight should be given to the testimony of an ILEC witness,

such as BellSouth witness Caldwell, who oversaw and sponsored the cost
study, than to a witness who "analyzed" and "corrected" those studies after
the fact in a manner that ignored prior Commission orders and that included
numerous errors.

BellSouth witness Hendrix maintained in his cost issue rebuttal testimony that It
would seem that the reasonable approach would be to work with what currently exists in
North Carolina today and build on it. Witness Hendrix stated that while there may be some
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positives to be gained by reviewing other states and region rates and rate structures, a
wholesale change is both drastic and inappropriate.

Witness Hendrix also noted that while the Parties addressed many concerns and
issues during the time the Task Force was actively negotiating, a proposal to include all
the rate elements and the rate structure from the Texas tariff was never made. Witness
Hendrix maintained that it is inconceivable that such a significant proposal would be made
at this the eleventh hour and that during the entire negotiation sessions, the CLPs would
not discuss the issue of rates or the issue of rate structures. Witness Hendrix noted that
the language in Section 7, Rates and Charges, of the Collocation Task Force Final Report
simply states that "Discussions Concerning Rales and Charges are Deferred Until
Agreement on Terms." Witness Hendrix asserted that the CLPs should have at a minimum
informed BellSouth several months ago that they had a concern with the rate structure and
would propose the Texas tariff structure;

Bellsouth witness Caldwell stated in rebuttal testimony that witness Feldman
proposed a rate structure that is incompatible with BellSouth's cost study.

The New Entrants maintained in their Brief that the ILECs' proposed rates are
grossly overstated and frequently double count costs. The New Entrants argued that the
ILECs' overstatement of rates was demonstrated at the hearing by specific evidence
concerning four proposed rates: (1) application fees; (2) central office floor space; (3) cage
construction; and (4) power rates.

The New Entrants recommended that the Commission adopt their proposed
collocation rates which were attached as Exhibit C to the New Entrants' Brief. The New
Entrants urged the Commission to not split the difference between the rates proposed by
the New Entrants and the ILECs because splitting the difference between reasonable rates
and highly inflated rates would result in rates that are still too high. The New Entrants also
noted that to the extent the permanent collocation rates are less than the interim
collocation rates, the Commission should require its customary true-up to the approved
rates.

New Entrants witness Feldman stated in rebuttal testimony that the ILECs' proposed
cost studies fail to define the rate elements for which charges are proposed. Witness
Feldman maintained that without a common understanding of what , is included in
collocation terms and conditions, Parties cannot formulate meaningful rates. Witness
Feldman noted that in order to correct this problem and create consistency, he used the
rate elements from the Texas collocation tariff to provide a consistent set of materials and
services which are to be offered to CLPs. He maintained that while he used the Texas

definitions to create a consistent set of rate elements, the rates themselves were
recalculated using the ILECs' models and the proposed rates are company specific and
do reflect the specific operations of each ILEC.
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During cross-examination, witness Feldman explained that sometimes Sprint filed
rates that were not filed by Verizon and rates filed by Verizon that were not filed by
BellSouth. He noted that his proposal tries to harmonize and create a standard menu
offering.

Further on cross-examination, witness Feldman stated that depending on the type
of cost, costs tend to vary from state to state. Witness Feldman stated that labor rates,
floor space, and real estate can varyfrom state to state. He argued that other costs such
as power supplies and large material costs like generators and battery plans do not vary
much from state to state.

• Witness Feldman explained on cross-examination that he corrected the ILECs' cost
studies wherever he could and where there was not a rate proposed, he could not offer
any corrections. He noted that he pulled from North Carolina studies where he could and
corrected North Carolina studies where he could. He maintained that where he could not
pull from other studies, he looked to the Texas study. He further agreed that in some
places ha simply used the rate in the Texas tariff and in other places he used the basis of
the Texas tariff but developed a different rate. He answered that in some instances the
Texas rates were higher because "they incorporated some of the same mistakes that you
incorporated in your cost studies."

The Public Staff maintained in its Proposed Order that there was considerable
testimony regarding the appropriate rate elements that the ILECs should include in their
collocation cost studies. The Public Staff stated that while it was unable to identify any
issues between the Parties regarding the terms and conditions governing the provision of
DC power, several Issues arose regarding the proper rates. Specifically, the Public Staff
noted, much testimony dealt with whether DC power costs should be recovered on a per
fused or per used basis. In addition, the Public Staff commented, CLP witness Feldman
proposed to segregate the ILECs' application fees into two separate fees, one for
submitting the application and another for managing the collocation request once a firm
order has been placed.

The Public Staff noted that there were also arguments raised that CLPs would be
charged incorrectly ifthe ILECs' proposed rate elements were adopted.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission require the ILECs to modify
their cost studies and proposed rates to reflect the Public Staffs recommended
conclusions for each individual ILEC as discussed below.

BellSouth - The Public Staff noted that there are considerable differences in some of the
proposed rates between the original BellSouth collocation cost study filed in
Docket No. P-100, Sub 133d in September 1999 and the study filed In September 2000
in this docket. The Public Staff noted the following differences:
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Cost Element September 1999 Study September 2000 Study

Physical Collocation -

Application Cost Initial $7,008.00 $3,741.00

Floor Space per sq. ft. $3.45 $7.26

Power per Amp $6.65 $8.50

The Public Staff commented that these wide differences in cost study results over
only a period of one year raise questions as to the assumptions and amounts used in the
studies. The Public Staff recognized that some differences simply reflect the fact that
Bellsouth has had more time to develop its study in this docket and to refine its original
study. However, the Public Staff alleged that there are still areas in which the costs
appear to be overstated and excessive. The Public Staff stated that the rate for the power
per amp in the September 2000 study reflects fused amps, while the September 1999
study reflected used amps.

The Public Staff specifically stated that the hours reflected for the Account Team
Collocation Coordinator, Interexchange Network Access Coordinator, Circuit Capacity
Management, and Common Systems Capacity Management should be reduced by half.
Also, the Public Staff stated that the nonrecurring additive for Corporate Real Estate and
Supportshould be eliminated from the cost study. The Public Staff argued that BellSouth
has not provided support for this cost item. The Public Staff opined that these revised
amounts more appropriately reflect the ongoing costs that BellSouth will incur in
processing initial collocation applications in a TELRIC environment. The Public Staff
commented that these same types of costs are also included, to some extent, in the
application charges for virtual collocation, adjacent collocation, and physical collocation
in the remote terminal. The Public Staff recommended that the Commission require
BellSouth to make comparable adjustments to these rate elements as well.

Verizon - The Public Staff noted that unlike BellSouth, Verizon did not have great
variations between the cost calculations included in Its September 1999 and
September 2000 cost studies and that in many Instances, there was no difference In the
costs calculation in the two studies.

The Public Staff commented, however, that CLP witness Feldman testified that
many of Verizon's costs were overstated or inaccurate.

Sprint - The Public Staff noted that as with BellSouth, there are considerable differences
between Sprint's September 1999 and September 2000 cost studies that give reason to
question the accuracy ofthe costs. The Public Staff outlined the following differences in
Carolina's cost studies:
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Cost Element Septernber 1999 Study September 2000 Study

Physical Collocation -

Application Cost Initial $3,132.93 $3,793.08

Floor Space per sq. ft. $2.16 $5.94

Power per Amp $27.63 $15.25

The Public Staff commented that the wide differences in cost study results over a
period of only one year raise questions as to the assumptions and amounts used in the
studies. The Public Staff opined that certainly some of the difference is due to Sprint
having more lime to study and develop the costs supporting its proposed rates, but that
it is also concerned that some of Sprint's costs are overstated.

Finally, the Public Staff noted that while its discussion was limited to Sprint's
collocation rate elements for its Carolina subsidiary, the Commission should direct Sprint
to make comparable adjustments to the study produced for its Central subsidiary.

Sprint stated In Its Briefthat Section 7 of the Standard Offering was left incomplete.
Sprint maintained that this was necessary because the rates and charges for each ILEC
will be unique and, therefore, could not be included in the Standard Offering applicable to
all Parties, but lack of closure on this Issue was also symbolic of its significance.

Sprint noted that the Parties are required to use a TELRIC analysis to determine
rates and that neither the ILECs nor the CLPs are at liberty to use TELRIC when it suits
them and some other method when it does not, and efforts by the New Entrants to use
what purported to be a "market" analysis were simply inappropriate.

Sprint maintained that the two biggest costs for a CLP entering a central office for
collocation are DC power and floor space. Sprint noted that as its study demonstrated,
these two costs afone constitute approximately 50% to 60% of total collocation costs.

Sprint argued that its cost study should be accepted without modification. Sprint
noted that while it is critical that the cost methodology used be a correct one, it Is equally
critical that the methodologies used by the various ILECs be consistent.

Verizon stated in its Briefthat the Verizon Expanded Interconnection Services Cost
Study (Verizon Collocation Cost Study or EIS Study) determines the actual costs Verizon
will incur going forward to provide collocation in North Carolina and comports with the
TELRIC approach reflected in the FCC's pricing rules. Verizon argued that its Collocation
Cost Study is the only study in the record defining Verizon's collocation costs. Verizon
noted that many of its proposed rates were not contested or were even endorsed by other
Parties so approval of these costs is the only approach consistent with reasoned
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decisionmaking. Verizon maintained that as to the study elements that were contested,
no party provided any reliable or legitimate cost proposals as an alternative to Verizon's
Collocation Cost Study. Therefore, Verizon proposed that those costs should also be
accepted by the Commission.

Verizon explained that collocation costs are divided into two groups in Its
Collocation Cost Study: those that will be recovered through nonrecurring charges and
those that will be recovered through monthly recurring charges. Verizon noted that to
provide collocation, it may perform the following nonrecurring charge activities to incur
associated costs: engineering, building modification, DC power facility, fiber cable pull,
metallic cable pull, cable fire retardant, cable splice, facility pull, relay rack,
telecommunications equipment cabinet, building integrated timing supply (BITS), premises
space report, fiber optic cross-connect, and cable material. Verizon noted that
nonrecurring charges do not include a mark-up. by Verizon and are developed based
directly on the cost per unit. Verizon maintained that through exploratory field visits to
central offices, meetings with employees at regional headquarters, and consultation with
subject matter experts, Verizon has identified the following costs which can be recovered
through recurring charges: floor space, floor space for relay racks and cabinets, cable
space, DC power facility, DC power utility, facility termination, building modification, cable
vault splice, cable vault utilization, cable rack utilization, fiber optic cross-connect, and
BITS.

Verizon noted that in an effort to address the CLPs' stated primary concern, the
unpredictability of the cost of a collocation arrangement, Verizon's pricing structure
charges CLPs the same rates for all central offices in North Carolina and the same rates
for each application, regardless ofwhether the arrangement is placed in active/conditioned
or inactive/unconditioned space.

Verizon maintained that its collocation prices were developed through several steps
as follows:

(1) each cost element was mapped into an associated rate element;
(2) the number of units and their frequency were developed and applied to the

costs to reflect the average usage for selected rate elements; and
(3) a fill factor was developed and applied to the costs to reflect the average

number of coliocators expected to share certain building modification rate
elements.

Verizon noted that consistent with its overall pricing policy, costs recovered through
monthly recurring charges include a mark-up of 14% to provide recovery for common
costs, Verizon maintained that this is a straightforward apptication of the TELRIC
methodology with appropriate mark-ups for common costs that have already been
established by the Commission for the pricing of other UNEs such as the loop, ports, and
switching.
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Verizon explained that the costs associated with the central office are premised
upon collocation occurring in Verizon's existing North Carolina central offices. Verizon
noted that since its central offices originally were not designed to provide collocation, the
cost study identifies costs associated with building modifications such as demolition,
security systems, and environmental conditioning, as well as costs associated with
provisioning collocation to each new entrant.

Verizonargued that the position ofthe NewEntrants that TELRIG estimates should
be based upon a hypothetical central office design incorporating collocation requirements
of CLPs results in unrealistic cost estimates that are unobtainable by any party. Verizon
maintained that its cost modeling decision to modify its central offices to accommodate
collocation is the least cost alternative available to provide collocation space to the CLPs.

Verizon also argued that all costs associated with modifying a central office to
accommodate a collocator should be borne by the collccators, as the FCC has confirmed
in Paragraphs 50-51 of the FCC Advanced Services Order. Verizon argued that New
Entrants witness Feldman's arbitrary 56% reductions in costs do not reflect the costs of a
Verizon central office in today's dollars. Verizon maintained that witness Feldman's
analysis falls far short of a cost study upon which the Commission can rely.

Verizon contended that the following building cost elements would be recovered on
a nonrecurring basis:

(1) Access card administration;
(2) Cage grounding bar;
(3) Overhead superstructure;
(4) Cage enclosure; and
(5) - Cage gate.

Verizon also noted that the foilowing building modification costs would be recovered
on a recurring charge basis:

(1) Storage security;
(2) Card reader;
(3) Demolition and site work;
(4) Dust partition;
(5) HVAC-minor;
(6) Environmental conditioning; and
(7) Electrical.

Verizon noted that various Parties took exception to the following building
modification costs; storage security; access card administration; demolition and site work;
dust partition; HVAC-minor; and electrical.
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In its Proposed Order, Verizon stated that its cost studies and proposed rates
comply withthe FCC's TELRIC pricing rules, a number of which have been vacated by the
Eighth Circuit. Verizon stated that it will nevertheless continue to support its
FCC-compliant studies in this proceeding but reserves the right to petition for rate changes
later when the issue of appropriate cost methodology is settled at the federal level.

SECTION 1 - COMMISSION DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS:

Generally, the Commission notes that the Collocation Task Force did not attempt to
negotiate collocation rates. The Task Force did not address the issue and proposals were
first presented in prefiled testimony. The Commission notes that much of the evidence on
the record concerning collocation rates is confusiiig and inadequate. The Commission
notes that the record basically consists of the ILECs' cost studies and the New Entrants'
proposal. The New Entrants' proposal consists of witness Feldman's proposal wherein he
corrected the ILECs" cost studies wherever he could and where there was not a rate
proposed, he could not offer any corrections. Witness Feldman also pulled from North
Carolina studies where he could and corrected North Carolina studies where he could.

Where he could not pull from other studies, he looked to the Texas study. Witness
Feldman also in some places simply used the rate in the Texas tariffand in other places
he used the basis of the Texas tariff but developed a different rate.

The Commission believes that there are two general issues to discuss. The first concerns
the CLPs' proposal to adopt the Texas collocation tariff rates in this proceeding. The
second issue concerns the differences noted between the ILECs' September 1999 and
September 2000 cost studies.

Texas Collocation Tariff Rates - The Commission believes based on a review of the
evidence that it is not appropriate to simply use the Texas Collocation Tariff Rates. The
Commission agrees with BellSouth witness Hendrix that the reasonable approach would
be to work with what currently exists In North Carolina today and build on those cost
studies. The Commission also believes as witness Hendrix noted that while there may be
some positives to be gained by reviewing other states' and regions' rates and rate
structures, a wholesale change would be both drastic and inappropriate.

COMMISSION CONCLUSION: The Commission concludes that as a policy, it is more
appropriate to begin with the cost studies filed by the ILECs In this proceeding instead of
looking toward the Texas Collocation Tariff rates as a starting point in establishing
collocation rates.

Cost Study Variances - The Commission notes that the Public Staff pointed out the
significant variances in the rates proposed by the ILECs in their September 1999 cost
studies versus their September 2000 cost studies. As the Public Staff illustrated,
Bellsouth approximately doubled its floorspace charge and reduced by half its application
fee. For Sprint, Sprint approximately doubled its floor space charge and reduced by half
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its power charge. The Commission does not reach a conclusion here on this point, only
notes the significant changes in the proposed charges between the 1999 and 2000 cost
studies.

SECTION II - DISCUSSION ON SPECIFIC AREAS OF CONTENTION ON
COLLOCATION RATES

Rate Issue No: 1 - Rate for Floor Space

BedSoulhaddressed the adjustments CLP witness Feldman and others attempted
to make to BellSouth's floor space costs. BeliSouth noted that both witnesses Feldman
and Mitus proposed the use of the RS Means cost estimator to derive a cost per square
foot for floorspace. Bellsouth recognized that its witness Caldwell testified that the use,
of actual costs foractual telephone company buildingadditions are more reflective of the
costs that Bellsouth will incur in providing additional floor space to the CLPs on a going
forward basis. BeliSouth also maintained that witness Caldwell testified that floor space
cost recently experienced is reflective of future expenditures. BeliSouth recommended
that the Commission agree with witness Caldwell on these points. BeliSouth noted that
the document upon which both witnesses Feldman and Mitus rely on has the term
"Estimator" in Its title and that the 1997 version of the RS Means publication had the
following disclaimer "caution should be exercised when using Division 17 [square foot and
cubic foot] costs." BeliSouth argued that this caution is just as valid today as it was then.

BeliSouth also noted that New Entrants witness Birch testified to the appropriate
rates for any ILEC central office floor space based on-his opinion that BeliSouth central
office space constitutes "Class B" office space in the Raleigh, North Carolina real estate
market. BeliSouth contended that on cross-examination, witness Birch conceded to the
following points: (1) he is not familiar with TELRIC pricing and would not know if his
highest and best use analysis was appropriate under TELRIC pricing; (2) he did not
consider whether the two central offices he visited had been adapted or constructed in a
special way that would affect their rental rate; (3) that Class B office space in Raleigh
typically did not share the characteristics of a telephone centra! office vis-a-vis reinforced
floors, 12 foot ceilings, and generators to supply continuous power; (4) his analysis really
only considered the value of the building ifused as officespace rather than as a telephone
central office; (5) Class B office space in Raleigh typically is not available in increments
as small as nine square feet as is central office space; (6) market rates for Class B office
space vary from city to citybut he onlyvisited two central offices in Raleigh; (7) he did not
knowthe statewide average forClass B office space in North Carolina; and (8) his analysis
would not say anything about the market rate for office space in other cities where
BeliSouth and other ILECs have central offices.

BeliSouth recommended that the Commission reject the proposed adjustments to
BellSouth's floor space charge that were advocated by witness Birch. BeliSouth argued
that the standard cost methodology established by the FCC and adopted by the
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Commission is TELRIC and witness Birch's reliance on "market-based" pricing is in direct
violation of that standard. BellSouth argued that even if a "market-based" approach were
appropriate, and even if Class B'office space were the appropriate surrogate for the
Commission to use. witness Birch's floor space calculation, which would apply to all ILECs
in North Carolina, is deficient because it is not based on a statewide calculation of Class B
office space. BellSouth maintained that it used the costs for actual telephone company
building additions in North Carolina to calculate floor space costs to use for collocation
purposes.

Witness Caldwell maintained In rebuttal testimony that witness Birch's proposed
rates for floor space based on market rates is not appropriate. Witness Caldwell noted
that the standard cost methodology established by the FCC and adopted by the
Commission is the TELRIC methodology. Witness Caldwell asserted that witness Birch's
reliance on market-based pricing is in direct violation of the TELRIC standard.

On cross-examination, witness Caldwell agreed that BellSouth's proposed $7.26
per square foot proposed price is three times higher than Verizon's proposed cost of $2.30
per square foot. Witness Caldwell explained that BellSouth looked at the cost BellSouth
will incur for the floor space on a going-forward basis to arrive at its proposed rate.
However, witness Caldwell did state that central offices are similar.

In discussing TELRIC versus market prices, witness Caldwell stated that she did
not agree that there is some correlation between what someone is offering at the market
rate versus what a TELRIC rate Is because if the TELRIC rate is higher, one would just go
to the market vendor. The Commission believes that this comment is misleading. The
Commission notes that ILECs are the only entities.in possession of central offices which
are necessary for CLPs to collocate equipment in to be able to interconnect to the ILECs
networkl Therefore, the Commission believes that it is worth noting that ILECs are the sole
provider of central office space and CLPs do not have the freedom to find a market vendor
to provide access to such collocation space.

Witness Caldwell'agreed that the cost input into BellSouth's study per square foot
is $363.36 and that the cost is based on building additions, not existing floor space.
Witness Caldwell maintained that it is from building additions because these are new
services that BellSouth is actually offering as UNEs in terms of providing space to
collocators. She explained that BellSouth looked at what itwould cost BellSouth to provide
the space on a going-forward basis.

The CLPs included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 3 — The statewide average
monthly recurring rate for central office floor space should be $1.00 per square foot per
month — in their Joint Proposed Order.

The CLPs also included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 4 — The floor space rates
for cageless racks, security charges, relay racks, and cabinets should be adjusted in
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accordance with the testimony of New Entrants witness Feldman and Exhibits LF-4, LF-5,
and LF-6 — in their Joint Proposed Order.

The CLPs stated in their Joint Proposed Order that the rates proposed by the ILECs
(particularly BellSouth and Sprint) for collocation space occupancy are dramatically in
excess of the cost that would be incurred by an efficientprovider of such space. The CLPs
maintained that this is underscored by the fact that rational investors are constructing
similar space today in the Raleigh market in the expectation of earning a profit at rents far
less than those proposed bythe ILECs. The CLPscommented that given that the market
rents for such' space are approximately $1.00 per square foot per month, this is a
reasonable price to charge for collocation space.

The CLPs also asserted that the $1.00 market rate is confirmed by the cost analysis
of New Entrants witness Feldman who corrected the cost studies of each of the ILECs.
The CLPs listed the following errors that were identified by witness Feldman of the ILECs'
proposed rates for floor space:

(1) Sprint used the RS Means Building Cost Data Publication, rather than the
RS Means Square Foot Cost Publication, which RS Means itself slates is

-more precise "forestimating the replacement cost of specific buildings." This
error resulted in Sprint's double counting of the investment associated with
power.

(2) Sprint Inaccurately calculated floor space.

(3) Sprint's use of a fill factor results In double recovery of a common space
factor.

(4) All three ILECs used an inappropriately high annual charge factor (ACF).
Based on the testimony of witness Birch that a market cap rate of .10 is
prevalent for this type of space, witness Feldman used an ACF of .10,"

(5) Verizon used its historical cost data, Indexed, while BellSouth inadequately
supported and used unindexed historical data. For both Verizon and
BellSouth, witness Feldman replaced that data with the amount he derived
from the RS Means Square Foot Cost Publication.

The CLPs noted that when the cost studies were corrected for the errors identified
by witness Feldman. the resulting rates, per square foot per month were:

Sprint $0.88
Verizon $1.01
BellSouth $1.04
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The CLPs also commented that witness Feldman observed that Verizon's floor

space study did not conform to the requirements of TELRIC- In that Verizon (1) ignored its
own demand for central office space, power, cabling and the like, thus failing to consider
the total element aspect of TELRIC, and (2) calculated floor space costs predicated upon
the assumption that existing offices would be modified to accommodate collocators, rather
than that offices would be built with collocation in mind In the.first place, as ^required by the
long run aspect of TELRIC.

The CLPs also argued that the ILECs lease central office space themselves from
third parties for $0.20 to $0.80 per square foot per month. The CLPs maintained that the
ILECs attempt to impeach their own discovery responses by contending that one or more
of these leases are for switching equipment rather than central office space. The CLPs
argued that the ILECs failed, however, to present witnesses who were competent to testify
on this subject. The CLPs maintained that for the size of at least two of the leases, it is
readily apparent that the space involved actually is for central offices. Therefore, the CLPs
contended, this confirms the reasonableness of the $1.00 per square foot per month figure
advocated by the New Entrants.

The CLPs also noted that when the ILECs' own cost studies are corrected for
methodological errors identified by witness Feldman, who relied upon witness Birch for his
ACF rate, but othen/vise followed the RS Means guide, all three ILEC models produce
costs close to $1.00 per square foot per month.

The CLPs also asserted that the ILECs, particularly BellSouth and Verizon, failed
to adhere to the requirements of TELRIC. The CLPs staled that BellSouth examined the
costs of an addition to a central office, rather than the cost of building a new central office
suitable for collocation. The CLPs also noted that Verizon based its cost study on the cost
of building the original structure, plus the cost of modifying it for collocation. The CLPs
maintained that neither of these approaches complies with the costing methodology
dictated by the FCC in Paragraph 685 of the First Interconnection Order which requires
the assumption that a new building suitable for multiple tenants will be built from the
ground up, in the location of the old central office.

The CLPs noted that the Michigan Public Service Commission was recently faced
with this same issue and ruled, as follows:

The Commission concludes that it should not adopt Amerltech
Michigan's model, which assumes that the cost of the existing
central office building plus the cost of modifications are a
proper basis for determining the forward-looking cost of central
office space. Contrary to Amerltech Michigan's argument,
TSLRIC [which is indistinguishable for these purposes from
TELRIC] principles require the assumption that the location of
the buildings remains unchanged, but does not require the
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assumption that the existing buildings with their current
configuration will be used,

The CLPs recommended that the Commission agree with the Michigan Commission
that the approach, used In this docket by BellSouth and Verizon, in which the ILEC starts
with the cost of the building as it exists today, then adds the cost of improvements to
accommodate collocation, is not TELRIC-compliant, at least as the law stands today. The
CLPs stated that should the Eighth Circuit's decision in the Iowa Utilities Board v. FCC,
which is now stayed pending appeal, become effective, the Commission may wish to revisit
the issue. The CLPs also recommended that the Commission agree with them that
Verizon's decision to ignore its own needs for central office space when it calculates
TELRIC cost violates TELRIC principles in that it disregards a major component of demand
for central office space — the ILEC's own demand. The CLPs pointed out that FCC
Rule 51.511 (a) states:

The forward-looking economic cost per unit of an element
equals the forward-looking economic cost of the element, as
defined in §51.505, divided by a reasonable projection of the
sum of the total number of units of the element that the

incumbent LEG is likely to provide to. requesting
telecommunications carriers and the total number of units of
the element that the incumbent LEG is likely to use in offering
its own services, during a reasoriable measuring period.

The CLPs also addressed the criticisms the ILECs made concerning the testimony
of witness Birch. The CLPs noted that while the ILECs suggested that central office space
had to meet more stringent floor loading and HVAC requirements, witness Birch, however,
testified that the equipment he viewed In BellSouth's central offices did not impose atypical
floor loadings or HVACrequirements. The CLPs maintained that if offices were built many
years ago to more exacting specifications required by that day's heavier equipment, such
additional costs are a classic example of embedded costs which have no place in TELRIC
cost analysis per FCC Rule 51.505(d)(1).

The CLPs also addressed the ILECs attempt to impeach witness Birch's testimony
by reference to the fact that he did not examine market rents in parts of the State other
than Raleigh. The CLPs noted, however, that as witness Birch observed, rents tend to be
higher in larger cities .than in smaller towns and that there is no basis in the record for the
Commission to assume that costs in smaller towns would be higher than in Raleigh.

The CLPs maintained that the ILECs also attempted to Impeach witness Birch's
testimony by reference to the fact that the ILECs were not willing lessors of space. The
CLPs stated that they view this argument as a red herring; the issue is not whether the
ILEC desires to have Its competitor as its tenant. The CLPs argued that Congress has
taken away that argument by mandating that collocation be provided, and the FCC's Rules
require that collocation be provided at TELRIC cost. The CLPs asserted that if an ILEC
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can build space at a cost of $7.26 per square foot per month or lease it at a cost of $1.00
per square foot, It is self-evident that an efficient provider would lease it at a cost of $1.00
per square foot per month. The CLPs argued that the additional $6.26 per square foot per
month is reflective of inefficient expenditures, which may not be considered in a TELRIC
analysis.

Finally, the CLPs noted that the ILEGs attempted to impeach witness Feldman's use
of a market capitalization rate of .10 for his ACF by pointing out that the Commission had
adopted higher ACFs in the UNE cost docket. The CLPs argued, however, that ACFs must
be specific to the element costs, and the Commission has not previously established an
approved ACF for collocation floor space.

The CLPs contended that witness Feidman corrected the ILECs' floor space cost
studies for cageless racks, security charges, relay racks, and cabinets in the same manner
as he corrected the ILECs' floor space cost studies for caged collocation for essentially the
same reasons. The CLPs also noted that witness Feidman corrected Sprint's cost study
for cageless rack space because it contained an incorrect multiplication of the floor space
by 9.8. The CLPs also stated that on cross-examination, witness Feidman corrected the
figures contained in his Exhibit LF-6 for cageless collocation space, and he explained that
the rate listed in his exhibit was intended to be a rale per rack, rather than a rate per linear
foot of rack.

The CLPs recommended that the Commission conclude, for the reasons they set
forth under their proposed Finding of Fact No. 3, that the adjustments proposed by witness
Feidman are well supported. The CLPs also noted that Sprint did not challenge witness
Feldman's assertion that Sprint's calculation of cageless rack space contained an incorrect
multiplication ofthe floor space by9.8. therefore, the CLPs proposed, the ILECs' floor
space rates for cageless racks, security charges, relay racks, and cabinets should be
based on the adjustments proposed by witness Feidman in his testimony and
Exhibits LF-4, LF-5, arid LF-6.

The New Entrants asserted in their Brief that central office floor space should not
lease for more than $1.00 per square foot per month. The New Entrants noted that they
provided evidence from the following sources that $1.00 per square foot per month is the
correct rate: (1) the Raleigh real estate market; (2) the ILECs' leases of central office and
switching equipment space; and (3) analysis of Verizon's actual construction costs.

The New Entrants argued that central offices are categorized as Class B office shell
space which are offices that do not require unusual construction for floor strength or
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The New Entrants noted that although the ILECs
claim that central office space requires reinforced flooring and additional HVAC, they failed
to present an engineer who could testify competently on these subjects. The New Entrants
maintained that even if central office space did require reinforced flooring and additional
HVAC, these costs would amount to just $0.10 to $0.20 per square foot per month. The
New Entrants asserted that Class 8 office shells in the Raleigh market, one of the most
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expensive markets in North Carolina, lease for approximately $1.00 per square foot per
month.

The New Entrants also contended that the ILECs lease central office space for
themselves from third parties for $0.20 to $0.80 per square foot per month. The New
Entrants asserted that the fact that suitable space is available for lease at affordable prices
by rational businesses earning a profit is overwhelming evidence that the costs proposed
by the ILECs are grossly inflated.

Finally, the New Entrants asserted thatvirfiiie the Verizon model proposes a rate that
is over twice the market rate, when the Verizon model is adjusted to actual costs and
reflects an annual charge factor of 10%, the resulting rate is approximately $1.00 per
square foot per month. The New Entrants maintained that this amount, like the ILECs'
leases for central officespace and market data Item Raleigh, confirms the accuracy of the
corrections made by the New Entrants.

New Entrants witness Birch stated In rebuttal testimony that BellSouth, Sprint, and
Verizon are proposing to charge many multiples in excess of the market rate for Class B
"office shell" space. Witness Birch noted that BellSouth is proposing $7.26 per square
foot, Sprint is proposing $5.94 per square foot, and Verizon is proposing $2.04 per square
foot. Witness Birch alleged that the rales proposed by the ILECs are simply incDnsistent
with the real estate market in Raielgh.

Witness Birch admitted on cross-examination that prior to the work he performed
for the CLPs in this proceeding, he had not appraised any telephone central offices and
had not visited any central offices. He also admitted that when he toured the central
offices, he could not look at the concrete flpof and tell how dense or strong it was.

Further, witness Birch stated that he does not know if a CLP who wanted to
collocate equipment could use any office building in dovmtown Raleigh for that purpose.
He also admitted that he did not have a statewide average per square foot rental rate for
Class B office space.

Witness Birch stated that extraordinary power, heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning needs would be considered trade fixtures that either the tenant would have
to put in at his own expense and absorb the loss when he moved out or take it with him.

Witness Feldman noted that Sprint used a software program from RS Means to
create a per square foot amount and then adjusted that amount by applying security costs.
Then, witness Feldman noted, Sprint increased the per foot investment by applying egress
factors, common space factors, and a fill factor. Witness Feldman explained that Sprint
applied an annual charge factor and a common cost factor to get a rate per square foot.

The Public Staff commented in Its Proposed Order that in an interesting shift, the
CLPs recommended rates for floor space using an approach that reflects market-based
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pricing. The Public Staff noted that in making this argument, the CLPs essentially
recommend that the Commission reject its prior approach to TELRIC pricing and adopt a
hybrid approach inwhich TELRIC prices apply to some rate elements while market-based
prices apply to other rate elements.

The Public Staff argued that what the CLPs seem to ignore with their approach is
that market-based pricing is in constant flux and noted that the CLPs have not. of course,
proposed that the ILECs be given any flexibility to modify the market-based prices that
were proposed for floor spacing when market conditions change. Nor, the Public Staff
noted, have they indicated whether the market-based prices recommended In this docket
are based on an equilibrium between supply and demand, an excess of supply, or even
an excess of demand. The Public Staff recommended that the Commission find that
long-run incremental cost pricing, which Is the basis of TELRIC studies, relies upon the
premise that costs are calculated for a period long enough to smooth out any period
differences in costs overtime. The Public Staff noted that beginning with the cost studies
filed in Docket No. P-100, Sub 133b, through the studies filed in
Docket No. P-100, Sub 133d, the Commission has found that rates should reflect costs
using the TELRIC approach. The Public Staff maintained that the CLPs have not
presented sufficient evidence to reject TELRIC-based rates for floor space.

The Public Staff also noted that BeliSouth has completely revised the methodology
used in its calculation of the proposed rates for floor space. The Public Staff argued that
the RS Means cost data used by BeliSouth in its original collocation cost study is the
reasonable level of building investment for BeliSouth and, accordingly, the Commission
should order that the building investment used by BeliSouth in its September 1999 cost
study should be substituted for the building investment reflected in the September 2000
cost study for calculating the floor space costs for physical collocation, virtual collocation,
and adjacent collocation.

Also, the Public Staff indicated that Sprint's workpaper notes that the rate for floor
space includes the costs of securi^ and that this cost Is recovered in the bulldlngiACF and
should not be Included separately. The Public Staff noted that Sprint used an unusable
space factor of 25% which it then compounded by an egress factor of 25% and further with
an unoccupied space factor of 80%. The Public Staff commented that witness Feldman
testified that these factors will cause Sprint to overrecover the costs associated virith
commpn spaces. The Public Staff agreed with witness Feldman that the egress and
unoccupied space factors should be excluded from the calculation of floor space
investment. The Public Staff also agreed with witness Feldman that a common space (or
unusable space) factor of 20% rather than 25% should be applied to Sprint's Investment
amounts. The Public Staff argued that the 20% factor appears to be more reflective of the
actual amount of common space.

Sprint noted in its Proposed Order that the second greatest cost to collocate in a
central office is floor space. Sprint maintained that there are two correct ways for
recovering costs for floor space. Sprint stated that it uses the RS Means Cost
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Works 2000, a nationally recognized construction estimator, to determine these costs.
Sprint maintained that these costs include any collocation site preparation, and all of the
costs are recovered on a monthly recurring basis. Sprint also noted that another
acceptable method, which Verizon used, is to base the monthly recurring charge on the
current booked investment of the building and then charge a make ready nonrecurring fee
for upgrade of the central office where the CLP will be located.

Sprint argued that a third, but incorrect method, was used by Bellsouth. Sprint
stated that BellSouth's methodology is not reasonable because a building addition
inherently costs more per square foot than construction of a new building. Sprint
maintained that even though BellSouth uses forward-looking building costs, it adds site
preparation fees when, based upon FCC Rule 51.323(f)(3), the cost of construction
projects should already have been taken, into consideration.

Sprint argued that clearly the preferred manner of determining floor space rates is
Sprinfs methodology because it is based on reconstruction costs recovered over a.period
of time, thus allowing for lower up-front costs to CLPs.

Sprint-witness Mitus agreed on cross-examination that Sprint leases central office
space in five locations in North Carolina. Witness Mitus also agreed that one of the leases
in Fayetteville is $3,000 per month for 9,701 square feet of space which calculates out to
$0.32 per square foot per month. Witness Mitus noted that Sprint is responsible for
upgrading the building, preparing all maintenance costs, preparing ail janitorial services,
and all leasehold improvements. Witness Mitus stated that he did not know how much
leasehold improvement was put into that office but that the cost would have to be added
to the monthly rental fee.

Verizon maintained in its Proposed Order .that floor space costs are incurred to
provide environmentally conditioned floor space to the collocator, based on an average
cost per square foot, plus costs to account for shared floor space. Verizon stated that it
developed its average floor space costs per square foot of $2.02 by calculating the
building investment amounts, square.footage, and monthly maintenance/utility expenses
of a selected sample of central offices by varying switching technology and size utilized
by Verizon across the state of North Carolina. Verizon explained that the representative
sample of central offices was selected based on line size, wire center, and whether the
building was purchased or builtafter 1945. Witness Richter stated in direct testimony that
Verizon used index factors from RS Means, "Building Construction Cost Data 55 Annual
Edition 1997", an industry publication on building construction cost data, to bring the
original building investments and subsequent investments in the building to present value,
and then divided the present value by the total square footage of the building to determine
the cost per square foot.

Verizon argued that NewEntrants witness Birch's use of Class B office space costs
as a proxy for central office space costs is completely unfounded. Verizon noted that
witness Birch admitted that most, If not all. Class B office space does not have 12 foot
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ceilings, generators, trickle charge batteries, reinforced floors, or can be rented out in nine
square foot increments. Verizon also stated that witness Birch admitted that he only
examined Class B office space in Raleigh,, ignoring admittedly different market rates in
other North Carolina cities. Verizon asserted that witness Birch's suggestion that office
space for lawyers is comparable to collocation space for telephone equipment for the
purposes of determining a market rate for floor space is utter nonsense.

Verizon maintained that in developing their floor space costs, the New Entrants
have failed to recognize that the specialized market for telecommunications space
transcends the traditional real estate categories familiar to witness Birch. Verizon
concluded that collocation floor space is not comparable to typical commercial real estate
space and should not be priced in the same way.

Verizon also argued that witness Feldman's adjustments to Verizon's floor space
costs are also unrealistic and unsupported. Verizon noted that witness Fetdman
suggested a 56% reduction in Verizon's per square foot cost for floor space without
offering any credible support for this reduction. Verizon concluded that witness Feldman's
proposed cost adjustments, based in part on witness Birch's flawed market analysis and
other, unsupported assumptions, should be rejected in favor of the costs and prices
Verizon has submitted in this proceeding.

Verizon witness Ellis noted in direct testirfiony that Verizon's cost study develops
an average floor space cost based on the existing central offices in North Carolina using
a forward-looking methodology. Witness Ellis explained that since the real estate market
varies considerably within a state or town, obtaining current market information for each
central office is difficult. Therefore, witness Ellis noted, central office investments were
brought to current dollars by adjusting for inflation and other factors through the use of the
RS Means Index

In-rebuttal testimony, witness Ellis noted that New Entrants witness Birch's
testimony was based on a review of two BellSouth central offices, his research on tenant
Installation costs for Class B office space, and his experience in the Raleigh real estate
market. Witness Ellis argued that none of those factors justify revisions to Verizon's
company-specific figures on floor space costs.

Witness Ellis agreed on cross-examination that according to a lease Verizon has
for central office space in Durham, the monthly rental rate is $375.50 for 468 square feet
of space which calculates to a rental rate of $0.80 per square foot per month. However,
witnesis Ellis maintained that she does not know what type of equipment Verizon places
in the leased space and stated that the leased buildings are not central offices. After
being presented with evidence from counsel for the New Entrants, witness Ellis agreed that
the leased Durham building is used for switching equipment and that switching equipment
typically is mounted on racks. Witness Ellis also noted that the leased space is
unconditioned space and that any upfits or construction required for the equipment would
have to be done by Verizon.
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Further, witness Ellis agreed that the Verizon lease of office space in Fontana
Villageof $250 per month calculates out to $0,48 per square foot per month, however, she
indicated that she did not know whether switching equipment was placed there.

The Commission notes that this Issue considers a significant cost for collocation.
The Commission notes the following after a review of the record of evidence:

^ The ILEC cost studies from 1999 to 2000 show wide variances in the
proposed cost for floor space.

^ The Commission does not believe that market rates can be considered
TELRIC. .

^ It is concerning that the market rate for Class B office space in Raleigh is
$1.00 per square foot and BellSouth and Sprint especially are proposing
rates many times that amount.

$!$ There is evidence In the record that the ILECs lease central office space for
$0.20 to $0,80 per square foot per month.

^ It is aiso concerning that BellSouth is proposing $7.26 per square foot,
Carolina is proposing $5.94 per square foot, and Central is proposing $6.00
per square foot while Verizon is proposing $2.02 per square foot. BellSouth
Isproposing a rate almostthree times as much as Verizon and Carolina and
Central are proposing rates around two times as much as Verizon.

The Commission believes that there is adequate evidence to conclude that
BellSouth's proposed rate of $7.26 per square foot and Carolina and Central's proposed
rates of $5.94 and $6.00, respectively, are overstated and unreasonable. However, the
Commission does not believe that it is appropriate to apply the $1,00 market rate proposed
by the CLPs since that is a market rate and is not in conformity with a TELRIC
methodology. The Commission also believes that it Is reasonable to have differences in
the floor space rates depending upon the ILEC. Therefore, the Commission finds it
appropriate to instructBellSouth and Carolina/Central to re-examine their floor space cost
studies and re-file proposed rates that are more aligned with (1)the market rate of $1.00,
(2) the rates the ILECs themselves receive for leased central office floor space, and
(3)Verizon's proposed floor space rate of $2.02 per square foot. The Commission finds
It appropriate to approve and adopt Verizon's proposed floor space rate forVerizon.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 1 - Rate for Floor Space: The
Commission finds itappropriate to instruct BellSouth and Carolina/Central to re-examine
their floor space cost studies and re-flle proposed rates that are more aligned with (1) the
market rate of$1.00, (2) the rates the ILECs themselves receive for leased central office
floor space, and (3) Verizon's proposed floor space rateof$2.02 per square foot. Further,
the Commission hereby approves and adopts Verizon's proposed floor space rate for
Verizon.
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Rate Issue No. 2 - Availability Fee/Application Fee for Collocation

Bellsouth witness Hendrix stated in his cost issue rebuttal testimony that BellSouth
cannot find any reason why the recent FCC Order on Reconsideration would require a
different rate structure (i.e., separate rate elements for an application and for project
management as proposed by CLP witness Feldman) and since no cites were provided to
support this statement, BellSouth cannot agree.

Witness Hendrix noted that BeliSouth currently does have separate application fees
and space preparation fees. Witness Hendrix maintained that even though witness
Feldman considered BellSouth's categories of rate elements as outdated, the only change
he made was to change the name of the term "firm order processing" to "project
management." Witness Hendrix also noted that witness Feldman removed the rate
element that recovers the cost for the optional space availability report and did not give
a reason for such removal.

BellSouth witness Caldwell maintained that witness Feldman did not offer detailed
Information on his statement that BellSouth's rate structure reflects "outdated ideas of

collocation" and that BellSouth witness Hendrix did support the rate structure that
BellSouth Is proposing. Witness Caldwell also noted that witness Feldman proposed
substantial reductions In the work times BellSouth proposed and that the reductions should
be ignored because they were not supported by any evidence, nor reflective of the costs
BellSouth incurs.

On cross-examination, witness Caldwell explained that the application fee consists
of more than just looking to see ifthere is space available in any given central office.

The New Entrants argued that a fee for determining whether collocation space is
available defies common sense because it Iswidely known that space is available in most
central offices. Also, the New Entrants asserted, to attempt to charge a fee in the few
cases where space is not available is most inequitable, because ILECs are already
required by FCC Order to maintain a document ontheir websites indicating all premises
that are full.

The New Entrants noted that the ILECs argue that their space availability fees
include certain engineering expenses. However, the New Entrants argued, those
engineering expenses should be included as part of an engineering fee during
construction and not an application fee to determine whether space is available.

The New Entrants argued that application fees for the leasing of office space do not
exist in the real estate market. The New Entrants noted that the ILECs admit that they are
not aware of any such availability fee being charged when they lease central office and
switching equipment space.
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V.
New Entrants witness Birch stated in rebuttal testimony that he has never heard of

landlords demanding nonrefundable applicationfees before advising prospective tenants
whether space is available for (ease. Witness Birch stated that advising a prospective
tenant as to what space is available in a building is a function provided by management
without anyspecific charge to that prospective tenant and thatsuchapplication fees simply
do not exist in the Raleigh office market.

New Entrants witness Feldman stated in rebuttal testimony that under
Paragraphs 13-26ofthe FCC's Orderon Reconsideration, there are two distinct functions
relating to the application for and project managementof collocation in an ILEC's central
offices. One function, he explained, relates to the initial application. Witness Feldman
stated that the work performed in processing the application to obtain a firm order is
appropriate for inclusion in an application fee. Witness Feldman maintained that the work
that occurs after a firm order for collocation has been made is appropriate for inclusion in
a project management fee. Witness Feldman argued that the reason for separating out
the two fees is that ifa CLP cannot place a firm order or decides not to place a firm order,
that CLP should not have to pay for costs associated with project management.

Witness Feldman stated that he proposed two distinct fees and adjusted the time
estimates by the ILECs to remove overstatements. Witness Feldman proposed the
following rates: . . -

Rate Element ILEC Rate New Entrants Rate

Application Fee - Sprint $3,789.60 $136.91

Augment Appiication Fee - Sprint $1,292.92 $82.97

Project Management Initial - Sprint None proposed $2,574.15

Project Management Augment - Sprint None proposed $266.52

Application Fee - Verizon $1,217.52 $338.20

Project Management - Verizon $1,128.53 $602.76

Appiication Fee - BellSouth $3,741.00 $157.19

Augment Application Fee - BellSouth $1,920.31 $110.12 .

Project Management Initial - BellSouth $1,196.00 $1,445.11

Project Management Augment - BellSouth None proposed $305.88

The CLPs included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 5 — JLECs should not charge
an availability fee for collocationspace. They may, however, impose a fee for reasonable
engineering costs that are incurred in connection with the construction of collocation
space — in their Joint Proposed Order.
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The CLPs argued that availabilityfees have no place In the leasing of office space,
and availability fees for the leasing of office space do not exist in the real estate market.
The CLPs maintained that the ILECs must not be allowed to impose an onerous and
Inequitable term on CLPs making lawful requests to collocate. The CLPs contended that
a fee for determining whether space is available defies common sense because It is widely
known that space is available in most central offices. The CLPs also maintained that to
attempt to charge a fee in the few cases where space is not available Is most inequitable,
especially in view of the fact that ILECs are already required to maintain a publicly
available document on their websites indicating all premises that are full and must update
such a document within 10 days of the date at which a premises runs out of physical
collocation space.

The CLPs argued that advising a prospective tenant as to what space is available
in a building is a function provided by management without any specific charge to that
prospective tenant. The CLPs maintained that imposing such fees as part of the
application process, before the CLP is told whether space is available, would serve as a
barrier to entry. The CLPs noted that while the ILECs argue that their space availability
fees Include certain engineering expenses, this engineering should be included as part of
an engineering fee during construction, not an application fee to determine whether space
is available. The CLPs maintained that it is illogical to require a CLP to pay a fee to
determine ifspace is available when, as Verizon admitted, space is available in every one
of its central offices in North Carolina.

The CLPs recommended that the Commission conclude that engineering expenses
associated with the construction of collocation space should be recovered as part of an
engineering fee during construction, not an application fee to determinewhether space is
available.

The PublicStaff noted in Its Proposed Order that some of the proposed changes,
such as witness Feldman's proposal to require the application fee to be broken into two
components arid charged separately, completely change the manner in which the ILECs
calculated their cost studies. However, for the most part the Public Staff commented, the
reasoning given by the CLPs for these changes is to be consistent with the Texas
collocation tariff. The PublicStaffstated that itdoes not believe that being consistent with
the Texas collocation tariff is a sufficientreason to require a modification of the ILECs' cost
studies. The Public Staff stated that it agrees that CLPs need to be aware of the manner
in which they incur charges for collocation services, however requiring the ILECs to
provide a clear explanation and description of each of the rate elements should be
sufficient. Therefore, the Public Staff recommended that the Commission find that the
collocation rate elements as proposed by the ILECs are appropriate.

The Public Staff noted that witness Feldman testified that BellSouth had included
excessive labor hours in its application fee costs, however, a review of the cost study for
the application fee shows more than 51 hours of labor costs plus an additional
nonrecurring rate additive of over $1,000. The Public Staff stated that although the
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application rate is considerably less than the rate produced in the September 1999 cost
study, the hours reflected In the application fee are excessive. The Public Staff stated that
it agrees, in part, with witness Feldman's position that BeliSouth has reflected too much
labor cost in its application fee.

The Public Staff noted that a review of Sprint's workpapers indicates that the cost
in calculating the application fee for Carolina reflects 77 hours of labor and that the Public
Staff believes that this represents an excessive amount of labor and does not reflect an
on-going level. The Public Staff argued that Sprint should be capable of processing an
application fee using much less labor. The Public Staff recommended that the
Commission conclude that Sprint should recalculate the application fee with one-half of
its proposed NASC and Administrative labor and that engineering labor should not exceed
10 hours and Legal labor should not exceed two hours. The Public Staff maintained that
this provides. Sprint sufficient time to process Application filings made by CLPs.

Verizon maintained in its Proposed Order that New Entrants witness Birch opined
that application fees are not charged to evaluate typical office space and therefore such
fees should not be assessed for collocation analysis. Verizon argued that witness Birch
Ignored the fact that providing traditional office space and providing collocation space are.
very distinct undertakings. Verizon maintained that provision of collocation space not only
involves a market quite different from that of providing traditional office space, it entails
engineering analysis of the collocator's special needs and additional costs. Verizon noted
that even witness Birch admitted as such. Verizon argued that as such, application fees
are standard in collocation agreements and tariffs, sanctioned by both the FCC and state
commissions.

Verizon also noted that it incurs costs to plan and engineer CLPs' requests for
collocation space within a central office. Verizon noted that engineering costs are
recovered through the application fee.

Verizon witness Ellis agreed on cross-examination that Verizon is proposing that
a $1,200 application fee be paid in North Carolina even though space is available in every
Verizon central office at least in some amount.

The Commission notes that in Finding of Fact No. 21 of this Order, the Commission
concluded that it is appropriate to alter Section 2.6 of the CLP Standard Offering to require
the ILECs to provide additional information on their websites. Among the requirements of
revised Section 2.6 is for the ILECs to post a document which lists all premises that are
without available space. Therefore, the Commission believes that the CLPs' statement
that the ILECs are already required to maintain a publicly available document on their
websites indicating all premises that are full and must update such a document within 10
days of the date at which a premises runs out of physical collocation space Is reasonable.
However, the Commission also agrees with Verizon that providing ccllocatlon space is
distinctly different, than providing traditional office space. Further, the Commission is
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concerned about the labor hours reflected in the cost studies (51 hours for BellSouth and
77 hours for Sprint) as noted by the Public Staff. The Commission believes that 24 hours
(or three, eight-hour days) is a reasonable-level of labor hours for ILECs to process
collocation applications. Therefore, the Commission concludes that the ILECs should
revise their cost studies for application fees to reflect no more than 24 labor hours.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 2 - Availability Fee/Application Fee for
Collocation: The Commission concludes that the ILECs should revise their cost studies

for application fees to reflect no more than 24 labor hours.

Rate Issue No, 3 • Construction of Cage

The CLPs included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 6 — The rates for the
construction of cage enclosures should be those proposed by Sprint — In their Joint
Proposed Order.

The CLPs noted that they advocate the application to all ILECsof Sprint's proposed
charge of $1,584.61 for ILEC construction of a cage enclosure for a 10 foot by 10 foot
space.

The CLPs proposed that the Commission find that if Sprint can contract with an
outside vendor to construct a cage for a nonrecurring cost of less than $1,600, it is not
credible that Verizon's proposed rate of more than $4,000 and BellSouth's proposed
recurring rate of $192.79 per month represent properly calculated TELRIC costs. The
CLPs noted that BellSouth witness Caldwell even admitted that it was possible that the
physical life of the cage, might be as long as 10, 20, or even 30 years, and that If the
monthly recurring rate proposed by BellSouth remained in effect for even 10 years,
BellSouth would receive approximately $23,000 in revenues for the cage construction.
The CLPs argued that there is no basis for the Commission to believe that the contractors
that will build a cage for Sprint at a cost of less than $1,600 would charge appreciably
more to construct a cage for BellSouth or Verizon. Therefore, the CLPs recommended that
the Commission find it appropriate to apply Sprinfs proposed nonrecurring costs of
$559.81 per cage and $25.37 per linear foot to all three ILECs.

The New Entrants noted in their Brief that Sprint Is proposing a rate of
approximately $1,600 to install a collocation cage that is 10 feet long on each side of a
square space. The New Entrants stated that the rate Includes engineering fees and costs
for construction of the wire mesh and is a one-time, nonrecurring charge. The New
Entrants noted that BellSouth is proposing a recurring charge which may well result in
costs of $10,000 to $25,000 per cage and Verizon is proposing a nonrecurring charge of
over $4,000. The New Entrants maintained that both of these charges are unreasonable
and reflect the inflated nature of the rates being proposed in this proceeding.
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The New Entrants asserted that in the face of Sprint's $1,600 charge and in the
absence of evidence showing that Sprint's costs are lower than the other ILECs, the costs
proposed by BellSputh and Verizon reflect inefficient practices and should be rejected.

Verizon maintained that its Collocation Cost Study examines the two elements
necessary to build a collocatoris cage: the cage enclosure Itself arid the cage gate
providing access and security to the cage. Verizon noted that its cost for the cage
enclosure, including the fencing, poles, and the other items necessary to build a cage, is
between $7.66 per square foot fora 100 square footcage or larger and $10.93 per square
footfor the smallest cage; Verizon's cost for the cage gate is $471.53. Verizon explained
that these costs were derived by averaging contractor invoices for collocation jobs in
Verizon central offices In Texas and California Verizon maintained that by representing
a numberofdifferent collocation jobs, the invoices provide a representative sample of the
costs likely to be incurred for cage enclosures and gates going fonvard. Verizon noted
that the costs from the contractor invoices were adjusted through an area modification
factor obtained from National Construction Estimator to provide a North Carolina-specific
cost.

The Commission agrees withthe New Entrants that in the face of Sprint's proposed
npnrecumng costs of$5"59.81 per cage and $25.37 per linear foot and in the absence of
evidence showing that Sprint's costs are lower than BellSouth's and Verizon's, the costs
proposed by BellSouth and Verizon reflect inefficient practices and should be rejected.
Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to apply to BellSouth and Verizon, Sprint's
proposed nonrecurring charge of $559.81 per cage and $25.37 per linear foot for ILEC
construction of a cage enclosure.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 3 - Construction of a Cage: The
Commission concludes that it is appropriate to apply Sprint's proposed nonrecurring
charge of $559.81 per cage and $25.37 per linear foot for construction of a cage to
BellSouth and Verizon.

Rate Issue No, 4 - DC Power

BellSouth next addressed witness Feldman's allegations that there are flaws in
BellSouth'smethod of developing the costs associated with power. BellSouth noted that
MClmwitness Bomer was also critical of BellSouth's power cost development. BellSouth
recommended that the Commission disagree with the allegations by witnesses Feldman
and Bomer.

BellSouth alleged that witness Feldman was Incorrect in his statement on the power
issue that BellSouth applied power costs as a loading to all rates elements. BellSouth
stated that there is no support for his statement in BellSouth's cost study. BellSouth noted
that the supporting equipment and power loading is only applied to those elements that
Involve centra! office equipment, not all elements.
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Bellsouth noted that witness Feldman also suggested that BellSouth consider some
revenue offset In its loading factor development. BellSouth stated that its witness Caldwell
noted that witness Feldman's suggestion is mixing apples with oranges. BellSouth
maintained that the loading factor was designed by BellSouth to identify investments and
that clearly revenues are not investments and, therefore, a one-to-one relationship
between the two does not exist. BellSouth argued that it makes no sense to subtract the
revenues from the power investment.

BellSouth also commented that witness Feldman further adjusted BellSbuth's cost
per fused amp to account for the error in usage versus billed per amp fuse charge.
Bellsouth argued that its cost study reflects the costs incurred in order to provide the
Incremental power drawn by the C^P's equipment. BellSouth noted that the redundant
power leads are required to do this and, therefore; the investment for the two leads is
appropriately considered in BeiiSouth's cost study! However, BellSouth maintained, it only
applies the barges on a per fused amp basis, not twice the fused amp amount as witness
Feldman implied.

BellSouth noted that witness Feldman also made other adjustments to BeiiSouth's
power calculations, and BellSouth argued that those too are invalid. BellSouth maintained
that witness Feldman's reduction in the cost per kilowatt hour and change in efficiency
factor appear arbitrary and do not reflect the costs BellSouth will incur in order to provide
power to CLP's on a going-forward basis.

BellSouth also argued that witness Feldman's proposed annual cost factor of .20
is not appropriate. BellSouth stated that as witness Caldwell observed, in the calculation
of BeiiSouth's Plant Specific factor, expenses related to the maintenance of power
equipment are normallyconsidered for central officeequipment and this expense identifies
the costs related to the transmission of power for the central office equipment.

BellSouth noted that witness Feldman's Exhibit L.F-S.3concerns power calculations.
BellSouth argued that the information labeled "BeiiSouth's Proposal" Is not BeiiSouth's
calculation and witness Feldman should not have presented It as such. BellSouth
contended that witness Feldman evidently took certain outputs from BeiiSouth's cost study
and forced them into a spreadsheet, thus distorting the other values not obtained from
BeiiSouth's study. BellSouth also questioned witness Feldman's representations of
BeiiSouth's annual charge factor and common cost factor!

BellSouth maintained that MClm witness Bomer also had criticisms of BeiiSouth's

proposed power costs. BellSouth noted that witness Bonier testified that power should be
charged "on a per fused ampere basis, taking into account the rated capacity of the
equipment actually installed." BellSouth stated as witness Caldwell testified that fused
refers to the protection device rating and that protection devices are fuses or circuit
breakers, with fuses being the most common. BellSouth maintained that rated Indicates
the amount of current the equipment is expected to draw during normal operating
conditions and that protection devices are selected at 1.5 times the power drain for fuses.
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Bellsouth observed that telecommunications equipment requires power in much the same
way that the television in one's home does - when it is on, it pulls about the same amount
of power all the time. Therefore, BellSouth maintained, if the telecommunications
equipment were rated at 20 amps, it would be protected at 30 amps.

Bellsouth noted that its witness Caldwell testified that BellSouth developed the
recurring costs for power based on the assumption that the charge would be per fused
amp and, therefore, BellSouth's cost study accounts for the difference between fused
capacity and rated capacity.

Witness Caldwell explained that BellSouth developed the recurring costs for power
based on the assumption that the charge would be per fused amp. Witness Caldwell
noted that BellSouth's costs study accounts for the difference between fused capacity and
rated capacity. Witness Caldwell maintained that BellSouth's cost study contains a
Protection Device Adjustment factor of 67% which reflects the relationship between fused
and rated capacities (Fused = 1.5 x Rated). Witness Caldwell asserted that by multiplying
the Average Monthly Cost per kilowatt hour by the 67% (1/1.5), this relationship is
recognized and ensures that the CLP is not overcharged.

Witness Caldwell also addressed the comments of witness Feldman concerning
BellSouth's power cost.

The CLPs included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 7 — The nonrecurring and
monthly recurring rates for DC power should be adjusted in accordance with the testimony
of the New Entrantswitness Feldman, and should be based upon amps used, rather than
amps fused — in their Joint Proposed Order.

The CLPs noted that witness Feldman Identified and corrected a number of errors

in each of the ILECs' cost studies regarding power.

The CLPs noted that for Sprint, witness Feldman identified the following errors:

(1) Double charging for the establishment of leads to the battery distribution
fuse bay (BDFB).

(2) Circularly Including the recovery of power costs to provide power, resulting
in an excessive ACF.

(3) Overstating investment costs for the power plant.

(4) Charging for power on the basis of amps fused, rather than amps used.

(5) Limiting the increments of power to 50,100, and 200 amp leads. Instead of
more standard increments, such as 20, 40, and 60 amps.
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(6) Using an excessive ACF to establish its monthly rate.

The CLPs further noted that witness Feldman identified in Verizon's power cost
studies the following errors:

(1) An error in its formula used to calculate per amp investment.

(2) Use of excessive installation times for DC power cable pulls.

(3) Use of excessive installation times to install the power facility at a central
office.

(4) Circularly including the recovery of power costs to provide power, resulting
in an excessive ACF.

(5) Failing to provide for the purchase of DC power in increments of less than
40 amps.

Finally, the CLPs also noted that witness Feldman identified the following errors in
BellSouth's power cost studies:

(1) Use of embedded, rather than forward-looking, investments.

(2) Application of power costs as a loading to all rate elements without any
offset for anticipated revenues derived through power charges.

(3) Charging for power supplied through both the primary and secondary lead,
even though only one lead will be used at a time.

(4) Use of an excessive cost for commercial AC power.

The CLPs maintained that the issue of what rates should apply to the provision of
DC power by BellSouth to MClm's collocation space was transferred from the Parties'
arbitration to this proceeding. The CLPs stated that the Parties' original Interconnection
Agreement which was approved by the Commission contemplates pricing power on a per
used ampere basis and, thus, the rate to be applied should apply on a per used ampere
basis, taking into account the rated capacity of the equipment actually Installed In the
collocation space. The CLPs noted that BellSouth concedes that the rate for DC power
was established by the Commission on a per ampere basis, but argues that MClm should
not be assessed based on what amperes MClm uses. Instead, the CLPs maintained,
BellSouth would include additional language, taken from its internal, self-serving
procedures, into the original interconnection Agreement between MClm and BellSouth.
The CLPs noted that BellSouth has proposed rates on a per fused ampere capacity basis.
The CLPs also maintained that BellSouth proposes to charge a large up-front nonrecurring
charge for construction of power supply plus a recurring rate that also will reflect the cost
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of the power supply. The CLPs argued that this method represents a double recovery of
the costs by BellSouth, is obviously inconsistent with the approach taken by the
Commission In establishing rates, and would allow BellSouth to recover from MClm more
than MCim's share of the costs. The CLPs concluded that BellSouth should bill MClm a
recurring rate per amp equal to the forward-looking cost of power supply times the number
of amps consumed by MClm.

The CLPs maintained that BellSouth is mistaken when it argues that power costs,
like floor space costs, must be calculated by reference to the cost that the ILEC actually
will incur, without reference to any efficiency requirement. The CLPs asserted that
BellSouth is apparently operating on the premise that the Eighth Circuit's decision is
effective.

The CLPs alleged that BellSouth's proposal charges for power usage on the
premise that 67% of the fused amperage will be used and that this accounts for thp fact
that the actual drain on a fuse will not exceed 67% of the fuse's amperage rating.
However, the CLPs contended, this factor does not account for the fact that two redundant
power leads and fuses are used to deliver power to each equipment item. The CLPs
maintained that it is appropriate to measure the power consumption of the CLP by taking
67% of the amperage of one of the two fuses which amounts to 33% of the combined
amperage rating of the two fuses.

The CLPs stated that a similar adjustment should also be made for Verizon, which
also conceded that it was charging for power for both of two redundant leads. The CLPs
noted that while Verizon contended that the CLP has the option not to order the second
lead, the fact that the CLP has this option does not entitle Verizon to charge an
above-TELRlC price ifthe CLP, in fact, orders redundant leads.

The CLPs recommended that the Commission conclude that power should be
charged for on the basis of per amps used, rather than amps fused. The CLPs noted that
this is how power is calculated by the Texas Public Service Commission. The CLPs
asserted that the Parties all recognize that fuses are Installed that significantly exceed the
power actually drawn by the CLP's equipment. The CLPs maintained that BellSouth
acknowledges this fact by employing a 67% adjustment factor which would result in a
chargefor40 amps of power even though the fuse was rated at 60 amps. The CLPs noted
that Verizon charges on the basis of amps used. The CLPs stated that while recognizing
that its fuses exceed the power of the CLP's equipment, Sprint seeks to justify charging
forfused amps bycalling the excess amperage a "fill factor." The CLPs argued that they
do not agree that this concept has validity here. The CLPs contended that ifa CLP installs
equipment that draws at a maximum 40 amps of power, and Sprint chooses to install a
60 ampfuse, the fuse may provide a desirable safety margin, but Sprint is not required to
provide 60 amps ofpower. Rather, the CLPs maintained, Sprint is only required to provide
40 amps of power and should notbe permitted to charge a CLP for providing an additional
20 amps of power that the CLP does not want and cannot use.
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The CLPs also argued that power should be offered in single amp increments. The
CLPs noted that BellSouth and Sprint offered to do so In their original proposals and that
while Verizon originally offered 40 amp increments, in rebuttal itagreed to offer single amp
Increments.

The CLPs also noted that Verizon stated that its allegedly excessive work times are
valid because they were provided by subject matter experts (SMEs). The CLPs argued
that there is a conflict as to the appropriate times between Verizon's unsworn SMEs, who
did not submit testimony and were not available for cross-examination, and New Entrants
witness Feldman.

In conclusion, the CLPs recommended that the Commission should adopt the
monthly recurring and nonrecurring rates for DC power costs proposed by witness
Feldman but with a correction of BeilSouth's common cost factor, and that the DC power
rates should be based oh amps used, rather than amps fused.

The New Entrants also argued in their Brief that the ILECs' proposed power costs
are unreasonable. The New Entrants stated that AC power costs the ILECs approximately
$2.18 per amp. The New Entrants argued that the ILECs convert this power to DC power
and then transmit this electricity to CLPs through batteries. The New Entrants maintained
that for this conversion and transmission, the ILECs propose rates that are many multiples
of their power costs.

The New Entrants argued that the cost-based rate for DC power is approximately
$3.50 per amp. The New Entrants also maintained that power should be charged on the
basis of electricity used, not on the size of multiple fuses or redundant lines. The New
Entrants stated that although hesitant to admit it, Verizon itself charges for power based
on amps used. The NewEntrants further noted that power costs are recovered in several
network elements and, hence, the rates for power to collocation equipment are just one of
the ways in which the ILECs are compensated for power.

New Entrants witness Feldman stated in rebuttal testimony that Sprint used
RS Means estimated costs, as well as equipment prices from vendors and estimated costs
from subject matter experts, to tabulate power related to investment within a central office.
Then, witness Feldman maintained, Sprint went through a series of calculations to come
up with rates for both AC power and DC Power on a nonrecurring and recurring basis.
Witness Feldman proposed corrections which would have the rates for collocation power
of $4.48 per used amp rather than $17.41 proposed by Sprint.

The Public Staff recommended in Its Proposed Order that the Commission reject
witness Feldman's proposal to require ILECs to charge DC power based on the amount
of amps used. The Public Staff maintained that if costs are calculated on a basis of fused
amps, then it is appropriate to reflect fused amps as the rate element. The Public Staff
commented that ifthe DC power costs are calculated on a basis of used amps, then used
amps are appropriate to use as the rate element. In either case, the Public Staff asserted,
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there should be no difference to CLPs.as to whether the proposed rates are based on per
fused or per used amps, so long as the costs are reflected appropriately for each in the
cost study. The Public Staff maintained that with the charges required by its other
recommendations, it believes that the costs and rate elements are appropriately matched
for the ILECs' cost studies.

The Public Staff noted that witness Feldman did point out one problem with the
ILECs'studies that BeliSouth at least partially corrected. The Public Staff explained that
the problem is the inclusion of costs associated with DC power in the annual charge
factors (ACF) usedtocalculate therates for collocation, the Public Staff commented that
as witness Feldman pointed out, since DO power is charged for separately in the
collocation studies, the ACF for calculating DC power should properly exclude any
expense associated with DC power. The Public Staff commented that witness Feldman
noted that BeliSouth has appropriately excluded the expense associated with DC power
from the ACF used to calculate its DC power rate element.

The Public Staff argued thatsinceDC power is recovered in a specific rate element',
there appears to be no basis for any collocation rate elements reflecting costs associated
with DC power. The Public Staffnoted that it is unclear whether costs associated with DC
power are included in any ACF other than the digital switching ACF, which was used to
calculatethe specificDC power rate elements. However, the Public Staff believes that it
is prudent for the ILECs to review the calculation of ACFs and remove, to the extent
necessary, any costs associated with DC power, as BeliSouth did for its digital switching
ACF.

/ *

Concerning power costs, the Public Staff recommended that the Commission
declineto adjust the investment per amp used by BeliSouth in its study and note that the
rate element proposed by BeliSouth for DC power reflects fused amps, not.used amps.

The Public Staff also stated that it concurs with witness Feldman's assessment that
BellSouth's input amount for AC power cost is excessive and recommended that the
Commission find that based upon tariffed rates for commercial power in North Carolina,
BellSouth's cost of power should not exceed $.06 per kilowatt hour.

The Public Staff maintained that Itis unpersuaded by witness Feldman's arguments
concerning Sprint's proposed rates for DC power The Public Staff commented that a
review of the workpapers filed by BeliSouth, Verizon, and Sprint, shows comparable per
amp investment amounts for the ILECs" studies.

The Public Staff also noted that Sprint failed to make an adjustment to its
investment per amp, as was done by BeliSouth, to reflect the use of rate elements on a per
fused basis Instead of a per used basis. The Pubiic Staff commented that since Sprint
proposes to chargefor DC power on a fused amp basis, an adjustment to its DC power
investment per amp is necessary. The Pubiic Staff stated that the adjustment should
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divide the per amp investment contained in Sprint's workpapers by 1.5 to recognize this
standard engineering practice.

The Public Staff maintained that Sprint appears to have slightly overstated a
reasonable rate for its cost of commercial power, and the Commission should require
Sprint to revise its cost study to reflect a cost per kilowatt-hour that does not exceed $0.06.

Concerning witness Feldman's criticisms of Sprint's proposed rates for AC outlets
and overhead lighting, the Public Staff stated that it believes that the costs for AC outlets
and overhead lighting are included In the building ACF. The Public Staff maintained that
Sprint is recovering these costs in its floor space rate elements.

Sprint explained that telecommunications equipment runs on DC power and that
different ILECs do not have the same DC power costs because DC power costs vary
based on the sizes of central offices. Sprint maintained that BellSouth enjoys economies
of scale as BellSouth serves more densely populated urban areas while Sprint serves
more sparsely populated rural areas. Logically, Sprint asserted, BellSouth's DC power
costs should be lower than Sprint's. Sprint argued that care must be taken In comparing
costs from company to company and even greater care must be taken with costs from
country to country. Sprint argued that New Entrants witness Feldman's testimoriy on the
appropriate cost per amp figure was based on price quotes from a company in Canada and
is not useful in this proceeding in North Carolina for obvious reasons.

Sprint maintained that other errors in witness Feldman's testimony included his
allegations that Sprint is double charging for DC power redundancy and that Sprint double
recovers for DC power. Sprint argued that its cost studies for DC power were conformed
with real world experience and that Sprint built each element of its power cost analysis
from the ground up using Sprint's current engineering standards as they are the best
predictors of fonward-looking costs.

Verizon contended In its Proposed Order that collocation equipment runs off of DC
power. Verizon noted that the DC power facility is comprised of material, and labor costs
incurred to provide DC power to the collocator's area. Verizon stated that the power plant
cost to provide DC power for a central office was calculated using central office switch
requirements based on the line size of the central office. Verizon also explained that the
DC power facility costs to be recovered through nonrecurring charges are those for
installing the powercables that run from the battery distribution fuse bay (BDFB) to the
collocator's individual location. Verizon noted that the hours reflected in Verizon's power
plant model are those necessary to provision the type of power plant needed to furnish
power for various size switches.

Verizon argued that New Entrants witness Mitus incorrectly contended that Verizon
is double recovering for power by grossing up power investment and charging on a per
fuse amp basis. Verizon stated that although he correctly stated that the cost per amp for
the DC power plant Is developed using an 60% operating capacity, he apparently
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misunderstood Verizon's DC power provisioning and billing practices. Verizon explained
that under its practices, CLPs are not billed at the fuse rate even though the fuse placed
at the BDFB Is larger than necessary to provide the amps requested by the CLP. Verizon
noted that this larger fuse is installed to compensate for the peaks experienced in
provisioning power. However, Verizon contended, it is receptive to providing and billing
In smaller amp increments or even single amp increments.

Verizon also argued that New Entrants witness Feldman provides no substantive
evidence for his claims that Verizon's costs are overstated and does not appear to grasp
the complexities of pulling, wrapping, and tying down power cables. Verizon maintained
that without conducting any studies of his own, witness Feldman arbitrarily reduces
Verizon's hours required to install various power facilities such as cables. Verizon
contended that power cables, unlikeflexible voice transmission cables, are very rigid and
heavy, and thus difficult to handle. Verizon maintainedthat they cannot be pulled but must
be slowly passed often from floor to floor, and placed in relay racks 10 feet offthe floor.
Verizon also noted that normally power cables are not placed in a straight line, but must
be bent around central office structures and equipment. Verizon argued that it may take
five to 10 people to complete these tasks and not just one or two as witness Feldman
implied. Verizon asserted that its cost estimates are provided by subject matter experts
who are engaged in power cable placement and have extensive experience in performing
the tasks at issue. Verizon concluded that there is no reason to supplant the Verizon
experts' well-considered estimateswith witness Feldman's own unsubstantiated opinions.

In direct testimony, Verizon witness Rlchter explained that the DC power facility
includes the power cables run from the BDFB to the collocator's individual location.
Witness Rlchter noted that the size of the cables will be engineered in accordance with the
requested amps, the voltage drop, and the distance to the collocator's area and that the
cables can be provided by the collocator or purchased from Verizon. Witness Richter
maintained that the cost of installing the required power cables is based on the loaded
labor rate for a Central Office Equipment (COE) Installer in North Carolina and the hours-
per-unit to perform this activity.

Witness Richter also explained that the costs associated with the DC power facility
element is comprised of material and labor costs incurred to provide DC power to the
collocator's area. Witness Richter noted that costs also will be incurred to extend power
from the power plantto,thecollocator's area BDFB. including material and labor costs for
the associated power cable, fuse panels, relay racks, and distribution bays.

On cross-examination, witness Richter agreed that it is the norm In the industry to
have two sets of power leads to central office equipment. He also stated that witness
Mitus' testimony that Verizon is double recovering for DC power by both grossing up the
DC power investment and charging on a per fuse amp basis is in error. Witness Richter
explained thatwitness Mitus misinterpreted Verizon's cost studyand that Verizon does not
bill on the fuse of the amp and that Verizon bills based on the CLPs requested amperage.
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On cross-examination, Verizon witness Steele agreed that Verizon is proposing to
charge on per amps used as opposed to per amps fused.

The Commission, after reviewing the record of evidence, has the following
comments and conclusions;

^ It appears that all of the Parties agree to provide power In single amp
increments if so desired by the CLPs.

♦ The Commission does not believe that it is appropriate to reflect power costs
separately Inthe ACF and therefore the Commission will require each ILEC
to review its calculation of the ACF and remove any power expense from the
ACF.

♦ The Commission notes that Verizon argued that its cost estimates are
provided by subject matter experts who are engaged in power cable
placement and have extensive experience in performing the tasks at Issue.
The Commission agrees with Verizon that there is no reason to supplant the
Verizon experts' well-considered estimates since the evidence presented by
the CLPs was unpersUasive. However, the Commission notes that as the
ILECs have significant knowledge to develop cost studies, they also have
significant incentive to overstate proposed rates.

^ The Commission concludes that the ILECs should input AC power costs from
the applicable electric tariffs.

♦ The Commission notes that BellSouth and Sprint reflect power of per fused
amp and Verizon reflects power based on amps used. It is the Commission's
understanding that the term "per fused amp" means that the collocator's
equipment has a protection device rating and more amps are used to provide
this protection. The Commission also believes that there is credible
evidence that the protection device rating Is necessary. Therefore, the
Commission agrees with BellSouth and Sprint that power costs should be
based on "per fused amp" rather than "per amp used."

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS • Rate Issue No. 4 - DC Power: The Commission finds

it appropriate to:

(1) require the ILECs to provide power in single amp increments if
requested by a CLP to do so;

(2) require each ILEC to review its calculatipn of the ACF and remove
any power expenses from the ACF;

(3) require the ILECs to use AC power costs from the applicable electric
tariffs; and

(4) require ILECs to charge power costs on a "per fused amp" basis.
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Rate Issue No. 5 - Rates for Cross-connects

The CLPs included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 8 — The rates for
cross-connects should be those proposed by the New Entrants — in their Joint Proposed
Order.

The CLPs noted that there are two types of cross-connects at issue in this case:
(1) a cross-connect that includes the cost of both the common frame and a POT bay, and
(2) a cross-connect that connects a CLP appearance to the appearance of another CLP.
The CLPs alleged that none of the ILECs properly prepared a cost study for the
nonrecurring cost of such cross-connects, the cost of both types of which should be equal.
The CLPs noted that Sprint prepared no cost study at all, and Verizon submitted a study
of the installation of a fiber optic cable across an office from one location to another. The
CLPs stated that BellSouth provided a cost study for cross-connects to an intermediate
distribution frame but not to a main distribution frame. The CLPs alleged that BellSouth's
study is Irrelevant since the FCC has ruled that an ILEC cannot require a CLP to use an
intermediate distribution frame.

The CLPs asserted that the requirement of Section 251(c)(6) of TA96 that ILECs
provide physical collocation of equipment necessary for interconnection at the premises
of the LEC should be read to require an ILEC to afford a CLP interconnection at the ILEC
central office with other CLPs' networks as well as with the ILEC network, provided the
other CLPs have interconnection points at the premises of the LEC. The CLPs maintained
that under the literal definition of the statutory language, cross-connection between CLPs
is interconnection at the premises of the LEC.

The CLPs argued that requiring ILECs to provide CLP-to-CLP cross-connection
under Section 251 (c)(6) is consistent with the structure of the statute.

The CLPs recommended that the Commission adopt the costs of MDF, DSX-1,
DSX-3, and Optical cross-connects as calculated by witness Feldman and also permit the
CLPs to perform their own cross-connects.

The ILECs presented rates for cross-connects in their cost studies but their prefiled
testimony does not address the rate element specifically.

The Commission does not believe that adequate evidence was presented on the
appropriate rates for cross-connects. Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to
instruct the Parties to attempt to negotiate rates for cross-connects. The Commission
directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for cross-connects for inclusion in the Standard
Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not negotiated, directs the Parties to
-instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this issue in more depth by February 11,2002.
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COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 5 - Rates for Cross-connects: The

Commission hereby Instructs the Parties to attempt to negotiate rates for cross-connects.
The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for cross-connects for inclusion
in the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not negotiated, directs
the Parlies to instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this issue in more depth by
February 11, 2002.

Rate Issue No. 6 - Cable Installation

Bellsouth argued that New Entrants witness Feldman's corrections and
recalculation of BellSouth's proposed collocation rates should not be adopted by the
Commission. BellSouth contended that witness Feldman's corrections to Section 6.5
should be rejected since the record reflects that the CLPs and the ILECs have met several
times to discuss the processes associated with physical collocation in the central office.
Bellsouth noted that neither the Parties nor the Commission listed this cabling issue as
an issue that needed resolution and that it would be inappropriate to add another issue at
this late date. BellSouth also argued that witness Feldman's rationale that the FCC's
Order on Reconsideration obligates ILECs to provide cabling and connections is simply
not based on any language that BellSouth finds in that Order. BellSouth argued that there
are no words in the paragraphs referenced by witness Feldman which state that ILECs are
obligated to install connections to the distribution frame. Therefore, BellSouth noted that
it did not develop and propose rate elements for this purpose.

The CLPs includeda proposed Finding of Fact No. 9 — Cable installation shall be
made availableat the rates proposed bythe New Entrants in Exhibit LF-4.0 — in their Joint
Proposed Order.

The CLPs maintained that Sprint's proposed costs for cable installation which Sprint
referred to as cross-connects when installed by Sprint are reasonable. The CLPs argued
that it is Important to have a rate for the installation by the ILEC of a cable from the CLP's
collocation to the main distribution frame, the CLPs asserted that since BellSouth and
Verizon failed to submit cost studies for these rate elements, Sprint's costs should be
applied to cable installation when Installedby the other ILECs as well.

The CLPs noted that neifrier Sprint, BellSouth, nor Verizon presented testimony on
this issue.

The CLPs maintained that It is important to have a rate for the installation by the
ILEC of a cable from the CLP's collocation to the MDF. The CLPs recommended that the
Commission conclude that Sprint's costs for the installation of such cable by Sprint is
reasonable and that since BellSouth and Verizon did not submit cost studies for these rate
elements, that the Commission should apply Sprint's costs to cable installation when
installed by the other ILECs as well.
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The, Commission notes that as with cross-connects, Insufficient evidence was
presented on this issue. The Commission also questions whether there Is a difference
between cross-connects and the Issue of cable installation. Therefore, the Commission
finds itappropriate to instructthe Parties to attempt to negotiate rates for cable installation.
The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for cable installation for
inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not
negotiated, directs the Parties to instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this Issue in
more depth by February 11, 2002.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 6 - Cable Installation: The Commission
hereby Instructs the Parties to attempt to negotiate rates for cable Installation. The
Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for cable installation for inclusion
in the Standard Offering by January 28,2002 and Ifsuch rates are not negotiated, directs
the Parties to instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this issue in more depth by
February 11, 2002.

Rate Issue No. 7 - Security Costs

BellSouth also addressed the issue of security costs. BellSouth noted that MGIm
witness Bomer testified that "security charges should not be assessed for coDocatlcn in
central offices with existing card Key systems." BellSouth commented that apparently
MGIm believes that if a card reader already exists, then assessment of security charges
in these offices has no basis in cost. BellSouth recommended that the Commission not
endorse MClm's position on security costs. BellSouth also recommended that the
Commission not adopt witness Bomer and witness Mitus' proposal of recovering security
costs based on square footage.

BellSouth proposed that the Commission find that the correct allocator should be
one that bears some relationship to what caused the cost to be incurred. BellSouth argued
that dearly there is no direct relationship between security access costs and the square
footage occupied.

BellSouth also maintained that its proposal to pro-rate the cost of the security
system based on the number of providers in the central office Is consistent with rulings of
the FCC.

BellSouth witness Caldwell stated in rebuttal testimony that WorldCom witness
Messina Incorrectly implied that if a card reader already exists, then assessment of
security charges in these offices has no basis In cost. Witness Caldwell maintained that
the development of forward-looking economic costs is not dependent on an analysis of
when something has actually been deployed, instead, witness Caldwell maintained,
economic costs are based on long-run incremental costs that Identify the fonvard-looking
replacement cost of the equipment
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Witness Caldwell stated that she did not agree with witnesses Messina and Mitus
that security costs should be recovered based ori square footage. Witness Caldwell
argued that cost methodology dictates that the costs should bear some relationship to the
action that caused the costs to be Incurred, not based on the relationship of the benefits
derived by each party. Witness Caldwell questioned whether a CLP who occupies 500
square feet "benefits" more than another CLP who occupies 100 square feet. Witness
Caldwell asserted that BellSouth's proposal to pro-rate the cost of the security system
based on the number of providers in the central office is consistent with rulings of the FCC.

The CLPs included a proposed Finding of Fact No. 12 — ILECs may recover
forward-looking costs for security pro rata on a per square foot basis across all usable
space in the central office, as part of the recurring floor space charge — in their Joint
Proposed Order.

The CLPs noted that MClm proposed that the following language be added to
Attachment 5, Section 7.3 of its Interconnection Agreement with BellSouth:

Bellsouth shall recover the costs for security for the Premises
pro rata on a per square foot basis across all usable space in
the Premises.

The CLPs noted that BellSouthhas been upgrading its security systems for its own
purposes throughout its network, and now seeks to recover costs from CLPs for having
previously installed card reader systems in central offices. The CLPs alleged that when
BellSouth or any other ILEC decides to inMall a new card reader system, it does so mainly
because It has chosen to protect itsequipment, not to protect collocators' equipment. The
CLPs conceded that to the extent that both BellSouth and the collocators benefit from

reasonable security measures, a reasonable allocation of the forward-looking costs
between them should be developed and a reasonable allocation must bear some
relationship to the benefits derived by each party. The CLPs asserted that BellSouth's
preferred allocation method based on a per capita allocation is not reasonable and is
arbitrary because it bears no relationship to the different level of benefits derived by each
carrier which is related to the area occupied from a security system.

The CLPs maintained that to the extent that ILECs are permitted to assess CLPs
for security costs, those costs should be part of the recurring monthly space charges, and
should be based on forward-looking principles rather than the retrofitting of existing central
office configurations. The CLPs asserted that a carrier that occupies a good deal of space
and protects a large amount of telecommunications equipment should be assessed a
greater share of the security costs than a carrier that occupies a small space and is
protecting only a small amount of equipment. Therefore, the CLPs maintained, a pro rata
allocation of security costs based on the square footage occupied by the ILEC and each
collocator in the central office is reasonable.
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-V

The CLPs noted that the FCC has ruled in its Advanced Services Order that an

ILEC may adopt reasonable security measures to protect their centra! office equipment
and that, hence, the FCC expects that state commissions will perrhit ILECs to recover the
costs of implementing these security measures from collocating carriers In a reasonable
manner. The CLPs asserted that these FCC provisions support MClm's position that the
costs of new security card systems should be allocated on a pro-rata basis, based on the
square footage that the new entrant occupies relative to the total space that the card
system Is designed to secure.

The CLPs noted that the Florida Public Service Commission ruled in support of the
position advocated by MClm on the issue of compensation for security measures. The
Florida Commission ruled as follows:

First, we are persuaded and so find that the costs of security
arrangements, site preparation, and other costs necessary to
the provisioning of collocationspace incurred by the ILEC that
benefit only a single collocating party in a central office should
be paid for by that collocating party . . . (R)ecoverlng costs
only from the party that benefits will eliminate the burden on
iLECs and other collocators of paying for costs of collocation
they did not cause to be incurred.

Second, we find it appropriate that the costs of security
arrangements, site preparation, and other costs necessary for
the provisioning of collocation space incurred by the ILEC that
benefit both current and future collocating parties shall be
recoverable by the ILEC from current and future collocating
parties. In this case, these costs shall be allocated based on
the amount of floor space occupied by a collocating party,
relative to the total collocationspace for which site preparation
was performed.

Third, we find that the costs of security arrangements, site
preparation, and other costs necessary for the provisioning of
collocation space Incurred by the ILEC that benefit current or
future collocating parties and the ILEC shall be recoverable by
the ILEC from current and future collocating parties, and a
portion shall be attributed to the ILEC Itself. We note that the
ALEC'S addressed their concerns over security issues that not
only benefit collocating parties, but also benefit tHe ILEC.
Acknowledging those concerns, we shall require that when
multiple collocators and the ILEC benefit from modifications or
enhancements, the cost of such benefits or enhancements
shall be allocated based on the amount of square feet used by
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the collocator or the ILEC, relative to the total usable square
footage in the central office.

The CLPs concluded by recommending that the Commission find that assuming that
an ILEG's security enhancements provide benefits to both the ILEC and the CLPs, the
forward-looking costs should be allocated to parties on a per square foot of occupancy
basis, as part of the recurring floor space charge. Further, the CLPs proposed that the
Commission conclude that a pro-rata cost-based rate adequately allows ILECs to recover
the costs of a security system.

The Public Staff noted In its Proposed Order that another area of contention
concerns security costs. The Public Staff commented that testimony was submitted on the
appropriate methodology to allocate these costs as well as when the costs should be
recovered by the CLPs.

The Public Staff argued that with regard to the manner in which security costs
should be recovered, when considered in a vacuum, the BellSouth and Verizon proposals
provide for a reasonable approach to allocating security costs. However, the Public Staff
stated that the Commission would be remiss if it failed to recognize the tremendous
difference in square footage used by the CLPs versus the space used by the ILECs. The
Public Staff maintained that this vast difference makes the per capita proposals of
BeflSouth and Verizon considerably (ess reasonable than the allocation per square foot
used and recommended by Sprint.

The Public Staff stated that it does not necessarily question the costs for security
included in the studies filed by the ILECs, however, to the extent that security costs are
recovered through the building ACF when calculating the cost of floor space, adding a
separate rate element for assessing securitycosts would constitute double recovery of this
cost item. The Public Staff noted that it is persuaded that security costs, which are a
necessary part of the cost of central offices, have long been incurred by the ILECs in the
normal course of business and will be recovered by the ILECs through the floor space rate
element and included in the building ACF. Therefore, the Public Staff maintained, having
separate rate elements for assessing security costs constitutes a doubts recovery of these
costs.

The Public Staff also noted that Verizon included numerous costs associated with
security and that these items range from costs associated with securing cabinets, which
are used wholly by Verizon, to the installation of card readers and cameras in the central
offices. The Public Staff stated that it is not convinced by Verizon's arguments that
securing cabinets which Verizon onlyuses is a cost that should be borne by CLPs. In any
event, the Public Staff argued that security costs are normal costs of operating a central
office and should be Included in the building ACF used to calculate the floor space cost.

The Public Staff also recommended that the Commission find that the cost of
providing security cardsor keys to the CLPs should notbe Included in the normal security
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costs. The Public Staff proposed that the Commission find that the cost of security cards
or keys is a cost incremental to the provision of collocation spaces and should be
recovered by the ILECs through a separate rate element.

The Public Staff noted that it already proposed that, in general, security costs are
covered In the common and shared factors that are applied to the collocation rate
elements. However, the Public Staff stated, CLPs should be assessed an amount for
security cards or keys which they obtain for entry into the ILECs' central offices or remote
terminals. The Public Staff commented that in reviewing the proposed rates of BellSouth
for security cards and keys, it concluded that the rate for these items are excessive. The
Public Staff noted that in reviewing the workpapers filed by BellSouth, there are three
areas in which the costs appear to be overstated:

(1) The material cost of the card or key should be reviewed. Any cost exceeding
$2.00 for a card or key appears to be excessive on its face and the Public
Staff has seen no justification presented by BellSouth for the higher costs
included in its study.

(2) The postage costs included by BeiiSouth, which exceed $3.00 for both the
card and key, also appear to be excessive. The Public Staff believes that a
more reasonable on-going postage cost would not exceed $2.00.

(3) BellSouth has vastly overstated the labor cost.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission have BellSouth review the
support for the nonrecurring rates for securitycards and keys, for activation, administrative
changes, and replacement and make appropriate modifications to ensure that these rates
do not exceed $20.00. The Public Staff noted that this is comparable to the $15.00 per
security card rate recommended by Sprint.

The Public Staff recommended that the Commission conclude that costs exceeding
$20.00 for security cards and keys are excessive and do not reflect long run incremental
costs. Therefore, the Public Staff proposed, Verizon should be required to review the
supportfor the nonrecurring rates forsecurity cards and keys, for activation, administrative
changes, and replacement and makeappropriate modifications to ensure that these rates
do not exceed $20.00. Also, the Public Staff noted that its recommendation is comparable
to the $15.00 rate recommended by Sprint.

Sprint maintained in Its Proposed Order that security measures should be
calculatedon a per square foot basis, not on the per capitabasis argued by BellSouth and
Verizon. Sprint noted that this is in line with the Florida Commission's and Sprint's
methodology.

The Commission notes that BellSouth stated in its Opening Statement at the
hearing
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. . . [centra!] offices are really, truly the nerve centers of
networks that incumbent companies like BellSouth have built
over many, many decades. Needless to say, not just anyone
can walk off the street and stroll through one of our central
offices. Security is very light, access is guarded, and people
really who are the folks that work on this equipment are highly
trained and highly skilled

Therefore, it appears that at least for BellSouth, security measures have been
implemented in central offices long before TA96 was enacted.

The Commission notes that there are both recurring and nonrecurring charges to
address for security costs. For recurring costs, the Commission agrees with the CLPs and
jSprintthat it is appropriate to pro rate security costs on the basis of square footage. The
Commission believes that this is a reasonable and appropriate methodology to allocate
costs and ensures that carriers pay costs based on the amount of square footage that is
protected by these security measures.

Concerning nonrecurring charges, the Commission agrees with the Public Staff that
the cost of security cards or keys is a cost incremental to the provision of collocation
spaces and should be recovered by the ILECs through a separate rate element. The
Commission also finds credible the Public Staffs analysis of how the security card and key
charges for BellSouth and Verizon appear overstated. The Commission believes that
security card and key charges should be uniform among the ILECs and that there is no
reason such costs should vary. Therefore, the Commission concludes that the appropriate
nonrecurring rale for security cards and keys is $15.00 as proposed by Sprint.

The Commission is also persuaded, as is the Public Staff, that security costs, which
are a necessary part of the cost of central offices, have long been incurred by the ILECs
in the normal course of business and will be recovered by the ILECs through the floor
space rate element and included in the building ACF. Therefore, the Commission agrees
with the Public Staff that having separate rate elements for assessing security costs
constitutes a double recovery of these costs. The Commission finds it appropriate to
require the ILECs to review the calculations of the ACF and remove security costs from
that calculation. The Commission notes that since it is ordering separate rate elements
for security costs it would be inappropriate to allow the ILECs to also include security costs
in their calculations of the ACF.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 7 - Security Costs: The Commission:

(1) concludes that it is appropriate to allocate security costs to carriers based
on square footage occupied in the central office as a recurring charge;

(2) concludes that the appropriate nonrecurring rate for security cards and keys
is $15.00 per card or key Issued; and
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(3) concludes that the ILECs should review their calculations of the ACF and
remove any security costs.

Rate Issue No. 8 - Auamentinq

The Public Staff noted that it previously recommended adding the appropriate rales
to charge foraugmenting collocation spaces and modifying application and that the ILECs
should revise their proposed rates accordingly.

The Commission notes that as with cross-connects and cable installation,
insufficient evidence was presented on this issue. Therefore, the Commission finds it
appropriate to instruct the Parties to attempt to negotiate rates for augmenting. The
Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for augmenting for inclusion in the
Standard Offering by January 28,2002 and If such rates are not negotiated, directs the
Parlies to Instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this issue in more depth by
February 11,2002.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 8 - Auomentino: The Commission

hereby instructs the Parties to attempt to negotiate appropriate rates for augments. The
Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for inclusion in the Standard
Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not negotiated, directs the Parties to
instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this Issue in more depth by February 11,2002.

Rate Issue No. 9 - Adjacent Collocation

The Public Staff noted that Sprint proposed to set rates on a case-by-case basis for
adjacent onsite costs, asserting that it has received no requests for adjacent collocation.
The Public Staff commented that this lack of demand should not excuse Sprint from the
need to file rates for adjacent collocation as neither Verizon nor Bellsouth have received
much demand, if any, for adjacent collocation but they have proposed rates as required
by the FCC. The Public Staff argued that Sprint should do so as well.

The Commission again notes that Insufficient evidence was presented on this issue.
Therefore, the Commission finds Itappropriate to direct the Parties to file negotiated rates
for adjacent collocation for inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28,2002 and if
such rates are not negotiated, directs the Parties to instead file Supplemental Briefs
discussing this issue in more depth by February 11. 2002.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No. 9 - Adjacent Collocation: The
Commission finds itappropriate to instruct the Parties to attempt to negotiate appropriate
rates for adjacent collocation. The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates
for inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not
negotiated, directs the Parties to instead fife Supplemental Briefs discussing this issue in
more depth by February 11, 2002.
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Rate Issue No, 10 - Premises Space Report

Verizon noted that a CLP that has been denied collocation space in a central office
may require Verizon to prepare a Premise Space Report for any specific office. Verizon
contended that in compiling the Premise Space Report, Verizon incurs costs for the
engineers to visit a particular central office and to create a detailed report explaining the
space availability in that central office. Verizon maintained that its costs of providing such
a report were determined by examining the estimated amount of time that it would take the
Network Designer and Building Services and the Local Network Designer to complete the
comprehensive evaluation necessary to produce the report. Verizon contended that the
amount of time was multiplied by the appropriate employee's North Carolina labor rate to
determine the cost. Verizon maintained that for a comprehensive evaluation, the costs is
$5,411.20. Verizon noted that the rate for the report takes into account that additional
collocators could request the report and the price is $1,217.52. Verizon argued that once
again, witness Feldman inappropriately reduced the hours necessary to produce the
Premises Space Report and that his arbitrary cost reductions fail to account for the effort
required for that task.

The Commission notes that no other Party presented evidence concerning this
issue. The Commission also questions what additional information would be provided in
the Premises Space Report that the ILEC would not already be required to provide in
Sectiohs 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 (See Findingof Fact No. 22) and Section 2.2 (See Finding of Fact
No. 24). With this observation, the Commission finds It appropriate to direct the Parties
to file negotiated rates for a Premises Space Report for inclusion in the Standard Offering
by January 28, 2002 and ifsuch rates are not negotiated, directs the Parties to instead file
Supplemental Briefs discussing this issue in more depth by February 11, 2002.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS - Rate Issue No, 10 - Premises Space Report: The

Commission hereby instructs the Parties to attempt to negotiate appropriate rates for a
Premises Space Report. The Commission directs the Parties to file negotiated rates for
inclusion in the Standard Offering by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not
negotiated, directs the Parties to Instead file Supplemental Briefs discussing this Issue in
more depth by Febaiary 11, 2002.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 48

ISSUE 50: What are the appropriate terms and conditions for shared collocation, including
allocation of indemnities?

ISSUE 75 (Sprint 1): Whether ILECs should be required to accept payment from the
Guest CLP for charges applicable to collocation space?
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POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T: AT&T stated that terms and conditions should be: (1) Both CLPs must have
interconnection agreements with the ILEC, (2) the ILEC may not increase the cost of site
preparation or nonrecurring charges above the cost of provisioning a cage of similar
dimension for a single party, (3) the Standard Offering should provide for shared
collocation based on FCC rules, (4) ILECs should not enter into leases purporting to
prohibit federally-protected activity, (5) actual problems with ILEC leases should be
addressed through the waiver process, and (6) there should be reciprocal language
concerning liability for shared collocation space. ILECs should be required to accept
payment directly from the GuestCLP in a shared arrangement, but the Host CLP remains
the ultimate responsible party.

BELLSOUTH: The appropriate terms and conditions are those as set forth in Section 3.3
of BellSouth's Standard Offering. This allows for shared collocation arrangements but
places primary responsibility on the Host, including an indemnity provision regarding
Guests except in case of ILEC gross negligence or willful misconduct.

MClm: MCIm did not address this issue In its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Host CLP should be responsible for payment to the ILEC of all
charges associated with rental of a shared collocation space. Application and site
preparation charges should be prorated and billed separately to each CLP based on the
percentage of shared space that is used by the CLP. ILECs are prohibited from signing
leases that would Keep them from fulfilling their collocation obligations. BellSouth's
proposed language limiting liability to gross negligence and willful misconduct is
inequitable and unnecessary.

SPRINT: Sprint believed that the Host coliocator should be the sole interface and
responsible party to the ILEC for the purpose of submitting applications for initial and
additional equipment placements for all CLPs in a shared space, for assessment and
paymentof all rates and charges for the space, and for the purpose of safety and security
requirements.

VERIZON; A CLP Host may share caged collocation arrangements with other CLPs, but
the Host is sole interface with the ILEC for applications, payments, and safety and security
arrangements. However, the Guest may arrange directly with the ILEC for provision of
interconnecting facilities, provision of services, access to UNEs and the ILEC will bill the
Guest for these services.
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WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

Sections 3.5,3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3 of the Standard Offeringset forth provisions for
shared caged collocation. These address (1) procedures for giving notice to the ILEC
concerning the sharing of collocation space; (2) the responsibilities of the "Host" and
"Guest" collocators and (LEG; and (3) total and prorated costs for shared space.

Bellsouth witness Hendrix testified: 'The appropriate terms and conditions for
shared collocation are set forth in Section 3.4 of the standard [BellSouth physical
collocation] agreement." The BellSouth agreement would allow shared collocation unless
the BellSouth premises were located in leased space where the lease prohibited such
sharing of space. CLP witness Gillan suggested that ILEGs should simply avoid entering
into leases that "prohibit activity that is expressly provided for under federal law."

vyilness Gillan testified that BellSouthhad not indicated that itwas willing to prorate
charges, particularly application fees, for shared collocation spaces. Such proration is
consistent with the FGG's requirement that "the ILEG may not increase costs above the
cost of provisioning space for a single party." He also recommended that ILEGs be
required to accept separate payments from the host GLP and each guest GLP for its
portions of the shared collocation space, with the host GLP retaining overall responsibility
for ensuring that all floor space charges are paid. Mr. Gillan further argued that the
administrative burdens GLPs would face in accepting and accounting for payments from
guest GLPs were unreasonable and should be borne by the ILEGs.

Sprint witness Hunsucker described the GLP proposal as "the insertion of an ILEG
into a commercial arrangement (i.e., subleasing of floor space) that has been voluntarily
entered into by two GLPs," adding that:

the host collocator should be the sole interface and responsible party to the
ILEG for the purpose of submitting applications for initial and additional
equipment placements for all GLPs collocated in the shared space, for
assessment and payment of rates and charges applicable to collocation
space (e.g., floor space) and for purposes of ensuring that all applicable
safety and security requirements are met.

Witness Hunsucker contended that the GLPs' position on accepting payments from
shared collocators failed to take into account the inconveniences that this arrangement
would place on ILEGs. He illustrated his argument with the following example:

Let's assume that the Host GLP originally places a collocation order for 300
square feet of collocation space. Subsequently, the Host GLP enters into a
voluntary commercial arrangement with three guest GLPs - Guest 1, Guest
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2 and Guest 3 for 20 square feet, 30 square feet and 50 square feet
respectively. In this example, Sprint virould require the Host CLP to provide
payment for at!300 square feet of floor space on a monthly basis, while the
CLPs would (at the CLP option), require Sprint to accept payment from four
CLPs, track and match the payments to the 300 square feet of space
originally requested and provided to the Host CLP and perform bill
validations to ensure that all of the floor space has been paid for. To
complicate matterseven more, the CLPsare free to change their subleasing
arrangements on a daily basis by modifying existing Guest CLP space or by
adding new Guest CLPs to the equation. Each and every time, the ILEC
would have to be notified to ensure that its internal tracking systems are
modified to ensure proper matching of payments to the exact floor space
being utilized by each CLP. This is clearly burdensome to the ILEC. The
practical result of such an arrangement is to place the ILEC in the position
of being the billing and audit agent for the Host CLP "

The Public Staffs view was that the Host CLP should be responsible for payment
to the ILEC of all charges associated with rental of shared collocation space. Application
and site preparation changes should be prorated and billed separately to each CLP based
on the percentage of shared space used by the CLPs. The ILECs should be prohibited
from signing leases that would keep them from fulfilling their collocation obligations, and
BeiiSouth'sproposed language limiting liability to gross negligence and willfuf misconduct
goes too far.

The Commission agrees with Sprint and BeilSouth that the CLPs' proposal to
require ILECs to accept payments from individual CLPs for floor space charges related to
shared collocation could pose significant administrative burdens for the ILECs. While
Paragraph 41 of the Advanced Services Onrferrequires ILECs to "permit each competitive
LEC to order UNEs and to provision service from that shared collocation space, regardless
of which competitive LEC was the original collocator," it does not obligate ILECs to bill
each individual CLP for the fraction of shared collocation space that It uses. As Sprint
suggested, such an arrangement could easily be interpreted as requiring the ILECs to
painstakingly rneasure the space occupied by each CLP in a shared collocation space
every month, and to calculate, bill, and collect the monthly charges without receiving any
compensation for these services. Accordingly, the Commission finds it appropriate to
require the Standard Offering to be revised to require the host CLPto pay the ILEC directly
for all charges associated with the rental of a shared collocation space, unless the host
CLP . and the ILEC work out another mutually acceptable arrangement.

Paragraph 41 of the Advanced Serw'ces Order does, however, require ILECs to
prorate other charges for construction and conditioning of shared collocation space. It
says, in part:

In addition, the incumbent must prorate the charge for site conditioning and
preparation undertaken by the incumbent to construct the shared collocation
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cage or condition the space for collocation use, regardless of how many
carriers actually collocate in that cage, by determining the total charge for
site preparation and allocating that charge to a collocating carrier based on
the percentage of the total space utilized by that carrier. In other words, a
carrier should be charged only for those costs directly attributable to that
carrier.

Accordingly, ILECs and CLPs should be directed to develop Standard Offering language
consistent with this requirement. For example, CLPs that apply for a single caged
collocation space as a group should be billed individually for their application and site
preparation costs, prorated in proportion to the relative amount of collocation space they
are requesting. With respect to the CLPs' concern regarding leases, the Commission
believes that ILECs should forbear from signing any leases that would keep them from
fulfilling the collocation obligations imposed on them by the FCC.

Turning to the issue of allocation of indemnities, BellSouth proposed that the host
indemnify and hold BellSouth harmless from all claims, actions, causes of action, of
whatever kind or nature arising out of the presence of the guest in the collocation space
except if caused by BellSouth's gross negligence or willful misconduct. The CLPs oppose
BellSouth's proposal because It is inconsistent with Section 17 of the Standard Offering
and would absolve BellSouth in some instances when its negligence does not rise to the
level of gross misconduct; Witness Hendrix admitted on cross-examination that the current
BellSouth collocation attachment does include reciprocal language as to the allocation of
Indemnities, but that its proposed language is not reciprocal.

. BellSouth has not explained why it should not be liable for negligence that is not
gross or for misconduct that is not willful. It is unclear why the ordinary rules regarding
liability for negligence and misconduct should not apply. It troubles the Commission that
under BellSouth's proposal the allocation of indemnities will not be reciprocal, but will only
accrue to the benefit of BellSouth. The Commission finds it appropriate to reject
BellSouth's proposed language that limits Its liability only to acts of gross negligence or
willful misconduct regarding guest coilocators because it is inequitable and unnecessary.
Thus, no change is necessary to the Standard Offering in regard to allocation of

Indemnities for Guest/Host collocation arrangements.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the Host CLP in a shared collocation arrangement
is responsible for the payment to the ILEC of all changes associated with the removal of
a shared collocation space. However, application and site preparation changes should be
prorated and billed separately to each CLP based upon the CLPs' percentage of shared
space used. ILECs should not be allowed to sign leases that would impair them in fulfilling
their collocation obligations and proposed language limiting liability of ILECs only to acts
of gross negligence or willful misconduct regarding Guest coilocators should be rejected.
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No change is necessary to the Standard Offering regarding the allocation of Indemnities
for Guest/Host collocation arrangements.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 49

ISSUE51: Underwhat circumstances maythe ILEC designate the location of an adjacent
collocation arrangement such that the arrangement will not Interfere with access to existing
or planned structures?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not take a position on this issue In its Brief.

AT&T: The ILEC mayonlydesignate the location of an adjacent collocation arrangement
if the placement requested by the CLP would notbe technically feasible. The ILEC has
the burden ofdemonstrating that such location is not technically feasible. Also, zoning and
municipal (state or local) regulations may give the ILEC certain rights or obligations to
control the construction and location of adjacent collocation space. But the ILEC may not
reserve space or plan uses for adjacent space without taking collocation demand into
account.

BELLSOUTH: The ILEC should retain sole discretion to designate the location of an
adjacent collocation arrangement because only the ILEC can determine if the location may
Interfere with access to existing or planned structures or facilities on the premises
property.

MClm: MClm did not take a position on this issue In its Brief.

NEWENTRANTS: The New Entrants supported the position taken by AT&T on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The ILEC may not unfairly discriminate between itself and CLPs or
between distinct CLPs; however, the ILEC ultimately has the right to designate the site of
adjacent collocation arrangements, subject to the FCC's revised rules governing space
designation. The Commission should encourage the parties to negotiate these details.
If the CLP believes that the ILEC has unreasonably refused to honor its reasonable
request, the CLP may file a corhplaintwith the Commission.

SPRINT: Sprintaccepted the position taken on this Issue bythe CLPs to the extent it Is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: The ILEC shall designate the location of an adjacent collocation arrangement
such that the arrangement will not interfere with access to existing or planned structures.
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Adjacent arrangements shall be available only where space within the central office is
legitimatelyexhausted, subject to technical feasibility. The ILEC and CLP shall mutually
agree on an adjacent location, but agreement is conditioned on zoning or other state and
local regulations, as well as reasonable safety and maintenance requirements.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom supported the AT&T position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

The CLPs contended that the parties should mutually agree on the placement of an
adjacent collocation arrangement, unless it is technically infeasible, and that the ILEC
bears the burden of proving technical infeasibllity. The CLPs acknowledged that zoning
and municipal regulations may give an ILEC some control over the construction and
location of adjacent collocation space. The CLPs also contended that the ILECs should
not be allowed to reserve or plan uses for adjacent collocation space without taking the
demand for collocation into account.

Bellsouth contended that the ILECs should have the sole discretion of determining
where adjacent collocation will be sited, because only the ILECs can determine whether
the site will interfere with access to existing or planned structures or facilities on the
premises.

Verizon, asserted that the CLPs' proposal that the ILECs may designate the
locations of adjacent arrangements only when the CLPs' requests are technically
infeasible is far too restrictive. Verizon explained that the ILECs designate all collocation
spaces on their property, including spaces adjacent to central offices.

' In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff contended that the ILECs may not unfairly
discriminate between themselves and CLPs or between distinct CLPs; however, the ILECs
ultimately have the right to designate the site of adjacent collocation arrangements, subject
to the FCC's revised rules governing space designation. According to the Public Staff, the
Commission should encourage the parties to negotiate these details. If a CLP believes
that an ILEC has unreasonablyrefused to honor its reasonable request, the CLP may file
a complaint with the Commission.

Based on the language from the GTE case cited in the discussion of Issue No. 2
supra, the Commission determines and concludes that the ILECs may choose where to
establish collocation on their own property. It is impermissible for the ILECs to
discriminate unfairly between themselves and CLPs or between distinct CLPs; however,
the ILECs ultimately have the right to designate the sites of adjacent collocation
arrangements, subject to the FCC's revised rules governing space designation. The
Commission also encourages the Parties to negotiate these details and state that if a CLP
believes that an ILEC has inappropriately refused to honor its reasonable request, the CLP
may file a complaint with this Commission. The Commission finds it appropriate to require
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the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable language for Section 3.6 of the Standard
Offering to reflect these conclusions,

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the ILECs ultimatelyhave the right to designate the
sites of adjacent collocation arrangements, subject to the FCC's revised rules governing
space designation; i.e., 47 CFR 51.323(f)(7). The Commission also encourages the
Parties to negotiate these details and state that if a CLP believes that an ILEC has
inappropriately refused to honor its reasonable request, the CLP mayfile a complaint with
this Commission. Further, the Commission requires the Parties to negotiate mutually
agreeable language for Section 3.6 of the Standard Offering to reflect these conclusions.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 50

ISSUE 52: Under what circumstances may the ILEC designate the location of the
cageless collocation arrangement within the central office?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL:. ALLTEL did not take a position on this issue in its Brief.

AT&T; The ILEC may designate the location of cageless collocation equipment in its
central office. When a CLP has a virtual collocation arrangement and wants to convert it
to physical cageless collocation, however, the ILECs right to designate is limited.
Moreover, the sole purpose of requiring a separate entrance is to Increase the CLPs'
costs. Verizon has not justified the need categorically for a separate entrance.

BELLSOUTH: The ILEC should designate the location of the. cageless collocation
arrangement within its central office premises in all cases. There Is nothing in the Act or
the FCC rules that allows the CLP to designate the location. Further, the D.C. Circuit
Court and the FCC have ruled that the ILEC, rather than the CLP, shall determine where
the CLP's physical collocation equipment should be placed within a central office.
Removing such control from the ILEC woulfl result in a chaotic use of available space, as
each CLP would make decisions in its best interest without regard to the Interests of the
ILEC or other CLPs.

MClm: MClm did not take a position on this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants supported the position taken by AT&T on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The ILEC has the right to designate the placement of cageless
collocation space in its central office. The ILEC may separate a CLP's collocation
equipment from its own equipment only if the proposed separated space is: (a) available
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in the same or shorter time frame as nonseparated space; (b) at a cost not materially
higher than the cost of nonseparated space; and (c) is comparable, from a technical and
engineering standpoint, to nonseparated space. The ILEC may require such separation
measures only whenwarranted by legitimate security concerns, or operational constraints
unrelated to the competitive concerns of the ILEC or its affiliates or subsidiaries.

SPRINT: Sprint accepted the position taken on this issue by the CLPs to the extent it is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with- the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety. In consideration of the
FCC's Collocation Remand Order, Sprint proposed to revise the first sentence of
Paragraph 3.1 of the Standard Offering to read as follows:

The ILEC shall offer Collocation Space to allow the CLP to collocate the
CLP's equipment and facilities, without requiring the construction of a cage
or similar structure, and without requiring the creation of a separate entrance
to the Collocation Space that would add delays or materially higher costs
than an arrangement without a separate entrance.

VERIZON: The ILEC shall designate the location of cageless collocation within a central
office, Including prohibiting commingling of CLP equipment with existing ILEC lineups. The
ILEC shall assign collocation space to CLPs in a just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory
manner. In consideration of the FCC's Collocation Remand Order, the ILEC shall assign
cageless collocation space in accordance with the provisions of
47 CFR 51.323(f)(7)(A)-(D) and 47 CFR 51.323(i)(4)(i)-(v). The ILEC shall allow the CLP
direct access to its equipment and facilities 24 hours a day, seven days a week without
need for a security escort. The ILEC may require the CLP's employees and contractors
to use a central or separate entrance, so long as the employees and contractors of the
ILEC's affiliates and subsidiaries will be subject to the same restriction. The ILEC should
designate the space available for cageless collocation in single bay increments.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom supported the AT&T position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

On this issue, the CLPs contended that they may designate the location of cageless
collocation equipment within the central offices. Verizon, BellSouth, and, ultimately, the
Public Staff contended that the GTE decision gave ILECs the right to designate the
placement of caged and cageless equipment in their central offices.

Pursuant to the remand, the FCC revised its rules regarding designation of the
location of cageless collocation and arrangement within the ILECs' central offices. The
provisions of 47 CFR 51.323(f)(7)(AHD) and 47 CFR 51.323(i)(4)(iHv) govern the
circumstances under which an ILEC may designate the location of cageless collocation
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arrangements within central offices. An ILEC must assign collocation space to requesting
carriers in a just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory manner, according to the following
principles: (1) an ILEC's space, assignment policies and practices must not materially
increase a'requestlng carrier's collocation costs; (2) an ILEC's space assignment policies
and practices must not materially delay a requesting carrier's occupation and use of the
ILEC's premises; (3) an ILEC must not assign physical collocation space that will impair
the qualityof service or impose other limitations on the service a requesting carrier wishes
to offer; and (4) an ILEC's space assignment policies and practices must not reduce
unreasonably the total space available for physical collocation or preclude unreasonably
physical collocation within the ILEC's premises.® To be consistent with the GTEdecision,
and to balance the ILECs' security concerns withthe CLPs' competition concerns, the FCC
further concluded that an ILEC may require the separation of equipment from its own
equipment only if each of the following conditions is met: (1) either legitimate security
concerns, or operational constraints unrelated to the ILEC's or any of its affiliates' or
subsidiaries' competitive concerns, warrant such separation; (2) any physical collocation
space assigned to an affiliate or subsidiary of the ILEC is separated from space housing
the ILEC's equipment; (3) the separated space is available in the same or shorter time
frame as nonseparated space; (4) the cost of the separated space to the requesting carrier
will not be materially higher than the cost of the nonseparated space; and (5) the
separated space is comparable, from a technical and engineering standpoint, to
nonseparated space.® The issueraised by the CLPs as towhat happens when a CLP has
a virtual collocation arrangement which it wants to convert to physical collocation has been
addressed and decided In conjunction with Issue No. 39. Ifa CLP believes that it is being
treated in a discriminatory manner by an ILEC in the siting of its collocation equipment, it
may file a complaint with the Commission. The Commission finds it appropriate to require
the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable language for Section 3.1 of the
Standard Offering to reflect these conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the ILECs have the right to designate the
placement of cageiass collocation equipment in their central offices; provided, however,
that such designation is done in a just, reasonable, and nondiscrirhinatory manner which
is consistent with the provisions of 47 CFR 51.323(f)(7){A)-(D) and
47 CFR 51.323(i)(4)(i)-(v). The Commission also encourages the Parties to negotiate
these details. The Commission reaffirms the decision previously reached in conjunction
with Issue No. 39 on the issue raised by the CLPs as to what happens when a CLP has
a virtual collocation arrangement which itwants to convert to physical collocation; i.e., the
appropriate terms and conditions for conversion from virtual collocation to physical
collocation. Ifa CLP believes that it is being treated in a discriminatory manner by an ILEC
in the siting of its collocation equipment, the CLP may file a complaint with this

®47 CFR 51.323(f)(7)(A)-(D)
®47 CFR 51.323 (i)(4)CD-(v)
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Commission. The Commission also requires the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable
language for Section 3.1 of the Standard Offering to reflect these conclusions.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 51

ISSUE 53: What are the appropriate terms and conditions for the placement of entrance
facilities?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not take a position on this issue in its Brief.

AT&T; The collocator will place its entrance facilities (copper or fiber) at a point (cable
vault or manhole) that is mutually agreeable to the parties and physically accessible by the
ILEC and CLP. The cable will be spliced into fire-retardant riser cable and connected to
the collocator's equipment. The ILECs have not explained why the Standard Offering Is
not reasonable. Microwave facilities may be used for interconnection where technically
feasible.

BELLSOUTH: CLPs may elect to place CLP-owned or CLP-leased fiber entrance facilities
into the collocation space but they may not place nonfiber optic cable entrance facilities.
Some copper cables currently enter BellSouth central offices. These older cables are
associated with BellSouth's loop facilities. Entrance facilities for CLPs, on the other hand,
are a form of interconnection. All of BellSouth's interconnection trunk cables entering
BellSouth central offices are optical fiber facilities. The rules regarding an ILEC's
collocation obligation under the Act established by the FCC in its First Report and Order
clearly state that the ILEC has no obligation to accommodate nonfiber optic entrance
facilities (that Is, copper entrance facilities) unless and until such interconnection is first
ordered by the state commission. This analysis should be done on a case-by-case basis
by the Commission after the Commission has had an opportunity to review the CLP's need
for copper facilities at a particular premises.

MClm: MClm-and the other CLPs are entitled to use any technically feasible entrance
cable, Including copper facilities.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants supported the position taken by AT&T on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The CLPs may place their owned or leased entrance facilities Into the
collocation space, but they are required to provide entrance facilities that meet the ILEC's
standards. The FCC only requires ILECs to allow fiber optic cable for interconnection.
Copper and coaxial cable are limited to adjacent collocation situations and are otherwise
left to the discretion of the state commissions.
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SPRINT: Sprint accepted the position taken on this issue by the CLPs to the extent it Is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it Is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: The CLPs may elect to place CLP-owned or leased entrance facilities into the
collocation space. The parties will mutually designate points of interconnection in close
proximity to the building housing the collocation. The CLPs will provide and place fiber
cable at the point of interconnection of sufficient length to be pulled through conduit,
cable vault, and through the central office to the coilocator's equipment location. A CLP
may request that either the ILEC or a vendor authorized by the ILEC install fiber entrance
facility cable.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom supported the AT&T position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

Section 5.2 of the Standard Offering describes the CLPs' position concerning the
use of entrance facilities:

Entrance Facilities. The CLP may elect to place CLP-owned or CLP-Ieased
entrance facilities into the Collocation Space, the CLP will designate the
point of interconnection in close proximity to the building housing the
Collocation Space, such as an entrance manhole or a cable vault which are
physically accessible by both parties. The CLP will provide and place fiber
cable at the point of interconnection of sufficient length to be pulled through
conduit and into the splice location with the ILEC inspector present. The
CLP will provide fire retardant fiber cable, at parity with the ILEC's practices,
that Is approved for inside and outside use per manufacturers specifications
at the point of interface (manhole) of sufficient length to be pulled through
the conduit and cable vault to the CLP's equipment in the collocation space.
If the CLP's cable is not fire retardant, the ILEC will Install a fire retardant
riser cable from the cable vault to the CLP's equipment in the collocation
space. The CLP will splice the entrance cable to the fire retardant riser
cable in the cable vault with an ILEC inspector present. Ifthe cable has a
metallic member, at the ILEC's option, either the ILECor the CLP will ground
the metallic member. If Fiber Optic Cable (FCC) is routed into the switching
and/or transmission environment and the FCC is provisioned with a metallic
shield or with metallic strength member, such metallic shield/strength
members must be isolated and bonded to the designated OSP ground at the
point of entry into the office environment (cable vault). Placement of the
cable will be at the discretion of the ILEC. The CLP must contact the ILEC

for instructions prior to placing the entrance facility cable in the manhole.
The CLP is responsible for maintenance of the entrance facilities. At the
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CLP's option, the ILEC will accommodate where technically feasible a
microwave entrance facility pursuant to separately negotiated terms and
conditions. The ILEC will permit copper or coaxial cable as the transmission
medium except where the ILEC can demonstrate to the CLP that use of such
cable will impair the ILEC's ability to service its own customers or
subsequent CLPs.

In response to Verizon's statement that It is the obligation of the CLP rather than the
ILEC to install fire retardant riser cable from the cable vault to the CLP's equipment,
CLP witness Gillan stated that "the CLPs do not necessarily disagree with this statement,
as a general matter, however, the CLPs note that Verizon has not articulated why the
Standard Offering is unreasonable in this respect." Witness Gillan further testified that
CLPs are generally entitled to use any technically feasible entrance cable, including
copper facilities. Copper facilities are necessary to provide xDSL when adjacent or offsite
collocation is employed. Furthermore, the CLPs remarked that BellSouth acknowledged
that copper cables enter ILECcentral offices today, and this clearly demonstrates technical
feasibility. Hence, the CLPs believe that there should be a presumption that copper cables
should be allowed.

Bellsouth witness Milner contended that the FCC's Advanced Services Order states

that "[t]he ILEC has no obligation to accommodate non-fiber optic entrance facilities (that
is, copper entrance facilities) unless and until such interconnection is first ordered by the
state commission." He pointed out that, while some copper cables currently enter
BellSouth central offices, "going forward our technology choice is fiber optic cable, so for
our —both for our interconnection trunking we use fiber optics as well as for our loop
facilities. Inother words, we don't place new copper loops. We use fiber optic cable out
to a midpoint, digital loop carrier equipment, and then copper loop distribution that goes
onto the premises." Witness Milnerasserted that no CLP should be permitted to place
copper entrance facilities, except to adjacent collocation arrangements, since this would
accelerate the exhaust of entrance facilities at BellSouth's offices at an unacceptable rate.

Verizon witness Ries raised two objections to the Standard Offering's language
concerning the placement of entrance facilities. First, the proposal specifies that if the
CLP's fiber cable is not fire retardant, the ILEC will install a fire retardant riser cable from
the cable vault to the CLP's equipment room in the collocation space. It is not the ILEC's
obligation to satisfy this requirement for the CLP. Second, Section 5.2 of the
Standard Offering would permit the use of copper entrance facilities. The diameter of
equivalent copper cable is much larger than fiber cable and this Inefficiently would require
additional conduit and subduct space. The ILEC should allow copper entrance facilities
only for onslte adjacent collocation, and only when sufficient duct space is available to
accommodate the request, the arrangement is technically feasible and the arrangement
meets ILEC safety requirements.

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff took the position that the CLPs may place
their owned or leased entrance facilities into the collocation space, but they are required
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to provide entrancefacilities thatmeetthe ILEC's standards. According to the Public Staff,
the FCC only requires ILECs to allow fiber opticcable for interconnection. Copper and
coaxial cable are limited to adjacent collocation situations and are otherwise left to the
discretion of the state commissions.

47 C.F.R. Section 51.323(d)(3) requires an ILEC providing physical collocation,
virtual collocation, or both, toallow for the interconnection ofcopperor coaxial cable ifthe
state commission first approves such interconnection. This point was addressed as
follows in the Florida Public Service Commission's (Florida PSC's) Order for
Reconsideration:

In its Motion, BellSouth seeks clarification of our decision to allow ILECs to
require alternative local exchange companies (ALECs) to use fiber entrance
cabling only after the ILEC proves that the entrance capacity Is near
exhaustion at a particular central office. BellSouth seeks clarification to the
extent that it believes that we intended to limit situations in which an ALEC
could use copper entrance cabling to those in which the ALEC Is using a
controlled environmental vault (CEV) or some similar type of structure on the
same land where BellSouth's central office is located, a collocation
arrangement referred to by BellSouth as adjacent collocation. BellSouth
explains that only in adjacent collocation arrangements Is an ALEC unable
to use fiber. BellSouthfurther explains that in^ 44 of the FCC's Advanced -
Services Order, FCC Order 99-48, the FCC stated that adjacent collocation
is available when the space inside the centraloffice (CO) is exhausted. In
collocation situations within the CO, BellSouth maintains that fiber optic
entrance cabling mustbe connected to a fiberoptic terminal, or multiplexer,
inside the CO in order to connect to the network. However, in adjacent
collocation situations, BellSouth contends that there Is no room for the fiber
opticconnecfion, and therefore, copper should be allowed between the CO
and the ALEC'S CEV.

Upon consideration of the foregoing, we make the requested clarifications
regarding the use ofcopperentrance cabling. We find that the Order could
be misconstrued, as the partles.haye indicated. As such, we clarity our
decision in that It only addresses the use of copper entrance cabling within
the context of collocation outside of a CO, but does not reach the issue of
copper cabling in other situations. In rendering this clarification, we also
clarify that only collocation between an ALECs CEV and an ILEC CO was
considered in our decision.

The Commission believes the Standard Offering generally provides a good format
for achieving guidelines that meet the administrative, technical and safety Issues
associated withcollocation. However, the CLPs have failed to provide sufficient evidence
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that copper cable should generally be allowed other than in an adjacent collocation
situation. The Florida PSC's Order For Reconsideration clarifies that the use of copper
entrance facilities only addressed situations where collocation was outside of a central
office, and did not reach the issue of copper cabling in other situations.

The Commission believes that the unfettered use of copper entrance facilities, as
requested by the CLPs, would accelerate the exhaust of ILEC central office entrance
conduit and subduct. There are no FCC rules regarding fire retardant cable, but the CLPs
are aware that they are required to meet the same safety standards that apply to ILECs.
Thus, the burden should be on the CLPs to provide and install fire retardant riser cable.
Central office entrance facilities should be limited to fiber optic cable unless the ILEC and
CLP mutually agree to placement of copper entrance facilities or the CLP can convince the
Commission, in a complaint proceeding, to authorize such placement at a particular
premises on a case-by-case basis.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the CLPs have.failed to provide sufficient evidence
that copper cable should generally be allowed other than in an adjacent collocation
situation. Thus, central office entrance facilities should be limited to fiber optic cable
unless the ILEC and CLP mutually agree to placement of copper entrance facilities or the
CLP can convince the Commission, in a complaint proceeding, to authorize such
placement at a particular premises on a case-by-case basis. Further, the Commission
finds it appropriate to require the CLPs to provide and install fire retardant riser cable. The
Commission also requires the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable language for
Section 5.2 of the Standard Offering to reflect these conclusions and those subsequently
addressed in conjunction with Issue No. 70.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 52

ISSUE S4: What are the appropriate terms and conditions for the placement of dual
entrance facilities?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not take a position on this Issue in Its Brief.

AT&T; Dual entrances provide an opportunity to prevent some network failures.
Section 5.2 of the Standard Offering does not require dual entrances. It requires parity.
Ifmultiple entry points are available, and ifthe collocator desires, multiple entry points will
be made available. The coifocator will use the (LEC's certified vendor for engineering and
installation. All shared cost incurred by the CLP will be prorated, based upon the number
of cables placed in the entry points by the involved parties.
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BELLSOUTH: BellSouth will provideat least two interconnection points at each premises
where there are at least two such interconnection points available and where capacity
exists.

MClm: MQlm did not take a position on this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants supported the position taken fay AT&T on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The ILECs shall provide two interconnection points for each ILEC
premises where there are at least two entry points for the ILECs cablefacilities and where
space is available.

SPRINT: Sprint accepted the position taken on this issue by the CLPs to the extent it is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to ail parties in its entirety.

VERIZON; The ILEC will permit two interconnection points at each premise whenever
there are two such interconnection points available for the ILEC cable.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom supported the AT&T position on this issue.

DISCUSSION

Section 5.2.1 of the Standard Offering provides the proposed conditions under
which ILECs shall provide dual entrance facilities:,

Dual Entrance. The ILEC will permit the CLP to designate and the ILEC will
provide at least two interconnection points at each Premise wherever there are
at least two such interconnection paints for the ILEC cable. The ILEC will also
provide nondiscriminatory access to any entry point into the Premises in
excess of two points in those locations where ILEC also has access to more
than two such entry points. Where such dual points of entry are not
immediately available, the ILEC shall perform work as is necessary to make
available such separate points of entty for the CLP at the same time that it
makes such separate points of entry available for itself. In each instance
where ILEC performs such work in order to accommodate its own needs and
those-Specified bythe CLP in the CLP'swritten request, the CLP and the ILEC
shall share the costs incurred by pro-rating those costs using the number of
cables to be placed in the entry point by both the ILEC and the CLP(s) in the
first twelve (12) months.

CLP witness Gillan asserted that "Whenever multiple entry points are available to
the ILEC, they must similarly be available to the CLP." In his rebuttal testimony,
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witness Gilian pointed out that physically diverse entrances into a wire center provide
redundancy and survivabilityin case of network failures (e.g., if there is a cable cut at one
entrarice, the overall service Is not affected). He also pointed out that Section 5.2.1 does
not require that there be dual entrances, but merely requires parity; i.e.. if there are
multiple entry points then the ILEC must provide access to those points to CLPs.

Bellsouth witness Milner stated in his rebuttal testimony that;

Bellsouth has no obligation to provide for second entrances to its central
office buildings where only one exists. BellSouth will provide at least two
points at each premise where there are at least two such interconnection
points available and where capacity exists. Upon receipt of a request for

. physical collocation, BellSouth will provide the CLP with information
regarding BellSouth's capacity to accommodate dual entrance facilities. If
conduit in the serving manhole(s) is available and is not reserved for another
purpose for utilization within 12 months of the receipt of an application for
collocation, BellSouth will make the requested conduit space available for
installing a second entrance facility to CLP's arrangement. The location of
the serving manhole(s) will be determined at the sole discretion of BellSouth.
Where dual entrances are not available due to lack of capacity, BellSouth
will so state in its response to the CLP's application.

Verizon witness Ries testified that dual entrances are usually defined as two entry
points for cable facilities, which allow a carrier to have diversity with its cable routes.
However, the CLPs suggest in Section 5.2.1 of the Standard Offering that if an ILEC has
additional entry points to a central office, the CLP should have access to all those multiple
points. Witness Ries goes on to say that entry for the CLPs at all these points is
unnecessary for any legitimate purpose. The ILEC may have multiple entry points to
connect to multiple destinations within .its network, as well as to fulfill multiple
interconnection requirements with various carriers. The CLP does not require multiple
points to connect to its single collocation node. Under FCC Rules, the ILEC will provide
two entry points, when two points are available. '

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff took the position that the ILECs must provide
two interconnection points for each ILEC premises where there are at least two entry
points for the ILECs cable facilities and where space is available.

47 C.F.R. Section 51.323(d)(2) states that an ILEC must:

Provide at least two such interconnection points at each incumbent LEC
premises at which there are at least two entry points for the incumbent LEC's
cable facilities, and at which space is available for new facilities in at least
two of those entry points.
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The Commission is of the opinion that ILECs are required by FCC rules to provide
at least two interconnection points for each ILEC premises where there are at least two
entry points for the ILECs cable facilities and where space is available, if the ILECs
centraloffice has at least two entrypointsand space is available, the Commission believes
that thiswill allow for redundancy and survivability and will provide for parity between the
requesting CLP and the ILEC. If there are less than two entry points available or if there
is no entry space available, the ILEC shall provide the requesting CLP a tour ofthe entry
facilities only (cable vault, manhole, etc.). Should the ILECs central office require
additional entry facilities and construction, then the ILEC shallconsider the CLP's request
for additional entry facilities in its planning and design ofthe new entryfacilities. Costs for
these new facilities should be shared by the ILEC and requesting CLP on a use cost basis
determined by negotiations between the two companies.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that ILECs are required by FCC rules to provide at least
two interconnection points for each ILEC premises where there are at least two entry
points for the ILECs cablefacilities and where space is available. If there are less than
two entry points available or if there isnoentry spaceavailable, the ILEC shall provide the
requesting CLP a tour ofthe entry facilities only (cable vault, manhole, etc.). Should the
ILECs central office require additional entry facilities and construction, then the ILEC shall
consider the CLP's request for additional entry facilities in its planning and design of the
new entry facilities. Further, the Commission concludes that the costs for these new
facilities should ,be shared by the ILEC and requesting CLP on a use cost basis
determined by negotiations between the two companies. The Commission also requires
the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable language for Section 5.2.1 of the Standard
Offering to reflect these conclusions andthosesubsequently addressed in conjunction with
issue No. 71.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 53

ISSUE 55: What are appropriate terms and conditions for additions and/or augmentations
for requested or in-place collocation space?

ISSUE 81 fSprint 7): What are the appropriate provisioning intervals for the Augments
contained in Sections 9.2- 9.5?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: The terms and conditions for augmentation of existing collocation agreements
reasonably should provide for shorter provisioning intervals, and lower prices, as the
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intervals and costs associated with applications for augmentations may be less than the
time and cost required for establishment of entirely new collocation arrangements.

BELLSOUTH: The same terms and conditions that apply for an initial collocation request
should apply for additions and/or augmentations to requested or in-place collocation
space. An application by the CLP is the appropriate method to request any modifications
to a collocation space. The application will provide all of the CLP's equipment and service
specifications that would allow BellSouth to provision or augment the collocation space.
This Is necessary because it is BellSouth, rather than the CLP, that must determine the
sufficiency of infrastructure systems.

MClm: This issue was not addressed in MCIm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: It is not reasonable to treat additions or augmentations the same as
initial requests for space. An application fee, in particular, is not invariably appropriate,
because provisioning for space has already occurred.

PUBLICSTAFF: Ifa CLP augments its equipment within the initial forecast and no space
preparation is required, then no fees or additionai intervals should apply. The categories
detailed by Sprint are the most reasonable divisions of the different types of augments, as
well as the proposed -intervals If the CLP submits a blind firm order confirmation and an
augment application with the appropriate fees for the requested augment. If a CLP uses
a third-party vendor, the interval for administrative work will be 20 days, the same interval
as for a minor augment. An ILEC may request an extension of the interval from the
Commission within 30 days of the receipt of the firm order.

SPRINT: An addition or augmentation to requested and/or in-place collocation space
should adhere to the same equipment standards (NEBS and NEC) that other collocation
arrangements include and that augmentations must adhere to appropriate environmental
and safety guidelines. Proposed provisioning intervals for augmentations and additions
are as follows: (a) 30 days for administrative work, (b) 20 days for simple augments,
(c) 45 days for minor augments, (d) 60 days for intermediate augments, and (e) 90 days
for major augments.

VERIZON: Verizon proposed that when initial forecasted demand parameters with no
additional space preparations are required, no additional charges or additional intervals
should apply. When space preparation work (e.g., increase in AC or DC power,
generation of additional BTUs, increases in floor space requirements over additional
applications) is involved, complete application and engineering fees would apply.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.
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DISCUSSION

ALLTEL commented in its Brief that the majority of augmentation requests involve
less >vork than requests for initial'establishment of a collocation arrangement. ALLTEL
stated that BellSouth is unwilling to agree to any provisioning Interval shorter than the
same 90-day interval it advocates for establishing an entirely new collocation. In
concluding its comments, ALLTEL commented that the terms and conditions for
augmentation should reasonably and rationally recognize the difference between
augmentation of existing arrangements and establishment of entirely new collocations.

BellSouth stated that the same terms and conditions that apply for any collocation
request should apply for additions and/or augmentations to requested or in-place
collocationspace and that an application by the CLP is the appropriate method to request
any modifications to a collocation space. BellSouth commentedthat having all of the CLPs
service and equipment information on the augmentation request would allow the ILEC to
provision or augmentthe collocation space. According to BellSouth, It Is the ILEC, rather

.than the CLP, that must determine the sufficiency of Infrastructure systems. These
infrastructure systems (for example, the power plant)must accommodate all the equipment
in the central ofece, both the ILECs and all collocators. BellSouth further commented, that
since a CLP could not know an ILEC's need In this regard, the CLP Is not in a position to
determine the sufficiency of those infrastructure systems. •

In its Brief, BellSouth stated that the ILECs are In a significantly more
knowledgeable position than any of the CLPs with respect to the mechanics of the
collocation process, because it is the ILEC, obviously, that must administer the space
available for collocation In its central offices in a way that is as fair as possible for all
parties. Furthermore, BellSouth stated that its central offices are in greater demand
because BellSouth serves the larger, more urban areas of North Carolina where
competition has emerged and is growing at a rapidrate. BellSouth commented that ILECs
like BellSouth have considerably greater experience/responsibility in managing' the
collocation process than does any particular CLP and, for this reason, have a more
realistic grasp ofwhat constitutes safe, efficient collocation and what are the appropriate
time frames for provisioning physical collocation requests. BellSouthalso stated that it
had met current provisioning intervals It had promised to CLPs through individual
interconnection agreements.- BellSouth stated that the CLPs,have not used a significant
amount of the space to begin offering competitive services.

The New Entrants commented in their Proposed Order in the Proposed Finding of
Fact No. 2 that, Verizon and BellSouth have taken the position that even the simplest
augments to collocation space should be treated from a provisioning perspective as
though theywere a newcollocation arrangement. Additionally, the New Entrants stated
that augmentations are generally shorter than the standard physical collocation interval
because power and permit requirements are not needed. The New Entrants slated that
plainly augmentation does not require as much time.to provision as a full collocation.
Furthermore, the New Entrants commented that augments come in varying sizes and
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levels ofcomplexity, and as such, should be treated differently from new applications for
collocation space. The New Entrants proposed that the Commission adopt the standards
of the Texas PUG which require that small augments be provisioned in 15 days, medium
augments be provisioned In 30 days, and larger augments be provisioned in 45 days.

In their Brief, the New Entrants stated that augments to existing collocations
typically involve attaching equipment to existing structures with bolts and attaching
prepared cables. Accordingly, the New Entrants commented that such augments do not
require as much time to provision as a new collocation. However, the New Entrants
commented, that the incumbents take the position that even the smallest augment should
be treated from a provisioning perspective as though It is a new collocation. The New
Entrants concluded that this position is unreasonable and should be rejected.

In the New Entrants' Issues Matrix, the New Entrants stated that it is not reasonable
to treat additions or augmentations the same as initial requests for space. Furthermore,
the New Entrants commented that unlike other arrangements (caged, cageless, virtual and
adjacent) an augmentation should have a shortened interval. The New Entrants also
stated that Sprint had proposed 20-30 days for administrative, 45 days for small, 60 days
for medium and 60-90 days for large. The New Entrants concluded theircomment's by
stating that it is just as important to standardize the augmentation process as it Is to
standardize the initial collocation process, to reduce cost and delay. Lastly, the New
Entrants stated that unusual circumstances that may necessitate an increased period for
provisioning may be processed through a waiver.

In its Brief, Sprint proposed the following intervals for augmentations and additions:
(a) 30 days for administrative work, (b) 20 days for simple augments, (c) 45 days for minor
augments, (d) 60 days for intermediate augments, and (e) 90 days for major augments.
Sprint commented that these intervals afford CLPs meaningful opportunity to compete
while still allowing ILECs a reasonable time period for provisioning of augments and
additions.

On behalf of Sprint, witness Hunsucker's Rebuttal Testimony provided the following
definition of varying augmentations:

Simple Augments, such as the placement of additional AC convenience outlets,
or only a fuse change for additional DC power, should be provided within 20
days of receipt of a complete augment application.

Minor Auoments. consisting primarily of interconnection cabling arrangements
where the panels, relay racks, and other infrastructure exist should be provided
within 45 days of receipt of a complete augment application.

Intermediate Augments, consisting of additional interconnection panels/blocks,
cabling, DC power arrangements, where minor infrastructure work is required,
should be provided within 60 days of receipt of a complete augment.
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Major Augments, requiring major infrastructure work (e.g., cage expansion,
power cabling) should be provided within 60-90 days of receipt of a complete
augment application.

Verizon stated that the terms and conditions for additions and augmentations to
collocation space depend on the nature of the change to the space. Verizon commented
that application fees for additions and/or augmentations are applicable where the
collocation arrangement has been inspected and turned over to the CLP. The amount of
such fees would depend on the magnitude of the requested change. Verizon commented
that major augments (e.g., those requiring AC or DC power, adding equipment that
generates more BTUs of heat, or increasing caged floor space tpeyond the CLP's original
application) require a complete application and an engineering fee. Verizon further
commented that a minor augment fee would apply when a request requires the ILEC to
perform certain services or functions on behalf of the CLP, including but not limited to
requests to pull cable for CLP to CLP interconnects, DSO, DS1, and 083-facility
terminations.

Verizon in its Brief stated that augmentation requests may or may not require less
work than the initial provisioning, and one cannot assume that the interval for an
augmentation always will be shorter than the initial setup. Verizon commented that
ALLTEL witness Caldwell acknowledged that simply because the request is an
augmentation rather than a new request does not by definition decrease the amount of
work that an ILEC might have to perform and that work may be greater for an augmentation
than it is for an initial request. Verizon further commented that the amount of work
required to handle augmentations will vary depending upon the nature of the augment and
may cause major modifications in existing HVAC, power, or other infrastructure
requirements. Verizon concluded that augment requests should be treated using the
standard intervals for collocation provisioning.

Verizon commented that the CLPs attempted to identify a myriad of augments and
then pre-determine specific intervals for completing these types of augments. Verizon
stated that this recommendation should be rejected in favor of a more realistic and flexible
case-by~case process by which augments would be addressed and completed for the
CLPs. Verizon stated the augments suggested by the New Entrants do not permit
case-by-case analysis of augments and inevitably would be out-of-date quickly given the
ever-changing dynamics in the telecommunications industry.

The Public Staff stated that the time to complete augments indeed will vary widely,
just as will the time to complete an initial collocation arrangement. Nonetheless, the Public
Staff commented that augments will require less time for completion than requests for
collocation. The Public Staff stated that^t agreed with the CLPs that if a CLP augments
its equipment within its initial forecast and no space preparation is required, then no fees
or additional intervals should apply. Further, the Public Staff stated that the categories
detailed by Sprint are the most reasonable divisions of the different types of augments.
The Public Staff commented that if a CLP used a third-party vendor, the interval for
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administrative work will be 20 days, the same inten/al as fora simple augment. The Public
Staff concluded its comments stating that It agreed with BellSouth that an ILEC may
request an extension of the interval within 30 days of the receipt of the firm order.

The Commission agrees with the Public Staff, in that, the positions of the parties
varied widely on the terms and conditions for augments to existing collocation space.
Also, the Commission agrees that the categories of augments proposed by Sprint are the
most reasonable. The Commission believes that augments, as a practical matter, will be
required from time to time and that CLPs should not be unduly delayed in having
reasonable requests completed In a timely manner.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that if a CLP augments its equipment within the initial
forecast and no space preparation is required, then no fees or additional intervals should
apply. The categories detailed by Sprint are the most reasonable divisions of the different
types of augments, as well as the proposed intervals if the CLP submits a blind firm order
confirmation and an augment application with the appropriate fees for the requested
augment. Ifa CLP uses a third-party vendor, the interval for administrative work will be
20 days, the same interval as for a simple augment. An ILEC may request an extension
of the Interval from the Commission within 30 days of the receipt of the firm order.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 54

ISSUE 56: Should augmentations to existing collocation space be treated differently from
new applications for collocation space?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

AT&T: AT&T took the same position as the New Entrants and WorldCom.

ALLTEL: Procedures for augmentation of existing arrangements should be flexible,
should recognize that augmentation of existing arrangements can involve less effort and
cost than establishment of a new arrangement. Thus, intervals for augmentation should'
necessarily be less than Intervals for new collocation applications, due to the less
demanding tasks and construction requirements involved.

BELLSOUTH: Equipment augmentations should be treated the same as newapplications.
The amount of work performed by BellSouth in response to the collocator's applications
depends on the nature and scope of the request and the particular premises involved
rather than whether the equipment will be placed in a "new" collocation arrangement or an
augmentationrather than a new request does not necessarily decrease the amount of work
that will need to be done to provision the request. In fact, in some cases, the work may
be greater than that initially required,
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MClm: This issue was not addressed in MClm's Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: Therewill be variations (less engineering/lnstallatlon versus more)as
to the degree of difficulty and work required of some augmentations. Accordingly,
augmentations should be treated differently from new applications for collocation space.
Generally, augmentations should be processed and provisioned more quickly and at less
cost than new application for collocation space.

PUBLIC STAFF: As discussed in Issue No. 55, ifa CLP augments its equipment within
the initial forecast and no space preparation Is required, then no fees or additional
intervals should apply. The categories detailed by Sprint are the most reasonable
divisions of the different types of augments, as well as the proposed intervals if the CLP
submits a blind firm order confirmation and an augment application with the appropriate
fees for the requested augment. If a CLP uses a third-party vendor, the interval for
administrative work will be 20 days, the same interval as for a minor augment. An ILEC
may request an extension of the intervalfrom the Commissionwithin 30 days of the receipt
of the firm order.

SPRINT: Sprint's position pertaining to augmentation and provisioning intervals for
augmentation is set forth under Issue No. 55.

VERIZON: Verizon proposes that augmentations to existing collocation $pace should be
treated as follows: 1) if the CLP requests a change in the physical environment, space
preparation or an increase in power, the CLP should pay an engineering fee and submit
an application: 2) ifthe CLP requests an augment where the ILEC does some work but the
request does not impact the size requirements of the space or require an increase "in
power supplied, the CLP should pay a minor augment fee and submit an application; and
3) if an augment request does not require additional space preparation by the ILEC and
does not result in the original specifications of the CLP's previously filed application being
exceeded, such as CLP to CLP connections, the CLP should submit an application with
no fee.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T and the New Entrants.

DISCUSSION

ALLTEL commented in its Brief that collocation procedures should establish
intervals for augmentation of existing collocations that are rationally related to the nature
and extent of the work required by the augmentation. ALLTEL commented that an ILEC
should have a shorter provisioning interval for a simple augmentation and a longer interval
for a complex augmentation. Furthermore, less demanding tasks and construction
requirements are typically Involved in augmenting existing collocation arrangements.
ALLTEL stated that, therefore less time should be allowed for completion of these tasks.
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ALLTEL stated that BellSouth takes the position that augmentations should be
treated the same as establishments of new collocation arrangements, with a 90-day
interval under ordinary circumstances and a 130-day interval in extraordinary cases.
ALLTEL commented that in taking this position BellSouth ignores the fact that
augmentation of existing arrangements will generally involve less effort and cost than
establishment of a new arrangement ALLTEL concluded its remarks stating that to rigidly
require identical intervals for augmentation and establishment of an entirety new
collocation is to arbitrarily and unnecessarily impede.the growth of local competition.

BellSouth stated that equipment augmentations should be treated the same as new
applications. As stated by BellSouth, the amount of work performed'in response to the
collocator's application depends on the nature and scope of the request and the particular
premises involved rather than whether the equipment will be placed in a "new" collocation
arrangement or an augmentation to an existing collocation arrangement. BellSouth
commented that simply because a request is an augmentation rather than a new request
does not necessarily decrease the amount of work that will need to be done to provision
the request. In fact, in some cases, the work may be greater than that initially required.

In the New Entrants' Issues Matrix, the New Entrants stated that BellSouth and
Verizon fail to recognize the difference between leasing new space and improving space
that is already subject to an existing arrangement. The New Entrants commented that
augmentations should be treated differently from new applications for collocation space.
As slated by the New Entrants, an augment should be treated differently from a new
application because Itmay not require items such as power and special permits. The New
Entrants commented that generally augmentations should be processed and provisioned
more quickly and at less cost than new applications for collocation space. Furthermore,
the New Entrants stated that it was just as important to standardize the augmentation
process as it is to standardize the initial collocation process to reduce cost and delay. The
New Entrants further commented that unusual circumstances that may necessitate an
increased period for provisioning may be processed through a waiver.

In Its Proposed Order, Sprint stated that its position pertaining to augmentation and
provisioning was set forth under Issue No. 55, As discussed under Issue No. 55, Sprint
agreed with the New Entrantsthat a request for an addition or augmentation to requested
and/or in-place collocation space shouldadhere to the same equipment standards (NEBS
and NEC) that other collocation arrangements include and that augmentations adhere to
appropriate environmental and safety guidelines. Because Sprint did not agree with the
New Entrants' provisioning intervals, Sprint laid out its proposed provisioning intervals
under Issue No. 55. .

Verizon stated that the terms and conditions for additions and augmentations to
collocation space depend on the nature of the change to the space. Verizon's comments
on this issue were presented previously in Verizon's discussion of Issue No. 55. Verizon
in Its-Brief stated that augmentation requests may or may not require less work than the
initial provisioning, and one cannot assume that the interval for an augmentation always
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will be shorter than the initial setup. Verlxon concluded that augment requests should be
treated using the standard intervals for collocation provisioning.

Verizon commented that the CLPs attempted to identify a myriad of augments and
then pre-determine specific intervals for completing these types of augments. Verizon
stated that this recommendation should bp rejected in favor of a more realistic and flexible
case-byKiase process by which augments would be addressed and completed for the
CLPs, As presented in the discussion of Issue No. 55, Verizon stated the augments
suggested by the New Entrants do not permit case-by-case analysis of augments and
inevitably would be out-of-date quickly given the ever-changing dynamics in the
telecommunications industry.

The Public Staff combined its discussion of Issue Nos. 55 and 56. As presented
in the discussion of Issue No. 55, the Public Staff stated that the time to complete
augments indeed will vary widely, just as will the time to complete an initial collocation
arrangement. Nonetheless, the Public $faff commented that augments will require less
time for completion than requests for cpllocation. The Public Staff stated that it agreed
withthe CLPs that ifa CLP augments its equipment within Its initial forecast and no space
preparation Is required, then no fees or additional intervals should apply. Further, the
PublicStaffstated that the categories detpiled by Sprint are the most reasonable divisions
of the different types of augments. The Public Staff commented that if a CLP used a
third-party vendor, the interval for administrative work will be 20 days, the same interval
as fora simpleaugment. The Public Staffconcluded its comments stating that it agreed
with BellSouth that an ILEC may request an extension of the interval within 30 days of the
receipt of the firm order.

As presented in the discussion pf Issue No. 55, the Commission agrees with the
PublicStaff, in that, the positions of the Parties varied widely on the terms and conditions
for augments to existing collocation space. Also, the Commission agrees that the
categories of augments proposed by Sprintare the most reasonable. The Commission
believesthat augments, as a practical matter, will be required from time to time and that
CLPs should not be unduly delayed in having reasonable requests completed in a timely
manner.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that ifa CLP augments its equipment within the initial
forecast and no space preparation is reqi^ired, then no fees oradditional intervals should
apply. The categories detailed by Sprint ^re the most reasonable divisions of the different
types ofaugments, as well as the proposed intervals if the CLP submits a blind firm order
confirmation and an augment applicatibn with the appropriate fees for the requested
augment. If a CLP uses a third-party vendor, the interval for administrative work will be
20 days, the same interval as for a simplle augment. An ILEC may request an extension
of the interval from the Commission within 30 days of the receipt of the firm order.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSljONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. SS
r

ISSUE 57: What are the proper levels of! insurance fora CLP to obtain prior to occupying
collocation space?

POSmpNS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address thisiissue in its Brief.

AT&T: Reasonable and standard amounts of insurance set forth as a compromise in
Section 8 of the Standard Offering should be provided by CLPs. Insurance should be
provided by an insurer with a Best rating jOf A- or above who is licensed to do business in
all jurisdictions covered by the agreement.

BELLSOUTH: At its sole cost and expanse, the CLP must procure, maintain, and keep
in force insurance underwritten by insu ance companies licensed to do business in the
states applicable to the agreement betveen BefiSouth and the CLP and having a Best
rating of A- at levels set forth in BellSoLtth's standard collocation attachment.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in Its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants agreed with AT&T's position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF; The Public Staff stated that the insurance requirements in Section 8 of
the Standard Offering are satisfactory.

SPRINT: Subject to the provision that ajCLP seeking to self-insure must have adequate
net worth (equal to or not [ess than five l|mes the liability to be self-insured) to cover any
liability, Sprint agreed with the position {aken by the New Entrants.

VERIZON: A CLP shall carry, and cadse subcontractors to carry insurers with a Best
rating of not less than A- and licensedl to do business in jurisdictions covered by the
Standard Offering. Verizon supports! the following levels of insurance: workers
compensation-$1,000,000,- commercijal genera/ liabilfty-$1,000,000; business
auto-$1,000,000: umbrella or excess (lability amounts-$10,000,000; ail risk property
insurance-full replacement cost. CLPs requesting to self-insure should be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom agreed with AT&Ts position on this issue.
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DISCUSSION

Section 8 of the Standard Offering provides that the CLP and its subcontractors
shall carry insurance from an insurer with a Best rating of A- or above who is licensed to
do business in all jurisdictions covered by the agreement.

CLP witness Gillan stated that the following provisions should be included in the
Standard Offering: the insurance must include workers' compensation insurance with an
employer's liability limit of no less than $1,000,000; commercial general liability insurance
withcoverage for contractual liability and products/completed operations liability of not less
than $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence; business auto insurance with a limit
of no less than $1,000,000 combined single limit per accident; umbrella or excess liability
insurance not less than $5,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence and aggregate
in excess of the other insurance; and all risk property insurance on a full replacement cost
basis. In.addition, the CLPs' liability will not be limited to the policy limits, and the CLP
must furnish the ILEC with certificates of insurance. The insurance policies will all be
primary policies. Finally, a CLP may self-insure if its net worth is at least five times
greater than the liability it is self-insuring. According to witness Gillan, these amounts are
standard in the industry.

Bellsouth proposed that a CLP maintain insurance underwritten by insurance
companies licensed to do business in the applicable states and with a Best rating of A-.
Bellsouth proposed that the coverage must include $10,000,000 of commercial general
liability coverage or a combination of $10,000,000 of commercial general liability insurance
and excess/ufnbreila coverage with BellSouth named as an additional insured; workers'
compensation and employers' liability coverage of $100,000 per accident, $100,000 per
disease, and $500,000 policy limit by disease; and all risk property coverage on a full
replacement cost basis insuring all of the CLP's real and personal property In the central
office. If the CLP's net worth exceeds $500,000,000, the CLP may be self-insured.
According to BellSouth, the CLP may opt to obtain business interruption and contingent
business Interruption insurance with the understanding that BellSouth assumes no liability
for loss of profit or revenues if interruption occurs. Certificates of Insurance should be
submitted 10 days before commencement ofwork in the collocation space. The CLP must
conform to recommendations made by BellSouth's fire insurance company.

Verizon recommended that CLPs and their subcontractors carry Insurers with a Best
ratingof no less than A- and with a license to do business in the jurisdictions covered by

•the agreement. They must have $1,000,000 coverage each for workers' compensation,
commercial general liability, and business aUto coverage, and $10,000,000 coverage for
umbrella or excess liability amounts and all riskproperty insurance (full replacement cost).
Verizon also proposed reviewing requests for self-insurance on a case-by-case basis.

The Public Staff stated its support for Section 8 of the Standard Offering as
proposed by the CLPs. It reasoned that the CLPs' proposal was the result of negotiations
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by the CLPs andSprint andthat the insurance provisions should be reasonable to provide
proper insurance coverage for damages bycoliocators. The Public Staff also supported
inclusion In the Standard Offering BeiiSouth's proposedwording In the section on workers'
compensation Insurance, the addition of language informing the CUP of its right to procure
business interruption and contingent business interruption Insurance, the Inclusion of a
requirement that certificatesof insurance be submitted 10 days priorto the commencement
of work in the collocation space, and a requirement that the CLP must conform to the
recommendations made by an ILEC's fire Insurance company.

The major difference in the Parties' proposals is that BellSouth and Verizon are
seeking an umbrella policy of at least $10,000,000 and the CLPs recommend that the
limits of the policy be no less than $5,000,000. According to BellSouth, it has assessed
the level of risk posed by coliocators in centra! offices and the appropriate amount is
$10,000,000. BellSouth has also suggested changes to the wording of Section 8 on
workers' compensation insurance, the addition of language informing the CLP of its right
to procure business interruption and contingent business interruption insurance, the
inclusion of a requirement that certificates of insurance be submitted 10 days prior to the
commencement of work in the collocation space, and the inclusion of a requirement that
a CLP must conform to recommendations made by an ILEC's fire insurance company.

None of the Parties presented the Commission with any data to support either a
$5,000,000 or $10,000,000 umbrella policy limit. The CLPs maintained that their proposal
is standard In the Industry, and BellSouth and Verizon contended that the possible harm
caused by coliocators is more likely to be covered by $10,000,000 rather than $5,000,000.
The Commission notes, as does the Public Staff, that the CLPs' proposal was the result
of negotiation by CLPs and Sprint, and is of the opinion that the insurance provisions
should be reasonable to provide proper Insurance coverage for damages by coliocators.
Thus, the CLPs' proposed Section 8.1.4 should be included in the Standard Offering.

In addition, the Commission agrees with the Public Staffs position that the Standard
Offering should include BeiiSouth's proposed changes to the wording of the section on
workers' compensation insurance (BeiiSouth's Section 8.2.2) as discussed herein, the
addition of language informing the CLP of its right to procure business interruption and
contingent business interruption insurance (BeiiSouth's Section 8.2.4), the inclusion of a
requirement that certificates of insurance be submitted 10 days prior to the commencement
of work in the collocation space (BeiiSouth's Section 8.5), and a requirement that the CLP
must conform to the recommendations made by an ILEC's fire insurance company
(BeiiSouth's Section 8.6).

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the CLPs* proposed Section 8.1.4 should be
included in the Standard Offering along with BeiiSouth's proposed changes to the wording
of the section on workers' compensation insurance (BeiiSouth's Section 8.2.2) as
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discussed herein, the addition of language informing the CLP of its right to procure
business interruption and contingent business interruption insurance (BellSouth's Section
8.2.4), the inclusion of a requirement that certificates of insurance be submitted 10 days
prior to the commencement ofwork in the collocation space (BellSouth's Section 8.5), and
a requirement that the CLP must conform to the recommendations made by an ILEC's fire
insurance company (BellSouth's Section 8.6).

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 56

ISSUE 58: What obligations does the ILEC have to notify CLPs with respect to conditions
in the central office?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL; ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T: The ILEC should notify the CLP regarding all service affecting conditions in the
central office. The notification should recognize that time is of the essence and should be
made by expeditious means and confirmed in writing.

BELLSOUTH: BellSouth Is agreeable to informing the CLP by telephone of an emergency
related activity that BellSouth or its subcontractors may be performing that may
substantially affect the CLPs collocation space or supporting circuits. BellSouth will give
three calendar days notice before access is required for making BellSouth equipment and
building modifications and five business days where BellSouth or its subcontractors are
performing non-emergency work that could affect CLP space or circuits.

MClm; MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: Section 16.3 of the Standard Offering should be revised to require the
ILECs to give CLPs seven-calendar days' notice priorto undertaking construction activities
which may pose risks to the CLPs service.

SPRINT: Sprint was generally agreeable to the New Entrants position.

VERIZON: For construction activities within the central office for which the ILEC takes or
would take action to protect its own equipment, it should notify affected CLPs in the same
manner and at the same time that It notifies ILEC personnel.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.
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DISCUSSION

This issue concerns Section 16.3of the Standard Offering:

Construction Notification. The ILEC will notify the CLP prior to the
scheduled start dates ofall construction activities (including power additions
or modifications) in the general area of the GLP's Collocation Space with
potential to disrupt the CLP's services. The ILEC will provide such
notification to the CLP at least twenty (20) calendar days before the
scheduled start of such construction activity. The ILECwill inform the CLP

' as soon as practicable by telephone of all emergency-related activities that
the ILEC or its subcontractors are performing in the general area of the
CLP's Collocation Space, or in the general area of the AC and DC power
plants which support the CLP's equipment. Ifpossible, notification of any
emergency-related activitywill be made immediately prior to the start of the
activity so that the CLP may take reasonable actions necessary to protect
the CLP's Collocation Space.

In his direct testimony, CLP witness Gillan proposed adding to Section 16.3 the
requirement that notifications ofservice-affecting conditions be "confirmed in writing." He
objected toVerizon's proposal to give only 24 hours' notice prior to "starting construction
activities that could potentially cause service outage," and to BellSouth's proposal to
provide 48 hours' notice prior to making equipment and building modifications in a CLP's
collocation space. He also recommended that ILECs be required to provide notice of
possible service-affecting conditions "in a manner that gets to the CLPs immediately."

Bellsouth witness Hendrix suggested the following arrangements for alerting CLPs
to potential service-disrupting activities;

1. At least 48 hours notice before BellSouth requires "access to the collocation
space for purposes of making BellSouth equipment and building modifications (e.g.,
running, altering or removing racking, ducts, electrical wiring, HVAC, and cables)."

2. Five business days' notice prior to those instances where BellSouth or its
subcontractors may be performing non-emergency work that has a substantial likelihood
of directly affecting the collocation space occupied by the CLP, or that is directly related
to circuits that support CLP equipment.

3. Telephone notification "as soon as practicable" of any "emergency-related
activity that BellSouth or its subcontractors may be performing that has a substantial
likelihood of directly affecting the collocation space occupied by the CLP, or is directly
related to circuits that support CLP equipment."
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Witness Hendrix criticized the 20-calendar day notice requirement set forth in
Section 16.3, and the provision that requires notice, if possible, prior to any
emergency-related activity, as being "totally unreasonable." He also opposed witness
Gillan's suggestion that ILECs should be required to provide written notice to the CLPs of
possible service-affecting conditions.

The Public Staffs view was that Section 16.3 of the Standard Offering should be
revised to require ILECsto give the CLPs seven calendar days notice prior to undertaking
construction activities which may pose risks to CLP service.

Verizon witness Ries testified that 'Verizon's practice requires that Central Office
Engineering and Installation employees notify Central Office personnel at least 24 hours
prior to Parting construction activities that could potentially cause service outages" and
suggested that the same standard that applies to Verizon personnel should apply to CLP
personnel. He argued that the 20-day period proposed in Section 16.3 was "entirely too
long."

Afterexamining Section 16.3 and evaluating the Companies' testimonies presented
on this issue, the Commission concludes that Section 16.3 is acceptable as written, with
the sole exception of the 20-calendar day notice requirement for scheduled construction
activities that may pose risks to the CLPs' service. We believe that BellSouth's proposal
to give five business days notice strikes a reasonable balance between the ILECs'
scheduling needs and the CLPs' service concerns. However, we choose to substitute an
interval of "seven calendar days" because of the ambiguity of the term "business days" as •
it is applied to various organizations. A seven-day notice period should allow the CLP
adequate time to take measures to protect its equipment, if necessary.

The Commission will not require ILECs to contact CLPs in writing concerning
possible service-affecting conditions in the central office. However, ILECs should take
care to maintain records which show the dates and limes that CLP representatives were
contacted and which furnish basic details concerning these contacts.

Accordingly, Section 16.3 should be modified to change the phrase "at least
twenty (20) calendar days" to "at least seven (7) calendar days."

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that Section 16.3 of the Standard Offering should be
revised to require the ILECs to give CLPs seven calendar days' notice prior to undertaking
construction activities which may pose risks to the CLPs' service.
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EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 57

ISSUE 59: What security measures and safetyrequirements are reasonable to protect the
ILEC premises and the ILEC personnel?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: Reasonable security measures have been addressed in the FCC's Advanced
Services Ortfer regarding an ILEG's protection of Its equipment and assets. The use of
equipment such as cameras, monitoring systems, badges and badges with computerized
tracking systems are reasonable. The proposed Standard Offering contains reasonable
security measures.

BELLSOUTH: BeliSouth will impose additional specific security and safety measures that
are no more stringent than those Imposed by BeliSouth on its own employees or for
authorized contractors.

MClm: MClm did not address this issue in its Brief.

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Advanced Services Order dearly gives each ILEC the right to
impose security measures upon the CLPs as long as they are reasonable and no more
stringent than the measures it imposes upon itself or its contractors. The Standard Offering
should be changed to allow each ILEC to Impose additional security requirements on CLP
personnel that it feels are necessary to ensure the security and safety of the ILEC
premises. These requirements will be no more stringent than the requirements the ILEC
places on its own employees or authorized contractors who are allowed access to these
premises.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept AT&T's position on this Issue to the extent it is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, It is Included in the Standard Offering, and the '
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in Its entirety.

VERIZON: Only ILEC employees, ILEC certified vendors and authorized employees,
authorized Guests, or authorized agents of the CLP will be permitted on the ILEC's
premises. Verizon will require picture identification and background checks of all CLP
employees and agents.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.
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DISCUSSION

This issue concerns the extent to which an ILEC can require a CLP to comply with
the ILEC's security standards. The FCC made the following determination regarding
security standards in Paragraph 47 of the Advanced Services Order

We [FCC] conclude, based on the record, that incumbent LECs may impose
security arrangements that are as stringent as the security arrangements
that incumbent LECs maintain at their own premises either for their own
employees or for authorized contractors. To the extent existing security
arrangements are more stringent for one group than for the other, the ,
incumbent may impose the more stringent requirements. Except as provided
below, we conclude that Incumbent LEGs may not impose more stringent
security requirements than these. Stated differently, the incumbent LEG may
not impose discriminatory security requirements that result in increased
collocation costs without the concomitant benefit of providing necessaiy
protection of the Incumbent LEG'S equipment. ^

Section 12 of the Standard Offering addresses security measures. The CLPs
believe that the security measures outlined in the Standard Offering are reasonable. CLP
witness Gillan opined that BellSoulh's measures are unnecessary, and Bellsouth has not
shown any justification to impose additional measures.

Bellsouth witness Hendrix testified as to several areas in Section 12 of the

Standard Offering that BellSouth feels are inadequate. Verizon, similarly, argued that the
language in the Standard Offering requires less comprehensive background checks than
Verizon conducts on Its own employees and, therefore, is inadequate.

The Public Staff argued that the Advanced Services Order clearly gives each ILEC
the right to impose security measures, upon the GLPs as long as they are reasonable'and
no more stringent than the measures it imposes upon itself or its contractors. The Standard
Offering should be changed to allow each ILEC to impose additional security requirements
on CLP personnel that it feels are necessary to ensure the security and safety of the ILEC
premises. These requirements will be no more stringent than the requirements the ILEC
places on its own employees or authorized contractors who are allowed access to these
premises.

The Commissionagrees that the Advanced Services Order clearly gives each ILEC
the right to impose security measures upon the CLPs as long as they are reasonable and
no more stringent than the most stringent measures it imposes upon itself or its
contractors. The Commission does not beiieve that any of BeiiSouth's or Verizon's
additional measures are unreasonable or discriminatory to the CLPs under the FCC's
standard. Both companies assert that these requirements are the same measures that
they impose on themselves. The Commission concludes that the Standard Offering should
be modified to allow each JLEC to impose additional security requirements on CLP
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personnel that it feels are necessary to ensure the security and safety of the ILEC
premises so long as these requirements are no more stringent than the requirements the
ILEC places on Its own employees or authorized contractors who are allowed access to
its premises.

The Commission does not believe that it Is necessary to impose a common set of
security measures on ail ILECs. To be enforceable, however, an ILEC's security policies
(e.g., requirements for background check, etc.) for its own employees or for authorized
contractors sought to be imposed on CLPs must be set out in writing to be provided to the
CLP. Section 12 of the Standard Offering, therefore, should be rewritten to incorporate by
reference the respective ILEC's security policy document.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that each ILEC may impose additional security
requirements on CLP personnel that it believes are necessary to ensure the security and
safety of the ILEC premises so long as these requirements are no more stringent than the
requirements the ILEC places on its own employees or authorized contractors who are
allowed access to its premises and that Section 12 of the Standard Offering should be
amended accordingly.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 58

ISSUE 60: It is appropriate to include an expedited dispute resolution (EDR) procedure
in the Standard Offering or should disputes be handled by the Commission according to
the Commission-established procedures?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue.

AT&T: When adopted, such procedure should be included in the Standard Offering.
Given the number of Issues in this proceeding, as well as use of EDR in other contexts,
the form and extent of EDR procedures should be dealt with in a separate proceeding.

BELLSOUTH: Inclusion of EDRis unnecessary and Inappropriate." Current Commission
standards are already sufficient.

MClm: MCim did not address this issue in its Brief

NEW ENTRANTS: New Entrants took the same position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF: The Commission should not require the inclusion of a provision requiring
EDR in the Standard Offering. BellSouth's proposed language is adequate if the language
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referring to the reservation of the right to seek judicial review is removed. The parties may
agree to use some form of EDR, however.

SPRINT: Sprint was generally agreeable to the New Entrants' position.

VERIZON: Disputes should be handled through normal dispute resolution procedures as
Identified within the interconnection agreements.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

In CLP witness Glllan's direct testimony, he proposed that the parties develop an
expedited dispute resolution procedure outside of the Standard Offering negotiations and
reference It in the Standard Offering to handle disputes arising over collocation. In his
rebuttal testimony, he advocated that the Commission establish alternative dispute
resolution procedures. BellSouth instead proposed that the Commission hear the disputes
with each party reserving its right to seek judicial review of the Commission's decision.
Verizon recommended that any dispute be handled by the dispute resolution mechanism
set out in the interconnection agreement. The Public Staff opposed the mandatory
inclusion of a provision requiring EDR. It endorsed BellSouth's proposed language as
adequate if the language referring to the right to seek judicial review is removed.

As an initial matter, the Commission notes that a collocation arrangement may exist
prior to an interconnection agreement. Consequently, Verizon's proposal that the dispute
resolution mechanism provided in the interconnection agreement should be used to
resolve collocation disputes Is inadequate. Moreover, the Commission has considered the
issue of expedited or alternative dispute resolution previously in the context of arbitration.
Although we have not rejected the idea of mandatory EDR per we have declined to
mandate that the parties resolve disputes through private adjudication and forego the right
to seek Commission review of an issue due to lack of record explaining and supporting the
process. Accordingly, we will not at this time require the inclusion of a provision requiring
alternative or expedited dispute resolution in the Standard Offering. BellSouth's proposed
language is adequate if the language referring to the reservation of the right to seek
judicial review is removed. It is unclear why such language preserving appeal rights is
necessary, when the law already provides such appeal rights. Finally, the Parties are
encouraged to mutually agree to use some form of alternative dispute resolution. The
Standard Offering should be modified to reflect these conclusions.

In addition, it should be emphasized that in Issue No. 1 it was stated that the
Commission would not arbitrate as to the terms which deviate from the Standard Offering.
This remains true. The disputes which the Commission might entertain with respect to
collocation generally will relate to compliance with the Standard Offering or mutually
agreed-upon amendments thereto.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the Inclusion of a provision requiring alternative or
expedited dispute resolution in the Standard Offering not be required, but that the Parties
are strongly encouraged to agree to use some form of alternative dispute resolution.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 59

ISSUE 61: Is it appropriate to Include adjacent off-site collocation terms and conditions
In the Standard Offering?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: Yes. AT&T stated that ILECs should provide both adjacent (on-slte) collocation
and off-site arrangements when space legitimately exhausts within an ILECs premises,
subject to technical feasibility. Off-site arrangements include CLP-owned or leased
structures in proximity (i.e., generally within a city block) to the ILEC central office. The
ILEC should perform cabling from the ILECs premises to the CLP's facilities, prices would
be at LINE costs, and ILECs would not be required to provide power to the off-site
arrangement. The Texas PUG recognized that if space for physical collocation is
legitimatelyexhausted, the ILEC must offerboth adjacent on-site collocation and adjacent
off-site arrangements. A collocation method mandated by a state commission is
presumptively technically feasible for any other ILEC. Without the requirement to include
off-site arrangements, CLPs would be precluded from providing competitive services where
physical collocation is not possible at the central ofHce or in an adjacent facility. State
commissions have the flexibility to respond to specific issues by imposing additional
requirements.

BELLSOUTH; No. It is not appropriate to include terms and conditions for off-site
adjacent collocation in the Standard Offering because such "off-site" collocation is neither
required nor permitted by the FCC. BellSouth should not be required to.provide adjacent
collocation in locations that are not on its premises.

MCIM: MClm took the same position as AT&T.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants took the $ame position as AT&T.

PUBLIC STAFF; The Public Staff stated that it agrees with the ILECs that they are not
required to provide collocation arrangements for off-site collocation. While the FCC does
mandate adjacent collocation in certain circumstances, adjacent collocation differs from
off-site collocation. The ILECs are required to interconnect with such facilities. The
Commission should decline to go beyond the requirements of the FCC and the Act and set
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terms and conditions for off-site collocation at this time. However, the Commission could
revisit this issue if a party can demonstrate there is a significant need for off-site
collocation.

SPl^INT: Sprint stated that this issue has been resolved between Sprint and the New
Entrants by adoption of the following language as Section 3.6.6 of the Standard Offering:

CLP off-site Equipment Arrangement: The CLP shall have the responsibility
for the provisioning of all aspects of collocation in their off-site arrangement.
The ILEC and the CLP shall have mutual responsibility for the provisioning
of interconnection facilities between the ILEC's premises and the CLP's
off-site arrangement subject to the terms and conditions of the
interconnection agreement between the two parties.

Sprint accepted this resolution of this issue contingent upon inclusion of this provision in
the Standard Offering made applicable to all parties. .

VERIZON: No. Verizon stated that off-site arrangements are not collocation and should
be handled within an interconnection agreement or through a sub-loop unbundling
contract.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom took the same position as AT&T.

DISCUSSION

CLP witness Glllan testified that adjacent collocation Is one of the required forms
of collocation and, as such, the terms and conditions concerning adjacent collocation
should be included in the Standard Offering. According to his testimony, when space is
legitimately exhausted within an ILEC's premises, ILECs should provide both adjacent
(dn-site, I.e., under the control of an ILEC) collocation and off-site arrangements. He
elaborated that ofF-site arrangements include CLP-owned or leased structures within a city
block of the ILEC central office. He stated that the ILEC should perform cabling from the
ILEC's premises to the CLP's premises, while the CLPs were willing to agree that the
facilities provided by the ILEC would be subject to LINE pricing considerations and that
ILECs would not be required to provide power to the off-site arrangement. In response to
an ILEC .contention that off-site arrangements constitute interconnection rather than
collocation, he argued that the need for off-site arrangements may occur only if space
within a central ofTice is legitimately exhausted and there is no adjacent collocation space
available. This situation may occur with respect to those central offices that are most In
demand for collocation and without an off-site arrangement CLPs could not provide some
services. He believed that an interconnection arrangement would be "besides the point"
if the absence of an off-site arrangement foreclosed competition in areas served by wire
centers that are most attractive to new entrants.
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As authority for this request, witness Gillan cited two Texas Public Utility
Commission Orders which required an ILEC to provide off-site collocation arrangements
as a condition to obtain a recommendation of Section 271 authority. He aiso noted that
the FCC's rule on adjacent collocation, 47 C.F.R. 51.323(k)(3), does not expressly limit its
terms to on-site arrangements, in addition, he cited Paragraph 558 of the Locai
Competition Order, which allows states to impose additional collocation requirements.
Finally, he quoted 47 C.F.R. 51.321(c), which provides that a presumption exists of
technical feasibility ifan ILEC has deployed a certain collocation arrangement in another
ILEC's premises.

Bellsouth witness Hendrix stated that the FCC limited adjacent collocation to those
premises in which the ILEC has an ownership interest and excluded land and buildings in
which the ILEC has no ownership interest. Therefore, in his opinion, it is not appropriate
to include terms and conditions for off-site adjacent collocation in the Standard Offering
because such so-called "off-site" collocation is neither required nor permitted by the FCC
and Bellsouth should not be required to provide adjacent collocation In locations that are
not on its premises. He cited Paragraph 42 of the Advanced Services Order, wherein the
FCC stated that Section 251 (c)(6) requires physical coilpcation at the premises of the local
exchange carrier encompassing land owned, leased, or controlled by an ILEC as well as
any ILEC network structure on such land.

Verizon witness Ries aiso testified that it was not appropriate to include adjacent
off-site collocation terms and conditions in the Standard Offering. He stated that' terms and
conditions for off-site arrangements should be handled as a sub-loop unbundling request
and such arrangements do not constitute collocation at the ILEC's "premises" as required
by the TA96 and as confirmed by the FCC.

Sprint witness Hunsucker testified at the hearing that the ILECs.should not be
required to provide off-site arrangements. As noted above, following the hearing Sprint
and the New Entrants resolved this issue by adoption of the following language as
Section 3.8.6 of the Standard Offering:

CLP Off-site Equipment Arrangement: The CLP shall have sole
responsibility for the provisioning of all aspects of collocation in their off-site
arrangement. The ILEC and the CLP shall have mutual responsibility for the
provisioning of interconnection facilities between the ILEC's premises and
the CLP's off-site arrangement subject to the terms and conditions of the
interconnection agreement between the two parties.

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff agreed with the ILECs that they are not
required to provide collocation arrangements for off-site collocation. The Public Staff
stated that while the FCC mandates adjacent collocation in certain circumstances, adjacent
collocation differs from off-site collocation and ILECs are required to interconnect with
such facilities. The Public Staff recommended that the Commission should decline to go
beyond the FCC and the Act and set terms and conditions for off-site collocation at this
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, time and noted that the Commission may revisitthis issue if a party can demonstrate there
^ is a significant need for off-site collocatibn.

The Commission finds it appropriate to decline to set the terms and condition for
off-site arrangements for inclusion in the Standard Offering at this time. While the FCC
does mandate adjacent collocation in certain circumstances, the FCC has not directly
addressed off-site arrangements interms ofcollocation and il ls not clear what obligations,
If any, ILECs have with regard to collocation on premises not owned or controlled by
ILECs. Further, as a practical matter, there is no evidence which clearly demonstrates that
a need currently exists for collocation on premises not owried or controlled by ILECs.
However, ifa party can demonstrate a significant need.for an off-site arrangement, the
Commission maybe willing to revisit this issue pursuant to FCC requirements as they then
exist.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that it should decline to set terms and conditions for
off-site arrangements for inclusion in the Standard Offering at this time. However, if a
party can demonstrate a significant need for an off-site arrangement, the Commission may
be willing to revisit this issue pursuant to FCCsrequirements as they then exist.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 60
' t

I

ISSUE 69: Should BeilSouth be required to provision caged collocation space (including
^ provision of the cage itself) within 90 days and virtual and cageless collocation within

60 days?

ISSUE 74: is if appropriate for BeilSouth to exclude permit time from its physicai caged
collocation interval the time required to secure the necessary building licenses and
permits?

ISSUE 82 (Sprint 8): Should an ILEC be able to exclude from its collocation provisioning
interval the time that is required to secure building licenses and permits?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not address this issue in Its Brief.

AT&T: BeilSouth should be required to provision caged collocation space within
90 calendar days and virtual and .cageless collocation within 60 calendar days of an
application for collocation.

BELLSOUTH: BeilSouth has proposed that it be required to provision caged and cageless
collocation space within 90 calendar days for ordinary conditions and 130 calendar days
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for extraordinary conditions upon receipt from the CLP of a bona fide firm order. BeilSouth
believes that itshould be allowed to exclude permit time from itsphysical caged collocation
interval required to secure the necessary building licenses and permits.

MClm: In its Brief, MClm stated that the issue of intervals in which collocation requests
will be provisioned is a key issue for collocators and ILECs. MClm advocated a
provisioning period of 90 days for caged collocation, commencing with the collocation
application; and a provisioning period of 60 days for cageless and virtual collocation, again
commencing with the application. MClm argued that it is reasonable to expect that
Bellsouth should be required to provision caged collocation space within those periods.

NEW ENTRANTS: The New Entrants filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T "and
WorldCom. Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents the New
Entrants' position on this issue.

PUBLIC STAFF: The appropriate construction and provisioning intervals for caged space,
from receipt of a complete application by the ILEC is 90 calendar days. The appropriate
construction and provisioning intervals for cageless space, from receipt of a complete
application by the ILEC is 75 calendar days. The Public Staff did not address the issue
of permit time.

SPRINT: Sprint was willing to accept the New Entrants' position on this Issue to the extent
that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the
direct testiinony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is included in the Standard Offering, and
the Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

Sprint argued that an ILEC should not be allowed to stop and restart the provisioning clock
based on its submission of permit requests. Sprint believes that it is not appropriate to
exclude permit-processing times from the ILEC's collocation provisioning interval. Sprint
maintained that the ILEC should be required to manage the provisioning of collocation so
the permitting process runs concurrently with other work activitythe ILEC performs in order
to complete the collocation provisioning process as expeditiously as reasonably possible.
Sprint stated that if the ILEC is held accountable for the entire collocation provisioning
Interval, the ILEC will be properly motivated to better manage its work activities and
concurrent processes.

VERIZON: Space preparation for cageless, caged, and virtual collocation should be within
76 business days if the application was forecasted properly and the request is made for
a standard collocation arrangement. A "standard collocation arrangement" means that the
collocation request does not require the ILEC to undertake extraordinary conditioning,
remove asbestos, or other special construction activities to implement the arrangement.
Virtual collocation has the added requirement for the ILEC to install, test, and turn-up CLP
equipment. This should take place within 30 days after the receipt of the equipment.
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WORLDCOM; WorldCom filed a Joint Proposed Order with AT&T and the New Entrants.
Therefore, the position as outlined for AT&T above represents WorldCom's position on this
Issue.

DISCUSSION

Bellsouth noted in its Briefthat one of the major themes Inthe testimony in this case
concerns the provisioning intervals for caged and cageless collocation.. BellSouth noted
that even AT&T witness Gillan for the CLP Coalition conceded that the Commission can
lengthen the "default' intervalsadopted by the FCCforcollocation provisioning. BellSouth
noted that the FCC stated in Paragraph 29 of its Order on Reconsideration:

We recognize, however, that a state may establish different
provisioning intervals, either shorter or longer than the national
default standard, based on the facts before that state, which
may differ from our record here.

BellSouth argued that its witness Milner provided ample justification for the
provisioning Intervals recommended by BellSouth based upon BellSouth's real world
experience in North Carolina and elsewhere in its region.

BellSouth maintained that two compelling facts were elicited in connection with the
testimony concerning provisioning intervals. First, BellSouth noted, no CLP showed that
BellSouth was missing current provisioning intervals it had promised to the,CLP through
individual interconnection agreements. Second, BellSouth commented, even when
BellSouth has provisioned collocation space in a good faith, timely manner, the CLPs have
not used a significant amount of that space to begin offering competitive services.
BellSouth noted that witness Mllner's undisputed testimony was that, as of
September 2000, almost 38% of the CLPs' physical collocatlon arrangements In North
Carolina did not have service working on their collocated equipment/facilities. BellSouth
argued that far from being presented with a record showing that local competition is being
harmed by BellSouth's delay in provisioning collocatlon requests, the Commission is
presented with a record that shows that many CLPs are in a "hurry up and wait" mode -
they "hurry up" BellSouth to provision their space and then wait until it suits them to begin
offering competitive services through that space.

BellSouth stated that in its Advanced Services Order, the FCC declined to adopt
provisioning intervals within which ILECs would have to provide collocatlon. BellSouth
maintained that the FCC encouraged state commissions to ensure the ILECs were given
specific time Intervals within which to respond to collocation requests. BellSouth also
specified that the FCC stated in its Order on Reconsideration that it

should adopt national standards for physical collocation
provisioning that will apply when the state does not set its own
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standards or ifthe requesting carrier and incumbent LEG have
not mutually agreed to alternative standards. A state could set
its own standards by statute, through an existing or future
rulemaking order, by enforcing a state tariff, or by applying the
precedent of a state arbitration decision.

Bellsouth noted that \Mth respect to provisioning physical collocation arrangements,
the FCC concluded that an ILEC should be able to complete any technically feasible
physical collocation'arrangement, vi/hether caged or cageless, no later than 90 calendar
days after receiving an acceptable collocation application. BellSouth stated that the FCC
recognized that its 90-day calendar interval was "somewhat tighter than those that certain
State commissions have set for caged physical collocation." Infact, BellSouth maintained,
the FCC recognized that the NewYork Public Service Commission, for example, required
Bell Atlantic in New York to provide caged and cageless collocation within 76 business
days (roughly 105 calendar days) and virtual collocation within 105 business days (roughly
147 calendar days) of receiving a collocation request. BellSouth noted that this interval
can be extended by 60 days whenever a CLP does not provide a specific collocation
forecast within 90 days prior to the CLP submitting its application.

BellSouth maintained that consistent with the FCC's view as expressed in its Order
on Reconsideration, the Commission should engage in a "balancing of competing
considerations" when if addresses these two provisioning intervals. BellSouth
recommended that the Commission recognize the potential benefits from timely
deployment by CLPs of advanced services and other telecommunications services that will
compete with ILEC offerings. On the other hand, BellSouth:proposed that the Commission
ensure that any provisioning intervals it adopts are grounded in reality and recognize that
ILECs are not in total control of the processes that result in a completed physical
collocation arrangement. BellSouth proposed that the Commission establish provisioning
intervals for North Carolina based on the record developed in this state which would be
consistent iMth the FCC's Order on Reconsideration. BellSouth noted that the FCC stated

in its Order on Reconsideration that a state commission may establish different
provisioning intervals, either shorter or longer than the national default standards, based
on the facts before that state which may differ from the record before the FCC.

BellSouth argued that an ordinary condition would exist when the space within an
ILEC's premises has sufficient telecommunications infrastructure to house the
telecommunications equipment the CLP intends to place and preparation of collocation
space under these conditions does not involve any environmental work, shipping intervals,
removal of equipment, or other conditions outside an ILEC's control that negatively impact
the provisioning interval. BellSouth maintained that infrastructure systems Include floors
capable of supporting equipment loads, heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems,
and electrical systems. BellSouth noted that if an ILEC encounters any conditions not
expressly provided for in its definition that it considers to be an extraordinary condition, in
the absence of agreement between the parties, BellSouth proposed that the ILEC be
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allowed to petition the Commission for any extension of the provisioning interval to
130 calendar days.

Bellsouth noted that its witness Milner testified that there are three criticarphases
that Bellsouth mustcomplete to provide space for collocation in North Carolina: (1) design;
(2) building construction; and (3) telecommunications powerand infrastructure completion.
Bellsouth argued that it cannot commence any building construction activities until
necessary North Carolina building permits have been obtained. BeilSouth stated that
witness Milner strongly disagreed with the CLPs* suggestion that provisioning Intervals
couldbe shortened byrequiring ILECs to "pre-condition" collocation space, first because
such a practiceunfairly puts financial risk on an ILEC by having to prepare space in case
a CLP may at some point in the future want to use that space and second because Itwould
be impossible to execute effectively. BeilSouth stated that witness Milner maintained that
no ILEC could reasonably possess all of the needed information and would sometimes
guess wrong and the result would be that the ILEC would make expenditures for
collocation that would never be recovered. BeilSouth recommended that the Commission
find that it Is not reasonable to require ILECs to precondition collocation space.

BeilSouth further noted that witness Milner testified that another factor controlling
overall provisioning intervals is the time required for ILECs to obtain building permits.
BeilSouth argued that the interyal for obtaining required building permits is in most cases
out ofan ILEC's control and that BeilSouth has experienced permitting intervals that range
from 15 days to 60 days. BeilSouth maintained that witness Milner testified that exclusion
of permit time from the provisioning interval by the Commission would not encourage
BeilSouth to beless diligent in managing the permitting process.

BeilSouth recommended that the Commission find that the permit interval should
be excluded from provisioning Intervals because the permit interval Is in the critical path
for provisioning collocation space, yet is not under the ILECs control. Further, BeilSouth
proposed that the Commission conclude that the appropriate construction and provisioning
intervals forcaged and cageless collocation space in North Carolina are 90 calendar days
for ordinary conditions and 130 days for extraordinary conditions from receipt of a bona
fide firm order.

BeilSouth witness Hendrix stated on cross-examination that BellSouth's proposed
^Interval is longer than what the FCC has established in its Order but argued that BeilSouth
is wanting to do what is appropriate for this state. Witness Hendrix testified that.. the
FCC strongly urged [was for] the states to look at the issues for their states and make
some judgement as to what is appropriate."

Further on cross-examination, witness Hendrix agreed that BellSouth's
Interconnection Agreement with ITC^DeltaCom presented as New Entrants
Cross-Examination Exhibit 8 stated that a request for cageless physical collocation will be
made available within 30 days after receipt by BeilSouth of a complete and accurate bona
fide firm order. However, witness Hendrix stated, he does not believe BeilSouth would
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have entered voluntarily into this agreement and believes that it may be the result of an
arbitration order in one of the BellSouth states. Witness Hendrix stated that inserting this
language would not be something that BellSouth would have just done without being
obligated to do so by a state commission order.

Addressing permits, BellSouth witness Milner agreed on cross-examination that of
28 collocations at the BellSouth Morgan Street central office, only three permits were
required. When asked whether he was familiar with the City of Raleigh's express
permitting where you can make an appointment and get a permit issued within two days
after the review of the filing, witness Milner stated that he was not aware of that and that
he personally does not submit requests for permits.

In addressing the MClm/BellSouth arbitration issue concerning provisioning
intervals deferred to this docket, the CLPs rioted in their Joint Proposed Order that
BellSouth is advocating 90 calendar days for physical collocation and not to exceed
60 days for virtual collocation, commencing in either instance from the firm order. The
CLPs argued that cageless collocation, by definition, should be easier to provision than
caged collocation and that BellSouth has given no justification as to why cageless
collocation cannot be accomplished in less than 90 days. The CLPs maintained! that
cageless and virtual collocation are set up physically the same way and, thus, any time
frame in which cageless collocation can be provisioned is also appropriate for virtual
collocation. The CLPs argued that because certain considerations related to space
availability and configuration, as well as not having to construct a cage, are different for
cageless and virtual collocation than forcaged collocation, cageless and virtual collocation
should be subject to a shorter interval. The CLPs maintained that given these points and
the FCC's Collocation Reconsideration Order, MClm, like the New Entrants, advocates:
(1) a provisioning period of90 days for caged collocation, commencing with the collocation
application; and (2) a provisioning period of60 days for cageless and virtual collocation,
also commencing with the application.

The CLPs noted that the FCC's Collocation Reconsideration Order, consistently
with paragraph 55 of the FCC's Advanced Services Order, sets a national maximum
standard, to the extent a slate commission does not otherwise set its own deadlines, of
10 calendar days foran ILEC to accept or deny a collocation application. The CLPs also
commented that the FCC set default national standards of 90 days from the initial
application for both cageless and caged collocation.

•V

The CLPsfurther maintained that although the FCC established a default national
standard for collocation provisioning intervals, the FCC also determined that state
commissions have authority to establish these provisioning intervals. The CLPs noted that
the Commission has the authority to establish maximum collocation provisioning intervals
for North Carolina that are different from the 90-day default national interval established
by the FCC. ,
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The CLPs argued that the ILECs have presented no persuasive evidence in this
proceeding that should prompt the Commission to enlarge the 90-caIendar day standard
set by the FCC. The CLPs maintained that while the ILECs set forth their positions
requesting several more weeks for collocation, they provided no specific evidence as to
whytheycannot meet the FCC's default national "standard in North Carolina. Infact, the
CLPs noted, several other states have set shorter Iritervals thereby demonstrating the
feasibility and reasonableness of provisioning intervals of 90 days or less. The CLPs
specifically noted that the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission established
rules which require ILECs to complete construction of and deliver collocation space and
related facilities within 45 calendar days after the CLP's acceptance of the written quote
and payment of one-half of the nonrecurring charges. The CLPs also commented that
Qwest has voluntarily agreed to a 45-day provisioning interval for cageless collocation
provided a forecast has been given by the CLP, thereby proving that relatively short
provisioning intervals are practical.

The CLPs noted that they presented evidence that the ILEC performance in
provisioning collocation space in North Carolina has often been slow. The CLPs also
argued that they have demonstrated that physical collocation is a relatively routine activity
and that the CLPs estimate that the on-site work by ILECs takes three to four days for
caged collocation space.

The CLPs further commented that New Entrants witness Wagoner provided a
demonstration during the hearing using typical CLP equipment and a standard rack that
underscored the routine nature of collocation tasks. The CLPs maintained that the
demonstration showed that many collocation engineering and installation tasks are
simplified through the common CLP practice of preinstalling CLP equipment In standard
rack sizes. The CLPs noted that BellSouth and Verizon provided no convincing evidence
as to why collocation provisioning intervals should not be standardized and shortened so
that carriers can plan their market entry and order these arrangements without
experiencing the unnecessaiy delay and costs inherent in the currentiLEC approach
which presumes that collocation must be a highly customized offering justifying lengthy
provisioning intervals.

The CLPs noted that BellSouth's most recent position is that the collocation
provisioning intervals should be no greater than 90 calendar days for caged and cageless
collocation under "ordinary conditions, and 130 calendar days under all other conditions.
The CLPs maintained that BellSouth proposed that ordinary conditions exist when the
ILEC premises have sufficient telecommunications Infrastructure and the collocation space
does not involve any environmental work, shipping intervals, or other conditions outside
of BellSouth's control that may negatively impact the provisioning interval. Also, the CLPs
noted, BellSouth claimed that obtaining local building permits can take 15 to 60 days and
Is the "critical path" for provisioning collocation space because BellSouth cannot
commenceany building construction activities until the permits have been obtained. The
CLPs stated that BellSouth concluded that because the permit interval is outside of its
control, the permit interval should be excluded from its proposed provisioning intervals.
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The CLPs noted that BellSouth's unsupported assertion that 60 days is routinely required
for local permits in Raleigh, Charlotte, and other areas in North Carolina was proven
incorrect by the CLPs at the hearing. The CLPs noted,that they presented evidence that
[ocat permits are rarely, if ever, required for collocation. The CLPs noted that they
demonstrated that at BellSouth's central office on Morgan Street In Raleigh, BellSouth
produced only three permits for 28 coilocations and that it is not clear that any of those
permits relate directly to those coilocations. Further, the CLPs maintained, the evidence
reveals that even if permits were required under some extraordinary circumstances, the
required permits can be obtained in eight days as opposed to the 60 days alleged by
BellSouth. The CLPs also noted that Verizon and Sprint both agreed with the CLPs that
local permitting Isgenerally not requiredfor collocation. Based on the foregoing, the CLPs
recommended that the Commission conclude that the need to obtain local permits, if any,
does not justify extending the FCC's default provisioning intervals.

The CLPs further commented that BellSouth and Verizon both contended that
provisioning intervals for cageless collocation should be the same as for caged collocation.
The CLPs noted that they advocated that while90 days from the application is reasonable
for caged collocation, 60 days is more appropriate for cageless collocation. The. CLPs
noted that they presented evidence that cageless collocation takes less time because the
cage does not have to be installed and grounded, and the CLP is responsible for cabling
and equipment installation. The CLPs argued that since cageless collocation involves less
work by the ILEC, the provisioning interval for cageless collocation should be shorter. The
CLPs noted that other states have imposed shorter intervals and that BellSouth has
contracted with ITC^DeltaCom to provide a 30-day Interval for cageless collocation. The
CLPs recommended that based on the evidence presented, the Commission conclude that
the provisioning interval for cageless collocation In North Carolina should be 60 days from
the collocation application date.

In conclusion, the CLPs recommended that the Commission find that the maximum
provisioning intervals should begin at the time that the ILEC receives a collocation
application and that coltocation space must be ready for CLP occupancy by the expiration
of the interval. The CLPs proposed that the Commission adopt the following provisioning
Intervals for insertion in the Standard Offering:

Caged collocation 90 calendar days
Cageless collocation 60 calendar days

The CLPs maintained that MClm's proposal of 90 calendar days from the
application to provision caged collocatlon, and 60 calendar days from the application to
provision cageless and virtual collocation, is consistent with these intervals. The CLPs
further argued that MClm's proposed contract language with regard to the response to an
application, including a firm price quote, is also consistent with these intervals. The CLPs
maintained that the intervals for provisioning caged and cageless collocation should
assume that the CLP will respond within seven days of receiving a firm price qupte; if the
CLP does not respond within the seven days, any additional days used by the CLP to
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respond to a firm price quote should be added to the total provisioning interval (i.e., Ifthe
CLP takes 10 days to respond to the firm price quote, then the overall provisioning interval
should be 90 days plus an additional 3 days (10 days - 7 days) or 93 days).

CLP Coalition witness Gillan stated in rebuttal testimony that he chose to address
the issue of provisioning intervals separately from the other issues since intervals are a
very important competitive dimension of collocation and addressing the issue separately
would give the Issue the prominence it deserves. Witness Gillan also observed that the
FCC 'has now set national maximum intervals that should be reflected in the Standard
Offering wherever the Interval in the Standard Offering would otherwise exceed the
national maximum.

Concerning cageiess collocation, witness Gillan maintained that cageless
collocation should be subject to a shorter interval because it should be no more
complicated to provide than making available space for the ILECs" own equipment.
Witness Gillan noted that the Georgia Public Service Commission recognized that it is
practical to have a significantly shorter interval for cageless collocation when compared
with caged collocation.

During cross-examination, witness Gillan stated that the CLPs' primary
recommendation is to adopt a 90-calendar day provisioning interval for caged collocation
and a eo-calendar day interval for cageless collocation. He explained that the CLPs do
not care about the designation or distinction between active and inactive space
[COMMISSION NOTE: See Issue No. 19] as long as the provisioning intervals are
established at 90 and 60 calendar days. Witness Gillan stated that if BellSouth would
agree to the CLPs' proposed provisioning intervals then the CLPs wouid agree to remove
Section 3.2 concerning active collocation space from the Standard Offering. However,
BellSouth counsel stated that BellSouth cannot agree to remove the Section concerning
active collocation space.

CLP witness Wagoner stated in his summary at the hearing that Mpower, his
employer, has 11 collocation sites in Charlotte in BellSouth central offices. Witness
Wagoner stated that Mpower began submitting applications in the January 2000 time
frame and that actual space ready dates for those collocations were at the end of
July 2000, with acceptance in early August 2000. Witness Wagonerstated that Mpower
received a response from BellSouth to its applications on March 22, 2000 and Mpower
submitted its firm order with payment in April 2000. Witness Wagoner noted that the
collocations were notcompleted until August 4, 2000 which was 115 days later. Witness
Wagoner testified that the long time frames forcollocation "definitely hinder ourability to
enter into a new market."

During cross-examination, witness Wagoner agreed that Mpower has an
Interconnection Agreement with BellSouth in which collocation terms and conditions are
set out. Witness Wagoner further stated that he was not aware that Mpower revised its
January 2000 applications for collocation in Charlotte on February 21, 2000. Witness
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Wagoner admitted that under the Interconnection Agreement, BeliSouth has 30 business
days to respond to a revised collocation application. He also agreed that if Mpower
revised its application on February 21, 2000, then BellSouth's response on
March 22, 2000 was within the allowed interval. Also, witness Wagoner admitted that
under the Interconnection Agreement, BeliSouth has 120 days from the receipt of a firm
order to provision collocation space. Witness Wagoner agreed that August 4, 2000 (the
date the collocation space was completed) was within the 120 days of the April 10, 2000
firm order dale.

Witness Wagoner did concede on cross-examination that collocation arrangements
can vary from CLP to CLP.

Concerning building permits, witness Wagoner stated on cross-examination that he
does not know what permits BeliSouth would need to Install a cage In Its own space.
Witness Wagoner stated that the only permitting issues he has experienced were with
Sprint in Florida where they were building a brand new building, not constructing in an
existing building.

MClm stated in its Briefthat the Issue of intervals in which collocation requests will
be provisioned is a key issue for collocators and ILECs. MClm noted that BeliSouth
Initially proposed an ICB basis with regard to provisioning but later changed its position
to advocate intervals based on business days. Now, MClm asserted, BeliSouth advocates
90 calendar days for physical collocation and "not to exceed" 60 days for virtual
collocation, commencing in either instance from the firm order. MClm stated that Verizon
seeks to provide physical collocation in 76 business days, commencing upon the
application (i.e., about 107 calendar days from the application, if there are no holidays),
MCIrn noted that Sprint requests 90 days and 60 days, respectively, for provisioning caged
and cageless collocation, commencing with the firm order, and applicable to conditioned
space only (which amounts to 112 calendar days from the application).

MClm stated that initially it advocated a provisioning period of 45 days for cageless,
as well as for virtual collocation, with a provisioning interval of 90 days for caged
collocation. MClm maintained that these periods were to have commenced from the date
BeliSouth would receive the firm price order. MClm stated that in the wake of the Order
on Reconsideration, MClm advocates for the purposes of this proceeding a provisioning
period of 90 days for caged collocation, commencing wjth the collocation application and
a provisioning period of 60 days for cageless and virtual collocation, again commencing
with the application. MClm noted that its proposed intervals are approximately equivalent
to 15 days for a firm price quote, followed upon acceptance by a 45-day provisioning
period for cageless or virtual collocation, which was MClm's Initial proposal.

MClm noted that under the FCC's Order on. Reconsideration, the ILEC should
complete any technically feasible physical collocation arrangement, whether caged or
cageless, no later than 90 calendar days after receiving a collocation application, where
space, whether conditioned or unconditioned, Is available in the ILEC's premises and the
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/ state commission does not set a different interval or the ILEC and the requesting carrier
have agreed to a different IntervaL MCIm contended that the FCC's 90-day interval is a
maximum standard that the FCC presumes ILECsare capable of meeting. Further, I^Clm
pointed out, the FCC specifically noted that states have the authority to establish
collocation provisioning intervals that are different from the national standard established
by the FCC.

MCIm explained that cageless and virtual collocation are set upphysically the same
way. MCIm noted that the main difference between the two is that, with a physical
(cageless) arrangement, tape is placed on the floor around a coilocator's equipment to
identify it, and the coilQcator itselfis allowed access to the equipment; whereas, In a virtual
arrangement the ILEC maintains the CLP's equipment. Therefore, MCIm contended, any
timeframe inwhichcageless collocation can be provisioned Is also appropriate for virtual
collocation.

MCIm noted that Alabama requires cageless collocation to be provisioned In
60 calendar days of "a request for cageless collocation." Consequently, MCIm maintained,
the intervalfor cageless collocation should be 60 days, commencing with the application.

The New Entrants stated it their Brief that collocation is a routine activity Involving
(a) identification of space, and If necessary, (b) installation of a grounded cage. The New
Entrants argued that in cageless collocation, the ILEC just identifies space to be made
available and provides overhead racking for that space. The New Entrants explained that
for caged collocation, the ILEC may also be requested to installa cage, although overhead
racking need not be installed within the caged area. The New Entrants maintained that
for provisioning of collocation space there are no complex activities, and the process
Involves just a small amountofwork. The New Entrants noted that the FCChas set default
standards of 90 days from the Initial application for both cageless and caged collocation
and encouraged the states to adopt shorter intervals where appropriate.

The New Entrants argued that while 90 days from the application is reasonable for
caged collocation, 60 days is appropriate for cageless collocation. The New Entrants
argued that cageless collocation Involves less work by the ILECs and, therefore, the
provisioning Interval should be shorter.

The New Entrants noted that although the ILECs set forth their positions requesting
several more weeks for collocation, they failed to provide specific evidence as to vi^y they
need additional time in North Carolina. The New Entrants stated that US West has agreed
throughout virtually all of its region to providecageless collocation space within 45 days
afterreceiving a requesting telecommunicationscarrier's deposit when space and power
are available. Further, the New Entrants noted, BellSouth has contracted with
ITC^DeltaCom for a 30-day Interval for cageless collocation.
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The Public Staff noted in its Proposed Order that the FCC's Order on
Reconsideration mandates that an ILEC should complete any technically feasible
collocation arrangement in 90 calendar days after receiving the collocation application. .

Sprint did not provide extended discussion on this issue In its Proposed Order and
all of its comments are reflected under the Positions of Parties - Sprint.

Sprint witness Hunsucker stated in rebuttal testimony that an ILEC should not be
allowed to stop and restart the provisioning clock based on Its submission of permit
requests. Witness Hunsucker maintained that ILECs should be held accountable for the
time required to complete all of the necessary tasks related to the provisioning of physical
collocation which includes the time required to obtain necessary building permits. Witness
Hunsucker argued that Sprint believes that it is not appropriate to exclude
permit-processing times from the ILEC's collocation provisioning Interval and that the ILEC
should be required to manage the provisioning of collocation so that the permitting runs
concurrently with other work activitythe ILEC performs in order to complete the collocation
provisioning process.

Witness Hunsucker noted that while an ILEC does not have specific control over
the actions of permitting officials, it does have complete control over the extent to which
it compresses its provisioning processes so that work activities run as concurrently as
possible. Further, witness Hunsucker testified that BellSouth asserts Its lack of control,
but that it possesses substantially more control over the situation than the CLP, who is
entirely dependent on the ILEC to provision physical collocation arrangements in a timely
manner.

Witness Hunsucker noted that the Louisiana Public Service Commission ordered
that BellSouth should not be allowed to exclude permit time from the collocation
arrangement time.

On cross-examination, witness Hunsucker agreed that Sprint is not required in many
cases to get building permits for collocation.

Inanswering a question from the Commission, witness Hunsucker stated that Sprint
does not believe that the Commission should automaticallyextend the provisioning Interval

•for permits since ILECs are not required to get building permits in a lot of situations to do
collocation. Witness Hunsucker explained that in those instances where permits are
required, the ILEC can do a lot concurrently with a lot of the collocation work that the ILEC
is required to do; Witness Hunsucker stated that in his opinion, permit time is not a
hindrance to the time frames.

Verizon maintained in its Brief that determining the time required to provision
collocation space Is a continual challenge and that national demand for collocation has
doubled each year for the past few years and shows no sign of abating. Verizon stated
that it proposes a forecasting process that would define standard parameters for
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collocation arrangements and would help assure that collocation space will be provided
in a timely manner, assuming the collocation requests align with the CLPs' forecasts.
Verizon proposed that CLPs would submit semiannual forecast for future requirements on
a rolling two-year period so Verizon and its vendors can proactively identify any spatial
problems. Verizon maintained that if it augments it workforce based on these forecasts
and after discussions with the CLPs, the CLP should be held accountable for the accuracy
of their forecasts.

For unforecasted collocation applications, Verizon proposed that they may cause
provisioning delays, but theyshould not exceed 60 calendardays. Verizon recommended
that for forecasts received less that two months prior to the application date, the interval
may be postponed as follows:

Forecast Received Interval Start Date Commences
No Forecast 2 months after application date
Forecast received 1 month prior to app. date 2 months after application date
Forecast received 2 months prior to app. date 1 month after application date

Verizon maintained that each application requires a site visit and a complete review
ofall forecasted growth requirements as well as pending activity. Verizon noted that given
these tasks, Verizon's proposal to respond to a collocation request within eight business
days is very reasonable. Verizon stated that its response will include a schedule
describing Verizon's ability to meet the collocation request and also include a space
assessment and a price quote. Verizon maintained that if the application Is deficient,
Verizon will ask the CLP for additional information within the eight-day response period.
Verizon also proposed that if the CLP applies for space that was previously forecasted,
Verizon will provision the collocation space within 76 business days, as opposed to the
New Entrants' proposal of 90 calendar days. Verizon stated that although the FCC has
recently prescribed that the default measurement should be 90 calendar days from the
application date ifa state has not established provisioning intervals, as the CLPs admitted
at the hearing, "when it comes to intervals,... the FCC decision Is not a minimum. In
other words, states could make the intervals shorten they could make the intervals longer."

Verizon asserted that its proposed 76-business day interval is a measurement that
the FCC has supported on a statewide basis for Verizon unless the New York Public
Service Commission chooses to adopt a different interval - which it has not. Verizon
argued that the biggest constraint on provisioning collocation space is the time it takes to
order and receive material from manufacturers and for vendors to complete installation
work. Verizon maintained that given the sharp increase in collocation requests and the
resultingdifficulty forsuppliers and contractors to.meet demand timely, a 45 calendar day
schedule has become typical just for the engineering, ordering, and receiving of cabling
materials necessary for a collocation request. Verizon stated that, in fact, according to its
equipment vendor, current projects requiring Iron work used for overhead superstructure
and cable racking can have lead times of 63 to 84 calendar days to receive miaterial.
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Verizon concluded that its proposed 76-busjness day interval for standard collocation
arrangements is reasonable and should be adopted.

Verizonargued that the CLPs' proposed 60-calendar day provisioning interval for
cageless collocation is unrealistic. Verizon maintained that space assessments and
engineering are required for cageless collocation, just as they are for caged arrangements.
Verizon asserted that the only difference between cageless and caged collocation is the
construction of the cage and that is neither a critical path item nor a particularly lengthy
undertaking. Verizon noted that New Entrants witness Wagoner acknowledged that
intervals are determined by considerations that apply equally to caged and cageless
arrangements and that vendor delays in processing and shipping material to the ILEC, as
well as the availability of contractors to provision the request, can further extend the
interval process. Verizon commented that the Florida Public Service Commission
acknowledged this basic similarity and required one construction and provisioning interval
for all physical collocation.

Verizon maintained that virtual collocation is distinguished from physical collocation
(caged or cageless) because the CLP equipment is not segregated from the ILEC's
equipment. Therefore, Verizon argued, the time interval for providing virtual collocation
(30 days) should be tied to receipt of the equipment, which is typically under the CLP's
control.

Verizon stated in its Proposed Order that for Standard Arrangements where the
request was properly forecasted six months prior to the application date, the ILEC should
provision the caged space and turn over the multiplexing node to the CLP within
76 business days from receipt of the CLP application and associated fee. Verizon
maintained that a standard arrangement means that the collocation request does not
require the ILEC to conduct extraordinary conditioning, remove asbestos, or undertake
special construction activities in order to implement the arrangement. Verizon argued that
the provisioning intervals for these more complex projects will likely fall outside the normal
interval and are negotiated on an individual case basis. Verizon stated that the ILEC will
use its best efforts to minimize the time required to condition collocation space and will
inform the CLP of the time estimates as soon as possible.

Verizon commented that the biggest constraint on determining the appropriate
provisioning interval is external - the time it takes to order and receive material from
manufactures and for vendors to complete installation work. Verizon maintained that it has
been standard to experience a 45-calendar day window just for the engineering, ordering,
and receiving of cabling materials required for a collocation request. Verizon noted that
Ithas been informed by its equipment vendor that current projects that require iron work,
which is used In overhead superstructure and cable racking, can have lead times of 63 to
84 calendar days to receive material. Verizon stated that as for contractors, ILECs
compete with other telecommunications carriers, including the same CLPs, to obtain these
services. Verizon noted that during a recent three month period, vendors turned down
150 collocation contracts that Verizon put out for bid in Pennsylvania. Verizon stated that
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the 76-busin0Ss day window proposed by Verizon is the interval that has been approved
by the New York State Commission and despite the unrelenting pace of collocation orders,
Verizon has been able to meet those intervals with an average of 95% on-time
performance and better in New York.

Verizon stated that the construction and provisioning intervals for cageless
collocation should be the same as caged coliocatlon because the tasks required to
prepare the space are not significantlydifferent. Verizon maintained that the requirements
shown under the caged provisioning for the CLP to submit forecasts and meet critical
interval dates would apply for cageless collocation as well. Verizon proposed that the
appropriate interval for construction and provisioning of cageless space is 76 business
days if the application is for a standard arrangement that was properly forecasted and
other requests should be negotiated.

The Commission will address (1) the provisioning issue (Issue No. 69} and (2) the
issueof building permits (Issue Nos. 74 and 82) separately.

ISSUE 69: The Commission believes that the language in the FCC's Order on
Reconsideration is clear - that the national default interval is 90 calendar days, however,
states are encouraged to set intervals, either Jonoer or shorter, as they see fit. The
Commission notes that BellSouth witness Hendrix implied on cross-examination, that
BellSouth's proposed interval of 127 calendar days is appropriate for North Carolina. The
Commission does not believe that the record of evidence supported either a longer or a
shorter interval than the FCC's national default interval of 90 calendar days.

Addressing BellSouth's arguments, the Commission does not believe that it is relevant that
BellSouth Is not missing current provisioning intervals that It had promised CLPs through
individual interconnection agreements. Those interconnection agreements were
developed through negotiations while this proceeding represents an ongoing generic
process with evidentiary evidence on the issue. Therefore, the Commission does not
believe that there is any relevancy to the fact that BellSouth apparently has been meeting
its current provisioning intervals as outlined in its interconnection agreements.

Second, the Commission does not believe that BellSouth's arguments that many of the
collocation spaces that Ithas provisioned are not being used to offer competitive services
hold any merit. BellSouth noted that as of September 2000, almost 38% of the CLPs'
physical collocation anrangements in North Carolina did not have service working on their
collocated facilities/equipment. The Commission believes that the purpose of this
proceeding is to develop a comprehensive and fair collocation Standard Offering which will
allow CLPs to obtain collocation space. TA96 requires ILECs to provide the collocation
space, period.

In addition, the Commission believes that (here was persuasive evidence that the
provisioning of cageless collocation should require less time than caged collocation.
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Therefore, the Commission finds it appropriate to adopt a 90-calendar day provisioning
interval from the collocation application date for caged collocation and a 60-calendar day
provisioning interval from the collocation application date for cageless collocation.

The Commission also notes that Paragraph 26 of the FCC's Collocation Reconsideration
Order states;

... We believe that the requesting carrier should be able to
inform an incumbent LEG that physical collocation should
proceed within seven calendar days after receiving the
incumbent LEC's price quotation. If the requesting carrier
meets this deadline, the incumbent LEG must comply with the
90 calendar day provisioning interval set forth in paragraph 27,
below, or any alternative interval set by a state commission or
agreed to by the requesting carrier and the Incumbent LEG.
If the requesting carrier fails to meet this deadline, the

provisioninc interval will beoin on the date the reguestinQ
carrier informs the incumbent LEG that physical coltocation

should proceed (i.e., makes clear Its Intent to obtain a

particular collocation arrangement from the incumbents or anv

alternative date set bv a state commission or agreed to bv the

parties. Restarting the collocation interval when the
requesting carrier fails to respond to a price quotation within
seven calendar days will facilitate the incumbent LEC's
collocation provisioning operations and will prevent the
requesting carrier from imposing unnecessary burdens on
those operations to the potential detriment of other requesting
carriers, [emphasis added]

The Gommisslon finds it appropriate to conclude that if a CLP fails to meet the seven
calendar day deadline for a bona fide firm order as outlined in Issue No. 18(m), the overall
provisioning intervals of 90 calendar days for caged collocation and 60 calendar days for
cageless collocation will be extended by the additional days the CLP takes to place a bona
fide firm order. For example, if a CLP takes 10 calendar days to place a bona fide firm
order for caged collocation, then the overall provisioning interval will be extended to
93 calendar days (10 days - 7 days = 3 days + 90 days = 93 calendar days).

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission finds it appropriate to establish a
provisioning interval of 90 calendar days from the collocation application date for caged
collocation and 60 calendar days from the collocation application date for cageless
collocation. The provisioning intervals for caged and cageless collocation will be extended
for any additional time taken by a CLP beyond the seven calendar day interval established
for the CLPs to place a bona fide firm order.
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ISSUE 74 AND ISSUE 82: The Commission notes that BellSouth is advocating that the
time required to obtain building permits be excluded from the provisioning interval.
Further, the Commission notes that both Sprint and Verizon maintained that permits are
not required for collocation.

The Commission also notes the evidence presented that in BeliSouth's Morgan Street
central office, only three building permits were produced for 28 collocations and it was not
clear that any of those permits related directly to those collocations.

The Commission believes that the record of evidence indicates that the need, if any, to
obtain building permits should not extend the collocation provisioning interval, i.e., the time
required to obtain a permit should not be excluded from the provisioning interval.
However, if an intractable timing problem does in fact exist, then an ILEC may seek a
waiver from the Commission upon a showing of extraordinary circumstances.

COMMISSION CONCLUSIONS: The Commission finds it appropriate to generally
allowthe ILECs to exclude time required to obtain building permits from the provisioning
intervals. Thus, the need, if any, to obtain building permits should generally not extend
the collocation provisioning interval. If an Intractable timing problem does in fact exist,
then an ILEC may seek a waiver from the Commission upon a showing of extraordinary
circumstances.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 61

ISSUE 70: Are MClm and other CLPs entitled to use any technically feasible entrance
cable, including copper facilities?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not take a position on this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T supported the position taken by MClm on this issue.

BELLSOUTH: CLPs may elect to place CLP-owned or CLP-leased fiber entrance facilities
into the collocation space but they may not place nonfiber optic cable entrance facilities.
Some copper cables currently enter BellSouth central offices. These older cables are
associated with BeliSouth's loop facilities. Entrance facilities for CLPs, on the other hand,
are a form of interconnection. Ail of BeliSouth's interconnection trunk cables entering
BellSouth central offices are optical fiber facilities. The rules regarding an ILEC's
collocation obligation under the Act established by the FCC In its First Report and Order
clearly state that the ILEC has no obligation to accommodate nonfiber optic entrance
facilities (that is, copper entrance facilities) unless and untii such jnterconnectlcn Is first
ordered by the state commission. This analysis should be done on a case-by-case basis
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by the Commission after the Commission has had an opportunity to review the CLP's need
for copper facilities at a particular premises.

NDAfENTRANTS: The New Entrants supported the position taken by MClm on this issue.

MClm: MClm and the other CLPs are entitled to use any technically feasible entrance
cable, including copper facilities. The FCC allows collocators to use copper cable. A
significant amount of copper cable owned by BellSouth certainly enters the BellSouth
central offices, and BellSouth does not categorically reject its installation. Thus, the issue
is one ofparity; the CLPsmust be able to bring copper cable into the central offices. The
Florida Commission has approved the use of copper entrance cable. The North Carolina
Commission should approve the use of copper cable. IfBellSouth does not believe that
copper cable Is feasible In a given instance, it should file an appropriate waiver petition.

PUBLIC STAFF: There Is no federal law or rule that requires ILECs to allow CLPs to
place copper as an entrance facility. Copper and coaxial cable are limited to adjacent
collocation situations and are otherwise left to the discretion of the state commissions. -

SPRINT: Sprint accepted the position taken on this issue by the CLPs to the extent it is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed withrthe direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, it is Included In the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: Other than for an adjacent collocation arrangement, fiber niust be used for
entrance facilities. Use of other types of entrance facilities would have to be reviewed on
a case-by^se basis.

WORLDCOM: WoridCom supported the position taken by MClm on this issue.

DISCUSSION

Section 5.2 of the Standard Offering describes the CLPs' position concerning the
use of entrance facilities. The corresponding provision In the MClm/BellSouth
Interconnection Agreement is Section 7.21.1.

WorlcjCom witness Bomer testified that MClm is entitled to use any technically
feasible entrance cable, including copper facilities. BellSouth has many copper cables
that enter its central offices. Therefore, as a matter of parity and nondlscrlminatory
treatment, witness Bomer testified that MClm should be allowed to bring copper cable into
the central offices. Copper entrance ducts merely present another factor in considering
what space and facilities are available for collocation. Hence there should be a
presumption that copper entrance facilities should be allowed. IfBellSouth alleges space
exhaustion, it may request the Commission to find that copper should not be placed. If
copper were eliminated as an entrance facility, CLPs would be forced to install more
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expensive fiber optic systems, which would raise everyone's costs, and may cause undue
financial burden on a new entrant. Some start-up CLPs coufd be forced out of business.

CLP witness Gillan stated that CLPs are entitled to use any technically feasible
entrance cable, including copper facilities. Since BeliSouth acknowledges that copper
cables enter ILEC central offices today, that demonstrates technical feasibility. Hence,
there should be a presumption thatcopperentrance facilities are allowed Witness GilJan
further testified; "If BeliSouth alleges space exhaustion, it may request the Commission to
find that copper should not be permitted. Therefore, as a matter of parity and
nondiscriminatory treatment, CLPs should be entitled to bring copper into the central
office."

BeliSouth witness Milnertestified that currently some copper cables enter BeliSouth
central ofRces, but these are older cables associated with BeilSouth's loop facilities, and
all of BeilSouth's interconnection trunk cables entering BeliSouth central offices are optical
fiber facilities. Witness Milner also testified that "the FCC rules regarding an ILEC's
collocation obligation under the Act established by the FCC state that the ILEC should only
accommodate non-fiber optic entrance facilities ifsuch interconnection Is first ordered by
the state commission." Witness Milner asserted that no CLP should be permitted to place
non-fiber optic (copper) entrance facilities in a premises until the state commission has
reviewed the particular circumstances of the premises and the specific needs of the
requesting CLP at that location, and has determined that the CLP's needs override
BeilSouth's and other CLPs' concerns, if any, with entrance space availability in those
premises. Witness Milner further asserted that "going fonvard, our technology choice is
fiber optic cable, so for our - both for our interconnection trunking we use fiber optics as
well as for our loop facilities. In other words, we don't place new copper loops. We use
fiber optic cable out to a midpoint, digital loop carrier equipment, and then copper loop
distribution that goes onto the premises."

Verizon witness Ries testified that a CLP is required to use fiber entrance facilities
unless they are being served through an adjacent on-site collocation arrangement. Any
requests to use other types of entrance facilities would have to be carefully reviewed on
a case-by-case basis to determine technical feasibility and space availability requirements.

in its Proposed Order, the Public Staff took the position that there is no federal law
or rule that requires ILECs to allow CLPs to place copper as an entrance facility.
According to the Public Staff, copper and coaxial cable are limited to adjacent collocation
situations and are otherwise left to the discretion of the state commissions.

47 C.F.R. Section 51.323(d)(3) requires an ILEC providing physical collocation,
virtual collocation, or both, to allow for the interconnection of copper or coaxial cable if
such interconnection is first approved by the state commission.

The matter of whether CLPs are entitled to use any technically feasible entrance
cable, including copper facilities, was previously addressed in conjunction with
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Issue No. 53, as well by the Florida PSC in its Order For Reconsideration. The
Commission beiieves that the CLPs, including MCim, have failed to provide sufficient
evidence that copper cable should generally be allowed other than in an adjacent
collocation situation. The Florida Order For Reconsideration clarifies that the use of
copper entrance facilities only addressed situations where collocation was outside of a
central office, and did not reach the issue of copper cabling in other situations.

As previously stated in conjunctionwith Issue No. 53, the Commission believes that
the unfettered use of copper entrance facilities, as requested by the CLPs, would
accelerate the exhaust of ILEC central office entrance conduit and subduct Central office
entrance facilities should be limited to fiber optic cable unless the ILEC and CLP mutually
agree to placement of copper entrance facilities or the CLP can convince the Commission,
in a complaint proceeding, to authorize such placement at a particular premises on a
case-by-case basis.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the CLPs, including MCim. have failed to provide
sufFident evidence that copper cable should generally be allowed other than in an adjacent
collocation situation. Thus, central office entrance facilities should be limited to fiber optic
cable unless the ILEC and CLP mutually agree to placement of copper entrance facilities
or the CLP can convince the Commission, in a complaint proceeding, to authorize such
placement at a particular premises on a case-by-case basis. The Commission also
requires the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable language for Section 5.2 of the
Standard Offering and Section 7.21.1 of the.MCIm/BeifSouth Interconnection Agreement
to reflect these conclusions.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO. 62

ISSUE 71: Is MCim entitled to verify BellSouth's assertion, when made, that dual entrance
facilities are not available? Should BeilSouth maintain a waiting list for entrance space
and notify MCim when space becomes available?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

ALLTEL: ALLTEL did not take a position on this issue in its Brief.

AT&T: AT&T supported the position taken by MCim on this issue.

BELLSOUTH: The FCC's Rule requires BeilSouth to provide at least two interconnection
points at a premises "at which there are at least two entry points for the incumbent LEC's
cable facilities, and at which space is available for new facilities in at least two of those
ento'points." 47 C.F.R. 51.323(d)(2). The right to tour a premises only applies when an
ILEC "contends space for physical collocation is not available" in a given central office.
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5:--

Bellsouth is not denying physical collocation when it does not have dual entrance facilities
available, BellSoulhshould not be required to incur the time and expense of maintaining
a waiting list simply because dual entrance facilities may not be available.

NEWENTRANTS: The New Entrants supported the position taken by MClm on this issue.

MClm; MClm is not requesting a "formal tour" of the central offices; instead, a limited
inspection of entrance facilities is what is required, and BellSouth has acceded to that
request. MClm has a right to verify, and should be permitted to verify, BellSouth's
assertion that dual entrance facilities are not available. BellSouth should maintain a
waiting list for entrance space and notify MClm when space becomes available.

PUBLICSTAFF: While ILECs are not required to provide central office tours when access
to dual entrance facilities has been denied, the Commission should encourage the parties
to negotiate this issue. At least two entrance facilities are required, if available, when
collocation space is requested by a CLP. If no entrance facility or only one is available,
when coilDcation space is requested, then the requesting CLP will be provided
documentation (central office floor plans, etc.) on what facilities exist. No federal law or
rule requires ILECs to maintain a waiting list for collocation space or entrance facilities.

SPRINT: Sprint accepted the position taken on this issue by the CLPs to the extent it Is
consistent with the terms and conditions of the Standard Offering filed with the direct
testimony of Sprint witness Hunsucker, It is included in the Standard Offering, and the
Standard Offering is made applicable to all parties in its entirety.

VERIZON: A CLP may request supporting documentation from the ILEC when it asserts
that dual entrance facilities cannot be accommodated, but the CLP is not entitled to visit
the central office for such verification. As addressed under Issue No. 54, requests for dual
entry should be handled by the ILEC on an individual case basis. The ILEC should not be
required to maintain a waiting list.

WORLDCOM: WorldCom supported the position taken by MClm on this issue.

DISCUSSION

Section 5,2.1 of the Standard Offering provides the conditions under which an ILEC
deals with dual entrances to its central offices In a competitive environment. The
corresponding provision in the MCIm/BellSouth Interconnection Agreement is
Section 7.21.2.

WorldCom wtness Bomer, v^4io adopted and sponsored the direct testimony profiled
by witness Messina, testified that a CLP should be permitted to verify, through physical
inspection, an ILECs assertion that dual entrances are not available. This is particularly
true when the ILEC is claiming a lack of capacity, and it is a reasonable requirement,
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particularly in light of the FCC's similar, but even rnore expansive rule allowing CLPs to
tour an incumbent's premises in order to verifyan assertion that physical collocation space
is not available. MClm is not asking for such a tour, but should be allowed to verify a
claim that dual entrances are not available by inspecting the entrance locations.
Witness Bomer also testified that since the FCC has declared that a denial of space
triggers a requirement that an inspection be permitted, it is a reasonable conclusion that
a denial of dual entrances, which permit the necessary diversitythat a CLP needs, triggers
the requirement of permitting verification of that claim.

Addressing whether ILECs must rnaintain a waiting list for entrance space,
WorldCom witness Bomer pointed out that the lack of dual entrances will determine
whether collocation is advisable at a given location, and thus maintenance of a waiting list
is a reasonable requirement for the JLEC. This Comrriission has the authority to require
ILECs to engage in practices that supplement the minimal standards that the federal rules
require.

WorldCom witness Bomer, who also adopted and sponsored the testimony prefiled
by witness Lathrop, further stated that, in many instances, a physical inspection is not
necessary when dual entrances are lacking. Instead, a visual inspection from the street
or drawings provided by the ILEC will document ariy exhausted entrance facilities at a
central office. Witness Bomer remarked that physical inspection is necessary when the
entrance facilities are underground and no documented floor plan is available. MClm is
not seeking a formal tour of the entire office, only an inspection of the ducts entering the
cable vaults.

Bellsouth witness Mtlnsr contended that when there is only one entrance point, a
CLP can visually verify that another entrance point does not exist by a cursory review of
the central office building floor plan; a tour is not necessary. BellSouth has agreed to
provide documentation to MClm verifying the lack of dual entrance facilities.
Witness Milner also testified that the FCC rules which obligate an ILEC to provide a tour
of its facilities in order to prove that physical collocation space is not available have
absolutely nothing to do with the situation where space is available, but dual entry points
do not exist. He stated that BellSouth was agreeable if all MClm wants is a cursory
inspection of the cable vault, but BellSouth was not amenable to a tour of the entire
building when the purpose of that tour was to verify the existence of two entrance facilities.

Witness Milner further testified that aside from the time and expense associated
with maintaining a waiting list for each central office in which dual entrance facilities are
not available, there is no reason for BellSouth to maintain such a list when BellSouth has
space available for CLP collocation, but does not have dual entrance facilities available.
He maintained that if the FCC had intended for the ILECs to maintain a waiting list for dual
entrance facilities (as Itdid for physical collocation space), it would have so stated.

Verizon witness Ries stated that the ILEC should provide supporting documentation
when a dual entrance is not available. However, an inspection of the facilities should be
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required only if the ILEC asserts that there is no entrance space for any cable facility.
Witness Ries testified that the CLP always has the option of leasing facilities from the ILEC
in lieu of constructing its own to the ILEC premises. Establishing and maintaining a waiting
list Is of little benefit and would be unnecessarily burdensome for the ILEC, especially
when entrance facility augmentations are an infrequent occurrence.

In its Proposed Order, the Public Staff took the position that while ILECs are not
required to provide central office tours when access to dual entrance facilities has been
denied, the Commission should encourage the parties to negotiate this issue. According
to the Public Staff, at least two entrance facilities are required, if available, when
collocation space is requested by a CLP. If no entrance facility or only one is available
when collocation space is requested, then the requesting CLP will be provided
documentation (central office floor plans, etc.) on what facilities exist. No federal law or
rule requires ILECs to maintain a waiting list for collocation space or entrance facilities.

47 C.F.R. Section 51.323(d)(2) states that an ILEC must;

Provide at least two such interconnection points at each incumbent LEG •
premises at which there are at least two entry points for the Incumbent LEC's
cable facilities, and at which space is available for new facilities in at least
two of those entry points.

The Commission believes that while the ILECs are technically not required by the
FCC to provide inspections when access to dual entrance facilities has been denied, the
CLPs, including MCIm, should be entitled to verify the ILEC's assertion, when made, that
dual entrance facilities are not available. Dual entrances are physically diverse entrances
into a wire center; i.e., having dual entrances provides an opportunity to design
redundancy into the network, thereby preventing some network failures (e.g.. if there is a
cable cut at one entrance facility, the overall service is not affected). MClm is simply
seeking an inspection of the ducts entering the cable vaults. From the testimony of the
WorldCom and Bellsouth witnesses, it appears that the Parties have come to general
agreement on this issue sufficient to allow them to negotiate the appropriate terms and
conditions for a satisfactory inspection or tour. The Commission believes that, through
good faith negotiations, the ILECs should provide an inspection or tour for the requesting
CLP to inspect the cable vaults and entrance manholes of central offices where dual entry
facilities are not available. In addition, floor plans for central offices, provided to CLPs on
request, could provide enough clarity to verify the number of entrance facilities in a specific
central office and thereby avoid the need for a physical tour.

The Commission also believes that it is reasonable to require the ILECs, Including
BeliSouth, to maintain waiting lists for entrance space and notify the CLPs, such as MCIm,
when such space becomes available. Regarding MClm's request for a waiting list, this
Commission has the authority to require ILECs to engage in practices that are in addition
to and consistent with the minimum standards required by the FCC rules. Because the
lack of dual entrances may, as a practical matter, determine whether collocation is
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advisable at a given location, it is reasonable and not overly burdensome under the
circumstances to require the ILECs to maintain wailing lists. The potential benefits to the
CLPs of requiringwaiting lists outweigh the potential detriments to the ILECs.

f

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the CLPs, including MClm, should be entitled to
verify the ILECs assertion, when made, that dual entrance facilities are not available.
Through good faith negotiations, the ILECs should provide an inspection or tour for the
requesting CLP to inspectthe cablevaults and entrancemanholes of central ofTices where
dual entry facilities are not available. The Commission further finds it appropriate to
require the ILECs, including BellSouth, to maintain waiting lists for entrance space and
notifythe CLPs, such as MClm, when such space becomes available. The Commission
also finds it appropriate to require the Parties to negotiate mutually agreeable language
for Section 5.2.1 of the Standard Offering and Section 7.21.2 of the MCIm/BellSouth
Interconnection Agreement to reflect these conclusions.

EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS FOR FINDING OF FACT NO, 63

ISSUE 84 fSPRINT ISSUE 10^: Should an ILEC deny priority to a CLP that challenges an
ILECs denial of space should space become available as a result of the challenge?

POSITIONS OF PARTIES

Sprint is the onlyPartywho merilioned this in its Proposed Order. Sprint's position
is that the CLP initiating a successful challenge should have priority over available space.
FCC rules establish a process wt?ereby CLPs are afforded the opportunity to challenge an -
ILECs denial of available space. Specificaliy, CLPs can tourthe entire premises at no
charge, and ILECs are required to provide certain information to substantiate lack of space
claims.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that, because of an insufficient record, it will not make
a conclusion regarding this issue at this time. However, consistent with the conclusions

. previously reached in Finding of Fact No. 20, the Commission finds that procedures for
evaluating space denials by the ILECsshould be included in the Standard Offering.

IT IS. THEREFORE, ORDERED as follows:

1. That no later than January 28, 2002, the Parties' shall jointly file a Standard
Offering modified pursuant to the Commission's conclusions in this Order. The modified
Standard Offering should include a Table of Contents.

2. That BeKSputh's Motion to Allow Expedited Filings of Cost Studies is hereby
granted. Therefore, barring any Motions for Reconsideration concerning collocation rates,
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BellSouth, Carolina/Central, and Verizon shall reflle Iheir cost studies and resulting rates as
soon as possible, but in no event later than January 28, 2002. The Public Staff is requested to
review the cost studies and resulting rates as soon as possible after they are filed and submit
comments on its reviews as soon as possible but in no event later than 30 days after receipt of
said cost study and rates.

3. That Bellsouth, Caralina/Central, and Verizon shall file hard copies and electronic
copies (in Microsoft Excel format) of their collocation rates as set forth herein.

4. That the cost studies and supporting documentation shall be filed by the ILECs in
electronic form and shall, upon request, be provided to all Parties subject to previous restrictions
on disclosure of information for which proprietary treatment has been requested.

5. That the Parties are hereby Instructed to attempt to negotiate appropriate rates for
inclusion in the Standard Offering for cross-connects, cable installation, augments, adjacent
collocation, and premises space reports by January 28, 2002 and if such rates are not
negotiated, the Parties are instructed to file Supplemental Briefs discussing these issues in more
depth by February 11, 2002.

6. That, after approval by the Commission, the rates filed pursuant to this Order shall
be deemed permanent prices pursuant to Section 252(d) of TA96 for purposes of replacing
interim prices adopted in Docket No. P-100, Sub 133d.

7. That Bellsouth. Carolina/Central, and Verizon shall, by February 26, 2002, file
proposals to refund the difference between revenues collected for services provided under
interim prices subject to true-up and revenues that would have been collected under the
permanent prices established in this docket.

ISSUED BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION.

This the day of December, 2001.

NORTH CAROLINA UTILITIES COMMISSION

Geneva S. Thigpen, Chief Clerk

Commissioner William R. Pittman resigned from the .Commission effective January 24, 2001,
and he did not participate in this decision.

Commissioner Ralph A. Hunt's term ended effective June 30,2001, and he did not participate
in this decision.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

Docket Nos. P-100, Sub 133j

Appendix A
Page 1 of 3

AC Alternating Current

ACF Annual Charge Factor

Act Telecommunications Act of 1996

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution

ALEC Alternative Local Exchange Carrier

ALLTEL ALLTEL Communications, Inc.

AT&T AT&T Communications of the Southern States, Inc.

BDFB Battery Distribution Fuse Bay

BellSouth BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.

CCXC Co-Canrier Cross-Connect

CDF Conventional Distributing Frame

CFA Channel/Connecting Facility Assignment

CLEC ? Competitive Local Exchange Company (Carrier)

CLLI Common Language Location identification

CLP Competing Local Provider

CLP Coalition New Entrants (See New Entrants)

CO Central Office

COE Central Office Equipment

Commission North Carolina Utilities Commission

DC Direct Current

DSO Digital Signal Level Zero

DS1 Digital Signal Level One

DS3 Digital Signal Level Three

DSX Digital Signal Cross-Connect
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DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

EDR Expedited Dispute Resolution

EHG Environmental Hazard Guidelines

FCC Federal Communications Commission

PDF Fiber Distribution Frame

FOC Fiber Optic Cable

HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

ICB Individual Case Basis

ILEC Incumbent Local Exchange Company (Carrier)

LEC Local Exchange Company (Carrier)

MClm MCl Telecommunications Corporation

MDF Main Distributing Frame

MOPs Method of Procedures

NEBS Network Equipment Building Systems

New Entrants Adelphia Business Solutions, Covad Communications,
Inc., Business Telecom, Inc. DSLnet, Inc., Intermedia
Communications, Inc.. KMC Telecom, Inc.. Mpower
Communications, Corp., New Edge Networks, XO
Communications, Inc., SECCA, US LEC, WorldCom,
Inc., AT&T Communications of the Southern States

NPRMs Non-Penetrating Roof Mounts

NRC Nonrecurring Charge

POT Point of Termination

Public Staff Public Staff-North Carolina Utilities Commission

SECCA Southeastern Competitive Carriers Association

Sprint Carolina Telephone and Telegraph Company, Central
Telephone Company, and Sprint Communications
Company L.P.
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SR Special Report

SWBT Southwestern Bell Telecommunications

TA96 Telecommunications Act of 1996

Texas PUC Texas Public Utilities Commission

TR Technical Requirement

SMEs Subject Matter Experts

UNE Unbundled Network Element

Verizon Verizon South, Inc., f/k/a GTE South, Inc.

WorldCom WorldCom, Inc., including MClmetro Access Transmission
Services, LLC


